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Thursday, 11 May 1995

The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.05 a.Dl. and read the prayer.

AUSTRALIAN BARLEY BOARD
Mr W. D. McGRATII (Minister for Agriculture)
presented report of the Australian Barley Board for
year ended 31 October 1994.

Laid on table.
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Western Metropolitan College of TAPE - Report for
the year 1994
Wimmera Community College of T AFE - Report for
the year 1994.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
23 May 1995.

Motion agreed to.

AUDITOR-GENERAL

Dangerous goods

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS
(PRE-HEARING CONFERENCES) BILL
Second reading

The SPEAKER presented special report no. 33 of
Auditor-General - Handle with Care: Dangerous
Goods Management.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oede
Ballarat School of Mines and Industries - Report for
the year 1994

Casey College of TAPE - Report for the year 1994
Goulburn Valley Community College - Report for the
year 1994
Loddon.Qunpaspe College of TAFE - Report for the

year 1994
Melbourne College of Printing and Graphic Arts Report for the year 1994
Northern Metropolitan College of TAPE - Report for
the year 1994
Outer Eastern College of TAPE - Report for the year
1994
South West College of TAFE - Report for the year 1994
Wangaratta College of TAFE - Report for the year 1994

1bi.s bill facilitates the continuation of the successful
pre-hearing conference program in the Family
Division of the Children's Court by repealing a
sunset provision in the Children and Young Persons
(Amendment) Act 1992.

Pre-hearing conferences in the Family Division of
the Children's Court were introduced as a pilot
program in 1993 following a 1992 legislative
amendment to the Children and Young Persons Act
1989. The pilot program was intended to continue
for 12 months. It was extended for a further
12 months and without the amendment contained in
this bill will cease on 30 June 1995.
Pre-hearing conferences take place prior to a formal
court hearing and are used in protection
applications for children. They are conducted by
conference convenors and are intended to assist the
Otildren's Court dispose of its case load more
effectively by providing an alternative, less
adversarial forum to contested. hearings for the
parties to resolve the dispute.
The pilot program for pre-hearing conferences was
formally evaluated by a team. of researchers from the
School of Social Work in the University of
Melbourne. The evaluation was undertaken for the
period between November 1993 and
September 1994. The report concluded that the
pre-hearing conference program 'has proved itself to

WA TER (AMENDMENT) BILL
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be a valuable addition to the present responses to
child protection matters', and recommended that the
conferences should continue to be funded. In
addition, the report concluded that:
there was a steady increase in the number of
pre-hearing conferences scheduled for each
month during the evaluation period;
pre-hearing conferences have resulted. in an
agreement in 60 per cent of cases under dispute.
In a number of cases that did not reach
settlement, pre-hearing conferences provided a
venue for narrowing and clarifying the terms and
matters in dispute; and
the length of time taken by the average
pre-hearing conference was approximately
3.25 hours compared to three or more days for a
contested. hearing in the Children's Court. The
report concludes that when magisterial and court
staff time, and party, representative and witness
attendance and associated costs in relation to
contested. hearings are taken into account,
pre-hearing conferences represent a considerable
saving in time and in costs to the parties and the
community.
Due to the success of the pre-hearing conference
pilot program in providing an efficient and
cost-effective alternative for resolving protection
applications, the government has determined to
continue the pre-hearing conference program
indefinitely.

The government is committed to providing better,
quicker and more cost-effective solutions to
problems in the justice system. The continuation of
the successful pre-hearing conference program in
the Family Division of the Children's Court, which is
facilitated. by this bill, is evidence of the
government's commitment.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 May.

WATER (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reAding
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:

Thursday. 11 May 1995

"That this bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the bill is to make
improvements to the provisions in the Water Act
1989 concerning bulk water entitlements and water
trading. The bill also makes a number of small
amendments to the act on miscellaneous
matters - particularly relating to making salinity
management powers more effective.

TIiE SYSTEM OF WATER ENlITLEMENTS AND
TRADING
The Water Act 1989 introduced a system of clearly
defined bulk water entitlements for both rural water
authorities and urban water authorities. These
entitlements will replace the vague existing rights,
such as permission to have a pump of a certain size.
Bulk entitlements are defined through a public
process which involves careful assessment of
existing rights in relation to available water. The
orders which make the entitlements are vetted by
Parliament. Bulk entitlements are primarily
designed to divide the available resource up clearly
between different users and the environment. They
will help Victoria, despite ever-increasing pressure
on our water, to continue to avoid the problems of
overcommitment and stream degradation which are
so evident at the top end of the Darling River in
NSW.

Another important aspect of bulk entitlements is
that they are allowed to be traded between
authorities, with the approval of the minister. This is
in recognition of the fact that Victoria has used up
most of the easy options for harvesting water, and in
future Victorians will have to make better use of the
water currently extracted from our rivers. For the
same reasons, the 1989 act also allowed for the first
time individual irrigator's water rights to be traded
on a permanent basis from one irrigator to another.
This government is committed to accelerating the
establishment of bulk water entitlements, and those
for the Goulbum catchment should be before
Parliament within a matter of weeks. The
government is equally committed to widening the
scope for trading of water entitlements. Very
Significant economic and environmental benefits
will result.

Trade frees up water required for expansion of high
value-adding enterprises, such as the wine industry,
which has plans to double its multi-billion dollar
export business. Much of the water is expected to
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come off some very salinated farmland, and removal
of irrigation from the worst of these areas will
ameliorate environmental problems.
The Council of Australian Governments has
identified the development of tradeable property
rights in water, with adequate flows reserved for the
rivers, as critical to reform of the water industry. In
fact, progress on this front will help Victoria qualify
for the substantial payments which the
commonwealth has recently agreed to make to the
states when they open their utilities to greater
competition.
Victoria is well on the way to achieving what is
required in the water area, and this bill makes a
number of modest improvements to the legal
framework which will together contribute
Significantly to this undertaking.

BULK ENTITLEMENTS AND IRRIGATORS'
RIGHlS
The Water Act 1989 did not spell out links between

bulk entitlements, which can be traded between
authorities, and water rights, which can be traded
between individual irrigators. Most trade is and will
continue to be in irrigators' rights. Indeed
authorities will only be able to trade any water
which is not needed to meet their obligations to
supply irrigators or urban customers. The bill makes
this clearer, and also provides for the automatic
adjustment of authorities' entitlements when
irrigators' rights transfer from one area to a different
area.

AUTHORITlFS' POWER TO BUY IRRIGATORS'
RIGHTS
The bill will enable authorities to buy up irrigators'
water rights and have them converted into bulk
entitlements. This will give urban authorities in
many cases a much more economical alternative to
the construction of new storages. An authority will
need to approach the minister first to have terms
and conditions for conversion of the water rights
into a bulk entitlement established. In the case of a
major acquisition of water rights the minister will
ensure that a public consultation process takes place.

H large volumes of water are acquired over a short
period that could present difficulties for an irrigation
community and the finances of a rural authority. So,
before starting to buy from farmers the urban
authority must also consult with the relevant rural
authority, with a view to agreeing on a framework
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for the acquisition. As a fallback, the urban authority
would be able to buy only within the 2 per cent per
year limit on water rights leaving an area. This
provision has already been set in the transfer of
water rights regulations.

AUTIiORITIFS' POWER TO TRADE WTIH
IRRIGATORS ON TEMPORARY BASIS
The bill will allow authorities with surplus bulk
entitlement to make temporary transfers of the
surplus direct to irrigators. Conversely authorities
with a temporary shortage of water could buy water
direct from irrigators for that season.

IRRIGATION AUTHORITIES' POWER TO ISSUE
NEW WATER RIGHI'S
The bill will give rural authorities the power to sell
new water rights, where they can demonstrate to the
minister that they have surplus water within their
bulk entitlements. This will provide incentives to
reduce water losses in the irrigation system by
making improvements in infrastructure, such as
pipelining of channels, that will bring about savings
in water.

DIVERSION UCENCES UNDER BULK
ENTITLEMENTS
About 20 per cent of rural water use involves
pumping water from rivers under a private
diversion licence rather than supply from a public
irrigation system under a water right. Whereas a
water right is met from within a rural authority's
bulk entitlement, diversion licences are currently not
covered by the bulk entitlement system. They are
issued directly by the minister -although in
practice this power is delegated to rural authorities.
It is proposed to enable the minister to provide that
the licences for a particular waterway be managed
from within a bulk entitlement granted to the
authority. This will improve the management of
licences and facilitate trade. The issuing of such a
bulk entitlement will not diminish existing rights
under licences but will be conditional on an
adequate water resource management plan being
prepared by the authority, with public input. This
will effectively place limits on new diversions and
protect existing water use and environmental flows.

WA TER (AMENDMENT) BILL
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MINISfER'S POWER TO INITIATE A BULK

ENTITLEMENT
Under the act at present a bulk entitlement can only
be granted if an authority formally applies. It is
proposed to enable the minister, as a last resort and
with opportunity for the authority to have input, to
initiate definition of a bulk entitlement. This reserve
power will speed up the establishment of bulk
entitlements.
TEMPORARY TRANSFERS OF SALES WATER

People with water rights are allowed to buy extra
sales water in proportion to their base entitlements,
up to a maximum allocation set each season In
recent years these rights to sales water have been
allowed to transfer temporarily, independently of
the water rights, but this is not clearly allowed for in
the act.
It is proposed to clarify the legality of such transfers.
However, the minister will be able to limit such
transfers if a bulk entitlement was not in place and
there was a concern that such transfers would cause
an overall increase in water usage.
TEMPORARY TRANSFERS INTERSTATE BY
IRRIGATORS

At the Council of Australian Governments Victoria
agreed to facilitate interstate trade where this is
socially, physically and ecologically sustainable.
This situation does not exist at present.
New South Wales has water allocation practices
which involve taking a lot of water out of rivers and
storages, but at a high risk of running short. It is
probable that even less water will be available to
New South Wales irrigators next season than during
the current drought-affected season because storages
have been nul so low.

Th~y.
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New South Wales partial cost recovery price,
would rightly object if water were to trade
out of Victoria simp1y because of these
subsidies.
For the above reasons, tmtil tight caps on usage are
in place and market-distorting subsidies are
eliminated, a very limited arrangement for interstate
trade is proposed.
It is proposed to provide initially only for
temporary - that is, one year only - transfers of
water rights, with rights to sales forfeited. This will
avoid any risk of increasing usage, because water
rights are very well utilised whereas seasonal sales
allocations are not fully used by most irrigators.
Moreover New South Wales subsidies are more than
neutralised:
(a) there is a compulsory charge of $18 per
megalitre for water rights which a Victorian
owner of the water rights has to pay each
year. If water rights transfer temporarily
elsewhere in Victoria, no further charge is
payable; if they go to New South Wales,
another delivery charge has to be paid to the
New South Wales delivery authority; and
(b) a Victorian farmer will not sell his water rights

to New South Wales unless the price is
substantial because he would forfeit all the
accompanying rights to sales. In a season
such as the last season he would lose half his
water, which he could have sold for a good
sum in Victoria.
Temporary transfers of sales rights and diversion
licences will be prohibited unless it can be
demonstrated to the minister's satisfaction that a
level playing field exists and usage will not increase.
All interstate trades will be subject to any terms and
conditions of the minister as he sees fit.

TRANSFERS FROM INTERSTATE
New South Wales irrigators claim that Victorian red
tape is stopping water reaching New South Wales.
However, Victoria should not be rushed into
unrestricted trading because:
(a) steady increases in water use in the Murray
Darling basin are of Significant concern and
unrestricted trading could attract normally
unused entitlements, which would make this
situation much worse; and
(b) New South Wales irrigation prices are heavily

subsidised. Victorian irrigators, who pay a
full cost recovery price that is about twice the

A few requests were made this season for water to
be transferred from New South Wales to Victoria,
and if at some time in the future Victoria were
suffering very dry conditions compared with New
South Wales, trade this way across the border would
be important The act does not at present make any
provision for water to be transferred into Victoria, so
the bill will rectify that situation.

WATER (AMENDMENT) BILL
ASSEMBLY

Thursday. 11 May 1995

TEMPORARY TRANSFERS INTERSrATE BY
Atm-lORITIES
The bill will make it clear that authorities have the
power to make temporary transfers of water
interstate, either to individuals or to interstate water
authorities. Approval of the minister will be
necessary, and he may refuse if the transfer could
adversely affect the environment or other users.

ABIUfY TO ALTER ENTITLEMENT VOLUMES
WHEN TRADED
When water is traded to a different location, the
amount of water lost through evaporation and other
causes may vary. The volume of the relocated
entitlement may need to change. Similarly changes
to the volume of a transferring entitlement may also
be needed to reflect movement of,the entitlement to
a different security. The bill gives the minister power
to set allowances or factors to be applied to transfers.

UCENCES ISSUED FROM TRANSFERRED
WATER RIGHI'S TO BE PERPETUAL
Licences are currently issued for 15 years on rivers
such as the Goulbum, which are regulated by dams,
and for one year on unregulated streams. They can
be made perpetual, but only when the licence is
being renewed. When water rights, which are '
perpetual rights, are traded to a licence it makes
sense to make the licence perpetual straight away,
provided the waterway is regulated or there is an
approved water resources management plan.

It is also proposed to make it possible to insert extra
conditions during the tenure of a perpetual licence
by following a proper process. Variation of
conditions will be allowed no more than every 15
years, and only on the basis of an approved water
resources management plan. Licensees will have the
right to appeal against any variations.

COMMUNITY DRAINAGE SCHEMES
"

t

The Water Act was written to support simple
community drainage schemes requiring an
agreement between members of quite a small group
of farmers. These schemes are now being used to
manage saline drainage over quite large areas, so
their size and complexity has increased markedly.
Amendments will provide for contemporary
circumstances: for example, they will allow
executors and trustees or landowners with more
than one allotment to enter into agreements.
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D~AGECOURSEDECLARATIONS

The declaration of a drainage course, with an
approved management plan, allows regulation of
obstructions to flow. This is very important in
salinity control The current provisions are restricted
to waterways and will be broadened to cover any
depression which carries water in heavy rains - the
formulation originally used in the Drainage of Land
Act 1975. This will make the provisiOns much more
useful.

POSTAL NOTIFICATION FOR GROUND WATER
PROTECTION AREAS
At present a proposal for a ground water protection
area must not only be advertised in a newspaper
circulating generally in the area but must also be the
subject of postal notification to all owners and
occupiers of land in the area. This can be very costly,
as illustrated in the two recent cases of Westemport
- which covers newly urbanising areas - and
Shepparton - where a large area is being declared
for control of saline ground water. The requirement
for postal notification is to be dropped.

COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY SCHEMFS FOR
FARMS
It is proposed to extend the provisions for
community drainage schemes so that there can be
community schemes for farm water supply
purposes. This will provide a mechanism for local
management of small rural water supply systems
such as the Tungamah waterworks and stock and
domestic system which are not able to be run
economically or efficiently by authorities.

OTHER ITEMS
There are several minor items, including a number
which clarify existing entitlement and trading
provisions, and some miscellaneous items, which
include enabling boards of authorities to make
decisions by telephone hook-up and updating
prOvisions for the Drillers Licensing Board.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:
That the debate be adjowned until Tuesday, 23 May.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY (ELECTRICITY CORPORAnONS) BILL
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This is the second water bill introduced this week
and the government will be able provide the
opposition with substantial advice on the bills.

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - The opposition
understands the importance of the water bills being
handled together. On the basis of the commitment to
arrange briefings as soon as possible, we agree to the
proposed adjournment
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Tuesday, 23 May.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY
(ELECfRICITY CORPORAnONS) BILL
Second reading
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to defer the dissolution of
Electricity Services Victoria and Generation Victoria.
The dissolution of Electricity Services Victoria is
provided for in section 8 of the Electricity Industry
(Amendment) Act 1994 and was provided for as a
consequence of the disaggregation of Electricity
Services Victoria into the new distribution
businesses under that act
Similarly the dissolution of Generation Victoria is
provided for in section 5 of the Electricity Industry
(Further Amendment) Act 1994 as a consequence of
the disaggregation of Generation Victoria into the
separate generation companies.
1bese provisions are at present subject to automatic

commencement dates. To ensure that the bodies are
not dissolved automatically prior to all
administrative steps being taken to wind up their
affairs and to ensure that all of their assets and
liabilities have been dealt with, the bill allows
special commencement dates to be determined for
these provisions.

Th~y,11~ayl995

Mr HA.MILTON (Morwell) - On the question of
time, Mr Speaker, the bill appears to be simple. I do
not believe the opposition will oppose the
adjournment date. It is pleasing that the government
is having trouble with the disaggregation of the
electricity industry.
The SPEAKER - Order! The latter part of the
honourable member's comments are out of order.
He is now allowed to comment only on the narrow
issue concerning the question of time.

Mr HAMILTON - The importance of not
having an automatic cessation date on the
disaggregated parts of what used to be the SEC is of
real interest to real people. For example, the Latrobe
Valley still accommodates employees of Generation
Victoria and it would be most unfortunate if,
through a machinery matter, anything was to
disadvantage those people. We see the need for this
bill to be dealt with in an efficient and appropriate
manner.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Tuesday, 23 May.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE HOUSING
AUTHORITY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) -On behalf of the Minister for Finance, I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill provides for the disposal of property by the
Government Employee Housing Authority. Over the
past two years departments have been reviewing
their employee housing requirements in
consultation with the authority. This review has
revealed that under the previOUS administration
approximately 75 per cent of houses owned by the
authority were either vacant, occupied by
non-government employees or being provided
where a private rental market existed.

I commend the bill to the house.
The reduction in properties owned by the authority,

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, 23 May.

from 2624 on 1 July 1993 to approximately 711
which are essential will enable departments to
effectively manage those properties without the
need for the involvement of a central controlling
agency.
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It is the government's intention to use the provisions
of this bill to divest required-to-occupy properties
from the authority to participating departments that
have an ongoing requirement for employee
accommodation. 1hat will enable the operations of
the authority to be scaled down and the organisation
wound up by 30 June 1996. Further legislation will
be introduced in the spring sittings to effect the
wind-up of the authority.

The bill also confirms the Department of Transport's
responsibility for integrated transport planning and
integrated transport system and service
development The bill covers transportation of
passengers for hire or reward by commercial
passenger road Vehicles, but excludes taxi-<abs, hire
cars and vehicles used solely for the carriage of
passengers for religious, philanthropic, educationat
sporting or social purposes.

TIle divestment of properties to departments will
ensure that properties are retained in government
ownership only where private housing
accommodation is unavailable or where properties
are declared essential for operational purposes.

The bill does not affect the use of most vehicles
currently licensed as special vehicles, being vehicles
used for weddings, social events and tourist
activities. However, the operation of some buses
currently licensed as special vehicles but used to
provide road passenger transport services as defined
by the bill will come within its scope. This corrects
an anomaly which has arisen in respect to a small
number of buses currently licensed as special
vehicles but used to provide services which are
indistinguishable from services provided using
vehicles licensed as metropolitan, country or urban
omnibuses.

This bill is consistent with government policy to
ensure improved accountability across government
departments. Departments will be responsible for
the administrative arrangements, as well as all costs
including the capital charge, associated with the
management of these properties.

I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LEIGHTON
(Preston).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 May.

Regulations may be made under the bill to address
safety issues associated with the provision of other
forms of road-based public transport including
horse-drawn coaches and other vehicles drawn by
draught animals, steam and traction engine rides,
motorcycle pillion rides and the like.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT COMPETITION
BILL
Second reading
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
move:
lbat this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Public Transport Competition
Bill is to:
provide for removal of regulatory restrictions on
competition in the road passenger public
transport sector;
ensure that public transport services continue to
be provided in the public interest; and
increase the range of skills and experience
available to the Public Transport Corporation
board of management by providing for additional
appointments to the board.

The bill provides for a system of accreditation of
public transport operators by the Secretary of
Transport to qualify operators to provide public
transport services solely on the basis of their fitness
to provide those services. Regulations may be made
under the bill to exempt vehicles operated by
accredited transport operators from the licensing
requirements of the Transport Act.
These provisions enable progressive reform of the
present unsatisfactory regulatory system which
requires separate licences to be issued for each
vehicle used to provide public transport services.
There are currently 10 different types of licences
covering a total of approximately 5500 public
transport vehicles. Each licence stipulates the
specific public transport services which the vehicle
may legally be used to provide. The present system
has been justifiably and widely criticised on the
basis that:
it is a barrier to new entrants to the public
transport sector and reduces effective competition
within the sector. The present legislative
requirement that licences are to be granted or not
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granted having regard to the effect upon existing
services of the services proposed to be provided is
particularly restrictive;

clauses 36(2) to 39, which contain regulation-making
powers and which deal with transitional matters,
will operate from 1 July, 1995.

by limiting the uses to which particular vehicles
can be put, the system reduces transport
operators' flexibility to respond to market
demand and commercial opportunities; and

The remainder of the bill will commence operation
subsequently once regulations are made to put in
place necessary definitions, standards and
procedures for the accreditation and service contract
processes. A regulatory impact statement will be
published as part of the regulation-making process.
The transitional arrangements contained in the bill
provide that all existing licensed operators will be
authorised to operate services for up to two years to
enable time for those operators to become accredited
in accordance with the new legislative requirements.

licences to operate route bus services are an
unnecessary addition to the present system of
contracts managed by the Department of
Transport to ensure the provision of appropriate
services.
The bill facilitates increased effective competition in

Victoria's public transport sector by simplifying
entry to the public transport industry while
continuing to ensure that accredited transport
operators meet rigorous standards relating to:
their ability to provide passenger transport
services including the ability to manage transport
business operations;

Past processes for letting route bus service contracts,
including school bus services, have in many cases
been less than fully competitive. The nature of the
contracts, based in part on payment of a rate per
kilometre travelled, has also been criticised on the
basis that the contracts involve unnecessary cost to
government and that they provide no commercial
incentive for operators to increase public transport
patronage.

safety of passengers and the public;
service to passengers; and
vehicles and equipment, including their design,
service, maintenance and condition.
The bill provides regulation-making powers in
relation to specific matters to be examined in
determining transport operators' compliance with
standards. An industry working party established to
advise me on road transport accreditation matters
has presented its report. Advertisements were
placed in the press on 22 April 1995 making the
report available for public consultation. The
regulations governing accreditation will reflect the
outcome of those processes.
Accreditation of transport operators, encompassing
standards relating to the character and medical
fitness of drivers they employ, obviates the need for
separate accreditation of drivers. Administrative
processes supported by regulations will be put in
place to facilitate police record checks where
necessary to assist transport operators to meet
specified standards for drivers.
The bill will commence in stages. Preliminary
provisions will come into operation from the date of
royal assent Most of part 5, containing amendments
to the Transport Act 1983, together with

The bill provides that regular passenger services are
to be operated only under the authority of a service
contract and sets out the way in which the service
contract system is to operate. As well as providing
better value for money to the government and the
people of Victoria, the new service contract system
will also ensure that regular passenger services are
delivered in an orderly manner and are responsive
to the needs of the travelling public. Contractors and
the public will be protected by the bill from
uncontracted operators who might operate in a
manner which would jeopardise the viability of
public bus services by practices such as bypassing
intermediate stops between major destinations or by
failing to provide adequate off-peak services.
It is the government's intention that when the
present contracts expire new route bus contracts will
be based on the commercial fare principle similar to
those contracts recently finalised with the private
sector and the govemment-owned bus business,
Metbus. The current metropolitan bus contracts
based in part on a payment of a rate per kilometre
travelled expire on 30 June 1997. The similar country
bus service contracts expire on 30 June 1998. The bill,
therefore, serves to give notice of at least two years
duration to the contractors of the government's
intention to reform the arrangements for the
contracting of bus services.
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The bill provides that where existing bus contracts
do not specify a termination date, those contracts
will terminate two years from commencement of the
act wlless the contracts are terminated sooner for
any other reason. All new contracts will be regularly
retendered prior to their expiration.
I wish to make statements Wlder section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act of the reasons for altering or
varying that section. Clause 37 of the bill is intended
to alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution
Act 1975 to the extent necessary to prevent the
Supreme Court from awarding compensation in
relation to an act described in clause 36(1) or any
matter referred to in clause 36(2).
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desirable in pursuit of the reforms contained in the
bill.
Government policy announcements have stressed
the need for the boards of management of state
business enterprises to include members with strong
commercial skills. The bill addresses this issue with
respect to the board of management of the Public
Transport Corporation and in doing so also
addresses comments on the PTC in the May 1994
Auditor-General's report on ministerial portfolios.
TIle bill reconstitutes the present four member PIC
board and provides for the minister to appoint an
expanded board comprising:
a chairperson;

Clause 36(1) relates to actions taken by the Secretary
of Transport in accordance with the bill, in relation
to bus operator accreditations, service contracts, or
prohibiting a person from driving a road passenger
transport vehicle. The reasons for preventing the
award of compensation in such circumstances are to
prevent claims for compensation when the secretary
exercises discretions conferred by the act in what are
essentially decisions on regulatory matters made in
the broad public interest. This continues the
situation that has always applied under the
Transport Act 1983.
The bill makes it clear that a person who has had
permission to operate bus services in the past is not
thereby exempt from the new accreditation
requirements by virtue of that fact. Operators, old
and new, should have to qualify for accreditation
under the new scheme in the interests of the public.
Clause 36(2) is intended to ensure that anyone who
may not meet current standards is not entitled to be
compensated at community expense and is not able
to cause delays to the new scheme by litigation.
Clause 36(2) also prevents claims for compensation
or litigation when bus service contracts are brought
to an end by clause 39(6). Only contracts which have
no fixed expiry date are affected and it is considered
that the lengthy period of notice the bill provides is
more than adequate for contract holders to adjust to
the new circumstances and provides a fair
mechanism for implementing necessary change.
The bill provides the option of declaring by Order in
Council the bus industry to be a regulated industry
for the purposes of the Regulator-General Act. Such
a declaration would enable the Regulator-General to
regulate prices, quality standards and market
conduct, to conduct enquires and to report on the
bus industry should that prove necessary or

the chief executive of the corporation; and
not fewer than two or more than six people who
have such managerial or other qualifications as
are considered necessary to enable the board to
carry out its hmctions.
Finally, I wish to comment on the bill in the context
of the Council of Australian Governments (COAG)
April 1995 agreements on competition policy.
Principle 5 of the competition principles agreement
requires the government to develop a timetable by
June 1996 for the review and, where appropriate,
reform by the year 2000 of all existing legislation
that restricts competition.
The competition principles agreement allows
retention of legislative restrictions on competition
only if it can be demonstrated that the benefits of the
restriction to the community as a whole outweigh
the costs, and that the objectives of the legislation
can only be achieved by restricting competition.
The road-based public transport reforms embodied
in the bill are consistent with the competition
principles agreement and are ahead of the year 2000
timetable it contains. While service contracts
governing regular road passenger services could be
seen as imposing some restriction on competition
the contracts are nonetheless essential in the public
interest. Competition will be guaranteed by periodic
competitive re-tendering of service contracts.
Decisions and actions to be taken by the secretary
under the bill are to be in all circumstances
consistent with the COAG agreements on
competition. The role of the secretary in ensuring
effective competition in road-based public transport
and the potential for alternative arrangements will
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be kept ulder review in the context of evolving
national Dractice to ensure that Victoria continues to
comply \~th the agreements.
The coU!petition ?rinciples agreement recognises
that there are circ::umstances under which services
such as regular passenger transport services can be
provid-=d only b--' restricting market competition.
Victori.? recogrLses that the proposed exclusive
servi~ contracts, coupled with the accreditation
systeI:'.., may restrict competition. The measures
contained in the bill have been proposed because the
government believes public safety, appropriate
levels of service, and public access must be
mair.:a.ined and. that commtmity service obligations
mus: be met at the lowest cost to taxpayers. If called
upot, by the Australian Competition and Consumer
Corr:nission to demonstrate that it is in the net
put, interest that Victoria enter into exclusive
ser - ce Contr2cts, Victoria will do 50.
I co:nmend the bill to the house.

DE :)ate adjourned on motion of Mr BATCHELOR
(T:.:omastown).
Mr BROWN (Minister for Pt:blic Transport) - I
rr. ·,ve:
That the d.ebate be adjourned ",-,til Tuesday, 23 May.

Mr BATOIELOR (Thomac:own) - On the
Cif time, Mr Speaker, :he Public Transport
( ompetit..on Bill is a major pi-=<:e of legislation. It
~.:quires extensive consultaticn because it addresses
:. numbe::- of fundamental areas of public transport.
: seeks t') take up issues raised in the Hilmer report.
_0: deals YVith a whole set of different government
19encie- in transport. It sets up new organisational
arrange:nents and deals with a series of road-based
passenger issues.
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been held over until the last minute. The Public
Transport Competition Bill is of major significance
but now there are others. We find that the
parliamentary arrangement is such that we are to be
confronted with a timetable that provides
insufficient time to undertake the required
examination of bills and to have community
consultation on them. In some instances over the
following two weeks there will be insufficient time
to even debate the issues that will be raised.

The government has indicated that it does not
propose to extend the parliamentary session beyond
the additional Friday, 2 June. In those circumstances,
members of the opposition will need all the time
possible for the consultation phase of our work as
well as all the time that is needed to have a proper
debate in the Parliament.
We absolutely and totally reject the attempts to push
the proposals through. The opposition cannot stand
by and allow this to happen. H the government
chooses to do it by using its numbers it will succeed
in its current plan, but it will be setting in place a
response that will lead to a very stormy final two
weeks of this parliamentary session. The opposition
will not accept a proposal that includes insufficient
time for the opposition to do what it has to do before
and during a debate on major legislation. We will
not accept the government's using the parliamentary
forms and processes to bludgeon the opposition and
force through major pieces of legislation.

C ..lestion

The pr·:cposal to foreshorten what is the tradition
and re::uisite time for consideratic:l by the
oppos! tion of these types of bill is repugnant The
oppos!tion will not accept the foreshortening of the
time so that the debate is adjourned for a shorter
perio'~ than is traditonal. E it is be government's
inten:ion to pursue the Tuesday . . .,.eek option rather
than allowing the full two weeks for consideration
of the bill, the opposition will vote against this
pr()C~edural proposal.
This is indicative of the arrangements that are to be
entered into at the end of this parliamentary session.
A :arge number of majo:- and Significant bills has

We will not accept the excuse of the current logjam
of bills before the Parliament as a pretext for forcing
through major legislation. The Public Transport
Competition Bill is a major piece of legislation. It
deals with matters that have been around for a long
time and that are the subject of widely expressed
concern in the community.
The government has acknowledged the need for
Wide consultation on its part. From the
5~ond-reading speech one can see that the
government's discussion paper has been in the
public arena for some considerable time. However,
the govenunent will not reciprocate and allow the
opposition to gain the same widespread knowledge
through discussion on the issues raised in the bill.
In circumstances where we are asked to consider
bills in shorter times we will not be supporting
proposals. This is a crunch time for the government.
The government can make up its mind now whether
it is willing to allow the proper and orderly
progression of legislation through Parliament during
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the remainder of this parliamentary session or
whether today it will choose the option of taking the
opportunity to use its numbers to force things
through.. It can choose to foreshorten the notice
period for dealing with the bill and force a major
piece of legislation through the Parliament without
adequate notice or debate.
In some circumstances that choice will result in the
government asking this Parliament to acquiesce to
allowing legislation to go through Parliament
without debate. It makes a mockery of the
parliamentary process. It equates the government to
nothing more than arrogant administrators. It seeks
to deny the Parliament its proper and appropriate
place in scrutinising legislation and, of course, it
treats the people with utter contempt The proposed
action is nothing more than a demonstration of the
jackboot approach of arrogant government
administration. The test of that will come today with
the proposed limiting of the time for notice that is
required for the opposition. As I said, if the
government does it on this occasion it signals a
stormy end to this parliamentary session because we
will insist on our rights at every turn after this
matter has been decided.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport)(By
lem:Je) - The government has no problem in
extending the time to two weeks. This bill is a
response, in part, to what the Labor Party itself tried
to achieve some years ago. My understanding is that

the Labor Party fully supports these measures but if
it wants another couple of days I am willing to give
it the extra 48 hours. It surprises me that the
opposition needs it but we are more than happy to
facilitate another 48 hours on this bill.
Motion withdrawn by leave.
Deb~te

adjourned until Thursday, 25 May.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (FURTHER
~E~~E~)BILL

Government iUIlendments circulated by
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning)
pursuant to sessional orders.

Second reading
Deb~te resumed from 27 April; motion of
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning).

Mr LEIGIITON (preston) - The opposition
opposes this bill and will demonstrate that in
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division on the second reading. The bill is yet
another step in the attack on the integrity of local
government that has occurred in the past two years.
Local government is no longer an equal and
independent partner in government In a period of
not much more than two years we have seen local
government now run by Spring Street, either by
legislation or direction of the minister, or through
agents of the Kennett government such as highly
paid commissioners and highly paid consultants.
The opposition has enormous reservations about the
two main features of the bilL The first concerns the
various changes to the voting system for the
Melbourne City Council: the system of enrolling, the
method of voting and the shape of the ward
boundaries. We see that as nothing more than a
blatant gerrymander, just out-and-out electoral
rigging. For that reason, we oppose the bill. I will
return to that shortly.
The second area of the bill the opposition has
reservations about is the power or the capacity of the
minister to effectively freeze or cap rates. I
acknowledge that he can move those rates up and
down and vary them for individual councils. The
opposition is sceptical about whether that on the one
hand will effectively freeze the total payments that
individuals pay to councils and on the other hand
will maintain services. I will return to that later in
my contribution.
I shall touch briefly on some of the more minor and
less controversial aspects of the bill. Clause 4 makes
the Auditor-General responsible for the auditing of
municipal councils. that provision applies not only
to municipal councils but also to other municipal
organisations such as municipal libraries, trusts, and
companies wholly owned by cOWlci1s. Clause 6 of
the bill deems those auditing arrangements to be
under the competitive tendering arrangements.
In the briefing the Honourable Pat Power and I had
with the department we were told that it was the
intention of the Auditor-General to put those
municipal audits out to tender. A second feature of
the bill is that clause 8 reinstates provisions that
existed in the Local Government Act 1958 relating to
boundaries between municipalities. The clause
provides that in the case of a street dividing two
municipalities, the boundary is to be taken as down
the middle of the street, and if the boundary of a
municipal district is described by reference to the
sea coast, that boundary is to be taken to be the line
for the time being of the high watermark on that sea
coast. That is not controversial, it simply reiterates
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the provisions of the 1958 act. In the absence of that
provision certain conventions have applied.
The third of the less controversial aspects is

clause 24, which will change the municipal financial

year. The house will recall that in earlier legislation
the financial year was to be changed from the
previous local government financial year
commencing 1 October to that of the normal
financial year nmning from 1 July to 30 June. That
change will be maintained. Everybody accepts that
is sensible. However, this bill puts off the transition
year to 1996-97. As I understand it, that is very much
a request of local government itself. The opposition
supports that provision. It indicates the extent to
which local government is struggling under the
massive changes of the sacking of democratically
elected councils, the appointment of commissioners,
the forced amalgamations, irrespective of the views
of local communities, and the implementation of
compulsory competitive tendering arrangements.
It is no wonder that local government has not had
the capacity to implement this desirable change
earlier. In particular, given compulsory competitive
tendering, it is important to have that bedded down
and to be able to compare one year to the next before
we move to implementing changes to the councils'
financial year. lbe opposition does not have any
objection to that provision but finds it not surprising
that it is now necessary.
I turn to the two major provisions of the bill: firstly,
the changes to Melbourne City Council; and,
secondly, the possible freeze on council rates. I will
start by trying to summarise the changed prOvisions
for the Melbourne Oty Council The bill reduces the
number of councillors from 12 to 9. Previously
Melbourne Gty Council had 12 councillors,
3 representing each of the 4 wards. The bill will
recreate four single-member wards, each having one
councillor, and on top of that there will be an
undivided council of five councillors elected by all
persons on the roll. Secondly, those five councillors
will be elected under a preferential quota system
similar to that of the Senate.
The third change the bill makes, which is consequent
upon the election of a three-year council and the
election of a lord mayor from among those nine
councillors, is that it specifies the election of the lord
mayor is for three years and that he or she can be
removed only by a vote of tw(rthirds of those
councillors.
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Fourthly, there are a number of deeming provisiOns
relating to persons placed on the roll; in particular,
corporations that have a property right will have
two persons placed on the roll. If corporations fail to
notify their nominees to be placed on the roll, the bill
deems the company secretary and the first named
director alphabetically to be the two nominees
placed on the council roll. The bill also requires that
if persons are placed on the council roll under those
deeming provisions they are to be notified that they
have been placed on the roll and given the
opportunity to object to their names being placed on
the roll. The final aspect of the changed
arrangements for Melbourne City Council is that if
the persons who have been placed on the roll as a
result of those deeming provisions do not vote, it is
the corporation that is fined rather than the
individual voter.
I state outright that all these changes amount to
nothing more than a blatant gerrymander. It is
out-and-out election rigging. When one looks at the
consultants who prepared these changes, one is not
surprised that we have this result. The consultants
who undertook the work were from the firm, Clifton
Consulting. For members who are not aware of this,
Clifton Consulting is headed by a former liberal
Party director, Mc John Ridley. Also working with
him on the changes to Melbourne Gty Council were
Mr Leo Hawkins, a former liberal Party state
secretary, and Mr Rob Barfus, the former chief of the
MWlicipal Association of Victoria. Two former
senior members of the Liberal Party are carrying out
the changes to the voting system for Melbourne Oty
Council, and it is not surprising that the result is a
giant gerrymander; it is absolute election rigging.
Ridley and Hawkins have carried out their work
very much in a cloak of secrecy. It was
cloak-and-dagger stuff. They charged Melbourne
City Council $50 000 to draw up an electoral
gerrymander. However, having done that work,
they can hold themselves out as electoral experts to
local government They have moved on to the City
ofYarra.
It is clear that the role of Hawkins and Ridley is
simply to rig elections. While these electoral changes
apply only to the City of Melbourne, I suspect that
as they move around from municipality to
municipality we will see different types of
gerrymanders. One wonders what they have in store
for the Gty of Yarra. Will it be fiddling the ward
boundaries to get the maximum vote for
conservative candidates?
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To the extent that there are to be electoral changes to
municipal councils, that should be done openly and
in consultation with the community, not by
cloak-and-dagger operatives of the liberal Party
who have an agenda and who are well paid for
implementing it It was put to the opposition in the
briefing that the changes being made, particularly to
the deeming provisions for the Melbourne City
Council, were to ensure that the voters placed on the
roll through deeming provisions were brought into
line with other voters. That is clearly not the case.
That is nonsense, whether tested against other
municipalities or within the City of Melbourne.
From my reading of the bill, it seems that the only
officers of a corporation deemed to be on the roll, as
I said, are the company secretary and the first
named, alphabetically, director of the corporation.
Why has the government in this bill made no
attempt to identify other people who would have a
right to be on the roll and automatically deemed
them?
The minister looks puzzled. There are trade unions
in the City of Melbourne that own property but are
not corporations. Why not deem the secretary and
state president of a union to be automatically on the
roll? Why not deem an individual who owns a
property outright but not through a corporation to
be on the roll? It is obvious that the agenda was to
achieve election rigging and that the government
had in mind a particular catchment of voters it
wanted to ensure were on the roll.
I am not for a moment advocating that these
arrangements apply to other municipalities, but how
can the government claim the changes were to bring
Melbourne City Council in line with other groups of
voters when the changes apply only to the City of
Melbourne? How can the government claim that
these deeming arrangements were to bring those
voters in line with other voters when they will not
be personally fined if they fail to vote but instead the
corpora tion will be fined?
If I am on a council roll as a local resident or by
virtue of being on the state roll and I fail to vote, I
get fined personally. If it is such an important
responsibility for company directors to discharge,
why not fine them personally instead of having their
company pick up the fine and then deduct it from
the expenses of the company? That seems only
reasonable to me. H those same directors fail to
discharge their various other responsibilities, for
example, if they fail to file the company return, they
would be personally liable. H it is so important to
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ensure they are on the roll and that they vote, why
not personally fine them if they fail to vote? It was
not a matter of high principle to get them on the roll
in the first place; the agenda was to achieve a
gerrymander one way or another.
There will also be an unusual method of election.
Two groups of councillors will be elected. Four
councillors will be elected to represent specific
wards, and at the same time five councillors will be
elected through a Senate-style election to represent
the undivided council.
There will be two groups of councillors. I wonder
whether some time in the future the government
will return with another amendment to the Local
Government Act to make it clear that there will be
two different groups of councillors. Perhaps the next
step will be to create two different chambers for that
council. The Queensland government got rid of its
upper house in the 1920s. I wonder whether in 1995
the Kennett government will create an upper
chamber for the Melbourne City Council! There is no
good reason for such arrangements, other than to
achieve an electoral gerrymander.
The opposition is concerned. about the enrolment
provisions for the Melbourne City Council. I
received a copy of the minister's amendments
shortly before the commencement of the debate; and
it is possible one of those amendments will pick up
one of our concerns. It is the intention of the
opposition to move an amendment to clause 15
when the bill is introduced into the other place. The
amendment would require that the voting list shows
not only the name of the voter but also that of the
corporation when the voter has been placed on the
role through the deeming provisions. In the past it
has been possible for somebody to be listed on the
role by virtue of being an owner or occupier or
simply through a property qualification. It is fair
and reasonable that the means by which the person
is on the role is seen clearly because that would
make for a more open and active electoral process.
The shadow minister in the other place, Mr Power,
will also seriously consider moving an amendment
to make it clear that an individual is not entitled to
more than one vote under these provisions other
than that the individual will vote in his or her ward
and have an additional vote for the undivided
council.
We wish to ensure that voters cannot submit
multiple votes in an undivided council. I believe the
minister/s amendment picks that up, but there
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should be some safeguard against a corporation that
is formed into a number of companies or
partnerships where each has an interest in property
with the one person being placed on the role a
number of times by virtue of representing each of
those companies. I believe the minister's
amendment starts to go in that direction. The
opposition will give more consideration to it while
the bill is between here and another place.
It will not surprise me that as these arrangements
administrative
are implemented there will be
problems other than those that have been identified
in the minister's amendments, nor would it surprise
me that the government will have to return to the
house with further amendments.

further

I turn to the purported freeze on council rates and
charges. If only it were possible to freeze rates and at
the same time maintain the level of services and not
hit residents and ratepayers through the back door
by increasing other charges. The opposition would
certainly welcome that proposition. The opposition
is sceptical about whether it is po5Slble to freeze
rates, maintain services and employment within a
coWlCil and at the same time ensure that other
charges are not increased.
The bill provides for the minister to either freeze or
lower the charges that appear on a person's rate
notice - that is, the general rates, the municipal
charges and the service charges. The amendment
does not apply to charges that do not appear on the
rate notice. The minister can freeze a rate, allow
some increase or order a decrease. He can also apply
it across the board to all councils, or identify an
individual council or a group of cOWlcils.
I acknowledge that there is some provision in the
bill to apply flexible arrangements to councils that
have large growth areas. That reeks of hypocrisy.
Mr Weideman interjected.

Mr LEIGHTON - It does not only reek of
hypocrisy, it stinks to high heaven!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order!
The honourable member for Frankston is interjecting
from out of his place. I suggest that he cease
interjecting.

Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - It will be interesting to see in
a year or so whether that will be the outcome. The
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hypocrisy is that the same government that is now
charging the average householder an extra $1800 or
$1900 a year would not be capable of applying the
same requirements that it purports to be applying to
local governmenl Perhaps the first step should have
been for the government to legislate for a freeze on
state government taxes and charges. It is not capable
of doing that, but somehow it pretends that it is
po5Slble to do so with local government It stinks!

If rates are frozen councils will on the one hand be
forced to cut services even further and at the same
time reduce employmenl That is already occurring
under Spring Street appointed commissioners. On
the other hand, there will be a myriad of council
charges not covered by this freeze. Those councils
will be forced to lift those charges as much as
possible, whether they be tipping charges, a fee for
borrowing a video cassette at the local library and so
on. For example, the Melbourne City Council now
sets its own parking meter fees. Councils will find a
number of ways of lifting charges that are not
covered by the freeze.
It would be false to pretend that somehow local
government charges have been frozen, but that will
not be the outcome. Rates will be frozen, but not
local government charges; those charges will be
applied through the back door. I also suggest that
councils will cut services. It is a combination of both.
COWlcils will cut services, sack staff and be forced to
increase other charges through the back door.

Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGlITON - I do not like that I would like
it to be more open to the community. One of my
concerns with the sacking of democratically elected
councils and the appointment of commissioners is
that councils will no longer be subject to the same
scrutiny, so it will be difficult for the community to
assess whether services have been slashed or
charges increased.
The City of Darebin is an amalgamation of the City
of Preston, most of the City of Northcote and a small
part of the City of Coburg. I was concerned about
this issue when the interim report was handed down
in April 1994. On 11 Apri11994 I wrote to the
General Manager of the City of Preston, Kelvin
Spiller, in the following terms:
As we are all aware, the announcement last Friday of
the latest roW\d of local government amalgamations
will lead to the sacking of democratically elected

councils and councillors.
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According to the briefing the state opposition received
from the Local Government Board last Friday, the
commissioners appointed to manage the transition are
supposed to perform a predominantly administrative
role. At our briefing, we were told that the
commissioners should: avoid overturning previous
policy decisions of councils; implement previous
budgetary decisions; and respect the history of the local
government area.
I have to say that I am not all that confident that the
transition will Wlfold and the commissioners act in the
terms of the advice given to us at the briefing. I am
gravely concerned at the potential for services to be
slashed and policy decisions to be reversed.
I wish to respectfully suggest to the City of Preston that
council at its meeting tonight resolve to collate and
make publicly available prior to the loss of an elected
council:
(1) A list of all services provided by council and fees
and charges applicable to these services;

(2) Other council fees and charges;
(3) A comprehensive summary of policy decisions.
I believe the above information is important so that we,
as community leaders, can monitor and attempt to hold
publicly accountable the actions of the commissioner
during the transition process. I would appreciate
receiving a copy from council of the above lists.
I would be grateful if you would bring this letter to the
attention of tonight's council meeting.
~t letter was p~ted to the council meeting that
rughl The cOWlcil comprised six independent
m~ and six members of the Labor Party and it
unarumously agreed to my proposition. In fact, one
of the Labor members of the council moved an
amendment to add some items I did not have in my
letter.

On 12 April I received a letter from Kelvin Spiller,
which states:
I refer to your letter dated 11 April, suggesting that
council make publicly available certain information
prior to any announcement being made by the minister
dismissing council, in relation to the proposed
amalgamations.
I wish to advise that council, at a meeting held on
11 April, resolved to make available prior to the
removal of councillors -
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1.

A list of all services provided by council and fees and
charges applicable to these services.

2.

Other council fees and charges.

3.

A comprehensive summary of council's policies.

4.

A list of open spaces in passive and active
recreational areas.

5.

The financial position of the council.

This information will be provided in a detailed report
and presented to council in the next few weeks.
A copy of this information will be forwarded to you in
due course.

Prior to the sacking of the council of the City of
Preston, councillors requested the report but never
received it. I suspect council officers had one eye on
the views of incoming commissioners rather than
the legal and unanimous decision of councillors.
After the council of the City of Preston was sacked
and the City of Darebin was proclaimed, on 1 July
1994 I ~ote.again to Kelvin Spiller, acting chief
executive, City of Darebin:
Re: information to be made publicly available.

I refer to your letter of 12 April 1994 a copy of which is
attached.
In your letter, you advised. me that various information
in respect to services, fee and charges, council policies,
open spaces, and the financial position of council
would be made publicly available.

You further advised me that I would be provided with
a copy of this information.
I would be grateful if you would forward this
information to me.

I received a further letter from Kelvin Spiller on
28 July 1994 referring to our previous
correspondence. He states:
re: Information to be made publicly available
I refer to your previous letters dated 11 April and
1 July, in reference to the above.
I wish to advise that information will be supplied to
you as soon as it can be collected and presented in a
suitable format.
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I am still waiting for that information. How can the
community scrutinise whether services have been
reduced, staff have been sacked, assets sold and
charges increased when basic information is
withheld from the community?
I am disturbed that despite the decision of the
former council, commissioners of the City of
Darebin are withholding information from the
community.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - In a way I am not surprised
that they are withholding that information. The
Minister for Planning suggests by interjection that a
freedom of information request should have been
made. A request was made for the information. The
agenda is clear. Commissioners will put off releasing
the information until June 1996 when they cease
their term of office. I am confident that a
democratically elected council would make that
information available.
The concerns I expressed about cutting services are
being realised. The vaccination service for children
has been reduced to one time-slot, so parents who
both work are unable to take their children to
out~f-hours vaccinations. The vaccination service
my family used in the evening has ceased. My wife
works part-time and she can take our children
during working hours, but it is a significant
inconvenience for those families where both parents
work full-time. lbat is the sort of basic service the
council has cut.

The Gty of Darebin has increased its kindergarten
fees by $10 a term, or $40 a year. For some
government members that is only a few Big Macs,
but for the people I represent it means some children
will miss out on their year of kindergarten. Given
the disadvantaged backgrounds that many of these
people come from, both in terms of their incomes
and their non-English speaking backgrounds, they
are disadvantaged for the rest of their lives.
The council has not reduced its operating costs. I
find it obscene that in areas such as Preston, where
there is a 20 per cent unemployment rate and an
ageing population on pensions, these people are
subsidising the salaries of senior management The
chief executive officer is now on a package of
$140 000, but what is more serious is that people on
the second level of management are on packages of
$108 000 a year when all they do is manage
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managers. So much for councils having a flatter
structure!
Now that services are being contracted out, all that
the senior management is doing is managing other
managers. Those on low incomes are subsidising the
salaries and packages of these people. It is no
wonder that the Gty of Darebin is withholding that
sort of information. lbat situation will be repeated
across many municipalities.
More than 50 per cent of the council commissioners
are liberal Party members, certainly in country
Victoria. In previous debates the opposition has
given the names and party membership numbers of
those commissioners in country areas.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGlITON - No, I suggest that the cost of
councils has not decreased.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGlITON - If it is a genuine saving to the
community while maintaining services, yes, I
would, but the opposite is the case. The pain. is not
being felt at the management level: it is being felt by
those whose services are cut and whose jobs are
shed, and where other charges, including
kindergarten fees, are increased. 1bat will be the
outcome of the provisions in the bill.

The government should not pretend for one moment
that it has reduced the cost of local government All
it is doing is disguising its cost. Councils will be
more cunning about hiding their charges while
increasing other charges and reducing services. The
government should not pretend for a moment that it
will reduce the cost of local government
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - But that is only one
component!
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - That is the trouble! In Preston
people are not paying kindergarten fees. They must
pay their council rates, but they have no choice but
to withhold their children from kindergarten
because the government has increased their fees.
Mr Maclellan - You want the rates up and
charges down?
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Mr LEIGHTON -1 find it sad that the Uberal
Party members find it a huge joke that children in
low-income areas will not be going to kindergarten.
I wonder how the honourable member for Monbulk
will explain his amusement to his electorate about
the prospect of children not going to kindergarten.

services. Because of changing demographics this
difference is greater in my municipality than in
other municipalities, but for the sake of this exercise
the government has assumed that every
municipality across Melbourne is the same. That will
not work.

Mr Madellan - Rates up and charges down!

I wonder how the government will juggle
municipalities such as those in the Cranbourne and
Pakenham growth areas. It tries to identify the total
revenue of the respective councils and apply a
freeze, but finds that there are 100 new houses being
built each month, which will artificially inflate their
revenues.

The AcrING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order! 1
am sure that it will assist the debate if the
honourable member can continue his contribution
without interjection.
Mr LEIGHTON - Perhaps we will hear from the
minister when he closes the debate. I shall make
some brief comments about the flawed logic of
freezing rates. One aspect is that it somehow
assumes that councils are Wliform in their
demographics and their needs.
Mr Madellan interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - No, there is an assumption
that you can freeze rates across the board,
irrespective of the nature of the municipalities. To a
large extent this decision is based on the estimates of
the Local Government Board, which identified the
savings that would be achieved. It calculated the
figures by assuming current per capita expenditure
on the functions of existing large councils as the
amounts needed by the amalgamated councils.
However, the older established councils generally
have smaller popuIations because of the way
Melbourne in particular and the state in general
have developed.

One factor the board did not take into account is that
older municipalities cost more to administer because
they have failing infrastructure and poorly planned
road networks. Oose to my home in Northcote the
roads require substantial repair. Whether it is right
or wrong, the point I am making is that the needs of
each and every council are not uniform. For the
purpose of this exercise the government has
assumed that council needs are identical, but that is
not the case.
This bill has no regard for the changing
demographics of municipalities like the one in
which I live, which is unusual because it has a
population that is ageing more rapidly than those in
the rest of the state. At the one end there are the
elderly people who are in need of services, and
when they are replaced by young families at the
other end there is the need for various children's

Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - Apart from the fact that the
provisions are not equitable, I am dubious as to
whether they can be made to work administratively.

That is about all I shall say. There are some minor
provisions that the opposition has no difficulty with,
but we do condemn the Melbourne City Council
electoral provisions as election rigging, as a blatant
gerrymander. And in respect of the purported rate
freeze, I say that is all it is - a purported freeze.
Services will be cut, jobs will be shed and charges
will be increased on the side. The government is
pretending to implement a requirement that would
notbeappliedtoi~.Thegovenunentoughtto

come in here and apply it to its own taxes and
charges.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - No, this government is
charging an extra $1800 or $1900 per family and is
imposing a requirement on local government that it
would not be capable of applying to itself. And that
is enormous hypocrisy!
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - 1 have read the appropriation
bilL Over the past two years the average family in
Victoria has been paying $1800 to $1900 a year extra
to this government I conclude by saying the
opposition opposes the bill.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - I oppose the amendment
Mr Maclellan - You don't have the same speech,
do you?
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Mr CARU - No, however I point out that this
bill is a continuation of the government's
anti-democratic and heavy-handed approach to local
government. Local government would be better
catered for if the government were to accept the
notion of a local democracy.
The first issue I shall take up is the minister's
inability to give directions on rates and charges to
local government. I believe that there are savings to
be made from council amalgamations. That is the
reason why the Labor government, when in power,
also sought council amalgamations.
Nevertheless, there are costs associated, particularly
in the short term, with council amalgamations. For
example, in my electorate there are three rating
systems in the City of Moreland. Because there has
to be one uniform system, the matter will have to be
sorted out There are a whole host of costs associated
with amalgamation because of the need. to
consolidate services and buildings.
Although I accept the argument that there are
savings to be had with amalgamations, I am
concerned that they may not be there in the first or
second year. The government is seeking this
amendment to force early rate reductions as an
election ploy to allow it to go to the next election
saying, 'Yes, we have delivered you a reduction in
rates and we have done it soon after amalgamation'.
TIris will be at a cost. Again, I shall use the example

of Moreland. With the associated cost of
amalgamation, that is, consolidating into one
municipality what were essentially two full
municipalities and part of one municipality, in the
council's early days it will need to have cuts in
services and capital works because those savings
will not be there in the short term, in the first and
second years. In the long term they will be there;
however, at the moment it is up to the
commissioners and later the elected councillors to
decide when rate reductions ought to occur, or
whether any savings should be used for other
services, capital expenditure or other matters.
Therefore, the decision on where to spend any extra
money from the efficiencies and savings gained by
amalgamation should be made at a localleve1
without the heavy hand of the state government
coming in saying, 'Let's have a 20 per cent reduction
now, a 20 per cent reduction across the board,
because that will be very nice for our electorate
going towards an election'.
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I am speculating that it is possible the government
will look at the election next year and say, 'Why
don't we deliver a cut in rates in the short-term?'.
Rather than taking into account the various costs in
the short term, they will be forgotten. But what
happens? Services have to be cut or capital works
have to be forgone, which puts costs back into the
future so that future councils have to meet the costs
of capital works and maintenance projects. That is a
real concern.
There also is a ring of Thatchensm in this
amendment because, particularly in the early part of
the Thatcher government, councils that were seen to
be prOviding extensive services or doing things that
the government did not favour, were rate capped.
The central government came down and said, 'You
are not to spend this sort of money and we will
enforce that; we will retaliate if you overspend'.
The ring of this amendment is very 1hatcherite; it is
using the centralised government to use a big stick
against a smaller government There is a certain lack
of respect for the idea of local democracy and local
areas being able to decide their priorities on where
money ought to be spent when there are savings,
and to decide whether that will mean a rate freeze, a
rate reduction or expenditure in other areas that are
socially useful.
The period of rate-capping under the Thatcher
government saw an extremely anti-democratic and
heavy-handed approach to local government The
government is reproducing that approach with this
amendment It has created the mechanism to do
exactly that - to rate-cap, to decide what a council
should or should not do and to enforce it in a very
heavy-handed and undemocratic way.
It is also worth noting that part of the bill deals with
the new Melbourne City Council. Clearly its
boundaries have been set in a way to maximise the
influence of the central business district. Large,
surrounding residential areas that were part of the
old Melbourne City Council were got rid of. They
were got rid of for fairly simple reasons, that is,
because many people voted Labor, put demands on
councils and provided a political base for people
who are not necessarily favourable to the present
government

Mr Hamilton - 'That would include a fair few!
Mr CARLI - A large proportion! Therefore we
have seen the basis of a gerrymander in the
Melbourne City Council - a redrawing of the
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boundary to ensure that the interests of certain
people are maximised. The residential areas, which
were such an important factor in the old Melbourne
City Council, and certainly politically in the old city
council, have been cut out.
The reduction in the number of councillors from 21
to 9 and the system of having 5 proportional, or
central, councillors are changes that reinforce the
overall objective, which is to ensure that certain
vested interests have control over the council. It was
a political choice of this government to do it this way
because its sees itself as representing certain
interests at the expense of others.
Therefore, we had a whole series of people who
have seen themselves as part of the Melbourne City
Council providing a lot of the impetus. For example,
during the period of the restoration of elections in
the Melbourne City Council the impetus for a lot of
the innovations came from candidates elected from
the residential areas.lbat period of a democratically
run Melbourne Gty Council was certainly a period
of impetus for change. Nevertheless, that impetus
did not come from the central business district
representatives, but from representatives in the
surrounding districts. Those districts have been
absolutely cut out. The government has consistently
adopted an approach of creating a gerrymander
giving power to the central city.
Mr Madellan interjected.
Mr CARU - The minister asked, 'What sort of
innovation?'. Much of the attempt to landscape the
dty and beautify the streetscape was driven by
councillors who were elected from adjoining
residential areas. They are now totally cut out.

So far as the voting system is concerned, it is
consistent with this government's move for the
whole of the Melbourne City Council to be as much
as poss1ble run by certain interest groups for the
benefit of the City of Melbourne.
The opposition sees the amendment as part of the
state government agenda and consistent with the
heavy-handedness we have seen right through with
local government reforms. Although in a global
sense we support the principle of
amalgamations - we certainly do not want a return
to 210 councils throughout the state - we do not
agree with the heavy-handed antidemocratic
attitude of, 'Let's get rid of all the councils and any
local decision-making approaches this government
has taken'.
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We have seen that reinforced again in the
amendment. We oppose the amendment and believe
decisions can be taken locally which are reasonable.
We are aware that an election is looming and that
the government would like to bring in a rate
reduction in the short term at whatever cost to the
local communities.
Although we agree that there are benefits,
efficiencies and savings with the old amalgamation
process - and that is something we can now agree
on and is certainly the thing that drove our belief on
amalgamations -we do not agree that it is up to the
state government to decide at what point freezes or
reductions should occur. They should be done on
the basis of what is good for local communities, and
the benefits of amalgamations should flow on to the
local communities, whether it be in services, rate
reductions or decreases in charges. It is a question of
ensuring that the decision making is done at a local
and a democratic level and that we do not have a
rate-capping lbatcherite approach wifr. the state
government saying, 'We will tell you what to do and
when to do it'.
We oppose this amendment and we oppose the
approach the government is taking wib. its so-called
reforms of local government. I stand in opposition to
the amendment.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I am very pleased
to take part in this debate. It is extremely important
that someone here stands up for the country
munidpalities throughout Victoria.

Look at the house: not one National Party member is
present for this important debate! If ever there was a
need to recognise the importance of local
government to the National Party it is now, and
every member of the National Party should be here
to participate in the debate. For years the nexus of
National Party politics in this state has been the local
government set-up. How many times ruve we
visited local councils in country Victoria? The
standard response is, 'There is no politics on our
local council here; we are all members of the
National Party'; and not one of them is in here to
stand up and talk about local government
What amazes me is how they let this city-based
Liberal government wipe out all their little dens of
iniquity around country Victoria where they did
their politicking. The ordinary grassroots members
of the National Party out in country Victoria have let
this city-based Liberal government get away with
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murder! It is about time someone stood up for
country Victoria.
I do not want to spend too much time talking about
the City of Melbourne: a number of far better
qualified people than I can talk about what is going
on there. I have some sympathy for and attraction to
the introduction of proportional representation into
the voting system: it would not be a bad idea if it
were considered for the whole range of
municipalities. I believe it would Drovide the
opportunity for a more equal representation of aJ of
the interests.
I really want to address my remarks to clause 3
particularly the amendment to section 185B of .:ne
Local Government Act. Here we have the Sok~on
clause: not only will the m.ini.5ter decide wheber the
parents wa...'1.t their baby cut h"'l half; he will de-:ide
whether it \'-rill be cut into big or small halve: : That
will really p:1t the minister to the test
Under proposed section 18,:,-a(1)(a) inserted ::'y
clause 3 the minister may direct that a cour~·::i.1's
general income in respect of a financial year is not •. ::>
exceed thE: cOWlcil's general income in res~;ect of a
specified ~revious financial year. Under S:.lbsectiO-l
(l)(b) he r.1ay direct that it is not to exc~ a
specified ~rcentage of 6e council's genaal income
in respec-: of a specified previous financ.aI year.
Howeve:-, he can make it more than or :ess than or, I SUp:xlSe, equal to would be anoth:!r possibility,
given that mathematics has those three
possibilities - a specified figure. 1112 t is a gooe
general principle - the minister can do what he
likes! It is just th2.t ministers get caught doing what
they like, and th2: is the problem. I'1e minister can
apply the princi?le to some counci!s or all councils
or different principles to different ::ounci1s.
Then we get into the penalty clau.5eS. If a council
does not do the right thing, that year's rates are
okay; it has got away w:.th it for that year. However,
the minister can say, 'Don't you worry, I'll catch up
with you next year and we'll sort it out You won't
be able to issue your rate notice until I sign it and
you have it ir writing'. The minister will be acting as
Solomon. On.' of the rundamental problems of logic
with this aPF:oach 0-: reducing or increasing the rate
det>ends on what the base was. Yesterday the
Minister for industry and Employment spoke about
10 per cent: .l.crease:; and 46 per cent increases and
the rest of the perc€:Iltage changes. What a load of
utter rubbish! The percentage change depends on
where you >tart from. If, for instance, a council
happened -0 have a very low base rate and had been
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responsible and looked after its residents quite
we11-Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - Most of them ought to be
sacked, too! It is the politicians who use these
statistics that you have to watch. The statisticians are
probably okay; it is the politicians.

Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - Yes; that is about the worst
form! These people are working out what you will
be worth when you die, for heaven's sake.

The real danger here is that it will be very difficult
for the minister - and the word 'minister' should be
in inverted commas, because I do not believe the
minister would personally examine the 75 municipal
districts each year just to check them out An overall
instruction will be given to departmental officers
and they will go around and do police acts. We have
heard a lot of talk. about CCT, compulsory
competitive tendering, in local government. We
should talk about this bill as being not the ccr bill,
but the CCS bill, because the cynical contradictory
syndrome is really being exercised in it
1ltis is about the TItree Marketeers - the great
deregulators. We don't chase local government
We're going to put the raps on you. We don't believe
in democracy. The people aren't bright enough to
understand that the councillors they elect should
represent them'. The government is saying to local
councils that they can have a say in the airy-fairy
things but that on the ground level where the money
is democratically elected government cannot be
trusted. Thousands of Victorians are saying just that
about this democratically elected government.
1ltis government said before the election that no-one
would be $1 worse off. It was not a false
statement - everybody was more than $1 worse off
after this government was elected! The government
is saying to local councils that it will make sure they
are tied down so they will have no flexibility to
respond to Victoria's diverse needs.

Every community is different, and that is just as
well. What would happen if every community
elected members such as those opposite? That
would be a great problem. It takes a great deal of
research, understanding, investigation, examination
and measurement to determine the needs of the
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commwlity and how local council will supply those
needs.
By and large, councils have come to recognise their
communities. The minister will agree that there have
been a great number of changes in local government
in Victoria - and not only in the past 12 months,
when this government destroyed all local
government and whacked in appointed
commissioners. Positive developments were needed
to allow local government more responsibility in
responding to the needs of their communities. The
untied grants that came to local government let
them respond appropriately to those needs.
We have a couple of town halls down our way that
we do not need at the moment, which is a real
problem, and a couple of new ones have nearly got
in under the rope. However, it is important that we
believe in democracy and in the intelligence and
ability of the community to elect representatives to
make decisions on its behalf. The government
should not be standing over local government telling
, it what it can do and how it can do it
I

The cynicism in this bill was clearly revealed by the
, Minister for Local Government in another place. In
response to a question without notice he said, 'No,
there is no guarantee that any individual ratepayer
will get a reduction in his rates'. The overall rate bill
might come down, but individual rate bills may not
necessarily come down. Like every other tax in this
state, I bet it will go up. That is what will happen.

!

We should consider this as a taxing bill because that
is what it is about - taxing people and taking
money from them. I do not have a problem with
that. In fact, I am glad I have a job where I can earn
money and pay taxes. 'That is something that was
fundamentally developed by local government in
this state. Individuals were tmable to build roads to
their communities - and this is very true in the
country as the Minister for Agriculture will
know - so local roads boards developed and they
grew into local government. People found that if
they joined together, combined their resources and
worked cooperatively - note the word
'cooperatively'; not this mad
competitiveness - they could get things done.
I can remember when I was first elected to local
government I was a very bright young man and
anxious to change the world in a week. One of the
senior councillors who had been on the Morwell
council for about 48 years -we didn't change them
very often before I got there - said to me,
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'Remember this, young fellow: you will always
catch a lot more flies with honey than you will with
vinegar'. lbat is something we should remember. I
respect what he said because it says something
about communities working cooperatively. That is
far more important to me and it will have far better
results than communities working competitively.
That is one of the basics, yet this government gets
carried away with dollar signs and mad
competitiveness. You can have competitiveness only
when the government is telling you who to compete
with.

1bis government talks about competitiveness, yet it
gives a licence to Ron Walker's casino with no
competition. If there is one area where you should
be able to compete it is in the ability to rip money off
people through gambling. But, no, there is no
competition there. No-one else can set up a casino
because that might compete with dear old Ronny,
for heaven's sake. Some $900 million a year comes to
the government in budget revenue. There is not a
doubt in the world that this government is full of
contradiction.
I cannot let this opportunity pass without
commenting on the other contradiction, which is
that council amalgamations have reduced the
number of councils from 209 to 78. lbat was done
because it is supposedly more efficient to bring
things together and achieve economies of scale.
However, the state government then decides that
SEC power stations cannot be in the one group and
that we have to break them up in order to get
efficiency. I shall speak about this later when we will
find that it does not work to break things up.
The opposition strongly supports the restructure
that has taken place in local government in this state.
The government has used its massive majority and
arrogance to restructure local government.
According to my research there have been nine
attempts to reorganise local government in Victoria.
Even the great Henry Balte, who was not known as
the most benevolent benefactor in this state - he
was a fairly strong leader - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HAMILTON - I will give him another
compliment this afternoon on another bill. Henry
Bolte could not restructure local government, and
neither could Dick Hamer nor John Cain. They all
got rolled, except this government, which said, 'By
gee, in we go', and, whack, it was done. We should
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call this the wrecking, whacking government WWG - because it came in and did it
To be perfectly generous, as I normally am, no
government could have done it unless it had had the
arrogance of this government and, more
importantly, a massive majority in both houses to
allow them to whack it through. The government
destroyed democracy in the state and told
democratically elected councillors what they were
and were not allowed to do.
There is no doubt in anyone's mind that the
opposition welcomes the removal of the dreadful
and hated. poll tax, or whatever it is called - the
$100 state deficit levy - that was surreptitiously
introduced by this government Everybody thought
it would apply for only a year, but it applied for
three years in a row and now it has been removed.
Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - No, I welcome it with open
arms on behalf of every ratepayer. Even the way the

government imposed the levy sent the message that
it has no trust in democracy. The government
required that the first $100 of everyone's rates would
be used for the levy and that the councils could not
withhold it All the plans for a passive protest
against the $100 home tax went down the drain
because withholding it would have meant
withholding it from one's own local council, thereby
endangering its ability to provide services.
Let's not get too carried away with the removal of
the tax. In late 1992 the government, in its
magnificence, said it intended dropping off the
3-cent-a-litre Pyramid petrol levy. It did that, but it
lasted only overnight before the government
whacked the 3-cent-a-litre levy back on. Was that
like the 5 minutes of sunshine talk attributed to a
notorious national personality? The government did
not take off 3 cents and put on 2.5 or 35 cents; it had
to be the same amount to emphasise the cynicism of
the action. Victorians should not get too comfortable
with the removal of the $100 state deficit levy
because the government, in a true demonstration of
cynicism-Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - It is already in the pipeline!
Not long ago this house debated how the fire
authorities were to be funded. The government will
say to its mates in the insurance industry, 'We do
not think we should any longer use 40 per cent of
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the insurance premiums for fighting fires; instead,
we will give it to you'. Everyone knows how
generous insurance companies are! You can bet your
bottom dollar that not too much of that 40 per cent
will come back to policyholders in premium
reductions.
Fire services in the community have to be paid for in
some way. What will happen? Local government
will collect it! The government takes off the
$100 home tax and whacks on a $100 fire service
levy. There is not a doubt in the world that that will
happen - and it will be the first $100 paid. As sure
as night follows day that is certain to happen. I
suppose I should not be giving the government
ideas, but I am a bit late - it has already happened.
The fire levy will be as regressive as the $100 home
tax. Owners of $20 million Toorak mansions will pay
the $100 fire service levy, and my constituents at
Morwell with $20 000 houses will pay the same
amount The government will use the excuse that a
$20 000 house is more likely to bum down, and there
will be no movement away from a regressive form
of taxation that the government has used and
obviously believes in.
This is an important debate but we still have not
been able to shame National Party members into
coming into the chamber to speak on it. They must
all be in their offices curled up and cringing away
from yet another attack on country Victoria. We may
have to let them off with a caution.

Recently a country newspaper seriously reported a
senior local government bureaucrat - it was not on
April Fools' Day - as saying, in effect, 1 do not
think we ought to rush into elections for local
government councillors. We should get chief
executive officers to select proper people, and. in that
way we will get the right sort of people with the
appropriate financial wizardry and so on. Don't
bother going to elections because you cannot trust
the public: Let CEOs appoint councillors and you
will get good local government'.
Mr McArthur - Which paper?

Mr HAMILTON - The Gippsland Times - on the
front page! Let me remind honourable members,
although they should not need to be reminded, of
the number of appointed private company officers
who have destroyed the companies they were
supposed to be looking after. There is a need for
legislation in Australia generally, and in Victoria in
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particular, to make company directors more directly
responsible and accountable for their mistakes.
What gives the government so much confidence in
the private sector? Look at the proven record of graft

and corruption, the examples of people stashing
away money overseas so that they can be declared
bankrupt one day and be driving BMWs the next or
living in mansions in Spain after leaving thousands
of people out of pocket. The only thing the private
sector does better than government is to be crooked
and get into graft and corruption, and there is
evidence of it all over the place.
Inevitably the pigeons will come home to roost, as
happened in Western Australia -and let's not
forget Queensland
Mr McArthur - Let's be bipartisan.
Mr HAMILTON - Yes, and when the pigeons
come home to roost and democracy wins out in the
long run, as it should, this antidemocratic
government will get its just reward. There is not a
shadow of doubt about that.
The minister interjected some time ago - I did not

take it up then because it did not suit me, but I will
do so now - about the number of town halls that
are vacant because of local government
amalgamations. The challenge for the entrepreneurs
and others with initiative is to find a use for those
halls. It will be a great pity if the history and
tradition contained within the walls of those
buildings are lost. We have to think of something
constructive, positive and necessary to do with them
rather than letting them fall down around our ears.
What has happened in the amalgamation process
generally is exemplified by what has happened with
the new Shire of La Trobe in the Latrobe Valley. The
shire administration has set itself up at Traralgon,
which it thinks is the capital of the world but which
is not even the capital of the Latrobe Valley. The
centralisation of control and administration in one
town will destroy the potential for unity and
cooperation between the three main towns in the
valley - Morwell, Traralgon and Moe. They have a
history of parochialism, with a fair degree of
competition but not too much cooperation.
The new local government structure should be

accountable to, care about and serve the whole
community. Rather than centralising all its functions
in one place, the shire should ensure services are
available where people live. Moe has the highest
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unemployment rate in Victoria and, given the lack of
fast trains and trams in the area, apart from a couple
of horse-drawn trams at Walhalla, people cannot
easily get around. Services should be provided
where people have decent access to them. There are
administrative challenges for the new local
government boards.
Mr Maclellan interjected.

Mr HAMILTON - They certainly do in the
Latrobe Valley. I congratulate the government; it did
what we could not do.
Mr Bracks - What did they do?
Mr HAMILTON - They got the amalgamation
in the Latrobe Valley right. Rather than capping
rates and in the same breath saying that the people
may not have as many services, the government
should say that local government is showing the
way by prOviding good quality, uniform services to
those identified in their communities as being in
need.

The Latrobe Valley needs kindergarten services, and
changes to the funding of those kindergartens are
necessary. They have been affected because a
number of parents have had difficulty because of the
unemployment problems in the Latrobe Valley. The
council has problems in organising services to the
elderly, including home-help services, because when
a community is suffering what is in effect a localised
depression it becomes more difficult to find
volunteers who are not overstressed through the
provision of their work.
Our councils need to address those problems. I
assure honourable members that plenty of people
will tell our local government authorities if they do
not address those problems. The Latrobe Valley
needs specific support. We need to identify future
needs and to plan for the future. Local governments
must plan so their communities grow sensibly,
positively and constructively; those are the
challenges for local government Surely the basic
challenge is not the capping of rates, which mayor
may not achieve anything. That simply ensures the
auditors feel good at the end of the financial year!

We should not be looking 1,2 or 3 years down the
track as this bill does but 10, 20 or 30 years aheadwhen we will have had 20 or 30 years of good Labor
government in Victoria!
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Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I refer briefly to
one part of the bill. Gause 1(a) states that the
purpose of the bill is:
to amend the Local Government Act 1989 to enable the
minister to limit the amount of general rates and
charges that municipal councils may levy in the next
3 financial years ...

I refer to the inconsistency between the
government's capping rates -whi~ no doubt, the
community would support - and last week's
economic statement At page 5 of his speech the
Treasurer said the Victorian government was:
... not yet able to afford a sustainable reduction in our
taxes, which are still the highest in Australia.

This bill restricts taxation at the local government
level, yet the government in its own backyard
accepts that it levies the highest taxes in Australia.
Obviously it considers it is okay through the
economic statement to continue to apply the highest
taxes. Even worse, yesterday in question time a
series of dorothy dixers were designed to criticise
the federal government for increasing company tax
rates by 3 per cent, yet the Victorian government's
own taxes are the highest in Australia!
The government wants to legislate against increases
in local government rates while keeping its own
taxes high and telling the federal government what
to do. It criticises the federal government for its
company tax budgetary measures. On a
week-~week basis there is a certain amOWlt of
inconsistency in this government's approach to
taxation.
The state deficit levy has been included in annual
rate notices to ratepayers. In framing the last budget
the government anticipated a surplus of $392 million
for the whole financial year, but the objective
evidence - the Niemeyer statement of November
1994, only five months into the financial yearshowed a surplus of $400 million for Victoria.
The public has been deceived. The autumn
economic statement should have been titled the
spring economic statement. It should have revised
the budget outlays to take account of the surplus
achieved only five months into the year. Even worse
for the Victorian public is the fact that last year rate
notices were issued with the $100 state deficit levy
included. The government knew the budget target
had been achieved, yet the notices were sent out
requesting Victorians to pay that levy in advance.
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The government now says that for taxation purposes
the revenue-raising powers of local government
should be restricted. It says federal government
taxes are too high. It criticises the federal
government, but in its own backyard it does nothing
about the high taxation. In fact, it has deceived the
public by imposing on Victorians the $100 state
deficit levy for an extra year even though the
Treasurer knew he would achieve his desired
outcome! He could have changed the settings.
I wish to record the government's inConsistency on
revenue matters and its advice about restraint,
which it wants everyone else to adopt but which it
does not want to adopt itself.
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Preston has said the
opposition will oppose the bill. I find it
extraordinary that the opposition would oppose a
rate freeze for Victorians. The opposition wants
non-e1ected commissioners to have the discretion to
increase rates.
Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr MACLELLAN - That is what the opposition
thinks about this bill and about the commissioners

who are in place in local government The
opposition knows how long the commissioners will
be in place but says they should be given the
discretion to be able to increase rates. Among the
shambles of arguments from the honourable
member for Preston was the fact that apparently he
wants to trim the packages of senior officers of local
government He believes their pay rates are too high,
but he will not commit himself to having his party
do that
He wants expenditure to be maintained or increased
because he wants additional kindergarten and
immunisation services and he wants the
commissioners to have the discretion to increase
rates. He wants the compulsory payments increased
and the service payments decreased.
Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr MACLELLAN - I am grateful to the
honourable member for alerting the house and the
public to the Labor Party's policy, which is for local
government to be able to increase its rates, increase
the compulsory payment in respect of every
property and that those rates be fixed by non-elected
commissioners administering those councils for
some years to come. This legislation empowers the
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minister to cap the rates and, indeed, if necessary to
force a reduction in rates on the basis of an
examination of a cOWlcil, a group of cOWlcils or a
class of councils so appropriate arrangements can be
made to ensure that local government does not
again go on a spending spree as has been seen before.
I do not mind whether it is the Knox municipal
vineyard or the mayoral driver and car or some
other form of expenditure; all those expenditures
should be legitimately examined when we know
about people like those in the Latrobe Valley who
are suffering hardship and difficulties as a result of
the former government's decision to reduce the
work force in the SEC and to privatise one of the
major power stations, as the honourable member for
Morwell said. It was Joan Kirner's decision to
provide redundancies.
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ahead, and the honourable member for
Williamstown should know that the state deficit
levy -the Cain-Kirner tax -has at last been
abolished because the public accounts are in order.
He says it was imposed for too long, which suggests
that the state has some pot of gold, some unspent
wealth to use. However, if the honourable member
for Williamstown wants to have a role as the
shadow minister assisting the shadow Treasurer he
should do better than he did with his remarks to the
house today. We want local government to reduce
its imposts on families, communities and property
owners so that we can achieve more employment,
more economic recovery, more activity and a better
result for local, state and national governments. The
more we can get people into private employment
and the more we can get the economy moving the
better we will all be.

Mr Hamilton - Not quite.
Mr MACLELLAN - She sold the power station!
Now the honourable member comes in here and
tells us how all the power stations in the Latrobe
Valley are one big happy family, all linked up, and
that local government should adopt the same sorts
of practices.

There was also criticism from the opposition about
the way the city council is proposed to be elected. I
would imagine that unless the legislation provides
that the Trades Hall Council should be able to
nominate a Melbourne city councillor I don't
suppose the opposition would support any
proposal. I do not know what its proposal is, and, in
fact, it has not come up with what it wants to do.

Then he was generous enough to say that we got it

right in reshaping local government in Gippsland,
particularly in the Latrobe Valley. I am sure the
honourable member for Gippsland South, who is
present in the chamber, would agree that the
Gippsland miracle was that Gippsland genuinely
cooperated and got it right. In fact, in the end it put
many other areas of the state to shame with its
ability to overcome the narrow-mindedness and
parochialism of the past and see the way forward for
local government.
I would have thought that if ever there were an area
that would be difficult to change in local
government it would have been the East Gippsland
area. I must say it speaks volumes for the maturity
and understanding of those communities that they
advanced the discussions and brought forward the
propositions which led to a proper reshaping of
local government in that area.
This bill is a logical and necessary extension of those
proposals, but I cannot and Parliament should not
allow non-elected commissioners the discretion to
get away with administrative difficulties,
inadequacies or failures to achieve their targets. The
benchmarking for local government will be of
inestimable value to our community in the years

What the government is proposing and what the
opposition is opposing is that councillors be elected
from their wards with councillors at large elected for
the whole municipality. That recognises the special
capital city role of the Melbourne City COWlcil. That
special element belongs to all of us. Every Victorian
has an interest in the success, strength and ability of
the City of Melbourne to be the capital city council
and to present itself to the world not only as an
efficient organisation which is welcoming of
international interest and investment but one which
provides leadership in the local government area.
Mc Hamilton - We would even welcome
international people!

Mr MACLELLAN - Yes, international people
who are investors generally.
Mr Hamilton - Not just investors, but visitors
too.
Mr MACLELLAN - They do a good job in the
tourism area as well, and I must say both the elected
council and the conunissioners have had a role in
promoting events within the capital city, and they
have done so with great distinction. Their
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cooperation.in the OECD conference in November
last year was tremendous. Some 47 nations were
represented and they heard speakers of international
reputation. Melbourne was presented to the world
in the best possible light One hopes the
administration of the city council will show the
recent strength that has been brought to it by the
success of Ms Elizabeth Proust and the
commissioners.
If services have been severely cut, all I can say is that
in the area of building control, for which I am the
responsible minister, the opportunity for councils to
be competitive has arisen. They have been given the
opportunity to fix whatever fees they like in
competition with the private sector and to allow the
market and efficiencies to be improved. Building
costs have decreased enormously as a result, mainly
because councils have sharpened their performances
and put on Saturday morning inspections,
after-hours inspections, and services that were
unthinkable a few years ago in local government but
which now happen every day.

I can only say to the honourable member for Preston
that if there are difficulties in his area with the
after-hours inoculation of children we should
encourage the commissioners and councils in the
area to do something about it. They should get out
of the old mould where people want to be paid
triple time to provide an after-hours service. 1hat is
part of the problem unrecognised by the honourable
member for Preston. We need the council staff to be
prepared, on the basis of an enterprise bargaining
agreement, to provide proper services during the
hours required and not demand that they be paid
exorbitant prices to do it
1 do not doubt that with the decreasing and ageing
population the honourable member referred to there
may well be a need to reallocate the resources within
the municipality to meet that new profile. It would
not be unreasonable for there to be changes to the
services if the number of young children in the area
is not as highly represented in the population of the
municipality as in other areas.
1 remember a comparison being drawn between the
new Stonnington council and the former City of
Berwick. The former City of Berwick wanted to
spend more on capital works in its outer-suburban
municipality than Stonnington, yet the honourable
member for Preston, preaching in his big-spending
Labor mode, asked, 'What about road demands and
the road needs of the Preston area? What about the
fact that our population profile has changed?', as if
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there is some huge capital works budget in that
long-settled area.
The honourable member then said that
infrastructure is breaking down, as if the council has

the responsibility for that If it does, he should look
to his former Labor councillors who administered
the former City of Preston and ask why in hell's
name they were not spending the capital works
money needed to keep the infrastructure up to
standard, especially as his argument runs that they
had the right to fix whatever rates they liked, and
they did so.
The honourable member for Preston wants people
paying higher rates - not higher charges, but higher
rates. I cannot believe the Labor caucus let this slip
through. It is not beyond the wit of the government
and government members to advise the public and
local newspapers that each of the Labor members
voted for higher rates and that they also gave the
commissioners the right to do so for the next two or
three years! That is what the Labor members are
voting for: they are voting to give the commissioners
the opportunity to lift rates.
The government is simply asking Parliament to

agree to legislation which will enable the minister to
cap rates or to force a reduction of rates and to allow
a democratically elected Parliament to keep control
over the commissioners while they are in charge of
the very delicate question of how much should the
residents of Preston, Williamstown and Morwell be
forced to pay. The government is doing the right
thing by presenting the legislation. The hero of local
government reform is our colleague the Honourable
Roger Hallam, a member of the other house. He has
achieved the municipal miracle that has escaped
leader after leader, minister after minister, and
government after government We have done it; this
is part of doing it; and we will support the doing of
it!
It is typical that in the dying days of the process the
Labor Party is still screaming and shouting and still
in its old mode of wanting higher rates.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair is of the
opinion that the second reading of this bill needs to
be carried by an absolute majority of the house. As
there are fewer than 45 members present, I ask the
Clerk to ring the bells.

Bells rung.
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Required number of members having assembled
in chamber:
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 51
Ashley,Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis,Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Finn,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenltins, Mr
John,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill, Mrs (TellD')
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr w.o.
McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
Maughan,Mr

Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, MrLW.
Spry, Mr (Teller)
SteggaU,Mr
Stodda1e, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 24
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batcheior, Mr
Btacks,Mr
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Tdler)
Coghill, Or
Cunningham, Mr (TellD')
Dollis, Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr

Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
MicalJef, Mr
MildenhalL Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Dr

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.02 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Dangerous goods: Auditor-General's
report
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Minister for Industry Services to the
scathing report released by the Auditor-General this
morning detailing the appalling inaction of the
minister in relation to the management of dangerous
goods. When, between October 1992 and the tabling
of the report, did the minister first become aware of
the failure of his department to properly enforce
dangerous goods legislation and to provide a proper
regulatory framework? And will the minister give a
commitment to the Parliament today that sufficient
resources will be made available for his department
to properly carry out all of the recommendations of
the Auditor-General's report?
Mr PESCOTI (Minister for Industry Services) I thank the opposition for its renewed interest in
industry services as it is more than a year since it has
asked a question of me. The report handed down by
the Auditor-General today is very important and
needs to be seen in context in a number of areas. In
the first instance, it is important that honourable
members realise that the legislative framework for
the way dangerous goods management has been
carried out in this state since this government has
been in power has been the same framework that
was put in place by the Cain government in 1985
when it introduced the occupational health and
safety legislation.

At the time of the introduction of that legislation it is
true to say that the Liberal and National parties were
in broad agreement with the framework that was
suggested for dangerous goods management in this
state. Over the past 10 years there have been changes
overseas and in Australia in the way dangerous
goods are managed. It is important that the house
understands that last year, because of those changes,
a review of the Occupational Health and Safety
Authority took place. That review led to changes
being made to the organisation that looks after
dangerous goods. The report of the Auditor~eral
contains points that will be of great use in the way
we continue that review.
The opposition should be joining with the
government in understanding those changes of the
past decade. It is very important that the opposition
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understands that the way dangerous goods are
handled at the workplace is what we are most
concerned about. It does not matter if you have
inspection after inspection and licence after licence
on a particular substance, if people at the workplace
are not careful about the way they handle dangerous
goods no amount of inspecting will make any
improvement We are putting in place changes that
will ensure that those at the workplace understand
their responsibility. We expect the opposition to join
with us to ensure that that is achieved.

Federal budget: hospital waiting lists
Mrs PEUUCH (Bentleigh) - Will the Minister
for Health advise the house how the $45 million
allocated in Tuesday's federal budget towards
recategorisation of national waiting lists could be
better spent on treating extra patients in Victoria?
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I thank the
honourable member for her question, which spells
out an initiative in the federal budget under the
federal Minister for Human Services and Health to
spend $4S million over the next two years in the
following way: the publication of national waiting
list data; the development of national consistent
urgency ratings, something Victoria has been doing
for the past several years; and the development of
system management of waiting lists.

Some $4S million will be spent over two years, not
treating a single patient but prOviding collation,
publication and documentation of data. It is an
exercise in paper pushing, with not one patient
treated. If we could get one-third of that $45 million
in Victoria, we would take 8000 patients off our
waiting lists.
Two years ago Senator Richardson made an election
promise of $100 million for waiting lists in Australia.
In a letter Carmen Lawrence wrote to me on budget
night this year, she said that the government had
decided not to proceed with the spending of that
$100 million and that $100 million to reduce waiting
lists was no longer to be used except for, in a small
part, in Queensland. A $100 million election promise
two years later has been scrapped. Some $4S million
is promised in this budget to be used for collating,
collecting and publishing figures, with not one
patient treated.
I am writing to the minister to ask that Victoria's
share of the $45 million be used to treat 8000
patients, which would reduce our waiting lists by a
third.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Question time cannot
proceed with a barrage of interjections.

Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I refer the
Attorney-General to her appointment of Geof£rey
Flatman as DPP on 21 February this year. In light of
the fact that Mr Flatman was Chief Crown
Prosecutor and acting DPP at the time of his
appointment, when did the Attorney-General first
become aware of Mr Flatman's inability to prosecute
John Elliott due to Mr Flatman's association with
Peter Scanlon?

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I believe I
became aware of this after the appointment of
Mr Flatman or in the period when Mr Flatman was
acting DPP, I am not sure which--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - My recollection is that it was
around the same time as it was reported in the press.

Buses: VlLine taxi use
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Thomastown was on his feet before
anybody else.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) -1bank you,
MrSpeaker.
Mr Leigh - On a point of order, I recall
yesterday that when one government member stood
up prior to an opposition member, you changed the
call. I ask you to be fair and to treat government
speakers in the same way.

The SPEAKER -Order! It is not a matter of
fairness. On that occasion yesterday, I overlooked
inadvertently that person on his feet when I glanced
around the house. On this occasion, when the
opportunity arose, the only person on his feet was
the honourable member for Thomastown.
Mr BATCHELOR - Will the Minister for Public
Transport confirm that abandoned V JUne bus
passengers are being ferried between Geelong and
Ballarat, Geelong and Mildura and other major
destinations across the state in taxis at government
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expense, and will the minister advise on the cost to
taxpayers of yet another bungled handling of the
minister's administration of the transport portfolio?
Order! The latter part of the
question is out of order. Reflections in a question are
out of order.
The SPEAKER -

Mr BROWN (Minjster for Public Transport) As was the case in the term of the Labor
government, contracts in place where VJUne buses
are operating services are such that if there are two,
three or four passengers in excess of the loading of
the bus, rather than hire another bus for that
loading, it obviously makes prudent and economic
good sense to hire a taxi, as the Labor Party did for
10 years - for V JUne staff!
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr BROWN - You do not like the answerbad luck!
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the honourable
member for lhomastown that he has asked his
question. I ask the house to hear the answer in
silence.

Mr BROWN - The major difference,
nevertheless, is that wilike the Labor Party in office,
this government uses taxis in that circumstance for
the passengers rather than our own workers. l..abor,
at great expense, paid taxis to traverse the state,
running our staff in some cases hundreds of
kilometres. The question asked is what this costs the
taxpayer. This peabrain does not understand - -

Order! The minister will
withdraw the last remark.
The SPEAKER -

Mr BROWN - I withdraw that remark. This
member does not have the competence to
understand that the changes on the line to which he
refers are saving the taxpayers of Victoria around
$5 million a year - not costing. As always, as the
house sees time after time, on the rare occasions the
honourable member is let off the leash and allowed
to ask a question, he continually misrepresents the
truth. The truth is that the changes made are saving
on that one line millions of dollars per aIUlum.

Sydney Olympics
Mr PATERSON (South Barwon) - Will the
Minister for Industry and Employment inform the
house of initiatives the government is pursuing to
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enable business to capitalise on opportunities
presented by the Sydney 2000 Olympics?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
his question. This news is nearly as good as the news
on employment we had today. As the house is well
aware, the Premier some months ago called for and
established a subcommittee of cabinet to develop a
strategy to assist the state maximise benefits nom
the development of the Sydney 2000 OlympiCS. At
that time we conducted a major forum, chaired by
Kevan Gosper, a great Australian Olympian. That
forum had major success and support from the
community.
I am pleased today to be able to aIUlOU..T1Ce the
establishment of a citizens' committee to be chaired
by Bruce Siney of Siney and Associates. Mr Siney is
perhaps best known for having Fosterised the world
when he was the marketing executive of Carlton and
United Breweries. I shall list the other people
involved in this committee.
I am pleased to advise that Mr Wally Mariani, the
Regional General Manager of Qantas, will head the
strong tourism area. Mr Stuart Simson, the
Managing Director of David Syme and Co., will
head the business area. Steve Vizard, the Executive
Producer of Artist Services, will head the arts and
entertainment area. We will be aIUlouncing an
appointment in the sports area shortly as a result of
the late withdrawal of Herb Elliott, who has had to
withdraw at the last minute due to commitments in
the United States.
All members would welcome this fine group of
people who have been prepared to give of their time
to assist the state to maximise its benefits.

They will be supported by a group of about 30 men
and women from this state who will do Victoria
proud. There is in prospect between $3 billion and
$7.5 billion worth of opportunity for the state out of
the Olympics in Sydney in the year 2000. We are
determined to secure for this state the best possible
outcome for Victoria. It will mean tourist and
conference opportunities and opportunities to
support the athletes of countries who will do their
training in Australia prior to the Olympic Games. It
will be about bringing Australia to the fore and
doing it proud up until the year 2000.
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:Jangerous goods: Auditor-General's
report
Mr MIC A.LLEF (Springvale) - Given that the
Minister fc·-: Industry Services, not the workers, is
responsible for dangerous goods legislation, I refer
him to-the findings of the Auditor-General that his
department has failed to introduce on-the-spot
infringement notices for breaches of the Dangerous
Goods Act, despite the fact that regulations to
introduce them were substantially completed in
August H92.. I refer to the-department's response
that it started work on introducing on-the-spot fines
in Janua."Y 1995, three years later. Why has the
minister taken SO long to ensure that this was done?
Mr PEScor (Minister for Industry Services) If the honourabl ~ member for Springvale had been
able to use his b:ain on this issue he would
understand that the govemment introduced ..
something different &om'what would have been put
in place in August 1992. The recommendations in
August of that year were not necessarily good
enou~"1 &om CI~ point of view and we proceeded in
the next few years to introduce a better system,
which is now in place.
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today in the Age when one of the Leader of the
Opposition's staffers has indicated that:
... it would not be a surprise if the government was
listening in on Mr Brwnhy's private conversations.

That is a very serious allegation. It is one thing for
the Leader of the Opposition and his staff to destroy
the spirit and the political career of one of their own
members, the honourable member for Melbourne,
but it is an entirely different matter for them to
suggest that the Leader of the Opposition's
telephones have been deh"berately bugged by the
government or anyone else. lbat, of course, if it
were true, would be a criminal offence.

On behalf of the government I indicate clearly that at
no stage has the government had any interest in
bugging or listening in to the telephone calls of the
Leader of the Opposition; nor have we in any way
carried out that sort of surveillance.
I believe the matter should be referred to the police
so that the Leader of the Opposition and his
spokespeople - Mr Sheehan interjected.

Leader of the Opposition: telephone
.r;
tapping
Mr TRAYNOR (Ballarat East) -Is the Premier
awar.:: of allegations by the Leader of the Opposition
that : ,e is being discriminated against by the
gove~ent or as a result of government policy?
t.'~ KENNE1T (Premier) - It has been brought
to lY!.~!' attention that in an interview the Leader of the
OppOsition gave to the Melbourne Weekly he made a
number of allegations.

"'lle SPEAKER - Order! I direct the attention of
thE house to standing order 46 which states:
\10 member shall read

any newspaper, book, or letter
the Chair.

;n his place.unless in addressing

I ::sk the house to comply. . :
Mr KENNE1T ~ I am aware of an interview the

Leader of the Opposition gave to the Melbourne
:.Veeldy published this week containing a number of
211egations that I believe need proper investigation.
Perhaps the most serious of all was the allegation in
the report that the Leader of the Opposition believes
his telephones are bugged. That has been amplified

The SPEAKER - Order! Conversations across
the chamber are disorderly.

Mr KENNE1T - The Leader of the Opposition
and his staff are alleging phone tapping and
listening devices. These are serious allegations and
should be looked at independently. The Leader of
the Opposition and his staff should be able to
provide the information to the proper authority.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNE1T - This matter should be
investigated, and it will be referred to the police. I
expect that the Leader of the Opposition and his
staff members who have made these allegations will
produce the information that led the Leader of the
Opposition to make the claim in the first place and
his staff members to indicate to the media why it
would not surprise them if the government had
done so.
There were other allegations of discrimination in

that article. I believe they are more a reflection on
:he personality of the Leader of the Opposition than
a matter for government business. I suggest that this
matter of bugging should be taken seriously and it
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will be referred to the correct authorities for them to
carry out investigations as they see appropriate.

Industrial relations: minimum wage
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I refer the
Minister for Industry and Employment to his
comments in the house last week when he expressed
full confidence in the President of the Employee
Relations Commission. I refer also to yesterday's
decision in which a full bench of the commission
said that the minister's minimum wage proposal
would lead to 'discrimination, confusion and
exploitation'. I ask: will the minister now withdraw
this submission and make a fresh submission that
includes proper minimum wages and career paths
for Victorian workers?

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The answer is no. The commission
is making its judgment on every submission. The
government has charged the commission with the
responsibility of producing a set of industry sectors.
It has delivered those industry sectors.
I can Wlderstand why some people opposite may
not like that because that is not a continuation of
central wage fixing, Wlion dominance and all the
things that you characterise and want to be part of.
The one area of economic reform that has not taken
place in this country - the one area that is holding it
back - is industrial relations. Of course members
opposite do not want to change because they love it
the way it is. It will not be that way in Victoria.

All the organisations that wish to make appropriate
presentations to the Employee Relations
Commission have done so, and that includes the
Victorian government. I am proud of the submission
made on behalf of the Victorian government
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strong endorsement of the principle of privatisation
of government businesses. I understand that has
been the subject of complete silence on the other side
of the house because it illustrates that, now that
Albania has had its revolution, the Victorian Labor
Party remains the only strident voice opposing the
principle of privatisation as a means of improving
economic efficiency, empowering consumers and
reducing the risk to taxpayers of government
ownership.
The federal budget is not in isolation; indeed, it is
not even in isola tion from the track record of the
Victorian Labor Party while in government.
It is worth reflecting that it is not only the words in
the budget that actually commit the federal
government to privatisation. I have two pages of
businesses that the federal government has
privatised, is in the course of privatising or has
announced the intention of privatising. The federal
government sold 25 per cent of Qantas and proposes
to sell the rest The Commonwealth Bank is 49 per
cent sold and the government proposes to sell the
rest The Defence Service Home Loan Scheme - Government Members - Privatised!
Mr STOCKDALE - The Primary Industry Bank
of Australia - Government Members - Privatised!
Mr STOCKDALE -AUSSAT--

Government Members - Privatised!
Mr STOCKDALE - Aerospace Technologies of
Australia Ltd--

Government Members - Privatised!
TIle commission will make its own determination

next week independently, even of the opposition.
My support for the president and members of the
commission has been steadfast, as it was expressed
last week, and it will remain that way next week,
probably the week after and for years into the future.

Federal budget: privatisation
Mr MYAMS (Dromana) - Will the Treasurer
inform the house of the implications of the federal
budget on Victoria's privatisation program?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - One of the few
positive things to come from the federal budget is its

Mr STOCKDALE - The Snowy Mountains
Engineering Scheme - -

Government Members - Privatised!

Mr STOCKDALE - The Williamstown
Dockyard-Government Members - Privatised!
Mr STOCKDALE - The Commonwealth Serum
Laboratories - Government Members - Privatised!
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Mr STOCKDALE - As you can see, Mr Speaker,
it does not even require a rehearsal. It is well
recognised and a fact. The federal budget, of course,
indicates that it is not only the Commonwealth Bank
and Qantas that are being sold but also airports
throughout Australia, the Albury-Wodonga
Development Corporation and the Moomba-Sydney
pipeline.

at the Labor Party national conference, they will
bring him down. He adheres to this position, not
because he believes in it, or thinks the public interest
requires it, but because he is a captive of the left of
his party. He is not on his own. It is not his real
view. And it is not only the federal government,
because the only other Labor government in
Australia, the Queensland Labor government, has
recently privatised the Gladstone power station.

Mr Leigh - Who is doing all this?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - That is a very good
question. The privatisation of the Moomba-Sydney
pipeline was initiated while A1an Griffiths was the
minister.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - Don't spoil it. There is no
prize for guessing who was one of his senior
advisers at the time!
Government Members - Who?
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member not to flout the standing order that I have
drawn to the attention of the house. The house will
come to order.
Mr STOCKDALE - I have said before that the
Leader of the Opposition cannot be taken at face
value on privatisation and this is the conclusive
evidence of that fact. He is not a natural adherent to
the position he is portraying. When he was a
member of Mr Griffith's office he was an adviser
supporting government policy on privatisation! The
amount of privatisation effected in Victoria pales
into insignificance compared with what is being
carried out by the federal government, to which the
Leader of the Opposition was an adviser and of
which, for a short time, he was a member.
It is not natural for him to sit here hurling tirades
against privatisation and seeking to argue that the
next election will be a referendum on privatisation.
By the time of the next federal and state elections
privatisation will probably have been accepted by
the commWlity, which will be struggling to
remember the name of the Leader of the Opposition.

The fact is that we have to look for an explanation
other than intellectual or philosophical commitment.
The answer is that inside the last 12 months the
Leader of the Opposition has been warned that if he
does not toe the line of the socialist left members of
his party, adhere to their policies and strut their stuff

Mr STOCKDALE -It is not the type of Labor
government that this Leader of the Opposition offers
Australia. As I said, the Queensland government has
recently sold the Gladstone power station and has
agreed to sell the Collinsville power station.

We do not have to go interstate, because the former
Labor government in Victoria sold 40 per cent of the
Lay Yang B power station and introduced
privatisation of the Victorian electricity industry. I
repeat: the privatisation of the Victorian electricity
industry started with the Victorian Labor Party.
Certainly, its motives were not to improve the
strength of the Victorian economy. It was driven by
economic desperation.
The Leader of the Opposition ignores the fact that
the party of which he is part, and now leads in
Victoria, started the privatisation of the Victorian
electricity industry. The former Labor government
also sold the State Bank, the State Insurance Office
and part of the government's share in the Portland
aluminium smelter. It investigated selling pine
plantations and introduced privatisation for a build,
own and operate transfer of the Yan Yean water
treatment plant.
The hypocrisy of the Leader of the Opposition on
this issue begs belief! As a member of the federal
Labor government he was a party to privatisation.
As an adviser to a federal minister directly involved
he supported privatisation. His party initiated
privatisation in this state. He has no credibility on
this issue and the Prime Minister, Mr Keating, has
conclusively cut away from him even the pretence of
credlbility.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Debate resumed.
Committed.
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would be restored and there would be no need for
the bill.

Oause!
Mr LEIGHrON (preston) - I will briefly restate
the opposition's position because the Minister for
Planning took some licence. What I said earlier was
that we oppose the bill and the blatant gerrymander
regarding the electoral arrangements of the
Melbourne City Counci1- it is election rigging.
Regarding a rate freeze, the words I used were that
the opposition is highly sceptical whether it can be
achieved. Freezing rates is not the same as freezing
the total of municipal charges. It is our view that, in
the event of the minister ordering a freezing of rates,
on the one hand there will be a reduction in services,
the shedding of jobs and so on, while, on the other
hand, a municipal council will seek to recoup its
revenue by increasing other charges that are not
covered by a freeze on rates. A freeze on rates is not
a freeze on all municipal charges. The government
makes this provision, but it is an enormous
hypocrisy given that it has not applied the freeze on
itself because it has increased charges for the
average family household by $1800 or $1900 a year.
That is my position and that of other opposition
members, which was put during the second-reading
debate.
TIle minister took some licence during his closing
remarks. If it were possible to freeze rates, maintain
services and not increase other charges that would
be a welcome proposition, but that is not the one
that is contained in the bill.

Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - In his closing
remarks the minister wanted to know what the
opposition's position was on this matter. We put it
on the record, without equivocation, that we
strongly support the removal of the commissioners
and the holding of democratic elections for local
councillors, who can then make decisions as
representatives of their communities.
lhat is clear. There is no equivocation. The
opposition does not believe the commissioners
appointed by the government had to be controlled
by the legislation because it shows the government's
complete lack of faith in its own appointments.
Perhaps the government's selection and
appointment system needs to be improved.
The opposition would hold council elections at the
end of this year so that local government democracy

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I am
delighted to have confirmation from the honourable
member for Preston that the opposition, by its vote
on the second reading of the bill, opposes a rate
freeze. That is the essential message that we have
received. I am delighted that he has so frankly
confirmed this to a much better attended chamber,
so that more honourable members are aware of the
fact that the opposition opposes the power of the
minister to freeze rates. Indeed, the opposition
wishes to maintain the current expenditure by
councils. The message that the honourable member
is sending is that the opposition wants councils to
spend as much as they have ever spent It does not
want a reduction of expenditure.
The honourable member for Preston has done a
great service to Parliament I thought there may
have been an emergency caucus meeting over
lunchtime to review the position. I am delighted that
the honourable member has confirmed that that is
not the case and that the official policy of the
opposition is to oppose the provisions in the bill
which enable the minister to freeze or order a
reduction of rates. This illustrates perfectly the gulf
between the socialist big spenders, who have not
learned anything from their experience. They still
want to spend, they still want taxes, they still want
to compel people to pay, and they still want no
options.
The honourable member for Morwell made it
clear -1 am grateful to him, too -that the
opposition would prefer that the commissioners
completed their work by the end of the year. By
opposing the bill, knowing that the commissioners
will not have completed their work by the end of the
year, the opposition, despite the personal view of the
honourable member for Morwell about the matter, is
opposing the minister's having the power to ensure
that commissioners do not increase rates. Indeed, it
is the power that will enable the minister to require
commissioners to reduce rates.
Government members should regard themselves as
being under an obligation to inform the public of the
position taken by the opposition. I invite all of them
to undertake that duty and responsibility with the
enthusiasm I know they have for it
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - The only big
spender and the only big taxer in this place is the
government. It was admitted in the Treasurer's
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speech that Victoria has the highest taxing and
highest charging government in Australia.

This amendment is intended to correct a provision in
the bill that relates to the audit arrangements. The
amendment to clause 4, by deleting subclause (2),

For the minister to talk about the opposition being in
favour of high taxes is ridiculous; he should look at
the Treasurer's autumn economic statement We
agree that this government is the highest taxing and
charging government in Australia, and that is
illustrated in the Treasurer's economic statement.

modifies section 9 of the act in so far as it applies to
local government audits. The amendment removes
the modifications.

The opposition is opposed to the bill in its entirety.
The minister should take note that there are

provisions which we must oppose, as we must
oppose matters to do with the Melbourne City
Council. However, the opposition supports rate
restraint and a regime in Victoria that provides a
low rate and revenue base for municipalities.
It is hypocritical for this highest taxing and charging
government in Australia, whose members came into
the chamber yesterday and criticised the federal
government for increasing company taxes, to say to
local government, 'You have no discretion'. The
minister is wrong when he says that the government
is instructing commissioners to freeze rates. It is also
giving those instructions to councillors - this goes
beyond the terms of commissioners - who have
been elected and who will be elected as early as next
year. When councils have elected councillors they
will be required to have rate restraint. It may be
proper for commissioners to be told to hold down
rates, but the government should examine its
priorities in seeking to remove the discretion of the
public when electing councillors.
The bill is iniquitous and hypocritical given what the

Treasurer proposes in his autumn economic
statement
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I am
delighted that the honourable member for
Williamstown has confirmed - I use his own
words - that the opposition is opposed to the bill in
its entirety. Although it seems that he has had a late
conversion to the idea of a rate freeze, all I can say is:
1 down and 26 to go!

Section 9 of the Audit Act requires the
Auditor-General to provide a copy of any report
made by the Auditor-General on an audit of an
authority to the authority, the minister responsible
for that authority or to the minister responsible for
administering this act, which would be the Minister
for Local Government This would also apply in the
case of council audits.

Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - As I understand
what the minister says, while this amendment
deletes a requirement in the bill for the
Auditor-General to submit a report to the minister, it
is in fact picked up by the existing section of the
Audit Act where the Auditor~eral would have to
provide it to the authority, which presumably would
be the council that was being audited, the Minister
for Local Government and the minister responsible
for the Audit Act.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 5 to U agreed to.
Oause13
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I move:
2. Clause 13, after line 14 insert "(2) After section 13A(2)(a) of the Local Government
Act 1989 insert -

'(aa)after section 13(2) there were inserted-

"(2A) if on the entitlement date a corporation is the
sole owner or sole occupier of rateable land in
more than one ward of the City of Melbourne (a) its 2 representatives are to represent it in each
ward in which it owns or occupies rateable

land; and
(b) in an election for the municipal district as a

Oause agreed to; clauses 2 and 3 agreed to.
Oause4
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
move:
1.

Clause 4, page 7, lines 10 to 19, omit proposed
sub-section (2).

whole, each of those representatives is only
entitled to vote once."'.".
This amendment concerns Melbourne City Council
corporate voting. This house amendment inserts a
new provision in clause 13 to simplify the process of

appointing persons to vote on behalf of a
corporation and ensures that a corporation is
entitled to only two votes in a district-based election.
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As currently drafted, the changes require
companies, which own land in different wards, to
nominate different persons for each ward. 'This
would be a cumbersome imposition. The new clause
provides that the first two persons nominated by the
company represent it in all relevant Melbourne City
Council elections, unless the company revokes the
appointment.

only show the individual's name, but also the name
of the company he or she represents, in the same
way that municipal rolls in the past have indicated
how a person has come to be on that roll.

Also, the combination of requiring companies to
nominate different persons for different wards and
allowing anyone enrolled for a ward to also have a
vote in a district-based election, which is contained
in clause 19(1)(b), would have meant that if a
company has property in more than one ward it is
entitled to an inflated number of votes in the
district-based election. That is not what the
government desires. If a company can nominate two
persons only for this purpose the problem is thereby
avoided.

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I move:

Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) -Firstly, I shall say
that the opposition remains staunchly opposed to
the various provisions relating to Melbourne City
Council. However, I will not call a division on each
of these clauses because we have demonstrated our
fundamental opposition in the second-reading
debate.
My assessment of this particular clause is that it goes
only part of the way to meeting the concerns
expressed by the opposition in the second-reading
debate. Opposition members will be further looking
at this clause between here and another place and
may seek to move an amendment.

Oause agreed to; clauses 16 to 18 agreed to.
Oause19

3. Clause 19, after line 29 insert -

'(3) If a person is entitled to vote in more than one ward
of the City of Melbourne, the person is still only
entitled to 1 vote at any election in respect of the
municipal district as a whole.".
(2) In section 58(3)(a) of the Local Government Act
1989, after"an election" insert "(unless allowed or

required to do so by section 39 or 4OA)".'.

The amendment is complementary to the last
amendment moved on clause 13. Its purpose is to
put beyond doubt that a person is entitled to vote
only once in an election based on the municipal
district as a whole to avoid any implications that
corporate nominees are entitled to additional votes
beyond the provisions of the bill.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 20 and 21 agreed to.
Oause22
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
move:
4.

Clause 22, line 24, omit "Principal Act" and insert
''LoaI Government Act 1989".

What the clause is saying is that a company can have
only two people voting in the one ward. It seems to
me that if you have one conglomerate with different
companies, holding companies and so on, each of
those different companies could enrol two people on
the roll, so effectively the one organisation could still
have multiple votes in a particular ward.

1bis amends a typographical error. In the original
bill there is reference to 'principal act' which, of
course, comes from almost time immemorial. It
should have been a reference to the more recent
naming of the Local Government Act 1989.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clause 14 agreed to.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 23 and 24 agreed to.

Qause15

Reported to house with amendments.

Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - Again, I shall briefly
indicate that it is likely that the opposition will move
an amendment in another place on this issue.
Opposition members believe that where names are
entered on the roll through the deeming prOvisions,
where they are effectively the nominees or
representatives of a company, the roll should not

Report adopted.

Third reading
The SPEAKER - Order! I am of the opinion that
the third reading of this bill is required to be passed
by an absolute majority. As there is not an absolute
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majority of the members of the house present, I ask
the Oerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.

Required number of members having assembled
in chamber.

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND
AUDIT ACI'S (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 27 April; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - The
opposition does not oppose the Financial
Management and Audit Acts (Amendment) Bill;
however, I will move a reasoned amendment.

The bill does three main things: firstly, it tightens the
reporting and auditing requirements of the budget
and public sector entities; secondly, it provides
funding for the Auditor-General for performance
audits out of the parliamentary budget; and thirdly,
it introduces a guarantee and financial
accommodation fees in accordance with the Hilmer
reforms.
I move:
lbat all words after 'thar be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words 'this bill be
withdrawn and redrafted to - (a) provide power to the
Auditor~ to audit a publicly owned company at
the date of sale; (b) require a final report from any
publicly owned company which is sold to be tabled in
Parliament; (c) require a half-yearly report from major
publicly owned companies; and (d) extend the power
of the Auditor-General to audit all public sector
agencies over which the government has control, a
financia] interest or to which it has financial exposure
but which are not 100 per cent publicly owned:

The opposition welcomes the bill. However, we
would like the government to give consideration to
the reasoned amendment. Obviously we believe the

Th~y,11~ayl995

amendment I have moved would improve the bill
immeasurably, but in the absence of the
government's acceptance of the amendment we will
not oppose the legislation.
Despite its deficiencies the bill will improve
standards of reporting for government departments
and public sector agencies. It will do that in a
number of ways, including tightening the time
frame within which reports must be completed,
audited and tabled; widening the scope of the
Auditor-General by amending the definition of
public bodies to include state bodies; and, hopefully,
ensuring adequate funding for the Auditor-General,
although that is not at all certain.
I make it clear in this debate that there are resource
implications with the Auditor-General fully
implementing his or her responsibilities in relation
to auditing matters, keeping the government honest
and providing that information to Parliament.
Increasing the range of duties and responsibilities of
the Auditor-General while not recognising that that
may involve some increase in financial resources
provided by the Parliament is a pointless exercise.
The measures proposed should help to improve the

accountability and timeliness of government
reporting. I might say that they follow the policy
prescriptions set out in the Australian Labor Party's
Financial Management: Key Principles paper which
was released publicly last October and which I took
to and moved as leader of the party at the
15 October 1994 state conference. I am pleased to see
that many of the recommendations made in that
paper have been picked up by the government and
put into place in this legislation.
Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - You have been pretty slow
responding. The fact is that the recommendations for
changes to the Audit Act contained in the paper
I put up at the Australian Labor Party conference
have now been picked up in the main and
introduced into this bill; that is why we welcome the
legislation.

However, the bill does not go far enough,
particularly in light of the government's sell-off of
essential state assets program. An area of particular
concern in that regard is the fact that no power is
given to the Auditor-General to do a final audit of
companies which are sold during the financial year.
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For example, I Wlderstand the Energy Information
Technology Co. has been sold but no final audit of
the company was made when clearly it should have
been. Before that company was sold the
Auditor-General should have audited. it; the
taxpayers and the Parliament of Victoria deserve to
know what the Auditor-General believed was the
value of the enterprise and whether the company
was being properly conducted and operated.
Another area of concern is the scope of the
Auditor-General's power, because under this
legislation it is still too constrained. Governments of
all political persuasions - Liberal, Labor, or
whatever - need a powerful independent
watchdog in the form of the Auditor-General to
keep them honest.
We are concerned that the Auditor-Ceneral's power
is still constrained. For example, it does not extend
to companies in which the state has less than a
100 per cent interest. I should have thought it was in
the interests of the Parliament and taxpayers for the
Auditor-General to have the capacity to audit those
arrangements.
Another area of concern is the fact that there is no
requirement to provide half-yearly reports,
consistent with the general commercial practice of,
for example, companies listed on the stock exchange.
The financial management paper that was adopted
by the Labor Party last year promotes the need for
strong reporting requirements and accountability.
We stand by that. However, accountability is
something this government tends to ignore. If the
government wants to show that it is willing to be
held accountable, as every good government should
be, rather than being secretive in relation to matters
such as the grand prix, the sale of the SEC, the
Crown Casino, and the Director of Public
Prosecutions process, I hope it will support the
reasoned amendment.
The public of Victoria understands that changes
need to occur in this state, but they are concerned
about the process by which the changes are
occurring. Victorians would be more confident
about the future direction of this state if there were
less secrecy, more openness and more accountability
in the way the government went about its business.
I repeat the specific examples: the grand prix - this
morning I heard the Premier say on radio station
3A W that he still cannot remember how much
money the grand prix at Albert Park will cost. He
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has given a commitment that next week on 3A W he
will take down all the figures about the Albert Park
grand prix. I hope he will do so and that we will find
out exactly what the commitments, costs, obligations
and liabilities to the people of Victoria in relation to
the Albert Park grand prix are.
I understand the Auditor-General has audited each
of the distribution companies to provide some form
of accoWlting basis and valuation before the
proposed sale of the SEC. That information should
be made publicly available to the Parliament and the
people of Victoria so that we can make an
assessment as to whether the sale of any part of the
SEC is a good, bad or undesirable deal.
Information was leaked to the SuruUzy Age
concerning the tender documents submitted for the
bids for the Crown Casino deal. It appeared from
those documents that the consortium offering the
highest bid over the medium to long term did not
win the tender. Victorians deserve to know why that
was the case and why the government refuses to
release all the relevant information.
Another issue is the Director of Public Prosecutions
scandal. It was raised again in Parliament today and
has been in the news for the past month following
coverage by the Four Corners program. It involves
concerns not only about process, separation of
powers and the independence of the judiciary, but
also the matters raised in this house by the
Attorney-General about the budget of the Office of
the DPP and its relevance. The opposition believes
public confidence in the process of government
would be enhanced and not diminished by a more
open and accountable style as well as the release of
all relevant documents in relation to those matters.
The challenge to the government in relation to this
reasoned amendment is clear: is the government
willing to be held accountable for its actions? Does it
care enough about the democratic rights of the
people it represents to ensure they are fully
informed? Will the government make those things a
priority? The answers will be revealed through its
actions at the end of this debate.
The financial accommodation and guarantee levies
are part of the Hilmer reforms, which the Australian
Labor Party broadly supports. It supports a more
competitive Australia and a more competitive
economy, but issues raised in relation to both this
legislation and more broadly need to be addressed. I
hope the minister addresses some of these issues in
his response to the debate.
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I shall now refer to an article in the Australian
Financial Ret7iew of 12 April.
Mr McLellan -If you didn't read a newspaper
you wouldn't be able to make a speech.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! This is a very
interesting interchange across the chamber, but I
remind honourable members that interjections are
disorderly and that the leader of the opposition
should proceed, ignoring interjections.
Mr BRUMBY - The Australian Financial Reuiew
of 12 April refers to the benefits of competition
reform. It is an analysis of the Hilmer proposals and
what they could potentially mean in terms of
efficiency improvements according to the work done
by the industries commission. I will run through the
list It is a staggering list of potential benefits that
will flow if the states implement the Hilmer
recommendations.

According to the article in the Australian Financial
Review the savings will be $790 million from the
reform of state industry markets of commodities;
$1.4 billion from the deregulation of the
unincorporated sector; $1.2 billion from the
loosening of building regulations; $2.9 billion from
the cutting of building approval red tape; $3.6 billion
from contracting out by the public sector;
$460 million from the deregulation of taxi licensing;
$130 million from the deregulation of newsagencies;
$1.2 billion from less government regulation of
quality; $1.1 billion from rail competition;
$2.1 billion from electricity and gas competition;
$670 million from road regulations; $40 million from
uniform road regulation across states; $80 million
from ports reform; $27 billion from Telecom reform;
$290 million from Australia Post reform; and $125
million from Federal Airports Corporation and Civil
Aviation Authority reform. They are the supposed
long-term benefits in 1993-94 dollars that will arise if
all states in Australia implemented the Hilmer
recommendations as defined in terms of industry
sectors by the Industry Commission.
I ask the Minister for Finance to explain what steps
the Victorian government is taking to realise those
benefits. One of the listed areas was the deregulation
of taxi licensing which has the potential to save the
state $460 million. The Premier has already ruled out
any deregulation of taxi licensing, so presumably the
government is saying there will be no efficiency
gains from the Hilmer report in relation to that
matter in Victoria.
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Victorians are interested to know what steps the
government intends to take to 100sen building
regulations'. Does that mean that in the future
houses will be built according to Dodgy Brothers
regulations? Does it mean there will be one nail
instead of two?
The predicted saving for cutting building approval
red tape is $2.9 billion. What steps does the state
government have in mind to cut that red tape? Will

substandard houses be approved? Does it mean
local coWlcils will no longer have a role in
approving building regulations? The public and the
Parliament deserve to know what steps the
government will take to generate those supposed
savings.
I ask the Minister for Finance whether the
government intends to remove all licensing and
regulation in relation to newsagencies where
existing newsagents have paid large amounts of
money to buy into the market It is very similar to
the taxi argument Hilmer and the Industry
Commission are alleging that you totally deregulate
that industry and certain savings will flow. Is the
state government intending to deregulate the
licensing of newsagencies in Victoria?
There will be a saving of $1.2 billion through less
government regulation of quality. That means the
savings on a pro rata basis for Victoria would
theoretically be around $300 million. What steps
does the government intend to take to reduce
government regulation of quality to generate
$300 million worth of savings? Does it mean, for
example, that instead of services being provided to
frail older people by home and community care
employees and Meals on Wheels workers, in future
everybody can expect a cold meal to be delivered in
the letter box or on the doormat with no personal
contact at all?
Road regulations have a predicted saving of
$670 million. On a pro rata basis in Victoria that
would mean something of the order of $150 million

to $300 million in proposed long-term savings.
Translated, that probably means allowing the big
road transport rigs, the B-doubles, to travel on
suburban roads. Is that what it means? I think that is
what it means, and I ask the government if it is
intending to do that to achieve the proposed savings
the Premier says will be generated through his
adoption of the Hilmer refonns.
The list goes on and on, but the people of Victoria
deserve to know that the Premier is on the front
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page of newspapers lauding Hilmer and the fact that
he will introduce and. generate these efficiencies in
the Victorian economy. The Parliament deserves a
full ministerial statement by the Premier or the
Treasurer on exactly how the proposed savings will
be generated in the Victorian economy. The first test
the government faced related to the deregulation of
taxi licenses. Some $460 million of proposed savings
Australia wide is supposed to flow from that. The
opposition does not support the deregulation of the
taxi industry. It never has and it never will. The first
time the test is put to the Premier he squibs it and
says no. The Premier failed the first test on Hilmer.
I suspect that, as we go down the list in relation to
building regulations, building approval red tape,
deregulation of newsagencies, less government
regulation of quality and road regulations, every
time we put the test to the Premier the result will be
fail, fail, fail.
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in any sort of property anywhere in Melbourne
without having to meet the prescribed requirements.
What an appalling indictment of the government
and the Minister for Industry Services!

But there is more:
... certification was not required that vehicles licensed
to carry dangerous goods w~re adequately maintained

and were roadworthy.

We all remember the accident that occurred a matter
of months ago near the Melb-::>urne entertainment
centre in which a truck tipped over and blew up. If
that had happened in a residential area it would
have destroyed probably a dozen houses and would
have cost potentially dozens of lives.

The government is big on rhetoric but short on
action. That is what the government is all about and.
that is what we see in this bill.

The Auditor-General has found that every day of the
week vehicles are carrying dangerous goods such as
flammable materials which, if not handled properly,
can cost lives, yet there is no proper certification
process in place and there are no procedures for
properly monitoring them.

The bill amends the Audit Act. An absolutely

The list continues:

scathing Auditor-General's report dealing with
dangerous goods management and entitled Handle
with Care was tabled in this house today. Anyone
who reads the report will be horrified at the
negligence, dereliction of duty and washing of
hands of any responsibility for the implementation
of the law and regulations that affect public safety in
this state revealed in it.
The leey findings of the Auditor-General as
summarised in a leaflet accompanying the report are:
Low levels of compliance with minimum safety
standards defined in regulations;
inspections were primarily directed at organisations
recorded by the Occupational Health and Safety
Authority, rather than at detecting those failing to
obtain licences;

large numbers of relatively small dangerous goods sites
throughout Victoria were not subject to inspections or
had received only limited inspection coverage;
operators storing or handling dangerous goods could
obtain a licence without meeting all prescribed
requirements.

It is a disgrace and an outrage that you can handle
whatever dangerous goods you like and store them

... shipping containers were not opened for inspection.
Therefore, undeclared dangerous goods or the storage
of incompatible types of dangerous goods in close
proximity to each other were unlikely to be detected.

You can send any+1ling in a container on a ship and
it will not be monitored, checked or tested.
Containers filled with radioactive material or other
toxic waste - it might be an explosive cocktail can be stored next to other containers because no
check whatever is carried out What has the minister
been doing?
In question time today the minister was asked for
what period since he became minister he had known
that the laws and regulations in question were being
breached. He did not answer that question today
because if he did know that the laws were being
broken and the regulations were being breached the
next question to be asked would be why he did not
take steps to change the situation and rule out
unlawful practices. The public of Victor~ deserves
to know the answer to that question.
But it is worse than that! The minister was also
asked in question time today whether he would
guarantee that sufficient resources would be made
available to the Occupational Health and Safety
AuthOrity to make sure that in future the regulations
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were properly complied with. He would not answer
the question. He fudged it! When faced with a
scathing report which is a dar·ning indictment of hj.s
lack of action the minister ju: : washed his hands of
the matter and said he coule :lot give any
guarantees whatever that hf Nould make sure the
appropriate regulations we;' c:. enforced to make
Victoria safer.
The minister should under :and that if accidents
occur in this state that invc .ve hazardous goods and
if regulations are being brEached he will be
responsIble for the conseq' .::.ences - the buck stoJS
with him! He now has a ci IDce to accept that
responsibility. The Audite --General's report has
brought these matters out nto the open.
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remainder of the state, due to different approaches to
enforcement;
a laclc of accountability over unwanted chemical
collections and disposals under government-run
programs occurred between 1987 and 1992-

that occurred under the previous government an absence of current programs for the collection and
safe disposal of the large amount of unwanted
chemicals still in the community; and
weaknesses in accountability over the follow-up
recommendations made by the Coode Island Review
Panel.

I have to say that breache of the act have been
taking place for a?proxir" ately five years. However,
it is no good saying in rei.:ition to dangerous and
hazardous g~ that ~':>nd best is good enough
because it is not :it has t( be the best. There is 3
commitment by ?arliam2nt to making sure that we
have good regulations a .d that they are enforced.
That is now the challenge for the minister. I make it
clear that there :.s good iaith from the opposition on
this issue and tr.e suppert the minister needs to
address the def.ciencie:. The minister's answer
today was secC:ld rate. ::ie appears not to be
committed to r;.:solving the difficulties. but he must
do so.

The opposition welcomes the Auditor-General's
report and sincerely hopes that the Minister for
Industry Services will take into account its
recommendations and do everything possible to
ensure that the appropriate regulations and laws of
this state on dangerous goods management are
implemented. The opposition considers that to be
extremely important

The Auditor-C-?I\eIal .• lso found:

I hope the Minister for Finance will seriously
consider the reasoned amendment I have moved
and which I commend to L~e house. If adopted, it
will strengthen the legislation. Victorians want to
know they have an independent watchdog out
there, properly resourced and independent of the
government.

... over 200 6mgerOl:.'; goods inciden-s within the state
were reported to th£ :Xcupational Eealth and Safety
Authority if: 1993-9-- .
around 50 per cent:.f dangerous goods operators had
not met reg.llatory ::equirements in relation to fire
protection.

That is a ~eful s:atistic! We all know from the
Coode Island exper:~nce how tOxic waste and toxic
chemicals can be hi~'lly inflammable and how
difficult it is to put (-ut chemical fires. There is more.
The Auditc:--General also fo~d:
... danger JUS goods prosecutions were only initiated by
the Oco: ·~·ational ::-Iealth and Safety Authority as a
result of ~'1Ciden~ rather than as a preventative
mechanism;
almost as many .)rosecutions had been initiated for
offences within ~"le port of Melbourne as in the

In conclusion, although the opposition supports the
broad thrust of the legislation, we think it should be
strengthened because all governments need
independent watchdogs. lbat is the function of the
Auditor-General.

In the future the opposition also would like to see
the Auditor-General fully accountable in every
sense, way, shape and form to the Parliament of the
day. not to the government of the day. We have
made some progress in that direction, but it should
go further. The Auditor-General and the
Ombudsman should in the strictest sense of the
word be officers of the Parliament; they should be
accountable and responsible to Parliament and their
work should be determined or set by Parliament
Then Victorians would have a true, independent and
genuine watchdog, somebody who could enforce,
watch over, audit and check the government's
policies of the day.
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The opposition would like such provisions included
in the legislation. The reasoned amendment, if
adopted, will give the Auditor-General more
discretion and power to audit publicly owned
companies at the date of sale. That is absolutely
essential to safeguard the public interest in relation
to asset sales - the sale of organisations such as
Tabcorp and the SEC - because taxpayers want to
know that if any government sells state assets, the
best possible value has been obtained. An
independent analyst, the Auditor-General, could do
that.
I urge the government to adopt the reasoned
amendment, but in the absence of that, the
opposition will not oppose the legislation.

Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - The Leader of
the Opposition has commented about a Labor Party
document which he claimed is his work and which
was tabled at a conference in October 1994. It sounds
like a case of plagiarism!
I refer the Leader of the Opposition to the Audit Act,
which requires the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee to recommend to Parliament the
appointment of an auditor to conduct a performance
audit of the Auditor-General. Another auditor is to
conduct a financial audit of the Auditor-General's
office. Two auditors are to be appointed.

Those appointments occurred in March 1992 and
again in March 1995, and two reports have been
tabled in this house. Only last week the officers of
Parliament signed the authority for a performance
audit of the Auditor-General at a cost of $285 000,
and $9000 for a normal financial audit of the Office
of the Auditor-General during the next three years.
As the chairman of the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee, I suggest that the Audit Act
may need to be examined to decide how often a
performance audit should be carried out As I said,
one was carried out in March 1992. The report from
Arthur Andersen was finalised that year by Fergus
Ryan and became known as the Fergus Ryan report.
I recommend to honourable members the reading of
that report.

At page 30 Fergus Ryan made observations about
the actions of the Auditor-General. He found that
the Auditor-General in this state was operating in a
competent marmer and was serving the state well.
He was carrying out his functions under the Audit
Act as against world-best practice. The
Auditor-General got a tick for his actions!
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In his report Fergus Ryan made several
recommendations including how to carry out the
different performance audits. He said they should be
funded by Parliament because a company or public
body should not have to find $50 000 for a
performance audit. That added expense could be
onerous. If it were necessary to conduct a
performance audit, the auditor should pay for that
through the funds of Parliament
After three years we have reached the stage of
appointing Price Waterhouse to conduct audits. The
Minister for Finance should examine that report and
perhaps decide whether the Audit Act should
extend for more than the three-year period. It is
difficult in only three years to digest the information
from a performance audit and to enact its
recommendations.
In March 1992, before this government came to
power, Fergus Ryan was appointed, and he reported
at the end of that year in what became known as the
Arthur Andersen report. The Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee then investigated the report
and in November 1993 referred to the performance
audit of the Auditor-General. Under the provisiOns
of the Parliamentary Committees Act the
government must report within six months. A report
was tabled in December 1994 on the general
response to the committee's recommendations.

The Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
report A report on activities -1994 states at page 22
in paragraph 6.2:
TIle committee notes that a total of 18 (or 78 per cent) of
the committee's 23 recommendations have been

accepted or supported by the government. In addition
the committee notes that some of its recommendations
were aimed more directly at the Auditor-General
requiring action on his part rather than a response from
the government. The committee has directed the
performance auditor of the Victorian Auditor-General's
office to follow up relevant matters raised by the
committee in its second report ...

Many of those recommendations have been
implemented by amendments to the Audit Act and
the Financial Management Act. This bill increases
the 78 per cent referred to in the report
Clause 11 widens the definition of 'public body' to
include state bodies. The PAEC report entitled The
Performance Audit of the Auditor-General of Victoria
states in at paragraph 4.1:
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The legislative mandate for financial and performance
audits by the Auditor-General should be broadened to

ensure that it captures all government business
enterprises including the various forms of state owned
enterprise as part of the current legislative reforms.
That has been accomplished.

Cause 12 requires timely reporting by the
Auditor-General and provides a legislative solution
to a matter raised by the PAEC in finding 62 at
page 77 of the report
"The committee will monitor, on an ongoing basis, the
progress made by the Auditor-General in resolving
auditee concerns on the timing of financial audits.

Recommendation 8.2 at page 93 states:
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the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee, on
which there are five government and four
opposition members.
During debate yesterday on the Appropriation
(parliament) (Interim 1995-%) Bill I was surprised to
hear the honourable member for Pascoe Vale, who is
a member of the committee of which I am chairman,
attack the committee, the chairman, and the work
that has been done. In my 17 years in Parliament this
is the first occasion I can recall when a chairman of a
committee was able to state in this house that the
work carried out by the committee was put directly
into legislation. I congratulate the government and
the Minister for Finance for accepting the
recommendations from that all-party committee.
They are the result of a lot of fine work, particularly
from Craig Burke and the committee staff.

!he committee concurs with Mr Ryan's findings that

unnecessary delays in issuing audit reports is not
conducive to the prompt resolution of problems
identified by audit Accordingly it is recommended that
the Auditor-General take action to rectify this matter.

Clause 13 further provides that the conduct of
performance audits of all bodies will be determined
by the Auditor-General in consultation with the
committee. That implements recommendations of
the PAEC in its report, finding no. 3.6 at page 31:
"The Public Accounts and Estimates Committee, as the
primary contact between the Auditor-General and the
Parliament, should contribute to the Auditor-General's
assessment of risk within the public sector.

Recommendation 3.4 at page 31 states:
"The Auditor-General should provide a copy of his
performance audit plan to the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee on an annual basis and the
Committee given the opportunity to discuss this plan
with the Auditor-General and suggest but not dictate
subjects for performance audits.

Those recommendations were added to the other
18 recommendations in the report from the
committee, and I was amazed to find that, in putting
his reasoned amendment, the Leader of the
Opposition took the position that all those
recommendations were part of a report that he put
out in October last year. I dearly stated to the house
that this mission started in 1992 -certainly before
he became Leader of the Opposition - and
extended over three years. He also put his document
before the Labor Party conference. This work has not
been done by the Labor Party, it has been done by

The matter I raised a few minutes ago referred to
when the next performance audit of the
Auditor-General is to be started. We expect that
audit to be in our hands at the end of this year. I
reiterate that the minister and his colleagues should
examine the necessity of having the audit within the
three-year period. I would suggest that 3, 4 or 5
years may be a better time frame.
The Audit Act should be amended to allow for a
three-year minimum with a maximum of five years
because it is very hard for the committee, which is
the watchdog for Parliament, to finalise its in-depth
study and give advice to government while still
allowing the government the opportunity to report
back within the current time frames. If there is a
need for the Auditor-General to have an audit every
three years, that would be possible by having a
minimum time, but if it is deemed that the
Auditor-General is doing his job in a proficient
manner, then within the Audit Act a five-year
period may be an acceptable and sensible way to
approach this matter.
The Leader of the Opposition opened this debate
and made great claims of what his party intended to
do through its reasoned amendment. It reasonably
states that the Auditor-General should look at
everything whatever the tenns, such as whether it is
being privatised, sold off, providing Six-monthly
reports or any of these sorts of issues. Those issues
were considered by the committee and were also put
to the government at the time.
I do not support the amendment at this time. If one
reads the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Report on Activities -1994 one sees that members of
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the committee made some other recommendations
after careful consideration. We had discussions with
Victoria's Auditor-General and in January we had
discussions with Auditors-General from all over
Australia. I did not believe the Auditors-General
were in complete agreement that an
Auditor-General should audit government
enterprises or other bodies in which the government
did not have a total, 100 per cent involvement.
I recall the commonwealth Auditor-General saying
that his belief was that as long as there is one dollar
in another body, he had a right to audit or look at
that body. Other Auditors-General believe the figure
must be more than 50 per cent for them to be
involved. in the auditing of a partial government
enterprise. Some of them believe only those bodies
designated in the act should be audited by
Auditors-General but that they should have an
overseeing role of bodies such as the SEC.
I believe the Price Waterhouse review of the
Auditor-General may bring some information to
bear on the issue. It may wish to make some
recommendations regarding the findings put
forward by the 1992 Fergus Ryan review and which
have not yet been dealt with.
While undertaking this very important performance
audit I understand that Price Waterhouse has been
invited to and has been give permission by Arthur
Andersen to examine all the information and notes
that were kept in relation to the functions of the
Auditor-General with regard to this state's
management and accountability, and that is a great
working base. A new company coming onto the
scene will approach determining government
accountability and the state's accountability to the
Parliament from a different aspect.
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committee that has worked. so hard through holding
approximately 40 or 50 meetings a year as well as
conducting interviews and giving advice to many
other committees.
Victoria's committee has been. seen as the leading
committee in this field. We held a world conference
in January and we were congratulated on the work,
comments and documentation we prepared for that
conference. Anyone would have to be amazed. at
that attack yesterday. I ask that the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale reflect on his comments
because, from the outset, we have all just got on
with the job.
In relation to the reasoned. amendment put forward
by the Leader of the Opposition,
recommendation 4.2 of the committee's second
report to Parliament states:
Legislation should requite that the Auditor-General
audits all entities (including trusts, joint ventures,
partnerships, companies, and other entities) in which
the state has a controlling interest

The government response to the committee was
tabled in this house. I do not know whether the
Leader of the Opposition feels he is the only person
who has ever put this suggestion forward, but the
government's response was:
The Audit Act gives the authority to audit where the
entity is wholly owned. A requirement by government

that the AG audit an entity in which the government
has a controlling interest could provide difficulties in
the government establishing joint ventures,
partnerships, etc. For this reason this recommendation
is not accepted.
The committee accepts that, but it suggests that Price

It is very important that we understand that all this
debate and information is to inform members of
Parliament, and through the Parliament all
Victorians, of the management of the state's
finances. Almost 90 per cent of the
recommendations of the committee's report to
Parliament have been accepted by the government,
and that in itself is a magnificent result for a
committee. In my time in this place I have never
before been privileged to see a government accept
all the advice given to it by an all-party committee.

Yesterday the honourable members for Benambra
and Dromana and I were absolutely amazed at the
attack the member for Pascoe Vale issued on us. It
was extraordinary that a member would attack a

Waterhouse direct its attention to that unsolved.
problem and give advice. The committee will go in
again next year and come up with a
recommendation that may be more acceptable to the
house and the government.
Another recommendation of the committee made at
that time was:
Where the private sector bears a Significant risk in
respect of the activities of an entity which is wholly
owned by the private sector, the terms and conditions
of the arrangement should include a requirement that
the Auditor-General be the appointed auditor or, at a
minimum, have access to accounts and records of the
private sector entity.
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The response from the government to that
recommendation was:
TIle AG should have access to central agency and
departmental records to enable him to determine

whether adequate safeguards are in place to ensure
that the public interest is adequately protected in the
case of private sector entities.

The committee agrees with that and has suggested
to our new performance auditor that he examines
that situation.
Among the most important recommendations of the
committee were some that the government had
difficulty in coming to terms with - that is, those
relating to the appointment of the Auditor-General.
As honourable members know, Parliament appoints
its officers and it appoints the Ombudsman. It is
recommended that a committee of the Parliament
appoint the Auditor-General:
TIle Public AccoWlts and Estimates Committee (or its
successor) should be responsible for making a

recommendation to the Parliament concerning the
appointment of the Auditor-General.
The Auditor-General should be appointed by the
Governor in Council on the nomination of the
Parliament

The government's response to that was:
Appointment of the Auditor-General through the
existing mechanisms does not compromise the office or
the appointee.

We accept that, and in the next 12 months in
consideration of the report we will be able to
address this matter in more detail.
The committee has put the problem to the
Australasian Council of Public Accounts
Committees, which I chaired last year and is now
being chaired by my counterpart in New South
Wales. At our conference we had every auditor from
around Australia and Canberra. They agreed that
the Australian Council of Auditors-General would
address the problem and put a paper on the issue
before the next conference and give us some
guidance as to how to best appoint an
Auditor-General.
As honourable members would be aware, in

Canada, England and other places an
Auditor-General is appointed in different ways. In
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England the Auditor-General has a budget of 600
million pounds and some 1000 staff in the audit
commission which stands outside the Parliament.
The appointees are the Leader of the Opposition, the
Prime Minister and the Chairman of the Public
Accounts Committee. They conduct interviews in
concert and receive recommendations from the
committee and then make an appointment. As far as
I am aware, in most provinces in Canada the
Auditor-General is appointed through Parliament.
Mr A. F. Plowman interjected.
Mr WElDEMAN - My colleague the honourable
member for Benambra reminds me that in respect of
the appointment of an Auditor-General in England,
the Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee is a
member of the opposition. Therefore, the
Auditor-General in the UK is appointed by two
members of the opposition and one member of the
government lbat gives support to the
independence of the Auditor-General, and
protection from any criticism from those who would
seek to attack the government and the accountability
of anyone who is appointed. The members of the
English committee have the capacity to appoint
someone who is independent which is in their
interests and in the interests of the taxpayers of
England. We would expect the same here.

Another important recommendation was raised
yesterday in another debate.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Vaughan) Order! You won't make reference to it during this
debate, will you?

Mr WEIDEMAN - No, I would not do that I
just mention it The recommendation was that
(a) a seven member parliamentary committee be
established to review the Audit Office's budget
proposals and make a recommendation to the
Parliament;
(b) this committee should comprise the Speaker of the

Legislative Assembly or President of the
Legislative Council who should alternate on an
annual basis;
(c) the composition of the remainder of the committee
should ensure an equal representation of
government and opposition members and should
include the Treasurer (or his parliamentary
representative) and the chairman and one other
member of the Public AccoWlts and Estimates
Committee.
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The government in its wisdom - and on reflection it
was a wise decision - suggested that the
recommended size of the committee would make it
somewhat cumbersome. When it was drawing up
the recommendation the committee was trying to
bring all elements into the review committee. We
accepted the government's response as sensible. We
will review that again in preparing our report on the
Auditor-General.
The committee recommended also that:
... Parliament determine whether its budget estimates
should be subject to the same parliamentary estimates
scrutiny as are all other budget estimates, and if
appropriate, who should have responsibility for such
scrutiny.

That is, that the parliamentary budget be subject to
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee and
the scrutiny of the Auditor-General. Obviously it is
appropriate that the same provisions and the same
scrutiny apply to the parliamentary budget as to
other budgets.
We commend and congratulate the Minister for
Finance, who has set the goals for accountability in
the state. We appreciate the assistance the committee
has had from his staff in introducing accrual
accounting. Many problems arose in the
introduction of accrual accmmting and with the
evaluation of items in our care, particularly in the
heritage area. Those problems have been resolved
and we congratulate the minister's staff on that.
Senior staff in most departments have to report on
an accrual basis by 30 June this year. It has come to
our attention that some departments are still
operating on a cash basis and at the end of the year
they will change from their account management
systems and add on an increment for accrual and
that is how they will report. We find that is
unacceptable. The committee will be taking that in
hand in the next 12 months or so, to ensure that all
departments perform on a full accrual system.
As my colleague the honourable member for
Benambra is particularly aware, accrual accounting
is an important feature of any accounting by
government departments. In New Zealand the
system is whole-of-government reporting each
month. They can tell you what their whole state is
worth and what one New Zealander is worth. They
report on a month-to-month basis, which is an
important feature of their system.
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I repeat that we appreciate the support of the
Minister for Finance. The information that will be
provided will be of benefit to the Parliament and to
his department. It will help in the development of
better budgeting and better reporting to Parliament.
In the near future we hope to send out
questionnaires to all members of Parliament and
other interested people, asking whether they would
be interested in attending a seminar on accrual
accounting in August, which I am sure the Minister
for Finance will be happy to launch. Honourable
members will be informed about accrual accounting
and accrual budgeting and how that will affect
reporting to Parliament in the future. Then all
members will be able to contnbute to debate in this
house in an informed manner.
As a longstanding member of Parliament the recent
financial debates that have taken place in the house
have amazed me. Members on both sides of the
house agree that they should be given the
opportunity to improve their skills and financial
knowledge. It is our job to manage the state's assets
and the funds generated by those assets. The most
important function of this Parliament is the
distribution of money to departments through the
programs, the outcomes and the benchmarking that
takes place in this state.

All members of Parliament should be adequately
informed so that they can comment at any time on
any issue in this debate. I thank the minister for that
opportunity. This is a first-class piece of legislation
which has put into action what this Parliament is all
about - giving advice, the government looking at
that advice and then putting it into legislation. I
wish the bill speedy passage through the house so
that the Auditor-General can get on with the job of
making the state safe and accountable.
Mr HYAMS (Dromana) -It is a pleasure to have
the opportunity to make a brief contnbution and to
support the Financial Management and Audit Acts
(Amendment) Bill. This act amends the Financial
Management Act 1994 and the Audit Act 1994 as
well as other pieces of legislation.
It provides for the more timely reporting and
auditing of departments and public bodies and for
the reporting of state-owned corporations and other
bodies. It provides for all performance audits to be
paid for by the Parliament and enables charges to be
made for the provision of government guarantees
and the obtaining of financial accommodation by
certain authorities.
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This bill is another small but significant step in the
government's path towards the improved
management of the state's finances. The bill requires
departments and other public bodies to prepare
reports of their operations within eight weeks of the
end of their financial year - that is, after 1 January
1996. The financial statements must fairly present
the financial position and operations of the authority
and be submitted to the Auditor-General within
eight weeks of the end of the financial year to which
they relate. The relevant minister must cause a
report of the audited financial statements to be laid
before both houses of the Parliament before the
expiration of the last sitting day of each house on or
before 31 October in each year.
The bill also causes the minister to make a report to
the Parliament if an authority fails to submit a
report. Incidentally, it provides that in the case of an
authority which has payments from all sources not
in excess of $5 million the relevant minister may
report the receipt of the report and nothing further
need be done unless a member of either house
requests that the report be laid before the Parliament.

The bill amends section 9 of the Audit Act and
requires the Auditor-General to provide a report on
each audit of the financial statements of all
authorities within four weeks of their submission to
him or her for all financial years after 1 January 1996.
I would be the first to agree with anyone who wants
to criticise that these are fairly harsh provisiOns.
Indeed, to an extent they are. To require a
government department or a statutory authority to
give a report of its financial statements within eight
weeks of the end of the financial year 10 or 20 or
30 years ago would have been a fanciful requesl
Today, with modern technology, it is possible.
FiIwlcial reporting can occur almost instantaneously.
The running of government finances in departments
and statutory bodies is becoming an increasingly
important responsibility. The financial management
of such bodies requires the same kind of rigour and
discipline that applies in the private sector or
elsewhere. These tight reporting requirements are
not at all unreasonable in the second half of this
decade as we go into the 21st century. To the
contrary, we can be assured that regardless of
whether they may be difficult to comply with in the
first instance, in a very short time departments and
authorities in this state will be able to provide the
reports at much shorter notice than is contemplated
here. The next amendment to these provisions is
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likely to be a shortening of the time provisions and
an even further tightening up of the discipline.
I emphasise the significance of these kinds of
stipulations and new provisions in legislation in
Victoria, which reflect yet again a further step by
this government in the direction of respoI\S1ble
management and accoWltable behaviour with its
finances. These measures are not foreign in other
states and countries, but Victoria is certainly making
dramatic steps forward and Significant changes to
the past practices. No doubt there will be further
changes to these financial management and audit
bills in the future.
This bill provides for audit fees to be paid for
performance audits by the Parliament in future. In
the past section 16 of the Audit Act 1994 provided
for the Public AccoWlts and Estimates Committee of
the Parliament to be consulted on performance
audits by the Auditor-General only on departments
and for those audits to be paid for by the Parliament.
The committee was not involved in decisions
relating to performance audits of public bodies, nor
was the Parliament involved in paying for those
audits. In the past we have seen situations where the
Auditor-General will land on the doorstep of a
public authority without notice, as an auditor
should do, to Wldertake a performance audil In
some cases the benefit of that performance audit had
to be considered at least dubious.

We have seen on occasions the cost of audit being
somewhat out of proportion to the benefit gained
from conducting the exercise and perhaps out of
proportion to the size of the enterprise being
audited. We have seen a Significant distortion to the
accounts of the audited organisation by the
unpredictable but Significant performance audit
costs. This causes some tension between the auditor
and the auditee; it causes some ill will. In the case of
a financial audit that would not be so significant, but
in the case of a performance audit it is not
unimportant.
With a performance audit, the auditee and auditor
are looking to find some mutuality, some agreement
on the sorts of actions that need to be taken for that
organisation to be able to achieve its objectives and
meet its specified targets. If the auditee is resistant,
objecting to the conduct and cost of that audit,
sometimes the very purpose of the exercise can be
frustrated. I therefore welcome this change, a change
that acknowledges the Parliament also has an
important part to play in the conduct and outcome
of performance audits.
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Performance audits do not need to be hostile
activities conducted between the auditee and the
auditor. The Parliament has a healthy but genuine
interest and concern in finding out whether the
organisation being audited is meeting its objectives
and fulfilling the very purpose for which it is in
existence.
The bill provides that the Public AccoW\ts and
Estimates Committee in future be consulted on all
performance audits undertaken by the
Auditor-General and for all such audits to be paid
for by the ParliamenlIncidentally, I should mention
that this complies with the recommendation in the
report of the Public AccoW\ts and Estimates
Committee and the government's response to that
report
As you well know, Mr Acting Speaker, the
government is committed to the introduction of
whole-of-govemment reporting and accrual
accounting. Whole-of-govemment reporting
comprises the consolidation of the financial
statements of departments and public sector bodies.
It is envisaged that in future years - that is, after
October 1997 -the statement of financial operations
will comprise the whole-of-government report
By bringing forward the auditing and reporting of
the financial operations of authorities, commencing
for the financial year ending 1 January 1996, there is
no doubt that accoW\tability to the Parliament will
be improved through more timely reporting and
whole-of-government reporting being able to
subsume the role of the statement of financial
operations. The introduction of
whole-of-govemment reporting and accrual
accounting, for which there is a tremendous drive in
the government and a determination to further
improve the accountability and reporting of
government finances, will be a Significant step
forward in the management of finances.
Finally, I turn to that part of the bill that provides for
the provision of guarantee charges for government
borrowings and the borrowings of statutory
authorities. This is not a new provision in Victoria,
although some of its components are new. It
represents an amendment to the state-owned
enterprises legislation and some other legislation in
which state government guarantees are provided for.
An overall provision is made to enable the Treasurer
to provide for guarantees where a government body
obtains financial accommodation that is declared by
any act to be guaranteed by the government of
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Victoria or that is guaranteed by the government of
Victoria by reason of a guarantee executed by the
Treasurer pursuant to any act.
The guarantee charge is Simple. It is worked out by

first looking at the cost of borrOwing to an enterprise
if it were to go into the market without a
government guarantee and then looking at the cost
of borrowing if it goes into the market with a
government guarantee. The difference in broad
terms represents the cost the government will charge
for that guarantee. It is a fair way of measuring the
cost and it gets away from the previous arrangement
whereby a set fee applied in all situations.
The background to this part of the legislation is
clear. It represents an endorsement of the outcome
of the meeting of the COWlcil of Australian
Governments on 11 April 1995, which supported the
national competition policy reform package. If the
state governments and the commonwealth are to
obtain the real benefits outlined in the Hilmer report
that should come from competition and the freeing
up from regulation of state-owned enterprises and
state government activities, it is essential that
legislation such as this be implemented, providing
for state authorities to be treated equally to other
organisations.
This is legislative endorsement of the so-<:alled level
playing field. This provides for government bodies
to be treated equally to the private sector. It provides
for a competitive element to be introduced where
previously government bodies had a tremendous
advantage because they would borrow sometimes
huge amoW\ts at a dramatically different and better
level than their private sector competitors. Further,
government bodies were enabled not only to borrow
funds on better terms and conditions and with
cheaper interest rates but also to borrow funds when
they would not have been able to obtain funds at all,
but for the state government guarantee.
That will now cost the government bodies
something. It will cost them an amount that should
compensate for that competitive advantage they
previously had and it should ensure that the private
sector competitor is enticed to continue competing
because the competitor will know it is not being
Wldermined by unfair advantage.
This good, reformist legislation from the
government moves it relentlessly forward in tidying
up the huge mess left behind by the Labor Party
after 10 years of government over the 1980s and
199Os. The cost of government mismanagement
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should not be measured only by the huge current
account deficit left behind, by the debt and by the
other financial disasters on which we can put
numbers relatively easy; it should also be measured
by the neglect Labor displayed in dealing with its
basic function of government, in dealing with its
obligations to move Victoria from the 19705 into the
1990s. The Labor governments of the 1980s did none
of that They existed to serve their narrow, vested
interest base.
As a result, while other states moved forward with

legislation that set up central borrowing authorities
and provided for automatic guarantees such as this,
Victoria was asleep. Nothing was done to reform the
management of our public service and our statutory
authorities. In 1995, this government is introducing
legislation that a Labor government should have
introduced 10 years ago. It is good healthy reformist
legislation; it is logical, intelligent and absolutely
essential. By the end of the decade, if not well
beforehand, the government will be producing
financial statements that will be easily understood
by people who are used to looking at such
statements. They will not have to undertake a
special study of government finances to understand
what is going on.
I am pleased to support the legislation, which is just
one more step forward, another stone in the mosaic.
The amendments proposed by the opposition
contain a number of suggestions, some of which
warrant further consideration and some of which are
not so sensible. Apart from that, I am happy that the
opposition is not opposing the bill. It is the first
flicker that the Labor Party is beginning to
understand that this government is taking sensible
financial management measures.
Mr L W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I thank
honowable members for their contributions to the
debate. It was heartening to hear the Leader of the
Opposition support the legislation. How
unfortunate for the taxpayers of Victoria that the
Labor Party is only now giving legislation such as
this its support. How incredible that during his
contribution, only a small part of which addressed
the bill, he acknowledged the benefits to the state of
the privatisation program. Given the federal
government's recently extended privatisation
program he has to pipe the same official song as the
Prime Minister or sound hopelessly out of tune. I
welcome his support for the legislation, for the
government's privatisation program and for our

attempts to clean up the mess the Labor Party left
behind.

Parts of the reasoned amendment moved by the
Leader of the Opposition have merit, but if the
government accepted his amendment the purpose of
the bill would be defeated. At this stage of the
sessional period there is not enough time to
withdraw the legislation and incorporate into it
those parts of the reasoned amendment that are
credible. There has been some discussion within
government, at both the parliamentary and the
bureaucratic level, about how and when the
auditing of stat~wned enterprises will occur.
The matter is very much on our minds. As the
legislation suggests, and consistent with all the
actions the government has taken in the financial
management area, we wish to have a fully
accountable and transparent process. There is
nothing to hide. In that spirit we are contemplating
introducing legislation in the spring sessional period
that will go some if not all the way to including the
more sensible elements of the reasoned amendment
proposed by the Leader of the Opposition.
However, the final part of the reasoned amendment,
which proposes half-yearly reports and the auditing
of companies in which the taxpayers have only small
financial interests, is not realistic. For example, if a
taxpayer had a percentage interest in a company,
would the Leader of the Opposition want the
Auditor-General to arbitrarily audit the accounts of
that company? I do not believe he is serious about
that To that extent the reasoned amendment is
unclear and cannot be supported.
The government will not accept the reasoned
amendment because it defeats the purpose of the
bill. We are mindful of the purposes of the reasoned
amendment, and it is conceivable that further
legislation will be introduced in the spring sessional
period. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 54
Ashley,Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman, Mr
Cooper,Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle, Mr (Teller)

Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips, Mr
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Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.}.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan.Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner-,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr

Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr (Teller)
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McLe11an, Mr
McNamara, Mr

Noes, 22
Andrianopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Brads, Mr
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Teller)
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis, Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr

Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr
Marple, Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Vaughan,Dr

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.

Read second time.
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that it is part of the progressive privatisation of the
former Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria.
The Gas Industry Act split up the Gas and Fuel
Corporation into two state-owned corporations:
Gascor, trading as the Gas and Fuel; and Gas
Transmission Corporation, which commenced
trading on 3 January.
The Australian Gas Journal of February 1995 states:
From 3 January 1995 Gas and Fuel's six regions were
reduced to four - western and central regions were
combined into one, now named western region; and
eastern and bayside regions were amalgamated, now
known as south-eastern region.

The northern region and the Yarra Valley region
have remained the same. The article further states:
We must accept that in our industry, like all others in
the 90s, the only thing we can confidently expect the
future to bring is change.

There has been substantial change because the
principal act - I think artificially -split up the
corporation into two separate parts.
The government got carried away when splitting up
the State Electricity Commission into distnbution
companies and a high voltage transmission line
company and thought it could do the same with the
Gas and Fuel, which was a different kettle of fish.
Unlike electricity, gas can be stored in pipelines.
That was the way the corporation guaranteed five
days gas supply when the pipeline was built
between the Esso Australia facility and Melbourne.
When the market expanded a new storage facility
was built at Dandenong in a joint venture with OG.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(REPEAL) BILL
Second reading

Debate resumed from 27 April; motion of Mr S. J.
PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and Minerals).
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - The opposition
will oppose this historic bill. Let there be no doubt
that this is a consistent position held by the
opposition. The only reason the bill is introduced is

The Gas Transmission Corporation (GTC) now owns
2200 kilometres of natural gas transmission system
from Longford in Gippsland to all city gates
throughout Victoria and from the Port Campbell g~
fields to all city gates in western Victoria. We have
two pipelines that are owned by GTC, and in fact it
has only two customers. A wise decision was mad~
by a former Premier of this state, who was cella:ll: y
not my hero when I was a schoolteacher and whc
told me I could march up and down until my b~( xly
feet dropped off but he would not change his UL~d.
However, he did have some pearls of wisdom, ,....:-.d
one was to set up the way natural gas was to bf
dealt with in this state. 1 refer to the late Sir He:. ::y
Bolte.
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One of GTC's two customers is the Gas and Fuel and
the other is one that is dear to m~' heart the
Jeeralang gas-fired power statior, through the SEC
and the Newport power station, which is also gas
fired. New directors have been appointed to the Gas
and Fuel. I am not sure whether those appointments
reveal something about the attitude of the minister
or the gover:unent, but the newly appointed
chairman hiS been a director of the Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation. I
presume be has some tech.~ expertise. The
managing director was the head of a board of
inquiry int-, the thoroughbred racing industry. He
seems to ruve an inappropriate background for
dealing wifu a gas company. The third director is a
solicitor with one of the major legal firms. I make no
other c:mr.:nent about their backgrounds but they
seem to 1>2 a strar~ge mix. But gas is a mix so perhaps
it is apprcpriate t,) have directors who are a strange
mix!

An artici:: at pag'= 13 of the Australian Gas ]ouT7Ul1 of
April19~5 sets t.::-~e scene for what the government is
doing. I jo not believe there has been any doubt in
anyone's mind about the direction in which the
govern::tent is proceeding. We oppose it, even
though it is not a secret and we would oppose it
even if it were a seaet. The first stage in the process
was dEalt with last year when legislation was passed
which, the journal states:
_. it:d to a greater focus on preparing for competition
wE'l alternative gas suppliers and/or marketers.

I tho-,;ght it might have been marketeers but it is
defirltely marketers!
We need to note that when we examine the current
structure of shareholders in the Gas and Fuel. There
can :xdy be competition when the different owners
are .:ompeting directly against each other. It seems
s~. that Victoria has been broken into four
Cistribution regions. We will have two owners in
one: region: there will be so many gas pipelines
ru..'"lIling down the streets of Morwell we will not
know who owns which! The set-up is similar to that
of the SEC. It is an artificial form of competition.
Ever. when there is real competition there will be
tremendous problems in the gas industry. In fact,
the raison d'~ - it L" not often that I use French; I
am even worse at Lati.-:.- for the Gas and Fuel
Corporation in the first place was that competition
did not and could not work. Industry, which was
reliant on the supply of good quality guaranteed
gas, was not able to be supplied by a competitive
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private sector. The government believes under this
legislation it will be possible to do that. I do not
believe it is possIble. If you do not learn from history
you are doomed to repeat its failures!
We must not let the Gas and Fuel Corporation
disappear without examining some of its history. I
shall quote briefly from a book written by Ray
Proudley entitled Circle of Influence, which is a
history of the gas industry in Victoria. The book is
worthwhile. I shall read a few paragraphs from the
dustcover into the record.
Melbourne, 1856 Gold is discovered in Ballarat, things are booming,
Parliament House is being built. Great times!
.•• the era of gaslighting had arrived. The illumination
of shops and homes, offices and streets no longer
depended on the dull glow of oil lamp or the flickering
light of the wax candle. Gaslight was a liberation, a
boon - sunset no longer brought an end to the day. A
gas street lamp was said to be 'as good as a policeman'
as it banished the dangers of darkness.

That is the sort of mood we had in those days. It

continues:
Decades of gas industry growth evaporated with the
depression of the 1890s. Industry was blighted;
recovery took 20 years. The key to renewed prosperity
was an industry campaign to encourage gas
consumption by the working class.

Even in those days they recognised that ordinary
working people were entitled to the benefits of this
new fuel. We then get to the first predictor of what
we are to =etum to under this legislation. 1he
dustcover goes on to say:
By means of the penny in the slot gas meter-

I recall when we put a shilling in the meter; I can't
reall a penny, but I am not all that old! The concept
of prepayment for this service had come into being.
Who had to prepay? Not big business proprietors,
who got their accounts sent to them, but the
ordinary working people who could not be trusted
to pay their accounts. They had to put their pennies
in the gas meter slot. The use of gas increased. It

continues:
This account tells of another circle of influence -
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the minister should listen to this with a great deal of
attentionthat of the conservative forces of Victorian financial
and political life, which until 1950, succeeded in
repelling all efforts to turn the gas industry over to
public ownership.

Things did not change until we got to Henry Bolte,
and he sorted them out The dust cover continues:
It tells also of the oppressive and crushing manual
labour of the old retort houses which quickly turned
young men into old.

That in itself is a particularly sad chapter in the
history of the gas industry of this state. I know a
number of families whose relatives worked in those
old gas houses.
I do not think I have ever given a speech in the
house without mentioning the Latrobe Valley and
Morwell, so I must include the final paragraph of the
dust cover, which says:
TIle brave venture of the Morwell brown coal gas

projectwhich I shall briefly refer to in a moment because it
is a history in itself, and I must admit it was not a
terribly successful exercise for one very reason,
which is in the next part of this sentence and the dramatic discovery of natural gas beneath Bass
Strait ...

That was a real landmark in the history of gas. The
only reason why the government can proceed with
this type of legislation is that we do have natural
gas. We are not required to have an assured supply
of natural gas, although we have to make sure we
keep finding a bit more.
On the face of the earth there has never been an oil
company that has gone broke. Esso and other
exploration companies are not doing too badly out
of the oil fields of Bass Strait But what does this
government in its wonderful wisdom do? We have a
successful exploration arm and it flogs it off. Talk
about selling off the goose that lays the golden egg!
The only geese are the people who make those
decisions or who believe it is better for their mates to
get the profit than themselves.

The Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria had its
first meeting on 19 December 1950. It took some
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time to gather together all of the disparate gas
producers around the place and put them under one
government-owned and legislated board. There
were three preference directors from the
Metropolitan Gas Company and the Brighton Gas
Company, which has a history of its own.
If they have time, honourable members should read
about the history of the Brighton Gas Company
because the rogue and the rascal- and he has been
called other names - who owned the Brighton Gas
Company was one Tommy Bent, who has a
magnificently colourful history.

Mr s. J. Plowman interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - Well named, yes! However, it
is intriguing to read the history of the Brighton Gas

Company; it must have been a dreadful place. The
company went into commercial operation on 2 July
1877. The electridty industry started in this state
because of the difficulties in those days - and I
suspect the same could be said of today - in that
we could not trust black coal suppliers from New
South Wales. If it were not the suppliers blowing
themselves up, it was the wharfies stopping the
ships on the wharves.
There were always problems in guaranteeing
security of the supply of black coal to make the coal
gas. Therefore, it was decided - and Or Andrews
was one of the leading lights in this matter - to
create the Lurgi gas plant in Morwell to use the
brown coal, which was thought to be an almost
endless energy resource in the Latrobe Valley. At the
rate we are using it there is something like 500 years
of supply, and we are certainly using it now.
Easily won coal was first turned into briquettes and
then into brown coal gas, which was piped in a
specially built pipeline all the way from Morwell to
Melbourne to give an assured supply of gas to
Melbourne.
It was interesting to read that when the government
of the day was discussing this matter there were
consultations with the experts. And we must always
remember what an expert is because we must be
very wary of taking too much note of so-called
experts! In 1945 the government of the day was
advised that the supply of black coal in this state
and the readily available black coal in Australia
would run out in 25 years. Therefore, by the 1970s
there would not have been any black coal left. If you
think how much coal we have exported overseas
since then, how much has been discovered, how
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much is to be discovered and yet to be utilised, one
wonders whether we should take too much notice of
these prophets of doom!

happen, but the issue keeps going into the too-hard
basket. However, it is a project that should be
undertaken at some time; it needs to be done.

The Lurgi plant was started on 5 December 1956.
Indeed, difficult problems were already arising
because at about the same time we were establishing
oil refineries in Victoria, the flare gas from the oil
refineries became another source of gas that could be
used in homes and industry.

The real crux of the story of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation in Victoria is the involvement of
Sir Henry Bolte - Premier Henry Bolte in those
days. It would be absolutely unforgivable to leave
him out Mr Bolte was not the easiest of Premiers to
deal with, and I imagine some of his cabinet
members might be able to affirm that When
negotiations were going on between Esso, BHP and
the state government at that time, Mr Bolte the
Premier, gave some assurances as detailed on page
255 of the book to which I have referred, Circle of
Influence. It states:

'The establishment of the petrol refineries did not
enable the Lurgi plant at Morwe1l to reach its
potential. The plan for the Lurgi plant at Morwe1l
was that it would produce 60 million cubic feet of
gas per day, which was certainly substantial enough
to supply all of Victoria's needs, and 20 million
gallons of petrol each year as a by-product So
turning brown coal into oil was not something
new - it could be done by the Lurgi plant and was
certainly part of its operations. I imagine that
22 million gallons of diesel and 13 million gallons of
tar could have been produced when it reached full
capacity. That was the sort of potential that could
have been reached had the plant ever achieved its
full production.
Because of competition from other areas - from the
petrol refineries in particular, and certainly by the
discovery of natural gas - the plant closed in 1969. I
happened to be living in the Latrobe Valley at the
time it was closed. There was a great deal of sadness
when that plant closed and the workers were left
without jobs. Some transferred to the SEC and the
Australian Paper mill, which was developing at that
time, but there was much sadness because some
people had committed the greater part of their lives
to the Lurgi gas plant

The nature of the construction of the plant has
created an ongoing problem.. It is full of asbestos.
The Lurgi plant is an absolute environmental
disaster waiting to happen. No-one has been able to
use the building since it closed down. That is a
matter for the attention of the Victorian government,
which is fundamentally responsible for dealing with
environmental hazards. The plant is a tremendous
disaster just waiting to happen.
Mr S. J. Plowman interjected.

MrHAMILTON -No, nothing has happened to
it for ages. It is extremely difficult and it would be
terribly expensive to dispose of the asbestos
properly. It is a bit like finishing off the building of
Parliament House. Everybody would like to see it

The Premier gave an assurance to the board that

(a) The producer would not be permitted to sell gas to
industry in Victoria, except to associated
companies of the producer.
(b) The producer would not be permitted to sell

Victorian gas to other states at a field price lower
than that agreed with the corporation.

Premier Bolte was saying we had a most valuable
resource, an essential resource for this state's
development, and that it was essential for the future
development of industry that we not only had a
guaranteed, secure supply of gas of good quality but
also that the government should keep a watchful eye
over it The government should own it, the
government should control it, and no-one else
should be allowed to come in.
Henry Bolte quite clearly said, "This is a natural
monopoly', and believe you me he twisted a few
arms on various boards to determine that that
would happen, and it did happen. I am sure the
minister would agree with me that the Gas and Fuel
Corporation of Victoria has had a very proud
history: it has been an extremely valuable utility for
all of the state and I for one am very sad to see its
demise.
However, the demise has not been all that smooth.
Getting rid of the Gas and Fuel Corporation has had
a rather chequered history. Despite the apparent
simplicity of the structure of the corporation, there
have been a few problems. In an article in the
Australian of 19 March 1994 headed 'State gas arm to
be sold' the Treasurer clearly set out that the
government was in the process of selling off the
non-core business and would sell off the exploration
arm; so he was selling off the goose that had the
potential to lay tremendous golden eggs.
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Wouldn't it be great if we owned the Bass Strait oil
wells? Not one person in Victoria would have to pay
taxes. Everybody would get a refund from the
government because the income from the oil field, if
it were channelled into the state as the owner and
operator, would be worth a fortune. I am confident
the state could have chosen employees to run the oil
field in Bass Strait just as well as Esso or BHP chose
them. The only reason for the government not to do
it would be that it would have to beaccoWltable and
could not get up to all the tricks that perhaps the
private sector gets up to.
In the article of 19 March 1994 the government
announced the sale of the Heatane arm of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation, so it sold off the LPG.
A little further on in another article there is some
comment that as soon as the government flogged off
heatane, the price of LPG was jacked up. If you go
aroWld COWltry Victoria now and ask what has
happened since the heatane arm was privatised you
will be told that the price of LPG has absolutely
gone through the roof. People have phoned my
office to say that the price has skyrocketed; there is
outrage among those consumers. When did it
happen? The day after it was privatised, for
heaven's sake!
An article in the Herald Sun of 8 June, again referring
to the views of the Treasurer, says, 'Gas and Fuel is
one of the state's most profitable enterprises'. There
we go, look at that, even the Treasurer! It is one of
the state's most profitable enterprises, with
guaranteed income and guaranteed cordial relations
with business, because you could say, 'We will
ensure you have a guaranteed secure supply at a fair
price'. However, the government wants to flog it off.
The article states:
It will pay the government over $500 million this
financial year -

1hat is what the Treasurer said in 1994: $500 million
worth of income; yet he wants to flog it off to the
private sector so it goes into the personal pockets of
a few. What an utter disgrace! It will be interesting
to see if we get $500 million for the darn thing when
we sell it off.

The article continues:
Previous managements of the corporation have wanted
to float it on the stoclc exchange -
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but the government is opposed to privatising a
monopoly and is more likely to split Gas and Fuel into
separate parts and privatise some.

1hat is what the Treasurer said in 1994. It really is an
interesting kettle of fish. If the government is fair
dinkum about the privatisation, what would
prevent - and this is a serious question, minister,
because I cannot Wlderstand what would prevent
it - say Esso, BHP or some other big company
buying up all the bits that come up for sale?
That is what happens. Coles Myer has put all the
little corner stores out of business and has then
jacked up its prices. Anybody who wants to compete
has to Wldercut. Every member of the house has
seen it happen: the big business comes in, puts the
little business out of business and then does what it
likes because it has a monopoly. Even worse than a
monopoly is the cartel that exists in the oil industry
which in many ways is an even more dishonest way
of doing business.
It seems to me the government cannot have it both
ways. If it says you can have competition, you

legislate to create competition. So you legislate not
to deregulate, or you let the market have its own
way and let market forces do anything they want It
is a conundrum, a contradiction and a fatal flaw in
what the government is trying to do by privatising
the state-owned utilities. I believe the government
and all its so-called supporters out in business who
have not got their hands in the government's pocket
will also be a bit wary when they see the potential
for all sorts of problems with that.
We could end up with New South Wales owning all
of our gas supplies. Do you put a clause in to
prevent the New South Wales government from
buying the gas supplies? New South Wales is not
silly: it is not flogging them off or breaking them up;
it is consolidating them. We have gurus sitting in the
Office of State Owned Enterprises or energy reform
groups saying, 'Great idea; break it up'. They want
to get out of the textbooks and out into the real
world!
There are some basic problems that the Treasurer
alluded to, but he did not allude at any time, in any
information the government has published on the
privatisation business, to how to ensure someone
else does not end up with a private monopoly and
hold people for ransom.
It would have been seen by the people of Victoria

that is the Gas and Fuel Corporation-

and the people of Australia as surely as night
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follows day that when the Ska.ses, the Bonds, the
Spalvinses and all the rest of them mucked up the
private sector with all their paper money changes
and millions of dollars disappeared off the face of
the earth, probably into Swiss or Hong Kong bank
accounts, their view was, 'We've mucked up the
private sector: we can't deal with commoditiesthey are too hard. Let's get into something where
people don't have a choice'.
You don't have a choice as to whether you have
electricity, gas or water, so that is what the greedy
mob wants to get into now. They want to get their
greedy fingers onto the essential services that people
do not have a choice about, services that are quite
rightly and properly the province of governments to
deal with.

I make the point that even the Treasurer alluded to
the concern I am expressing at the momenl In the
same article of 8 June he says - this is amazing:
every time the government gets into trouble it
appeals to Hilmer, as if Hilmer knew something.
Hilmer was paid to do a job and he did it, like any
other consultanl He does not have any special
expertise, and for everything Hilmer says I'll bet you
I could find three or four academics who would say
the opposite. Hilmer was trained in the modem
school of economics; he came up with all this
right-wing philosophy, and his time will pass. In my
book his credibility has already passed. The
Treasurer says:
The Hilmer review of national competition -

as if this is some in-built self-evident truth, like the
corollary to a theorem in trigonometry or
somethinghas recommended that interstate gas trade should be
allowed, which it said would 1ead to the best use of
Australia's gas resources and the lowest possible price
for gas consumers.'

That is utter bunkum! There has never been any
evidence of thal Despite all the promises, I am still
waiting to see the prices drop on my gas, electricity
and water bills. I have been waiting for ages to see
petrol prices drop. You hear of all these wonderful
results of competition, but you never see them! It is
like being in a dark room without a light.
The next sentence in the Treasurer's analysis is:
This would allow NSW-based Australian Gas Light Co.
to compete against Gas and Fuel.
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So they can send their gas up or down the pipe and
we can send our gas up or down the pipe and the
two gas streams will pass each other in the pipe. No
doubt the Hilmer report said, 'We will colour their
gas red and our gas blue', and as there is a tabor
government in New South Wales the colours just
about match up! One would have thought that red
would not have been the colour of New South Wales
Labor, let me assure you. It will go up the gas pipe
as they compete for customers. That is bunkum! It
amazes me that everybody is so stupid that they
cannot see the hole in these arguments.
Then we get to the next bit of jargon. We have been
reared on jargon. The newspapers, radio and
television have fed it to us and everyone keeps
accepting il The article continues:
If the playing field is levelled - -

Now we have the wonderful level playing field. I
have never seen a level playing field anywhere in
the world; most of them have a bit of a curve in
them to drain the water off. However, like magic, we
have a level playing field!
The article asks:
If the playing field is levelled, will the smaller
companies that emerge from Gas and Fuel be able to
compete against the might of AGL?

New South Wales with all its resources will be
competing against all these little companies set up
around Victoria. The question is, can they compete?
It is an important question. Unless you have a niche
market and a favourite friend, you carmot compete.
None of the evidence from any of the economic
experts indicates that a small business can ever win
out in the highly competitive and bitchy world of
business. When a small business wins out it gets
bigger, and when it starts getting bigger the whole
business is centred on growth. If the company is not
growing it dies, which is a complete contradiction of
the fundamental laws of physiCS. You cannot keep
growing: it is absolutely imposstble.
The idea of growth is the fundamental problem with
economics - there must be economic growth. The
only way to achieve economic growth is by
destroying the very world we live in. To achieve
continued economic growth at the exponential rate it
is inevitable that there will be depressions. It is as
inevitable as it is that in the not-too-distant future
we will have a Labor government in this state that
can correct these wrongs.
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A Government Member - You will be an old

man by then.
Mr HAMILTON - I am already an old man. We
then come to the next real problem in this process
and the smoke-and-mirrors act. In an Age article on
30 June 1994 we see the first step in this great con job
of how we will all be better off when the state does
not own anything and when it has sold off Gas and
Fuel when it has reached its demise.
The article by David Walker was headed 'Price
review may lift home gas bills from next week'. That
is what happened. The same thing happened with
electricity. Let us never forget that The government
jacked up the base load and jacked up the service
charges.
Mr s. J. Plowman - When was the article
written?
Mr HAMILTON -It was written on 30 June
1994. Prices to the home users are going to increase,
and they have. The smart economists said, 'Let us
look and see how much most domestic customers
use. Do they use 4000 megajoules or less?'. Not too
many use 4000 megajoules or less because that
would mean they have only one gas appliance. Most
customers use about 8000 megajoules because they
have three gas appliances. If you used a small
amount of gas the price did not go up, but if you
used the average amount of gas - which is the
amount used by something like 1 million of the
1.2 million gas customers in this state - the price
was jacked up.
It was said that the tariffs were changed and
cross-subsidies were not possible. I am pleased a
member of the National Party is in the chamber
because the National Party does not like
cross-subsidies. Believe you me, I love
cross-subsidies. I see nothing wrong with. the rich
supporting the poor and the city supporting the
country so that we can at least have Wliform
telephone and electricity costs in the bush - that is,
so we can be subsidised. I do not have a problem
with that

Government members interjecting.
Mr HAMILTON - The agrarian socialists have
changed hats and changed sides, have they? Have
the agrarian socialists forgotten where they came
from and who elected them to this place? That is the
problem with them. Their time will come. There has
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never been a time yet when the Nats had problems
being subsidised by the city.
The prices were jacked up and then the government
said, 'Look at all this privatisation'. Prices have not
gone up as much as expected because they have
already been increased in the first place. That is the
type of con job and smoke-and-mirrors act going on
with prices. You have only to look at the cost of the
energy bill of every family in Victoria to see the
difference in price between 1992 and now. Every
single person is paying more.
I have not heard too many big or small businesses
running around the country saying they are getting
their electricity and gas cheaply. You would think
that if they were getting such a wonderful deal they
would be praising the government and we would
see them in the streets everyday of the week hailing
the government When the Premier drove past in his
car they would be bowing and saying what a great
bloke he is. They would be boasting about how
much profit they were making. Wheel them out
Give us a list of all the people praising the
government for the reductions in their energy
charges. It's not blooming likely, because if you
halve their energy charges they say they want a bit
better and they want it halved again. They are never
satisfied.
I have to be perfectly honest; I have a problem
quoting the Herald Sun as an authoritative paper and
I also have problems with quoting selectively. It
really tests my previous training, but, nevertheless,
if it suits the argument I think we should use it

Mr Weideman -If the words are right, use them.
Mr HAMILTON - That is exactly right I shall
quote an article from the Herald Sun of October
1994 because it addresses a concern of mine. I hope
the minister takes this seriously because, as we all
know - the Minister for Energy and Minerals
certainly knows - there are many contaminated,;-"
sites around Victoria and a large number of them are
associated with the old gas companies and the old
fuel depots.

In an article by Robert Turner that concern is
expressed:
However, first-time taxes under the Kennett
government's State Owned Enterprises Act and costly
litigation provisions and dean up costs to polluted
sites, reduced the bottom line net profit -
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that is of Gas and Fuelto $120.8 million.

All honourable members will be aware of the
problems with litigation. I do not know what stage
the matter has reached, so the minister might like to
respond on that
1here are often large costs involved in cleaning up
polluted sites. Part of the conditions of sale of the
Gas and Fuel must be some form of assurance that
polluted sites will be cleaned up and that the costs
will be part of the price of the sale rather than being
left to the taxpayers. I take this matter seriously, and
I think the minister will agree that the cost of
cleaning up polluted sites needs to be addressed.
An article in the Herald Sun of 28 September 1994
under the heading 'Talks with BHP on gas industry'
deals with the future ownership of the Jeeralang and
Newport gas-fired power stations. The Treasurer
mixes with big industry. He takes matters out of the
FOI arena by declaring them to be confidential and
does secret deals. The government refuses to be
accountable to Parliament!
The article states that the Treasurer held talks with
BHP, which wants to buy those stations because it
supplies them with gas on a take-or-pay contract.
That long-term contract, which was originally set up
by former Premiers Sir Henry Bolte and Sir Rupert
Hamer, for which they deserve credit, has its
advantages and disadvantages. Already big players
such as BHP are seeing an opportunity to grab a
guaranteed and profitable share of the market
The big stakeholders in the former Gas and Fuel
Corporation, the preference shareholders, have been
bought out or have sold, depending on where they
have stood. The two big institutional shareholders
were the NRMA, which owned 20 per cent of the
preference shares, and the Royal Automobile Club
of Queensland, which held 6.7 per cent I make the
point that those organisations saw it as a good
investment They do not make investments lightly,
so they obviously considered the predominantly
government-owned Gas and Fuel to be a sound
proposition.

Mr McArthur - Many people thought that about
the Commonwealth Bank.
Mr HAMILTON - Yes, and it has been a sound
investment It has provided steady if not large
returns to its shareholders.

Th~y, ll~ay
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Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - I will quote anyone who
supports my argument! The first two things of note
in a Herald Sun article of 19 October 1994 from which
I intended to quote are the photographs of Kerry
Packer and Uoyd Williams. I will not quote from the
article now because it deals with Hudson Conway
suing the Gas and Fuel for not taking up a lease it
guaranteed it would take up. We do not want to
hear about Victoria being sued for reneging on a
$105 million deal.
Mr S. J. Plowman interjected.
Mr HAMILTON -ldo not think so. Every time
you throw a bit of mud or dirt some of it splashes on
your own boots. I do not think it is a wise thing to
do. I do not know why I kept the article because I
had decided not to make a point of it

On 23 January 1995 the government called for
expressions of interest in providing consultancy
advice on the gas industry. We are having a
consultant-led recovery, because the government
has spent about $100 million on them. I might come
back in another life as a consultant! When
governments employ consultants to do a job
inevitably the buck stops with the responsible
minister - but who minds the minder? That part of
the bureaucracy that appoints the consultants also
checks them out.
If you tell consultants to come up with a particular
answer, inevitably they come up with that answer.
They are magic! I have not yet heard of a consultant
who came up with a report different from the one
that was wanted. I have also never heard of
consultants saying the work did not cost us as much
as expected and handing over the change. They
normally say the work cost a little more or that they
will do a bit extra if you are prepared to pay more.
Consultants grow like Pinocchio's nose! I have seen
too much of them!

I turn to some of the downside aspects of the
privatisation of the Gas and Fuel. Under the heading
'Better price for Heatane' an article in the Herald Sun
of 10 January 1995 states:
The price that Sydney-based Elgas paid to buy the Gas
and Fuel's Heatane Gas division seems to get bigger
and bigger.
Premier Jeff Kennett said on Friday he thought Elgas,
half owned by NSW gas utility AGL and British gas
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giant BOC Gases, paid $147 million for the business
back in 1993.

When Heatane was first put up for sale the government
was expecting somewhere between $60 million and
$80 million ...

1hat means either that AGL and BOC Gases were
dopes and paid almost twice as much as Heatane
Gas was worth, which I doubt, or that the
government was the dope and did not know how
much the organisation was worth in the first
place - and whoever did the valuation for the
government had no idea.
Everybody knew Heatane Gas was a guaranteed
income producer. It had produced profits for Gas
and Fuel since day one. It had a captive audience,
which is why it was an attractive buy and why the
big companies paid $147 million when it was worth
only $60 million. Not likely! Oearly they were not
buying it to do Victoria a favour. I stopped believing
in Santa Clause when I was six years old. The big
companies did it to make a profit because they knew
they had a captive audience and an efficient
organisation and could keep ripping off Australia.
1hat is what the government has let them do!
The article further states:
By all reports E1gas has jacked up bottled gas prices to
justify the huge price it paid and to exploit its newly
acquired market dominance in Victoria.

Not too many companies compete with Elgas in the

LPG market - it has a virtual monopoly.
I cannot resist reading the heading to another Herald
Sun article of 6 January 1995:
Gas and Fuel in the black and all fired up.

All ready to sell! This bill will see the demise of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - I could think of a few whacks
to give the Nats on the way through, like how you
are letting down country Victorians!
The very reason for the formation of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation was because the individual
gas-producing companies supplying Victoria at the
time were privately owned and interested only in
their year-to-year profits. They had not invested in
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new plant and their business customers said they
could not be guaranteed a reliable source of gas.
They said, 'Mr Government, you must ensure we
have a guaranteed, secure gas supply at a reasonable
price'. No wonder the Tommy Bents of the world
run the gas companies! Tommy sometimes appears
in the spirit of some of the private companies!
History is being repeated and in a few years, the
Labor government will have to put all this back

together. It will be difficult, like Humpty Dumpty
putting the egg together again! It will not be the
average person who will be ripped off in the deal
which will lead to a demand that governments make
provision for gas supplies because big business will
make the demands and say they must have a
guaranteed gas supply, a guaranteed price structure
and that investments must be made in the industry.
TIlat is what governments should be about. TIlat is
their role, not flogging off everything to the private
sector.
The Tommy Bents of the world would not even
invest in their workers' health. They wheeled them
in one door one day and out the other the next and buried. them the next day! Tommy Bent got
richer and richer. He owned most of Brighton and
much of Melbourne including some tramways.
However, when he died he took with him what I
will take with me when I die: absolutely nothing!
This bill signals a sad day. The Victorian Gas and
Fuel Corporation is being wound up. The
corporation which was established in 1950 for many
good reasons will exist no more. This government is
bent on a vandalistic experiment. It learned its
economics from Mrs TIlatcher, yet her government
destroyed. itself because it was built on false
economic premises. Poor old John Major is now
suffering, but Victorians are brighter than their
British ancestors because of our multi~tural mix.
Victorians will wake up to this government far
quicker than the Brits woke up to theirs, and we will
not have to suffer this economic vandalism in
another 13 or 14 years because it will be over in
about another four! The opposition opposes the bill.

Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I thank the honourable member for
Morwell for his contribution, which was interesting
to say the least. His speech did not deal with the
details of the bill, which is a fairly simple piece of
legislation to wind up the Gas and Fuel Corporation
and to payout preference shareholders. His speech
was largely composed of selective quotations from
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press statements and from Ray Proudley's book,

Circle of Influence.

The honourable member chose well to quote from
that book because it is a wise volume put together
by Ray Proudley, who is still with Gascor. It is an
excellent history of this very substantial organisation
which has played a great part in developing the gas
industry and the gas market in Victoria.
Undoubtedly, I agree in some respects. The Gas and
Fuel has a proud history of men and women who
worked in a fine institution in this state. It is a sad
day to see a very proud organisation like that come
to its end. It is fair to say we all come to an end.
When we do, some are sad and some are glad to see
us go! I am not quite ready to chuck in the towel yet!
However, it happens to us all.
The quotation used by the honourable member from
the Circle of Influence and which stirred my
imagination was about people at the Gas and Fuel. It
went something along the lines, 'We can all depend
on change in the future'. No doubt that is the case,
and in talking to the managers and staff at Gas and
Fuel one thing that concerns any organisation going
through change is the uncertainty of change, but by
the same token there is a certain excitement among
management and staff that they are facing a change
which gives them a bright future and which they are
willing to embrace and work towards.
The honourable member for Morwe1l speculated a
great deal on the future structure. He appeared to
outline what he anticipates will be the future
structure. That is pure speculation because the
government has not yet determined what that
structure should be. The fundamental basis on
which we want to provide a structure for the gas
industry in the future, so far as I and the
government are concerned, is to ensure our
consumers in Victoria get a maximum benefit in a
competitive market over and above our competitors
interstate and overseas.
Gas has been an extremely important resource for
Victorians. The Bolte deal done in the early days of
Gas and Fuel and the development of Bass Strait
was an extremely advantageous deal for Victoria. It
may have been particularly advantageous because
when Fsso was drilling for oil it certainly found oil,
but it also found gas. The company really did not
know whether it had a market for the gas with the
Lurgi plant in the Latrobe Valley and the gas
manufacturers around the place - worthy
developments in their day.
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We saw their demise with the introduction of
natural gas from Bass Strait. The government of the
day took a considerable risk in negotiating prices
with Esso at the time, but that government had
confidence in the development of the gas market
The government took substantial risks in
determining to buy gas and entering into contracts
with Esso because it did not know about the future.
They had confidence in the future, but they took
substantial risks. Whereas Esso sometimes
complains that its price, particularly in the
D market, is still very low compared with gas from
the Cooper Basin or elsewhere around Australia, the
fact is that that price was negotiated on the basis of
the government taking significant risks and giving
Fsso an opportunity to sell a commodity which was
not the prime commodity it wanted - oil - but a
commodity it found associated with its search for oil.
We all know the history and development of that
market in Victoria. Victoria has the largest gas
market in Australia, more than two times the size of
the Sydney market. Perhaps the Sydney market will
grow in time, but those resources are extremely
valuable to Victorians. The relatively cheap prices
that Bolte and his cabinet were able to negotiate with
Esso and with the commercial markets have meant a
significant advantage to the development of the
industrial base in Victoria and to the manufacturing
industry. They have meant that we are able to attract
industries to this state in a way other states have
been unable to do because their energy prices have
been significantly higher.
It is estimated that there are approximately 30 years
of reserves left in Bass Strait, so, clearly, it is
necessary to see a market which can give an
incentive to development and to exploration. The
government is also aiming to structure a market
whereby producers have faith in the future
development of the market and therefore undertake
exploration and prove up more resources for
Victorians and, in fact, for a developing eastern
states market

It is probable - perhaps not in our lifetime, but in
due course - that the maturity of that market in the
eastern states will allow the infrastructure to bring
gas to the eastern states from the north-west shelf
which, besides Bass Strait, is the largest known
resource. With the development of the Timor Sea
and the north-west shelf it is possible that our
children and their children will see gas coming to
the eastern states market from those sources.
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The honourable member for Morwell dwelt a lot on
privatisation and was concerned about what will
happen if Gas and Fuel or Gascor, for instance, is
broken up into a number of competing retailers. His
worry is: would it not be then possible, after
privatisation, for Esso or another large monopoly to
buy up all the bits and recreate a monopoly?
As one might well imagine, that thought has crossed

the government's mind too and it has done such a
great deal of work to establish a new structure that it
does not want to see a simple recreation by a giant
like Esso or others of another monopoly. It wants to
see a competitive market continue to serve the
interests of the people of VictOria, and in that respect
we are looking very hard at cross-ownership rules to
ensure that if, and I say if, it is decided to break up
Gascor into competing elements - and that may not
be the case, it has not been determined - the
government would ensure cross-ownership rules
that would prevent the redevelopment of a private
monopoly.
H the government did not make provisions to that
end, a lot of hard work would be going into
developing a competitive market when it might as
well have been sold lock, stock and barrel to a
monopoly. It would have been easier and a better
price may have been achieved, but the people of
Victoria may not have gained what they would have
after privatisation with the sort of structure the
government intends to put together.
The honourable member mentioned his concern
about contaminated sites. Under the bill he would
know that the obligations of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation regarding land and contaminated sites
is being passed to the SECV shell for management
This bill transfers all the obligations the Gas and
Fuel Corporation had in that respect to the SECY. It
does not absolve the inheritors of that land from the
clean-up obligations, whether it be the SECV shell or
one of the gas companies or whether it be sold to a
private individual. Those obligations are transferred
in the bill and cannot be avoided by future owners.
That is an important point because those
contaminated sites must be cleaned up so
community health and safety can be guaranteed.

electricity and gas industries, but we would be
extraordinarily naive or bigheaded if we thought we
had all the answers.
It is responsible to bring in consultants to look at
policy directions and give us advice and to choose
the best consultants we can arounci the world to give

us advice on the best restructuring of an industry for
the benefit of our consumers in this state. I agree
with the honourable member for Morwe11 that some
consultants who are given a brief scratch their heads
and try to work out what it is the government wants
and will deliver on that brief. We have studiously
avoided getting those sorts of consultants to advise
us, and in any discussions with consul:ants I have
had or the Treasurer and I have had w~ have
indicated the general framework. We have said we
want the Victorian consumers to benefit from what
we are doing, but we have an open mind as to what
you will come in with.. We don't want to give
consultants a brief so they think all they nave to do
is go away and put together a report which will
answer the brief, give the government what it wants
and the consultants get a tidy sum for it
I share that concern. If any individual hiring
consultants, whether it be a government, a farmer or
anybody else, simply allowed the consultant to pick
the brains of the individual and the consultant was
simply satisfying the perceived direction that
individual or government wanted to go in, that
would be bad practice. However, I assure the
honourable member that so far as I am concerned,
and in any dealings I have had with the Treasurer
and others, we studiously avoid that
The bill really has not been dealt with in detail, but i
does go into great detail about the winding up of ~, .
Gas and Fuel Corporation, the paying out of the
preferential shareholders, the transfer of property,
the guarantee of staff entitlements, which is
important, and the management of the assets
transferred to the SEC shell for the benefit of the
Victorian public. I think it is a good bill, and I th.a :1k
the honourable member for Morwell for his
contribution even though, as he can well imagin::. I
do not agree with all he had to say.
House divided on motion:

Another matter the honourable member for Morwell
expressed. a deal of concern about was the
employment of consultants. hldividual ministers
within the government, including myself, have
never felt we have all the answers. Sure, we put
together a policy before the election and that policy
is being pursued in the restructuring of the
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ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS AND
VICTORIAN CONSERVATION TRUST
(AMENDMENT) BILL
S~cond

reading

Debate resumed from 27 April; motion of
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning).
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - The Royal Botanic
Gardens and Victorian Conservation Trust
(Amendment) Bill contains prOvisions about two
institutions that are very dear to the hearts of
Victorians. Gardens are important to Victorians.
Many people think it sad that Victoria is no longer
known as the Garden State. Our number plates tell
us that we are on the move, whether interstate or
just leaving ordinary Victorians behind. A new
Labor government would be committed to making
sure those political n:.unber plates were changed.

Noes, 20
Andrianopoulos, 'oft
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Brumoy, Mr
Carli, Mr (Ttl1er
Cunrungham, tv;.r (Teller)
Dollis. Mr
Garbutt. Ms
Hae!meyer, Mr
Har..ilton, Mr

Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms
Mical1ef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Sandon, Mr
- Seitz, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
lbomson, Mr
Vaughan, Or

Mdion agreed to.

In supporting this bill I will comment on two areas
the opposition wo"..lld like the minister to address.
Another speaker will bring in a third point. I would
like the minister to explain the removal of the retail
nursery and the:teed to end advertising for
covenants. More explanation than that given in the
second-reading speech would be appreciated.
Ano-:her speaker will point to some of the tunnelling
work that mav be carried out in the future which
may have some impact 00 our botanic gardens.
second-reading speech set out in some detail the
issues in this bill. I am assured by the people
concerned with both these institutions that this bill is
in line with the changes necessary to enable them to
operate more effidently in the 1990s.

T!'Le

i £ad second time.

Remaining suzges
Passed remaining stages.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) -In relation',to the National Parks
(Yana Ranges and Other Amendments) Bill, I refer
to the plans for the Yarra Ranges National Park
placed in the parliamentary library on 2 May 1995
for the information of members. I wish to advise l.lat
the designated water supply catchment area, as
defined by hatching, is larger than that shown on the
plans originally placed in the horary, and that a new
set of plans for that park is being substituted.

I will spend some time looking at the history of the
botanic gardens. The information I have is from the
parliamentary library, and I express my appreciation
for the assistance given to me in that regard. The
document I have is a short text on a brief history of
the Royal Botanic Gardens and National Herbarium.
The article refers to the Royal Botanical Gardens, but
we now know them as Melbourne's Royal Botanic
Gardens.

The present site of the Melbourne Botanic Gardens
was selected in 1845 by Charles La Trobe,
Superintendent of the Port Phillip District, and later
Victoria's 'first Ueutenant-Govemor. The site is one
Melburnians and Victorians hold very dear. I doubt
if there are many people who have not spent some
time one way or another at our botanic gardens.
They are part of our psyche. The site was part of a
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former Aboriginal mission and was selected after
careful consideration of several other sites, including
the Flagstaff Gardens, the Fitzroy Gardens and the
former Batman's Hill, which is now Spencer Street
railway yards.
The first superintendent of the gardens was John
Arthur, a landscape gardener from Scotland, who
was appointed in 1846 but died in 1849, reportedly
after drinking the Yarra water. Melbourne now has
the best drinking water in the world and I am
pleased to say we do not need to drink from the
Yarra!
In 1853 Or Ferdinand Mueller, later Baron Sir
Ferdinand von Mueller, was appointed as Victoria's
first government botanist in recognition of the need
to study the native flora, especially for medicinal,
commercial and other practical purposes, and also to
guide the introduction of foreign species into the
young colony. Unfortunately it is not mentioned in
this text, but he also introduced the blackberry to
Victoria. Besides that, he helped set out the botanic
gardens that we are so very proud of.
In 1873 two events of major long-term significance
occurred in relation to Melbourne's Botanic
Gardens. The first was the direction by the then
Minister of Lands and Agriculture that the Botanical
and Domain Gardens be permanently reserved for
public parks and gardens, later approved by the
Governor in Council and gazetted on
10 October 1873. This decision gave the gardens the
necessary permanent security of tenure enabling
long-term planning and development without fear
of alienation for other purposes. That is terribly
important
Any Victorian or MeIburnian who takes the time to
walk in our gardens, whether it is with family or
simply to exercise, will be ever grateful to the people
who put aside these areas for our parks. We should
all be beholden to them and must ensure that the
gardens are maintained not only as pleasurable
places but also as records of our plant history.
The second major event was the appointment of
William Robert Guilfoyle, a landscape gardener,
nurseryman and plant collector from New South
Wales, to the position of curator and later director of
the Botanic Gardens. During his 36-year
appointment he totally redesigned and landscaped
the gardens in the natural or English landscaping
style of the mid-19th century, influenced both by his
own experience of the subtropics and the subtropical
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style then popular in Europe. There are many other
interesting points, but I do not want to go into detail.
In 1958 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth n granted
approval for the gardens to be known as the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Melbourne. Since World War IT
many of the improvements have been donated by
the Maud Gibson Gardens Trust established by Miss
Maud Gibson in 1945. It is important to note that she
is a woman who made a significant contnbution to
Victoria, yet hers is not a name that would roll off
many of our lips. I am pleased that it is recorded
here. She enabled a Significant amount of research to
be funded by the Botanic Gardens Research Trust,
established by Miss Gibson in 1965, and that is still
very important
The gardens are an integral part of a worldwide
network. Some 1500 botanic gardens are visited by
over a 150 million members of the public every year.
They are drawcards and tourist attractions. The
gardens need to be well looked after by
governments of the day.
Botanic gardens operate under the aegis of the
International Union for Conservation of Nature, an
important network of over 500 government and
non-government organisations in lOO countries that
have joined together to promote the protection and
sustainable use of living resources. Our botanic
gardens are a vital part of our structure as a garden
state, as Victoria was once known. The gardens have
had a major impact on Victorians.
In his second-reading speech the minister pointed
out some of the amendments to the Royal Botanic
Gardens Act The bill widens the functions of the
botanic gardens staff to include providing specialist
advice and services on horticulture, landscaping and
the maintenance of gardens to public bodies, subject
to ministerial approval. TIlat is to ensure there is no
competition with the private sector. I am intrigued
by that. The government is always talking about
competition with the private sector, but it will not let
these people compete. Nevertheless, those involved
have agreed to the arrangement, and I am not one to
go against that.

Clause 6 says the board cannot operate a retail
nursery, again stopping the gardens from being
active in the commercial area. The government
believes that running a retail nursery does not fall
within the board's charter, and the board appears to
be happy with that.
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Clause 7 increases the maximum period for which
the board may grant leases relating to the botanic
gardens or managed land from 15 to 21 years. The
opposition would like a further explanation of that,
especially as regards future works. Perhaps the
minister can enlighten us later. The board will be
allowed to lease residences in the botanic gardens. I
wonder which mates will be leasing those.
Mr Coleman interjected.

Ms MARPLE -So it is the minister's house!
They are lovely residences. It is to be hoped they
will be put to better use and that the beautiful
settings of the gardens will not be harmed in any
way. The act enables the appoinbnent of an acting
director when the director is absent It seems good
management to clarify that in the bill.
At present the garden staff do not have the power to
enforce regulations providing for the care and
protection of the botanic gardens. Clauses 9 to 12
remove that limitation and enable the staff of the
Royal Botanic Gardens to be appointed as
authorised officers under the Conservation, Forests
and Lands Act I believe everybody agrees with that.
We want to ensure that we protect our gardens and
that the officers can act to the best of their ability.
Clause 10 prohibits the taking, destruction or
damage of flora and fauna. All of us will agree with
that provision.
Part 3 of the bill deals with amendments to the
Victorian Conservation Trust Act 'That institution is
very much a part of the psyche of Victoria. It has
done a great deal of work to make Victorians aware
of the responsibilities they have as individuals and
private landholders to provide for future
generations. I will mention the mission of the
Victorian Conservation Trust:
The trust conserves land for present and future
generations of Victorians. It helps protect endangered

species, both flora and fauna. It assists landowners to
protect and manage their land. The trust promotes
conservation in Victoria, particularly on private land,
and encourages community awareness of our natural
heritage. It helps community groups raise funds to
acquire land with high conservation values. It enables
individuals to assist in conservation through donations
which are tax deductible. Bequests, devises and
settlements are exempt from taxes.

That last point is not the most important One of the
most important things is that the Victorian
Conservation Trust has raised private individuals'
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awareness of both what they can do to conserve
lands for the future and the covenants they can place
on lands.
The Victorian Conservation Trust was established by
an act of the Victorian Parliament in 1972 and was
dedicated to nature conservation on private
property. Over the past 20 years it has acquired
81 properties in all regions of Victoria. It has
certainly set the tone for all in Victoria.
The bill changes the name of the Victorian
Conservation Trust to the Trust for Nature
(Victoria). As the minister said in his second-reading
speech, it is hoped the distinctive new name will
help distinguish the trust from other organisations
with similar sounding names and so enable it to
attract support for its fundraising activities. The
opposition wishes the trust well and hopes that will
be the case. We hope it will be able to carry out its
work, encouraging people to put covenants on their
land and bequest land to the state so it can be looked
after for the sake of future generations.
The bill also removes the requirement to advertise
proposed covenants or variations. We would like the
minister to explain why that is necessary. We would
have thought that informing people of covenants
would be part of the educational program. I am sure
the minister will tell us about that. Other small
changes include consequential amendments and so
forth. The opposition fully supports those changes,
which will help the legislation go ahead for the
benefit of the trust.

In conclusion,. there is no doubt that these two
Victorian institutions - the Royal Botanic Gardens
and the Victorian Conservation Trust - have served
Victoria well over many years. One institution has
served the state much longer than the other, but
their combined influence is still great The bill
amends the acts covering the institutions. Our
understanding is that all involved believe the bill
will enhance the work of both the Royal Botanic
Gardens and the Victorian Conservation Trust or, as
it will be known, the Trust for Nature. We therefore
wish the bill all speed.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I will make a
few brief comments in the time remaining before the
suspension of the sitting for dinner, which should be
sufficient for my contribution. I am concerned about
the long-term implications of some of the changes
proposed in the bill as well as how some of the
changes may be applied in the not-too-distant
future. The bill makes a number of changes to the
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principal act, the Royal Botanic Gardens Act. Our
fantastic botanic gardens give great pleasure to
hundreds of thousands of people. The members of
my family have been great users of and visitors to
the botanic gardens over many years.
My concern is that the clauses give additional
powers to the trustees, particularly powers
regarding leases. I am particularly concerned about
the implications that may have for the forthcoming
conflict when the freeways and the Domain tunnel
are constructed. At the moment the City Link
Authority is receiving and evaluating tenders for a
tunnel that will go through both the Kings Domain
and the Royal Botanic Gardens.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is in order.
Mr BATCHELOR -It is in that area that I am
raising concern because we want assurances from
the minister that the trustees under direction or
pressure from the government will not allow any
part of the Royal Botanic Gardens to be used as cut
and cover for the Domain tunnel. We want
guarantees and assurances that none of the area will
be used as part of the construction site.

I am concerned that in this phase the threats to the
Royal Botanic Gardens do not come to fruition. We
know that freeway and road builders have scant
regard for the amenity of the environment and for
community assets. They will do anything and
everything in their power to force their projects
through.

Mr Coleman - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
you clearly directed the attention of the honourable
member to the bill. As I understand it, the
honourable member was relating his comments to
clause 7 about the extension of time that may be
provided for leases. The opposition is asking the
house to consider in this debate commitments that
clearly cannot be provided for under this legislation.
In that sense, the honourable member should be
brought back to the content of clause 7, which refers
to the period of the leases.

I know there are proposals being considered by the
government's not so independent Melbourne City
Unk Authority that include cut and cover proposals
for the Domain tunnel. The area about which I am
concerned is from the Yarra River back towards the
Victorian Arts Centre and the Grant Street entrance.
There is at least one bidder who has proposals for a
cut-and-cover tunnel through Kings Domain, an
area that is so close to our Royal Botanic Gardens.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair allowed the
honourable member for Thomastown to proceed
with the argument that in some way the government
could influence the new body at the Royal Botanic
Gardens when the question of the construction of
the tunnel could arise in the future. At this stage I do
not uphold the point of order raised by the minister,
but I ask the honourable member for Thomastown
to come back to the bill.

The route of this cut-and-cover freeway would
create a huge open scar. One would see the trees in
the area, whether they are in the Royal Botanic
Gardens or on the boundary - -

Mr BATCHELOR - The area we are talking
about is very close to the Royal Botanic Gardens.
There is a proposal that may require the trustees to
consider requests or directions to make land
available to be leased on a short or long-term basis
for the construction of the turmel.

The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member for Thomastown puts the Otair in an
invidious position. Strictly speaking, the honourable
member is not relating his remarks to the bill. The
bill has nothing to do with what the honourable
member is addressing. While I am prepared to give
him some latitude, he should not devote all his time
to some project that is not contained within the
parameters of the bill.

There are many ways one can construct a tunnel,
and the question that might be sought from the
trustees may relate to what is in effect an open mine.
It may relate to what is a construction site for a more
conventional mine. The opposition wants to ensure
that the extended powers that are granted to the
trustees in this bill are not used to enable that
proposal to be allowed to continue.

Mr BATCHELOR - I shall endeavour to do that,

Mr Speaker. The bill talks about giving additional
powers to the trustees of the Royal Botanic Gardens
and enables them to determine for what purposes
they will allow the gardens to be used.

The bill refers to the future of one of the most
cherished assets that Melbourne has. It provided the
inspiration for Melbourne as being the garden state,
and the inspiration for the logo on our number
plates that was put in place by a previous Liberal
Premier. Interestingly, that has now been removed
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by the current government. Under those
circumstances, where symbols of our heritage are so
precious and dear to the people of Melbourne, we
want to do everything we can to ensure that the
Royal Botanic Gardens remain intact, unfettered by
construction now or in the future.
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Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.

It is important that when we have a bill of this
nature that raises issues that go to the powers of the
trustees to lease, the government should make a
clear statement of its intentions. If the trustees go to
the government and say, We would like your tacit
support', we want to know what the government
will do. I seek those assurances from the minister.

Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I thank the honourable members for
Thomastown and Altona for their contnbutions.
Both honourable members raised the issues as set
out in clause 7 of the bill about the extension of time
for leases from 15 years to 21 years.
As I understand it, the provision applies to the
residential leases, rather than the leases that apply in
other parts of the gardens. We are cognisant of the
contribution made by both members in the sense
that the gardens are held in great esteem by all
Melbumians.
The specific issue raised by the honourable member
for Thomastown is a matter yet unresolved and on
which at some time in the future further comments
will be made. To that extent, I am not in a position to
answer that question.
The honourable member for Altona also raised the
proposal in clause 16 for the requirement for
proposed covenants to be placed under the
provisions of the bill to be no longer advertised. As I
understand it, the advertising process that has been
followed in the past has met with limited response
from people for whom the covenant may have some
effect.

The bill will put in place a process to enable abutting
landowners to be advised so they are made aware of
the proposal that some covenant will be placed on a
title. To that extent, the issue to be addressed by
advertising will be addressed by direct
communication with abutting landowners.
I thank both members for their contributions. I am
sure all Victorians will reap the benefits of the bill.

Motion agreed to.

ROAD SAFETY (MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS) BILL
Seccmdreading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill introduces a number of important road
safety amendments to the Road Safety Act 1986. It
also continues the government's reform process in
respect of the passenger vehicle industry by
providing for the Victorian Taxi Directorate to take
responsibility for hire cars, restricted hire cars and
special purpose vehicles such as wedding cars. The
road safety amendments are varied and have
developed over time as events have shown that
different parts of the Road Safety Act need to be
updated so that the objects of the act are achieved.
Taxi directorate field enforcement is carried out by
former Vicroads transport safety officers. Their main
concerns are related to vehicle safety issues, which
includes currency of registration. At present, while
they can issue defect notices for unfit vehicles, they
are unable to prohibit their use or to seize their
plates if the vehicles are unregistered. They had
these powers when with Vicroads but not now that
they are within the Department of Transport. The
bill cures that lack of power. The exemption of
visiting motorists from the licensing provisions at
present does not require that they comply with any
conditions which apply to their licences in their
home state or country of origin. Any such conditions
will now be enforceable in Victoria in the same
manner as Victorian licence conditions are enforced.

One area of driver licensing that causes concern is
the fitness of people to drive. As the act presently
stands, a person who is suffering from an illness or
bodily infirmity such that it would be dangerous for
that person to continue to drive may be requested to
obtain a medical report. !hat report is considered by
medical practitioners at the Office of Forensic
Medicine, who may recommend that the person's
licence be suspended or cancelled. If that
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recommendation is accepted by Vicroads and
carried into effect, the licence holder has a right of
appeal to a Magistrates Court, which then
redetermines the matter. All of this can take months,
during which time the ~ may continue to drive.
The bill provides for immediate suspension of a
licence by Vicroads on the basis of a report from a
registered medical practitioner that it would be
dangerous for a person to continue to drive due to
illness or bodily infirmity. The right of appeal is
preserved. It should be also noted that this
procedure is directed to the situation where a doctor
has advised a person that his or her driving ability is
adversely affected and the person does not or will
not heed that advice.
Honourable members are doubtless aware that
police have a power to prohibit persons from
driving. There is, however, no right of appeal
against that action and the Qpportunity is taken in_
this bill to rectify that situation. Honourable
members are also aware of the importance of the
demerit point system in controlling errant driver
behaviour. The legislation was drafted in 1986, a
time when speed cameras were not cm available
road safety instrument and the use of traffic
infringement notices was not as widespread as it is
now. The allocation of points is on the basis of date
of conviction or payment of the infringement notice
penalty, which is different from what occurs in other
states. The bill enables the date of allocation of
points for infringement notices to be the date of the
alleged offence, which will accord with interstate
legisla tion.
The rehabilitation of persons who have been
convicted of driving while intoxicated is a vital part
of the road safety program. However, the present
requirement is that persons convicted of driving
while under the influence of alcohol or drugs
undertake a course concerning the effects of alcohol
before re-licensing. The special needs of a person
who has driven under the influence of drugs has
until now not been addressed. The bill provides for
persons to whom this part of the act applies to
undergo the program appropriate to their needs.
Honourable members will recall that the Premier
previously indicated that the zero blood alcohol
requirement applicable to drivers of large vehicles
would be extended to drivers of taxis. Accordingly,
the bill provides for persons driving taxis to have no
alcohol in their blood.
Legislation which last year introduced the
new-generation breathalyser prOVided for a further
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sample of breath to be taken. Legal advice has been
received that it is open to interpretation that only
two breath samples can be taken for the purposes of
breath analysis. That was not Parliament's intention,
particularly since commonly it can take several
attempts before a sufficient sample is obtained. 1bis
amendment will remove any doubt on this aspect
Section 59 of the act requires certain classes of driver
to carry a licence at all times when driving. The bill
extends that range to include persons who have had
their full licences restored by court order after a
drink-driving conviction but who are subject to a
zero blood alcohol limitation.
As honourable members are aware, Vicroads
maintains databases containing driver licence and
vehicle registration data. This information may be
made available in certain limited circumstances, and

severe penalties are provided should unauthorised
information be divulged. There is no penalty,
however, for obtaining or attempting to obtain
information from those databases by dishonest
means. This bill amends the act to provide for such
an offence.
Honourable members will be interested to know
that there is a thriving interest in collecting old
registration plates. Victoria is the only state where
the regulations do not permit plates to be issued to
collectors. The bill will enable obsolete plates to be
issued to collectors, with appropriate safeguards
being introduced to prevent misuse.
The safety of passenger vehicles operating in
hazardous areas such as the snowfields is a matter of
concern to all Victorians. For many years vehicles
licensed firstly under the Transport Regulation Act
and now the Transport Act have been required to be
fitted with and to carry special safety equipment and
to be driven by persons with appropriate skills
before they could be operated in and around snow
resorts. Industry response to these requirements was
naturally very good and the safety record of licensed
vehicles has been commendable. However, there has
been an increasing frequency of vehicles which do
not require licensing, such as hire-and-drive
vehicles, entering these areas which are not
equipped as licensed vehicles are and which are
driven by persons who have not undergone the
special training required for hazardous area driving.
TIlls bill transfers the power to make hazardous
areas regulations from the Transport Act to the Road
Safety Act, thus ensuring that all passenger vehicles
seating more than 12 persons that enter hazardous
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areas have the appropriate equipment and properly
qualified drivers.
As I mentioned earlier, the bill builds on the reforms
introduced by the establishment of the Victorian
Taxi Directorate by transferring to it the
responsibility for the licensing of hire cars, restricted
hire cars and special purpose vehicles such as
wedding cars.

In summary, this bill will enhance existing road
safety programs and will continue reforms to the
passenger transport industry.

I commend this bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 May.

LAND (MISCELLANEOUS) BILL
Second reading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:
lbat this bill be now read a second time.

The bill provides for the revocation of the
permanent reservations of land descnbed in the
schedules to the bill and makes other related
provisions. TIle bill removes these reservations
either to facilitate sale of the land or because the
purpose of the reservation is no longer appropriate
for the existing or proposed use of the land. I turn
now to the particular parts of the bill.
Causes 1 and 2 set out the purposes of the bill and
provide for commencement of its various
provisions. Cause 3 deals with an area of land
known as Harding Park at the corner of Be11arine
and Brougham streets, Geelong. This land was
originally reserved in 1870 as a site for a public
garden and subsequently permanently reserved for
public park in 1885. The land has been managed by
the City of Greater Geelong and its predecessors as a
committee of management since 1886.

In the 19605 the city received permission to
redevelop the area for car parking purposes. The
land continues to be used for this purpose, a use
inconsistent with the land's reservation. There is
considerable alternative open space in the vicinity.
The land has been assessed. as surplus to
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government requirements and has been the subject
of discussions between the Department of the
Treasury and Finance and the City of Greater
Geelong regarding its possible sale.
The bill revokes the permanent reservation and
appointment of the City of Greater Geelong as
committee of management. Pending resolution of
the future use or disposal of the site the city's
occupation of the site would, if necessary, be
formalised by lease or licence.
Oause 4 deals with an area of 3158 square metres of
land at Langwarrin. The land is part of a larger area
that was permanently reserved for the conservation
of an area of natural interest in 1980. The land is
required by the Roads Corporation for widening of
the Westernport Highway. The roadworks will
involve the excision of a strip of approximately 31
metres from the frontage of this reserve and
adjoining freehold land. This project is part of the
Better Roads Victoria program for which funding
has been provided this financial year. The
permanent reservation must be revoked prior to the
land being used for road purposes. The Roads
Corporation has agreed to fund a flora and fauna
survey of the entire reserve and undertake works
necessary to minimise or neutralise any adverse
impacts of the roadworks on the remainder of the
reserve.
Clause 5 deals with an area of approximately 6.7
hectares located off Gillies Street in Ballarat known
as the Lake Wendouree caravan park. Much of the
land is the residue of a larger area of 9.6 hectares
permanently reserved as public park in 1888 and
was first developed for camping in 1928.
The land is controlled by the City of Ballarat by
virtue of a Crown grant. The grant contains
conditions that restrict the use of the land to the
purpose of the reservation, and prohibits the sale of
the land unless authorised by a law enacted after the
date of the grant A smaller area of 1.1 hectares,
being part of a former government road, was
temporarily reserved for the same purpose in 1994
to formalise an encroachment of the caravan park.
The land is currently managed by a commercial
operator; it has been declared surplus to the needs of
the Crown and the City of Ballarat has indicated a
willingness to purchase it and continue its operation
as a caravan park.

The remaining prOvisions of the bill are generally
applicable to land bills of this type. They detail the
consequences of revocation and provide that no
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compensation is payable in respect of the
revocations and other matters dealt with in the bill.
I make the following statement under section 85(5)
of the Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons why
clause 8 of the bill alters or varies section 85 of the
act. Oause 8 of the bill provides that it is intended to
alter or vary the Constitution Act 1975 to the extent
necessary to prevent the Supreme Court from
awarding compensation in respect of anything done
under or arising out of the bill. The reason for
preventing the Supreme Court from awarding
compensation is as follows:
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restructured industry are passed through to
customers. However, perhaps one of the most
important features of the regulatory process is to
insulate the public from the vagaries of the political
process, which opposition members might take heed
of. No longer will it be possible for political parties,
including the Labor Party, to treat electricity prices
as a form of taxation to bridge economic and other
mismanagement of the economy.

Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).

The five generation companies that have been
created are already operating much more efficiently
than their SEC counterpart. For example, the SEC
achieved power station capabilities of 65 to 70 per
cent during the 1980s. Since the restructuring, these
availability figures have increased beyond
anybody's expectations from the old monopoly era.
Loy Yang A has achieved 88 per cent in 1993-94, and
trends indicate that it will achieve over 90 per cent
this year. Loy Yang B (already a private company
privatised by the ALP) achieved 95 per cent in its
first year of operation under Mission Energy's
control. If the SEC had achieved this level of quality
and performance in the 1980s, it would not have
needed to proceed with the construction of
Loy Yang B, thus saving the taxpayer some
$24 billion, the whole burden of which has had to be
passed across to electricity users.

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 May.

This electricity reform, and the privatisation that

to enable the Crown to change the status of
reserved land it is necessary to ensure that the
land is no longer subject to any interests and
rights arising out of the former use. The existence
of these interests and rights, and claims for
compensation based on them or on the former use
of the land, could delay or prevent a change in the
use or status of the land that is for the benefit of
the community as a whole.
I commend the bill to the house.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I move:
lbat this bill be now read a second time.

This bill represents the culmination of 18 months
work in restructuring the SEC into a dynamic group
of companies, each operating to commercial
principles, and each able to deliver superior quality
services to their customers. The five distribution
businesses that have been created have a strong
customer focus and have already achieved
significant reductions in their operating costs, which
will be passed on to customers via the regulatory
framework that has been set in place.
This framework protects the customer from
anti-competitive practices, ensures that services are
provided to a specified quality, and that a fair
proportion of the efficiency gains achieved by the

flows from it, will give major benefits to all
Victorians and will be particularly beneficial to the
industry sector thus enhancing our productive edge
and creating more employment opportunities. The
industry, with external regulation and private
ownership and freedom of choice, will not have the
option to pass bad investment decisions on to the
captive customer base.
The bill contains a range of amendments to the
Electricity Industry Act to continue structural and
regulatory reforms of the industry and to facilitate
the privatisation of the distribution and generation
companies. An important feature of the bill is the
restrictions on cross-ownership between distribution
and generation companies. This will ensure that the
structural reforms implemented by the government
are maintained and that the benefits of competition
will continue.

The provisions included in the bill are designed to
capture interests arising not only through ownership
to voting shares but through rights to participate in
the profits of the licensed companies and rights to
control their operations through management
agreements or other means. The bill also contains a
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separate restriction on the amount of generating
capacity which distribution companies authorised to
sell electricity to franchise customers may own,
directly or indirectly.
The bill draws a distinction between publicly owned
and privately owned distribution and generation
companies. Where appropriate, the operation of
certain provisions of the act is limited to the public
distribution and generation companies. These
provisions are in general those which regulate the
relationship between those companies and the
government as their ultimate owners.

Some provisions will cease to apply to the
distribution and generation companies when they
become privately owned. Section 37 currently
provides for the minister, with the Treasurer's
approval, to direct the board of an electricity
corporation to perform certain public interest or
community service functions. The corporation can
be reimbursed from the consolidated fund for any
financial detriment it suffers as a result of such a
direction. The bill will restrict the operation of this
provision to state-owned bodies, as it would be
inappropriate for the government to compel the
performance of community service obligations by
private entities.

Other aspects of the 1 ill which recognise the
introduction of private ownership into the industry
are the provisions dealing with the mining rights of
the generation companies, municipal rates and the
acquisition of land. In relation to mining, the mining
operations of the generation companies in the
Latrobe Valley are currently exempted from the
operation of the Mineral Resources Development
Act 1990. With the prospective privatisation of the
generation companies, it is appropriate that their
coalmining activities come under the operation of
that act. The bill provides a mechanism for this to be
achieved.

It is envisaged, however, that public interest and
community service obligations will still be
performed by the private distribution and
generation companies on the basis of agreements
reached between those companies and the
government with respect to the funding of the
relevant activities. The government will assess
whether it is more efficient for these services to be
provided by the distribution and generation
companies on behalf of the government or for the
government to provide them directly through
departments and agencies.

The bill removes the present exemption of

Part 1 of the bill states its purpose and
commencement dates. Part 2 provides for a number
of amendments to the Electricity Industry Act 1993.
These include amendments to the definitions and
the provisions dealing with mining activities,
municipal rate and land acquisition already
mentioned.

distribution companies from paying council rates.
Generation Victoria, Power Net Victoria (PNV) and
Victorian Power Exchange (VPX) will retain this
exemption. Generation Victoria, the generation
companies and the relevant councils may negotiate
the payment of amounts in lieu of rates in relation to
land used for electricity generation, with provision
for independent determination of an amount if the
parties cannot reach agreement. As statutory
authorities, it is appropriate for the exemption to be
maintained for VPX and PNV.
With respect to land acquisition, the existing power
of the distribution and generation companies to
compulsorily acquire land is to be removed. This
will be replaced by a power for the minister
administering the Mineral Resources Development
Act 1990 to acquire land required to develop the
brown coal resources in the Latrobe Valley. The
acquisition by the minister will be subject to the
Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986. The
distribution and generation companies will have a
limited power to acquire easements for the purpose
of erecting and maintaining powerlines, but the
approval of the Governor in Council will be
required before this power can be exercised.

Part 2 removes the general power conferred by part
6A of the Electricity Industry Act for the
government, through Victorian Power Exchange, to
impose a levy on electricity bought in the wholesale
market. This provision is to be replaced by a more
limited power for the government to regulate the
amount received by SEC from the wholesale market
for power purchased by SEC from the Loy Yang B
power station adjusted for the 49 per cent of Loy
Yang B held by SEC.
Another important feature of part 2 is the provision
setting out the basis on which the government will
set franchise fees to be paid by those distribution
companies which are licensed to sell electricity to
franchise customers. The franchise fee is designed to
capture for the government the 'monopoly rent' that
would otherwise be available to the distribution
companies. Beyond the franchise period, the
distribution companies will no longer have
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monopoly power over their customers and the
monopoly rent will be eradicated by competition
and regulated open access rules.
Part 3 of the bill provides a mechanism for ensuring
that the proceeds of sale of the distribution and
generation companies will be used to retire residual
SEC debt It also contains the restrictions on
cross-ownership between distribution and
generation companies.
Part 3 also provides in detail for the land in the
Latrobe Valley required for the efficient operation of
the Yallourn W power station and associated
open-cut mine to be surrendered to the Crown and
reissued in the form of new Crown grants. This
process will identify the new alignment of the
Latrobe River which will subsequently be
permanently reserved for public purposes to section
4 of the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978.
Part 4 contains further amendments to the Electricity
Industry Act which ensure competition is
introduced for all customers by 1 January 2001. Part
5 of the bill contains amendments to the Mineral
Resources Development Act 1990 which arise from
the generation companies being granted licences in
respect of mining activities in the Latrobe Valley.
Part 6 of the bill provides for amendments to the
Office of the Regulator-General Act 1994. At present
the office must perform functions and exercise its
powers in such a manner as best gives effect to any
relevant statements of government policy. This
requirement will be removed to ensure the
independence of the Regulator-General from
government.
Part 7 of the bill amends the State Electricity
Commission Act 1958. The amendments will
provide that the exercise of powers by electricity
corporations under the act, including powers in
relation to entering land to inspect private lines or
electric lines, must be exercised by electricity
corporations subject to any code issued by the Office
of the Regulator-General.
Part 8 of the bill amends the State Owned
Enterprises Act 1992. This act has been widely used
by government for the reform of its government
business enterprises, including the implementation
of a tax equivalent system. These amendments
improve the operation of the act in three areas.
Firstly, the amendments clarify and confirm the role
of the relevant minister for state bodies created
under the act Secondly, the amendments make the
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corporate planning of state business corporations a
more efficient process and provide for reports from
bodies which are declared reorganising bodies
under the act. This will facilitate accountability
through adequate performance monitoring. Thirdly,
the tax equivalent provisions are extended so as to
permit a review process. Moreover, the tax
equivalent regime will have application not only to
statutory bodies but also to companies whose shares
are held by the state or by a statutory authority and
which are declared under the act The amendments
also provide that the indemnity provision for
directors of state business corporations is made
consistent with comparable provisions in water, gas
and electricity legislation.
Part 9 of the bill amends the Water Act 1989. By
order in cOWlci1 a bulk entitlement to water in a
designated waterway held by a generation company
may be made a declared bulk entitlemenl
Authorities exercising functions or powers in
relation to waterway management under the Water
Act may not exercise those functions or powers in a
manner which is inconsistent with any provision of
a declared bulk entitlement
Part 10 of the bill provides for consequential
amendments to other acts.
In summary, the Electricity Industry (Amendment)
Bill 1995 consolidates the reforms implemented by
the government over the past 18 months and ensures
that a competitive electricity industry will continue
to deliver benefits to all Victorians.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 May.

GRAIN HANDLING AND STORAGE
BILL
Second reading

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Grain Handling and Storage Act 1995 gives
effect to the government's decision to privatise the
assets and Wldertaking of the Grain Elevators Board.
In privatising the Grain Elevators Board the
government's objectives are to ensure the improved
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competitiveness of Victoria's grain industry in both
domestic and international markets and to enhance
the long-term efficiency of grain storage and
handling services to the industry.
Following recent changes in the ownership of
similar grain handling bodies which were
previously owned by governments, no other
government in mainland Australia remains in tile
business of storing, handling and transporting grain.

1be bill provides for the ratification and appr:>val of
the sale of business and shares agreement bet-oNeen
the state and Vicgrain Operations Ltd. Vicgrain
Operations Ltd is the holding company for a
consortium comprising the Victorian Farmet's
Federation, Graincorp Operations Ltci and "-le
Australian Barley Board. 1be Vlctorian Far::lers
Federation will hold 70 per cent of the prh'~tised
entity while Graincorp Operations will hO'd
20 per cent and the Australian Barley Boa~ j will
hold 10 per cent
The agreement provides for the sale of tht? assets and
undertaking of the GEB for an unadjustEd price of
$51 million. After allowing for a numbe- of
adjustments which cannot finally be de:ermined
until the post-settlement audit and other
determinations are complete, the retur.1 to the
government is expected to be $52.4 million.

exclusive negotiations which involved no
competitive process or opportunity for participation
by other interested parties.
The government subsequently proceeded to offer
the GEB for sale by public tender. A wide response
was received and a number of prospective
purchasers were invited to undertake due diligence
and prepare binding offers. The offers received by
the closing date were assessed against a range of
criteria including offer price, the level of
conditionality attaching to the offers, the ability to
interface with growers, the impact on competition
within the industry ane relevant expertise and
experience in the industries in which the GEB
operates. The VFF's offer was unanimously
recommended to the government by the assessment
panel
Subject to the passage of this bill it is intended that
the sale be complett?<! on 30 June 1995. The bill
confers on the Office of the Regulator-General
power to regulate aspects of the privatised GEB.

The economic regulation covers three areas:
1.

A price ca? is imposed on services provided by
the essential port facilities. The prices charged
for use of :he essential port facility services
cannot exceed the 1994-95 price levels after
allowing for changes in the CPI, any increase
in services, changes in costs, or new
investment

2

A limita:ion on the permanent closure of
country facilities. For a period of two years
folloWL.Tlg the sale, any such closures must
first be approved by the Office of the
Regu1ator-General.

3.

An access regime consistent with the
competition principles agreement entered
into between the states and the
commonwealth at COAG on 11 Apri11995.
The access regime requires the purchaser to
provide third party access to services on
reasonable terms and conditions and to use
reasonable endeavours to accommodate the
requirements of third parties seeking access.
Where the owner of the essential facilities, the
purchaser, and a third party cannot agree on
terms and conditions for access, the third
party may refer the dispute to the Office of
the Regulator-General, which has the power
to resolve the dispute.

As well as paying the purchase price !:() the

government, the purchaser will as5a"'1.e
responsibility for unfunded s·;.lperannuation
liabilities of approximately $24.5 mLion.
Completion of the sale will titerefon: facilitate
elimination of all public sector debt associated with
the GEB and leave the gove:nment ,;:nd the taxpayer
free of any contingent liabilities in respect of the
VFF's business activities. Tne contract includes
normal commercial requirements relating to the sale
process. The government ?rovides no ongoing
guarantees to the purchasers. The g:-ain handling
industry has traditionally been higtly volatile, with
exposure to serious los...~ in years c; drought The
sale of the GEB passes this risk frOD. the taxpayer to
the private sector.
Members will be aware that the G3B was originally
offered to a consortium controllec by the Victorian
Farmers Federation; however, tht proposed sale did
not eventuate because the :onsorjum was unable to
meet the government's pree, w}.:ch was based on a
valuation by the government's t.len commercial
adviser. It was not appropriate ~:Jr the government
to depart from this valuation ir. the course of
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The access and pricing regimes are to be reviewed
by the ReguIator-General within five years of the
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sale. The review will determine whether to
discontinue the regime on the grounds that the
essential facilities have ceased to be essential, or
whether it is appropriate to continue the regime
subject to further rolling three-year reviews. The
reform this bill implements is good for the grain
handling industry, it is good for grain growers and it
is good for taxpayers.

superannuation schemes for public sector
employees. My officers have completed a review on
the current status of schemes for public sector
employees. Of the 95 schemes identified, I am
pleased'to inform the house that more than 60 are
closed. or are in the process of being closed without
disadvantaging the employees or former employees
cOncerned.

The government looks forward to a long and
productive partnership between the new owners of
the business and Victoria's important grain-growing
industries.

In the bill the two accumulation schemes managed
by the Victorian Superannuation Board will be
merged. These schemes are the State Casual
Employees Superannuation Fund and the Victorian
Superannuation Fund. The casuals fund was opened
in 1989 for people who were eligible for the 3 per
cent productivity superannuation contribution and
to cater for certain people who had not been eligible
to join the State Superannuation Fund. It has about
62 000 members with most of the accounts having
low balances. The Victorian Superannuation Fund
was opened on 1 January 1994 to cater for new
employees of most agencies that are primarily
funded from the consolidated fund. The merger of
these two schemes will generate administrative
efficiencies which will flow directly to the members,
because the cost of administration is charged
directly to their accounts.

I commend the bill to the house.
De~te

adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 May.

SUPERANNUATION AcrS (GENERAL
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Reform of public sector superannuation has been
one of the great success stories of this government
Honourable members will recall that two years ago
th~ unfunded liability of the state's superannuation
schemes stood at $18.5 billion and was increasing at
an alarming rate.
After an extensive process of consultation, the
government reached agreement with public sector
unions on a range of changes in 1993 and 1994 to
reduce the cost of public sector superannuation and
place the schemes on a more sustainable footing.

The Treasurer outlined in his autumn statement the
remarkable reduction to $14.9 billion in the level of
unfunded liability as at 30 June 1994 and the
expectation that this figure will decline over time
rather than ballooning out to the WlSustainable
levels previously forecast. This bill will improve
superannuation administration in three main areas:
the rationalisation of funds; the standardisation of
legislative provisions; and the repeal of obsolete
provisions.
A key feature of the bill is to continue the program
to rationalise the number of separate

The second major feature of the bill is to continue
the implementation of the government's program to
place employees in the most appropriate
superannuation fund consistent with the nature of
their employment The separate Gty of Melbourne
Superannuation Fund is being merged with the
Local Authorities Superannuation Fund. lbat
merger was foreshadowed in 1993.
In addition, the superannuation arrangements for
employees in the metropolitan water industry is
being rationalised. Employees are currently
scattered across at least four defined benefit
superannuation schemes. All employees of
Melbourne Parks and Waterways engaged before
1 January 1994 will be placed in the closed defined
benefits scheme within the Local Authorities
Superannuation Fund. This decision has been taken
on the basis that the organisation is primarily
engaged in community service obligations.

Employees of the Melbourne Water Corporation and
the three new urban water businesses engaged
before 1 January 1994 will be in the Melbourne
Water Corporation Employees' Superannuation
Fund. This means employees of employers
operating on commercial principles are now in the
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same superarmuation fund and will facilitate
effective management of these people.
Within the Melbourne Water Corporation
Employees Superannuation Fund are about
90 people who were transferred hom the MMBW
in 1974 or 1985 when the planning and highways
functions were relocated into various government
departments. With the reorganisation of the
metropolitan water industry, it is more appropriate
that these employees belong in the same
superannuation fund as their current fellow
employees who joined the public service at that
time. Accordingly these 90 people are being
transferred into the State Superannuation Fund - a
defined benefit scheme which was dosed to new
entrants on 31 December 1993.
The bill also introduces a program to rationalise the
operation of beneficiary's accounts in the defined
benefit schemes managed by the Victorian
Superannuation Board. Former employees who
receive lump-sum benefits can leave their money
behind in a beneficiary's account However, the
investment objectives for a defined benefit scheme
are likely to be very different than the investment
objectives of people who are retirees.

The Victorian Superannuation Fund has provisions
to offer investment choice to members of that fund.
TIUs means members can select an investment
option suited to their perceived needs. Provisions of
the bill dose the beneficiary accounts in the State
Employees Retirement Benefits Fund and the
Transport Superannuation Fund and provide the
holders of those accounts with a choice. They can
either transfer part or all of their balance to the
Victorian Superannuation Fund or to an external
complying superannuation fund or arrangement or
have it paid to them direct. If they do not choose one
of those options within a specified period, the
balance is automatically transferred to the Victorian
Superannuation Fund.
Similar provisions are included to cater for those
employees who become entitled to a lump sum in
the future. Both sets of provisions do not allow
transfer of a death benefit to a complying
superannuation fund as that is contrary to
commonwealth superannuation law.

The bill provides the boards administering Hosfund,
Lasplan and Vicsuper the discretion whether to
provide death and disability cover for casual
employees. When these new accumulation schemes
were established on 1 January 1994 there were
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difficulties in obtaining cover from insurance
companies caused by uncertainty over the adequacy
of records to determine the actual period casual
employees were employed. Where insurance cover
was available the cost of the premiums was high and
adversely affected the level of cover available for
full-time employees.
Some companies in the insurance industry are now
offering cover for casual employees at premiums
which do not adversely affect the cover available for
full-time employees. In these circumstances the
boards will have the discretion to decide whether
death and disability cover is to be provided for
casual employees, and in making their decision they
will need to take into account the cost of premiums,
the cover that will be available for all classes of
members and the relevant provisions of the
Commonwealth Sex Discrimination Act 1984.
The bill introduces a significant change in the

method of financing the employer's contribution to
the State Superannuation Fund. Currently the
consolidated fund meets its share of the emerging
cost of benefits, and the Minister for Finance has the
capacity to recover money from designated
employers.
This financial year the government introduced a
program where the employer's cost for future
service benefits was included in departmental
budgets. TIUs was designed to increase
accountability among departments and
transparency in costing. This initiative had the
further objective of improving the quality of the
members' records in the State Superannuation Fund
as the account sent to the department is calculated
hom the number of employees recorded by the fund
and the salaries of those employees.

The bill takes this initiative to the next stage.
Whereas the employer's cost was recovered by the
Minister for Finance, this function will be transferred
to the Victorian Superannuation Board so that it
becomes responsible, like other superannuation
funds, for collecting both the employees' and
employers' contributions. The Minister for Finance
retains responsibility for paying to the board an
annual amount designed to progressively reduce the
unfunded liability for specified employing
authorities.
This new mechanism is not designed to reduce the
level of payments to the State Superannuation Fund.
Instead it is designed to increase accountability of
both employers and the board and bring them into
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line with practices elsewhere in the public and
private sector. The measures in this bill continue the
government's program to improve the efficiency of
the superannuation arrangements for public sector
employees. There are benefits for both the
employees and the taxpayers.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjoumed on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjoumed until Thursday, 25 May.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Children: mandatory reporting
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Community Services
some effects of mandatory reporting in the Latrobe
Valley and, I expect, in other places. I have been
informed of two instances of reports to the
Department of Health and Community Services
which resulted in community service officers and
the local commw1ity policing squad visiting a school
and interviewing a child without at any stage
contacting the child's parents. In both cases the
reports turned out to be malicious and there was no
danger to the child involved. However, a great deal
of stress and strain was put on the families and the
parents were quite rightly angry about the process.
The opposition and the government take a
bipartisan position on mandatory reporting that the
intention of the act is to protect children. However,
the opposition believes a protocol should be
introduced to ensure that if a child is to be
interviewed the parents should be notified, perhaps
at the same time. As many of these interviews take
place at schools a protocol could be set up for
schools to notify parents that a complaint had been
made involving their child. In the absence of such a
procedure a great deal of strain is placed on families
and much damage can be done to family relations.
More importantly, there is a possibility of damage to
the psyche of children, those whom mandatory
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reporting is supposed to protect It is a serious
matter. I trust the minister will address it urgently.
Mr Gude interjected.

Mr HAMILTON - I have no doubt about that.
We would all be concerned that a protocol is
developed so the rights of the child and parents are
protected.

Duchenne muscular dystrophy sufferer
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - The matter I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Community
Services concerns the young son of constituents
Mr and Mrs Munro. He attends Black Rock Primary
School. He suffers from the disease Duchenne
muscular dystrophy, which causes difficulty in
walking at about age 4, loss of the ability to walk at
about age 11, and death at about age 18 or later,
usually from respiratory failure.

Fortwlately, the excellent support provided by the
Directorate of School Education has led to the
prOvision of an integration aide to assist the young
lad at school so he can work with his peers.
Previously he had difficulties in toileting and his
mobility around the school. He would fall over and
could not remove gravel embedded in his knees. His
parents were very concerned.
Now they have acquired a wheelchair which enables
him to have a high level of mobility around the
home and at school. Recently the parents acquired a
special transport vehicle to facilitate his access to
and from school. His circumstances are supported
by the wider community. A special access ramp has
been built at the school by the local cOWlci1. The
principal, A1an Brebner - a fine principal- has
done good work with the department to ensure the
son of Mr and Mrs Munro is well cared for in the
school environment
The parents have incurred considerable expense in
arranging for the acquisition and conversion of a
motor vehicle to specifically suit the needs of their
son. Wider circumstances are involved concerning
the eligibility for sales tax exemption on the
purchase and special conversion of such a motor
vehicle; I appreciate that is a federal government
matter.
Will the minister inquire to establish whether a sales
tax exemption or some other form of support is
available either through the federal department or
his department to assist the parents who have
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incurred and are incurring considerable expense in
fadlitating the general mobility of their son at
school Is it possible to alleviate the costs incurred
through their acquisition of a wheelchair, and the
cost of buying and modifying the specific motor
vehicle?
In the present case my constituents are reasonably
well established, but I am sure agencies such as - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
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the community. He did not choose to voice his own
opinions at the public meeting. He did not stand up
and say it was wrong and he did not vote against the
motion put He just decided to write this grubby
little letter to a local paper. He did not have the
courage to voice his views in front of the people he
is now accusing.
I ask the minister to meet with the committee
appointed at that public meeting and discuss the

concerns that have been raised to find a way to
resolve this issue so that the land can remain in
public hands.

Nillumbik: Watsons Creek land
Local government: building site toilets
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - I direct to the

attention of the Minister for Natural Resources a
long-standing agreement between Melbourne Water
and the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources in relation to a Significant parcel of land in
the Panton Hill/Kangaroo Ground area in what was
the reservation for the Watsons Creek Reservoir.
It was understood that this land would be
transferred from Melbourne Water to the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
for use as public open space. I understand that
suddenly Melbourne Water has some difficulty with
that concept and actually expects to be compensated
by the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources where previously it was understood that
some sort of land transfer would take place.
Why is it so difficult to transfer this land from an
authority under the same minister to that minister's
department? That is the issue that really needs to be
addressed.
A public meeting was held on this issue last week,
and 140 people attended. There was only one
dissenting voice stating that the issue needed to be
addressed urgently. I note that as a result of that
public meeting, this week a letter has been written to

the Dimnond Valley Advertiser by Peter McWilliam
claiming that the meeting was a political stunt
organised by me and the federal member in the area,
Mr Peter Oeeland.
It is important to understand that Mr McWilliam is a
card-arrying member of the Diamond Creek branch
of the Liberal Party. This is a Liberal Party dirty
tricks campaign to discredit legitimate people over
this issue. Mr McWilliam is basically perpetrating a
deceitful fraud on the community, masquerading as
a politically disinterested member of the community
to discredit the concerns of legitimate members of

Mr PHILLIPS (Eltham) - I ask the Minister for
Industry and Employment to direct to the attention
of the Minister for Local Government in the other
place an issue concerning portable toilets on
construction sites. The problem has developed over
a number of years. In the late 19805 responsibility for
this area was transferred by the previous
government to health and safety officers, whereas
previously the responsibility had been with local
government through its enforcement of health
department guidelines.

The department becomes involved only when there
is a complaint The most appropriate body to deal
with the issuing of building permits is local
government, which can enforce the regulations and
keep a check on whether, for example, toilets are
provided on site. I raised the matter with the
Minister for Industry Services. I have received a
reply from the minister, who is looking into it, and I
ask the Minister for Local Government to do the
same.
Council amalgamations provide a great opportunity
to implement consistent local government by-laws.
Each municipality should have a by-law stipulating
that on-site toilets are compulsory. The changing
times has afforded men and women the same
workplace opportunities. Women can now take on
trades that a number of years ago they would never
have contemplated doing, such as carpentry, motor
mechanics, building and bricklaying. The provision
of toilets is absolutely essential on building sites.
I ask the Minister for Local Government to instigate
in consultation with local government and the
Municipal Association of Victoria a by-law or
regulation that compels municipalities to insist on
the provision of on-site toilets. Unfortunately, some
municipalities insist on toilets and others do not For
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consistency's sake, all local government bodies
should have to comply with the one regulation.

Alphington Maternal and Child Health
Centre
Ms GARBUTI' (Bundoora) - I raise with the
Minister for Local Government in another place the
closure of the maternal and child health centre at
Alphington. A number of mothers who use that
service have written to me, passing on a letter they
sent to the minister asking him to overrule the
decision of the government-appointed Darebin local
government commissioners to close the centre. They
have also asked the minister to meet a deputation of
concerned parents to discuss the issue. In a very
short time those mothers have collected a petition to
present to the commissioners of the City of Darebin
bearing 700 signatures. I table that petition for the
information of the minister, because the petitioners
have raised a number of concerns.
One of the crucial features of the maternal and child
health centre is that it is accessible to local families,
including those that do not have their own means of
transport - and the decision fails to take that into
account. The lack of consultation with parents
smacks of high-handed arrogance, which has been
compounded by the refusal of commissioners to
provide any information on why the decision was
made.
The commissioners have refused to postpone
implementing the decision to clarify the matter with
the 700 petitioners, who have also mentioned the
safety of mothers and babies travelling from
Alphington to Fairfield, the next nearest centre. They
point out that Grange Road, a major truck route, is
notoriously difficult to cross. Nobody can guarantee
the safe passage to the nearest centre of mothers
with toddlers and babies in prams. The petitioners
are not impressed with the council's response that
Vicroads will provide a crossing, given that the
number of deaths that have already occuned
necessitate that action.
The parents raise a number of serious issues. The
maternal and child health service is crucial for
families with babies. It provides reassurance to
parents, offering advice and introducing them to
other parents, other networks and support agencies.
Closing the centre will deny many families in
Alphington access to those services. The minister
should meet the group to discuss what can be done
to overrule the decision of the commissioners of
Darebin.
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Horatio Jones historic house
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - I bring to the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources a
house built by a remarkable man by the name of
Horatio Jones, a Gallipoli veteran who was
invalided in the First World War, who returned
home to Victoria and who, after a Mills and
B<xm-type story, retired to an area near Tecoma and
built a remarkable house.

Horatio Jones was quite an engineer. He built a
house, the outside of which is constructed of
flattened kerosene tins. The house was built in the
1920s and still exists. It is nothing like people would
imagine. When one hears of a house constructed of
kerosene tins, one does not think of anything very
impressive. I have looked at this house. It is far more
comfortable than would be imagined; indeed, it is
Edwardian elegance. It is well furnished. Horatio
Jones was an acquaintance of Baron von Mueller and
a friend of C. J. Dennis and John Shaw Neilson. He
was well known to a range of people in Melbourne
and well respected for his views and knowledge.
Horatio Jones's house is currently being looked after
by the Horatio Preservation Society in Tecoma. The
society is having considerable difficulty raising
enough money to maintain the house and to pay the
shire rates, water rates and such expenses. It
approached the former Shire of Sherbrooke in 1991,
and that shire was good enough to grant a rebate on
its rates in each year since 1991.
It has also approached Melbourne Water for a rebate
or concession on water charges. The house covers
two property allotments and there are fairly
substantial water charges in the area. I have raised
this matter with Melbourne Water officers in the
past I have been advised by them that under the
legislation and regulations under which they must
operate, they have no power to allow a concession or
rebate on the rates.

I am not convinced that Melbourne Water is 100 per
cent right on this. I would like the minister to
investigate whether it is possible to allow the friends
of Horatio Jones some concession or rebate on their
water rates to allow them to carry on their valuable
work in preserving a structure that is unusual, to say
the least, important, highly classified by the National
Trust of Australia and a Significant landmark in the
Dandenongs. The new water corporation that
services the area should be asked to examine
whether it is possible to give a rebate.
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Public transport: ticket inspection
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I would like
to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Public Transport. I am pleased to see he has finally
come into the house for an adjournment debate. It is
a rare opportunity, and we welcome his presence.
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seek clarification because in recent weeks there has
been discussion of the possibility of the federal
government not fulfilling its responsibilities in this
area, which is strange considering that some senior
ministers of that government were those who were
crying loud and long to try to save the Up field
railway line.

Problems are being experienced by the travelling
public because of the brutal ticket checking
campaign the minister has instigated. Let me say at
the outset in unambiguous terms that I do not
support fare evasion. People have an obligation,
both moral and legal, to ensure they purchase tickets
if they are to travel on public transport, but the
bungled and delayed introduction of the automatic
ticking system, together with the removal of station
staff from most railway stations and inadequate
retail outlets, has meant that many people have not
been able to buy tickets. They have little access to
places where tickets can be purchased, particularly if
travelling on a train. It is obviously not their fault
that they do not have tickets.

It is strange now that the state government has
announced that it will save the line that the federal
Labor government has let down the very people it
was screaming to protect not that long ago. It should
not surprise anybody that the federal government
has let people down on this matter because it does
not want to know about anything to do with
Melbourne.

The minister, faced with chronic fare evasion, has
invoked a reign of terror, which is upsetting loyal
users of public transport. The ticket checkers and
revenue officers in many cases are simply getting the
wrong people. Some of these ticket checkers are seen
as overzealous, rude and aggressive.

Mr FINN - Unfortunately in the Broadmeadows
area there has been a campaign of scaremongering
led in particular by the honourable members for
Pascoe Vale and Thomastown, which is even
stranger when one considers that it was their
government that wanted to close the line.

I refer the minister to the case of a Mr Daryl Pel1izzer
and his wife of St Kilda East. Mr Pellizzer does not
drive a car and is a regular user of the Met. He is the
sort of user one would have thought the government
would be trying to encourage. He says that, after his
experience of travelling from an unstaffed station in
Windsor to Flinders Street, he was appalled at the
way he was handled and mistreated by revenue
officers.

The very day that the government said it would save
the Up field railway line John Cain's autobiography
was released and he said the former Labor
government's position was the way to go,
supporting and attempting to vindicate the position
that the former Labor government took to close the
Upfield railway line.

We ask the minister to put more compassion into the
ticket checking system. The system needs every
customer it can get. It needs not only for people to
buy their tickets but also for people to come back
and use the system again. Unless the minister can
get this right, he will lose not only more passengers
but more revenue. Mr Pellizzer in describing the
experience with the ticket officer said he 'would not
listen to our explanation'.

Rail: Up field line
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - The matter I raise for
the attention of the Minister of Public Transport
concerns the future of the Upfield railway line. I

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair cannot
tolerate the barrage of interjections from the
honourable members for Yan Yean and
Thomastown.

We remember the trouble former minister Kennan
had as transport minister and in a number of other
portfolios. It is extraordinary to see opposition
members now contradicting the position they took
only three years ago when in government.
The Minister for Public Transport should clarify the
government's attitude on this matter and reinforce
the position that the minister has previously taken to
reassure the people of the northern suburbs that
there is indeed a campaign of misleading
information being spread by some and that this
government is serious about its commitment to save
the Up field railway line.
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Footscray Psychiatric Hospital
Mr MILDENHALL (Footsaay) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Health the decision to
close the Footscray Psychiatric Hospital, a 48-bed
acute facility in Gordon Street, Footsaay which
shares a site with the Western Hospital.

Following staff concerns raised with me at the end of
last week inquiries were made as to the status of the
hospital. Within a day of those inquiries a press
release was issued stating, 'We are going to
redevelop the hospital at two sites in the outer parts
of the western region'. Those sites are at the Mercy
Hospital in Werribee and the St Albans campus of
the Western Hospital. Nobody would criticise
positive redevelopments, but the announcement
raises questions and problems identified by locals
which require resolution.. One is the recent
announcement that the casualty services of the
Western Hospital and the psychiatric hospital will
be integrated on the Footscray site of the present
psychiatric hospital. I am not sure how they will
operate effectively when the beds of the psychiatric
hospital are disbursed throughout the community.
Other issues concern poor access and poor public
transport around the Footscray area that would link
the client base, low-cost rooming houses and the
need for acute beds.
We are all aware how psychiatric crises can occur
without warning and families can be affected. The
redevelopment will cost $7 million. Many local
people are asking: if $7 million is available to spend
on the project why can't the present hospital be
funded when it has 100 per cent occupancy rather
than the 85 per cent funding that it currently
receives? They do not understand why
community-based services cannot be fully funded
when they are always run at 20 per cent vacancy
rates and why beds cannot be restored to the
previous level of 56 rather than the 48, because they
are overstretched and the demand is exceeding the
available beds.

Fruit: exports to Asia
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I raise for
the attention of the Minister for Agriculture the
opportunity to promote and sell fruit throughout
ASEAN nations. I refer to three articles in the Straits
Times of 20 April, 21 April and 25 April relating to
the growth of the fruit industry in Korea, Singapore
and China.
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The Straits Times of 21 April refers to ASEAN
economic ministers reviewing the quicker
implementation of a free-trade area. It says that the
ASEAN economic ministers will meet and go over
the progress of three agreements made at the formal
ASEAN economic ministers meeting last September
in Oli.angmai. These agreements were: the rapid
actualisation of the ASEAN free trade area; the
transfer of items from the temporary exclusion list to
the inclusion list; and unprocessed agricultural
products on the ASEAN common effective
preferential tariff scheme. Another topiC will be
economic cooperation after Vietnam enters ASEAN
this year.
The Straits Times of 2S April refers to the promotion
by the Australian Trade Commission and it points
out that trade commissioners can improve the
opportunity for the sale of fruit in Asia, particularly
Singapore, as well as other Asian countries. The
promotion has increased sales by 20 per cent and, in
some cases, 50 per cent.
The problem is that the United States producers are
attempting to steal the market. The so-called
phytosanitary talks may lead to the opening of
Olina's vast markets to United States-grown citrus
fruit and tobacco. A Ms Ellen Terpstra, President of
the International Apple Institute, says that the move
had been expected after the major battle was won
for the industry in late 1993.

Responses
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) The honourable member for Morwell raised with me
child protection services and said that some child
protection officers were interviewing children at
schools without the knowledge of their parents.
Child protection officers are doing an excellent job
with the success of mandatory reporting. We are
now receiving 34 000 reports a year and only on a
few occasions do things go wrong in what is an
extremely sensitive area.

The honourable member for Morwell raised an
important matter about protocols and guidelines for
the investigations of reports of child abuse. I assure
the honourable member that I understand the
sensitivity of the matters involved and the fact that
on occasions malicious reports are made. It was
intended both under the former government and
under this government that in the methods of
investigation of child abuse the interviewing of
children at school without parental consent was a
matter of last resort, not of first resort
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I have had discussions with my departmental
officers during the past two or three weeks, and
approximately two weeks ago I gave instructions
that in future, as a matter of protocol and in
accordance with guidelines, child protection officers
will interview children at school without parental
consent as a matter of last resort when the case is so
vital that a child must be interviewed prior to
parents being informed.

It is an excellent program and was very successful
during piloting. The funding for the statewide
program was announced by the Treasurer in the
economic statement It will assist families in need
who are caring for disabled children at home. I will
work with the honourable member for Sandringham
to ensure that the family he referred to is made
aware of the benefits that can be obtained under the
program.

I thank the honourable member for the matter he
raised. I assure the house that we take these matters
seriously. I praise my child protection officers for
their excellent service. We have the best child
protection service of any state in the commonwealth,
but we always seek improvement

Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The honourable member for Yan Yean
raised the issue of some land at Watsons Creek in a
way that demonstrates we have yet another
Craigiebum exercise on our hands. A small meeting
was held at the Panton Hill hall that was attended
by a select audience convened, as I understand it, by
Peter Cleeland, the federal member for McEwen.

The honourable member for Sandringham raised the
matter of the Munro family, who have a child with a
disability. That child has difficulty with mobility
and toileting and now uses a wheelchair. Recently
the parents acquired a special transport vehicle to
accommodate the wheelchair. The parents incurred
considerable expense purchasing and modifying the
vehicle to accommodate the wheelchair and the
loading and Wlloading of the child. The matter of
sales tax which the honourable member raised is a
federal matter, as all honourable members would
appreciate. It is a tax imposition by the federal
government on the purchase of vehicles and other
products.
The honourable member asked how we can assist
members of our community to make it a little
cheaper for them to purchase and modify vehicles
that are to accommodate children with disabilities. I
will ask my officers to assist in the preparation of a
submission to the federal government with a view to
obtaining concessions or exemptions wherever
posstble in respect of purchases of motor vehicles for
the transport of disabled children or where
modifications are involved.
Just recently we announced that the Make a
Difference program which we piloted over the past
12 months for disability services will now be
extended statewide. We first heard about a similar
program approximately two years ago in Michigan
in the United States of America where, instead of
institutionalising disabled people, governments
provided subsidies, grants or cash to allow families
in desperate situations who are looking after
disabled children to make choices about how they
spend this money to alleviate their trauma and
difficulty.

It was a select audience in the sense that the very
people who may have been able to solve the issue
after the former Labor government's 10 years of
neglect were excluded. No invitations were issued to
the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources, Melbourne Water - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Yan Yean has raised a matter for the
attention of the minister, who I believe is now a
addressing it The honourable member for Yan Yean
should remain silent
Mr COLEMAN - No invitations were issued to
the commissioners for Nillumbik, who may have
been able to assist in the process. Instead it was a
small clandestine meeting of Labor Party
apparatchiks, some of whom are opposition
members. It has all the hallmarks of Craigiebum.
Last Tuesday night - Mr Haermeyer - On point of order,
Mr Speaker - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the house to come
to order so the Chair can hear the honourable
member's point of order.
Mr Haermeyer - I directed the issue to the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources. The
answer I am being given seems to based on a
ID-minute briefing he received from the honourable
member for Eltham, who has a very - -
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The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr COLEMAN - The honourable member for
Yan Yean is only demonstrating his ignorance of the
issue. The honourable member for Eltham raised
this issue last Tuesday night He had been contacted
by the Shire of Nillumbik, so the process of resolving
the matter was well under way even before the
public meeting was held. It was a public meeting
because the notices advertising it were printed on
commonwealth paper and were distnbuted from
Peter Oeeland's office. It has the smell of another
Craigiebum!

The former government had more than a decade to
resolve the issue. The land was previously
designated for public purpose uses. This
government will be able to resolve the matter in a
relatively short time. Advice on the eventual
outcome is yet to come back to us. But I assure the
honourable member that the matter had been up
and running for a week before he decided to raise it
in this place.
The honourable member for Monbulk raised the
question of Horatio Jones's house, which I
understand was built from flattened kerosene tins
and timber branches. Friends of Horatio Jones are
seeking to obtain a rebate on the water rates
apportioned to his property. We have to recognise
that there is not a lot of discretion available in
dealing with properties in this category unless we
can establish their exact historical Significance. If it is
of clear historical significance, we may approach the
distribution company, Yarra Valley, and ascertain
whether it is interested in providing some relief to
the trustees of the estate.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) The honourable member for Thomastown raised the
matter of a regular public transport user, to use the
honourable member's phrase, who was
apprehended while travelling without a ticket In
some instances one would feel not just compassion
but concern for a train traveller who was caught
travelling without a ticket, especially if that person
was not a regular user, did not use the system often
or hardly used it at all. In that case you could say it
was possible that the person did not realise he
would be catching a train from one of the stations
Labor left unstaffed. Obviously if the person was a
visitor from Sydney or Adelaide and was travelling
on the system for the first time, he may offer as an
excuse the fact that he was unaware of any notice
indicating that it was an offence to travel on our
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system without a ticket Nevertheless someone in
that situation has the right to have the matter
arbitrated in the Magistrates Court if he wishes.
Sometimes for valid reasons a legitimate excuse is
put forward and occasionally an infringement notice
is withdrawn, although it is rare, but there is no
excuse whatsoever for a regular user to be on the
system without a ticket unless that person is intent
on defrauding the system. The individual
concerned - and the member for Thomastown has
done him no good whatsoever by raising his name
in a public forum - has been a regular user without
a ticket The first thing I want to know is: how many
times in the past has this regular user defrauded the
taxpayers of Victoria, whether after boarding at a
station that Labor unstaffed or a station that is
unstaffed at present and may be unstaffed for a
period of time? There are many opportunities to buy
tickets.
The first thing a regular user would do is buy a few
tickets when he or she was at one of the hundreds of
points on the system where you can buy tickets.
Regular users who get on at their closest stations
and know they are not staffed at certain hours of the
day, like 95 per cent of the people who travel on the
system, buy their tickets honestly in advance.
The reality is this: this person has been caught out
This person was operating in a way that is against
taxpayers' interests by being on the system without
a ticket. This person could ever. have used one of
Scratchy Jim's tickets: we still honour them. lie
could have had a scratch ticket in his possession:
you can have one on the shelf for a year if you
wish - it is still valid; you scratch out the day and
time of travel and you travellegitimate1y.
Of course you can go to an agent near where you
live, and they are all over Melbourne. You can pick
up the phone and use a credit card if you want to.
Regular users know how to use the system unless
they want to use and abuse it in a dishonest way to
defraud.

At present the government is setting up 51 premium
stations here in Melbourne. A couple have already
been opened. To say they are pristine when opened
as premium stations would be something of an
understatement We are turning night into day at
premium stations, including the complete precinct:
the car park area as well as the station and the
concourse. There is a guarantee that station staff will
be at those stations from first train until last. You can
buy your tickets from them; and if you have any
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concern about getting around a station after dark,
you can even have an assurance tha: the staff will
take you down to your ear, althoug~ the car park
wG be lit as if it were daytime, eve:l in the dead of
night There is no excuse for a regw.ar traveller to be
caught on the system \\-ithout a tiCKet The only
question I ask is: how many timef has the person
done it in the past and not been apprehended?

workshoF in the southern hemisphere. Hundreds of
men were employed there, and now it is closed.
Labor might say, 'Boy, you must have built a big
workshop somewhere else if you closed it'. We did
not build a square metre somewhere else. We now
use the small outposts that were left. They are doing
all of the work undertaken by that workshop and
other workshops under Labor.

The honourable member for Tullamarine raised the
matter of the Labor Party misl&ding the community
over the issue of the LIpfield rai.way line. We need
to put the matter not just into context but into true
perspective. The Labor Party, L""1 government during
its last term of office, moved to close that line down
and to withdraw heavy rail fr0m that line as a
purposeful policy decision.

The reality is that it was a gravy train with the ALP
in charge. They looked after their mates. Members of
the Labor Party have the gall - I cannot call them
hypocrites - to suggest there is a gravy train in
Victoria at this time when they made an art form of
the gravy train. It pt:lled into Transport House every
week - not every fortnight - on a Thursday with
the pay packets for the cronies. The joint was
stacked to the top with them!

They tried to do it, and John ':am indicated that in
his autobiography to which toe honourable member
for Tullamarine referred. Th",-=e was a clear
admic;,sion by the Premier at that time and it is also
on the public record. The deoates are still there to
this day for those who war..: to get copies and read
what happened.
It would be unparliament::y for me to say these
Labo:- Party people now c -e hypocrites, so I will not
use t"le term. If I could sa·· they are hypocrites and
get away with it in this h.)use I would. I know I
cannot, so i will not The fact is this: Labor took a
policy dec:sion to close t..r,at line. The current
government saved it an : I am proud to say that I
headed t'le transport pc rtfolio a t the time the
coalition government r-.ade a decision in 1995,
which means that fOreq~T more that line remains
open as part of the Me!:JOurne suburban train
system.
The government is able to give an
under.aking - and I am getting to the financing that
Labo:- is now saying be federal government has no
responsibility for - that the Kennett coalition
government has decided to today keep open and
will and improve in the years ahead a line that
Lab-:Jr tried to close. We have been able to save this
linf after Labor moved to close it by making changes
to "...,ork practices.
Vi::toria no lon:;er has long-handled and
srort-handled :,room operators such as those
eL'1ployed by the Labor Party. Victoria no longer has
the biggest sheltered workshop in the southern
hemisphere, formally known as the Jolimont
r3ilyards. That was where the maintenance fad:ity
existed, and it was the biggest rail maintenance

The government has also removed the guards from
trains which are now under driver;>nlyoperation.
We have halved the number of staff required to run
the trains anj we have replaced those guards who
did nothing but guard themselves with people who
ride the sys :em day and night - customer service
employees. We have them in uniform and their
names are -:m their lapels. They walk around the
system sa~ing,'Can we help you?'.
That is hew the system should be staffed. Under
Labor a yvung bloke had his hair set alight During
the Labor administration he fell off a train at
Flinders Street. The guard was later questioned by
police as to why he did not intervene and the guard
said, 'What incident?'. He was blissfully unaware of
what had happened because he was locked away in
his little cell at the back of the train. The present
government has made changes so that trains can
now be run efficiently, and we have saved the
Upfield line. Yes, we have a funding requirement
because of the legacy of the Labor government. Yes,
that line was left to rot under Labor and, yes, it has
taken $20 million to save it
I would like to see Labor try to redeem itself in some
measure before the next federal election by giving
assistance to the current Uberal-National party
coalition government in Victoria to assist the
financing of the upgrade of that line because Labor
was culpable in government by letting it rot If the
federal government gives us nothing - and that is
what this spokesman for Labor is advocating - we
will give them nothing and let the Labor people out
there rot In our view they are decent human beings
who deserve a fair go, and they will get it out of this
government
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The opposition's Labor Party cohorts in Canberra
want to give all the money to Sydney, as they are
clearly doing in the federal budget, and don't care
about Melbourne. The Labor attitude is, 'You can
treat them in a despicable manner because we have
their votes locked up anyway'. Labor members from
that area think they are here for life, but with good
members such as the honourable members for
Tullamarine and Essendon representing the
community in a way that it has never been
represented before, these Labor Party crumbs will be
swept away at future elections.
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that if Labor's timidity and Alan Brown's new direction
both continue, the Kennett government may emerge as
more pr<rpublic transport than the ALP!'.

This is from the Public Transport Users Association!
Of course they cringe and cower! Now only four
opposition members remain in the chamber and
their heads are hung low in shame because they
cannot take it any longer. As the Treasurer said, one
member of the Labor Party is the only rat he has
known to actually jump onto a sinking ship!

The Upfield line is guaranteed to stay there forever
under this government - I cannot guarantee its
future under a future Labor government because
Labor tried to dose it once and may well do so
again - even if it has to finance the upgrade solely
from state resources. Of course, if that is necessary it
will take longer. The government would rather start
the upgrade out to Cranbourne immediately to help
the people in what has been known in recent years
as a traditional Labor area who were left for dead by
the Laborgovemment

The honourable member for Tullamarine raised a
very serious and important issue. I am delighted
that the government has saved the Up field railway
line. We will enjoy working with the federal
government to right the wrong and. in having it help
us upgrade the line through its announcement of a
$20 million grant. That is chickenfeed for that
government, but it is a lot of money for the Victorian
government We could do it sooner rather than later
if the federal government were to give us the money
it should have put into that line 10 years ago.

Honourable members do not have to take my word
about the difference between the Labor Party
transport policy and the policy of the current
government. A press release issued by the Public
Transport Users Association (PTIJA) dated 27 April
1995, just a few days ago, is headed 'Labor transport
policy weak and inadequate'. The press release of
the PTUA, which has never burned a candle for the
current government, states:

In conclusion, come the next state election the
people in that community who back independent
candidates federally may think of doing the same
when it comes to examining what happened with
the state Labor Party, but they will decide not to
back an independent candidate for this Parliament
and they will not back. a Labor Party candidate. They
will say the Kennett government is good for Victoria
and has done something for what was considered a
traditional Labor community that its own never
gave them a helluva chance of achieving.

The state Labor transport policy document Melbourne
Access 2000 released today is a weak attempt to avoid
taking a serious position on an iJnportant issue, the
Public Transport Users Association claims.

It further states:
Only $103 million of the $700 million budget is
earmarked for transport compared with $533 million
(almost certainly an underestimate) for freeways and
other new roads. 'There are more similarities than
differences between Labor's approach and that of the
government', said Mr Mees.

I suppose the piece de resistance, the real cruncher
for the Labor Party, is this:
'Some exasperated Labor Party members have
suggested to me -

to Paul Mees, not to me -

Judging from the comments and the congratulatory
telephone calls I have received for having saved the
line, including calls from many diehard unionists, I
am sure the people in that area will thank God for
what this government has done, which is what the
Labor Party would not and could not do - that is,
save the Upfield line.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
honourable member for Footscray directed to my
attention psychiatric services in the western suburbs.
I am delighted that he has given me an opportunity
to tell the house - perhaps not at the length of the
reply of the Minister for Public Transport - that we
have just announced the expenditure of $7 million
for services for the mentally ill in the western
suburbs. I defy the honourable member for
Footscray to say when an amount as large as
$7 million for mental health services for the western
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suburbs has ever been spent before - certainly not
in the 10 years the Labor government was in power
in this state.

The change to the provision of mental health
services in Victoria is something of which I and the
government are very proud. We have taken what
was a very poorly resourced and poorly organised
situati~ one without any sense of commitment,
and have looked at how we can move towards
providing services for people with mental illnesses
to the same level, quality and extent as those
services provided to people with physical illnesses.

The changes in the western suburbs in the past
12 to 15 months have demonstrated dramatically the
improvement to the wide range of services for
people with mental illnesses available to the citizens
of the western suburbs. The $7 million includes
funding for the crisis assessment teams that were
never avaiIable there before and for the mobile
support teams that now service the whole of
metropolitan Melbourne. In 1991-92 we had nine
crisis assessment teams; now we have 24 crisis
assessment teams and a similar number of mobile
teams to assist people with chronic illnesses.
The honourable member for Footsaay raised with
me the moving of beds from the Footsaay
psychiatric hospital. That hospital was the most
inappropriate building for the provision of acute
psychiatric services. I have visited that hospital; you
cannot provide services for people with mental
illnesses in a four-storey building. I saw patients
being taken out into a small confined garden for
fresh air because of the inappropriate design of that
hospital

We have sought to integrate services for the
mentally ill into the general hospital system, and
provide services where the people are. Werribee is
the growth area in the west, and it is one of the
fastest growing developments in the metropolitan
area. We are providing services there for the first
time and beds are available through the auspice of
the Werribee Mercy Hospital.
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Similarly, beds have been made available out in
Sunshine, which is also a growing area, and which
previously had no services for the mentally ill
Under the auspice of the Western Hospital we are
providing services on the Sunshine campus of the
Western Hospital. They are acute services.
We also have a range of community-based services
that are beginning to form a network. They are
predominantly community based and are seen as
part of the general health system rather than the
appalling stand-alone, stigmatised, inappropriate
bed system that formed part of the old
Western Hospital campus.
This has involved a capital requirement of
$7 million, which we have been able to find to build
appropriate facilities for services for the mentally ill.
There is still a long way to go. We inherited a
neglected system, especially in terms of bringing
mental health services into the general health area. It
was also neglected in terms of resources.

I will continue to send the honourable member for
Footscray information on the story of mental health
services and the beginnings of quality service
prOvision in the western suburbs, including the
recent expenditure of $7 million, because it is
something of which we should all be proud.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable members for
Eltham and Bundoora raised matters for the
attention of the Minister for Local Government. I
will pass them on.
The honourable member for Benambra raised a
matter for the attention of the Minister for
Agriculture. I will pass that on.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 9.58 p.m. until Tuesday, 23 May.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Industry and Employment: advertising
(Question No. 70)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Industry and Employment:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising
undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and Employment) - The answer is:
The member's question is extremely broad and embraces advertising for a range of different purposes that is
undertaken within my portfolio.
The cost and burden on government do not justify a detailed response to the question.
The member is invited, however, to submit a more focused question.

Finance: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 129)

Mr P ANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Finance:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the minister or his office, indicating. in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr I. W. SMITII (Minister for Finance) - The answer is:
There have been no purchases of alcohol by me or by my ministerial office since 3 October 1992.

(COfTected IUlSwer from tlult Ilppellring on 1'llge 1057 ix Book 5]

Planning: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 132)
Mr P ANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the minister or his office, indicating. in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer is:
The following expenditure on alcohol was recorded:
y~

~diture

1990-91 financial y~
1991-92 financial y~
1.7.92-30.9.92

$1531.58
$2871.00
$ 803.96
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$178.80 (including non-alcoholic drinks but not
including milk for tea and coffee)

Health: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 139)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Health:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the minister or her office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The answer is:
Since 3 October 1992, no alcohol has been purchased by me or my office from public funds.

Aged Care: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 155)
Mr P ANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Community Services, for the Minister for Aged Care:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the minister or his office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Aged Care is:
Since 3 October 1992, no alcohol has been purchased by the Honourable Minister for Aged Care or his office from
public funds.

Industry and Employment: publications
(Question No. 199)
Mr P ANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Industry and Employment
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all publications produced, indicating in each case - (a) the title; (b) the date of issue; (c) details of
distribution, including numbers and cost; (d) the number printed; (e) the cost of production; (f) the purpose of
production; (g) who it was printed by; and (h) whether tenders were called?

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and Employment) - The answer is:
The cost and burden on government do not justify a detailed response to this question.
The member is referred, however, to the department's annual reports which contain listings of the publications
produced.

Industry and Employment: stress-related leave
(Question No. 231)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Industry and Employment
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to
date, respectively, what the details are of all stress related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the number
of days taken; (b) the estimated cost, and (c) the total number of staff in the section?

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and Employment) - The answer is:
The Department of Business and Employment has advised that there has been no recorded stress-related leave taken
within my portfolio during the periods specified in the question.
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Industry and Employment: media research and public opinion polling
(Question No. 264)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Industry and Employment
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all media
research and public opinion polling conducted since 3 October 1992, including - (a) the title of each poll or item of
research; (b) the date approved and duration of contract; (c) cost; (d) the personnel conducting the project; (e) whether it
was put to tender; (f) recommendations made; and (g) any actions taken by department or minister?

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and Employment) - The answer is:
The Department of Business and Employment has advised that there have been no activities, that could be construed as

media research or public opinion polling, that have been conducted since 3 October 1992.
The department, however, has indicated that three surveys have been undertaken:
A survey of readers of the departmental publication Business Link to determine information demands;
A business strategy survey concerning 'Business of the Future'; and
A survey on the 'Business Victoria' concept.

Industry and Employment: credit cards
(Question No. 296)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Industry and Employment
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether he will provide full details of
the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and deparbnental heads since 3 October 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses, including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (Ui) the purpose of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and Employment) - The answer is:
The Department of Business and Employment issues credit cards to ministers and ministerial staff primarily for use on
overseas visits. They are used to pay accommodation and other expenses associated with these trips.
In relation to parts (a), (b) and (c) of the question, it is advised that the credit limits are varied as the occasions dictate
and can range from $1000 to $20 000. The cards are issued and used in accordance with the Deparbnent of Finance
guidelines.
The cost and burden on government do not justify a detailed response to parts (d) and (e) of the question. The
department,. however, has advised that there has been no use of credit cards by the departmental heads and the
following total amounts were spent by specific card holders, between 3 October 1992 and 8 December 1994:
Hon Phillip Gude
$2961
Mr John Fetter
$6615
Mr David Roberts $3996
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QUESTION ON NOTICE
Tertiary Education and Training: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 149)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education, for the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the minister or his office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer supplied by the Miister for Tertiary Education and
Training is:
TIle Minister for Tertiary Education and Training is required from time to time to entertain official guests. Alcohol is
provided at some official functions.
Department accounts do not contain a specific line item for alcohol purchases but an examination of general accounts
for the period 3 October 1992 to date indicates the following purchases:
Date
Value
Item
14 April 1993
$297.10
Wines/Beer
21 January 1994
$256.80
Wines
An examination of the accounts also indicates the following alcohol purchases by the minister's predecessor, the
Honourable Tom Roper, MP, Minister for Employment, Post-Secondary Education and Training:
Date
Amount ($)
18 June 1992
89.70
19 June 1992
269.10
20 July 1992
237.30
30 September 1992
47.40
5.00
1 October 1992
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Small Business: First Place Business Support Shop
(Question No. 46)
Mr LONEY asked the Minister for Small Business:
In respect of the First Place Business Support Shop in Spring Street
1.
What the details are of off-the-street patronage of the shop since its opening, indicating how these figures
compare with initial patronage estimates?
2.
What the details are of advertising support given to the shop since its opening?

Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small Business) - The answer is:
1.

2.

From the opening in September 1994 until end February 1995 client numbers totalled 8237. This figure exceeds
initial expectations.
No paid advertising has been undertaken by First Place.
First Place has been promoted through strong publicity and networking campaigns targeting potential and
existing businesses. The three joint parties involved in First Place, i.e. the federal Department of Employment,
Education and Training, Small Business Victoria and City of Melbourne, are committed to promoting First
Place at every opportunity.

Water: restructure
(Question No. 60)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Natural Resources:
In relation to the restructure of the electricity, gas and water industries since 30 October 1992 to date:
1.
Whether he will provide details of all advertising and promotion costs, including - (a) dates
advertisements were published or broadcast; (b) purpose; and (c) to whom each contract was awarded?
2.
Whether he will provide details of each public relations contract, including - (a) the name of the company;
(b) the purpose of the service; (c) the cost; (d) duration of the service; and (e) whether it was put to
tender?
3.
Whether he will provide details of each consultancy, including - (a) the name of the consulting firm; (b)
the purpose of the consultancy; (c) the cost; (d) duration of the consultancy; (e) recommendations
made; (f) action taken; and (g) whether it was put to tender?

Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural Resources) - The answer is:
In relation to the restructure of the water industry:
1.
Information on advertising is provided in Table 1.
2.
No public relations contracts were awarded.
3.
Information on consultancies is provided in table 2. These consultancies provided a range of advice to the
Department of the Treasury and the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources over a period
of some 21/2 years about structural options. In addition, table 2 contains information about consultants
employed to provide strategic advice about the principle cost~ver in the water industry -namely
effective asset management. These asset management consultancies, which were partly funded by the
water authorities, will provide a sound basis for future management of assets within Victoria's
restructured water authorities.
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Tablc 1
Rcstlllcture of Water Industry - Advertising And Promotions
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12.15.16.18 & 19 March 1994
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Tender for I(evicw of U..blln Water Distribution Asse's
consultancy

COST
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MOlllllilills
Engincering
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ACTION

$SKI,KKO
UPI,er
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21 cnlcndnr
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Final repmt currcntly
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Action post
reconllllclldalions

Yes

$263,700

20 elllcndar
weeks
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Action post
rccollllllcndntions

Ycs

$68,000

6 calendar

Upper
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Public Transport: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 137)

Mr P ANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Public Transport:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the minister or his office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - The answer is:
The following expenditure has been identified as used for the purchase of beverages including alcohol for the office of
the Minister for Public Transport. The accounts records do not enable the easy identification of the detailed information
being sought in respect of each item or purchase and to extract such information would involve an wmecessary cost
and burden on resources.

1991-92 1992-93
1993-94
1992-93
After30ct
Up t030ct
$
$
$
$
239
964
693
427
Notes: It should be noted that the purchases may also include soft drinks.

1994-95
Up t08 Dec
$

166

Public Transport: entertainment expenses
(Question No. 170)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Public Transport:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating - (a) total costs incurred by each Section, including the
minister's office; and (b) itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including - (i) date incurred; (ii) cost; (iii)
number of guests; (iv) purpose, and (v) name of service provider?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - The answer is:
Department of Transport (incl. Minister for Public Transport):
The Department of Transport has provided the following total expenditure in respect of the public
transport portfolio which has been recorded for fringe benefits tax purposes. The department's records do
not enable the easy identification of specific detailed information being sought.
1991-92
$1138

1992-93
$749

1993-94
$412

1994-95 (To 8.12.94)
$224

Public Transport Corporation:
The Public Transport Corporation (PTC) advises that specific items of entertainment expenses are not
recorded in a form which would enable easy identification of the detailed information sought by the
honourable member. To extract the information would involve excessive cost and burden to the
corporation.
The PTC is able to provide the following information relating to entertainment expenses incurred and listed
for fringe benefits tax purposes for the twelve monthperiod ending 31 March of each of the following terms.
1992-93
$27503

1993-94
$7287

1994-95 (To 17.9.94)
$2345

There were no individual items of expenditure in excess of $500.
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Better Road proj ects
(Question No. 331)

Mr THOMSON asked the Minister for Transport, for the Minister for Roads and Ports:
Whether the minister will provide a list of all projects which have been funded under the Better Roads Victoria
program, indicating in which electorates the projects are located and how much money has been spent on each project?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Roads and Ports is:
The Roads Corporation has provided the following information in respect of all projects which have been funded under

the Better Roads Victoria program sorted by electorate, as at 16 March 1995. The listing also includes project
expenditure at 31 December 1994.

6

Electorate
AIbert Park, Melbourne,
Prahran, Richmond
AIbert Park, Malvern,
Richmond, Essendon,
Melbourne, Footscray
Ballarat
Ballarat
Ballarat
Ballarat East

7
8

Ballarat East
Ballarat East

9

Ballarat East

10
11
12
13
14
15

Ballarat East
Ballarat East
Ballarat East
Ballarat West
Ballarat West
Ballarat West

16
17
18
19
20
21

Ballarat West
Bayswater
Bayswater
Bayswater, Mooroolbark
BeUarine
BeUarine

22

Benal1a

203

Benalla

24

Benalla

25
26

Benalla
Benal1a

27

Benal1a

28

Benalla

29

Benalla

30
31
32

Benalla
Benalla
Benalla

2

3
4

5

Project Description
Southern &: Western Bypasses planning investigation Btn West Gate &: South Eastern Arterial
Melbourne City Link Authority

Expenditure to 31 Dec 94 ($M)

Calder Hwy Sec 2 (56.01em to 69.0km) - Major patching, Black Forest
Glenelg Highway (119.31em to 121.1km) - Resheet
Midland Highway (48.4km to 49.61em) - Resheet rough pavements
Colac-Ballarat Road (.1km to 4.3km) - between Ballarat and
Enfield - Reconstruct road
Daylesford~llarat Road (17.2km to 19.41em) - Reconstruct road
Daylesford-Malmsbury Road (3.0km to 6.0km) - Widen and
resheet pavement
Loclcington Road (.Okm to 5.0km) - Elmore Mitiamo Road to
Boundary Road - Road widening
Midland Highway (45.0km to 46.0km) - Pavement reconstruction
Midland Hwy (Sec 1) (59.7km to 60.7km) - Geelong bound overtaking lane
Midland Hwy (Sec 2) (43.1km to 44.0km) - Climbing lane
Midland Highway (Sec 2) (14.0km to 15.5km) - Overtaking lane
Sunraysia Highway (1l3.1km to 113.2km) - Installation of traffic signals
Sutton St (.man to 1.0lan) - Widen and resheet between Latrobe St
and Whitelaw Ave
Wiltshire Lane (1.3lan to 2.4km) - Widen and resheet pavement
Mountain Highway - At Dorset Road intersection
Mountain Highway - Scoresby Rd to Dorset Rd - Duplication
Dorset Road (6.6km to 8.1k1n) - Canterbury Rd to Eastfield Rd - Duplication
Bellarine Highway, Wallington (15.4km to 18.3km) - Duplication
Grubb Road (Drysdale - Ocean Grove Road) (.Okm to 4.7km) - Widen
and reconstruct
Dargo High Plains Rd (1.0km to 28.5km) - from Mt St Bemard - Upgrade
road
Euroa-Shepparton Rd (16.4km to 19.5km) - Pavement widening
and strengthening
Goulbum Valley Hwy (Sec 2) (42.0km to 43.2km) -Construct passing lane
at Cottons Pinch
}amieson-Licola Forest Rd (.71cm) - Timber bridge replacement
Maroondah Hwy (lll.0kln to 111.8km) - Replacement of Acheron River
and Little River bridges
Maroondah Hwy (157.0km to 158.2k.m) - Construct overtaking lane
at Merton Gap
Maroondah Hwy (Sec 4) (176.7km to 182.9km) - Reconstruction btn Bonnie
Doon and Maindample
Midland Hwy (Sec 6) (14.4km to 16.Skm) - Strengthen and widen
pavement at Yin Baron
Midland Hwy (Sec 6) (16.5km to IS.Skm) - Pavement strengthening
Mitchellstown Rd (3.7Icm) - Goulbum River - Replace bridge
Mt Bullet Tourists Rd (16.0km to 18.01em) - Ten Mile Crk to Merrijig

2.000
2.233

0.000
0.068
0.004

0.035
0.149
0.195
0.000
0.505
0.298
0.293
0.022
0.359
0.357
0.020
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.125
0.000
0.000
0.387
0.011
0.405
1.503
0.009
0.007
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
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33

Benalla

34
35

Benalla
Benalla

36
37
38

Benalla
Benambra
Benambra

39
40

Benambra
Benambra

41
42
43
44
45
46

Benambra
Benambra
Benambra
Benambra
Bendigo East
Bendigo East

47
48
49

54

Bendigo East
Bendigo East
Bendigo East
Bendigo East
Bendigo East
Bendigo West
Bendigo West
Bendigo West

55

Bendigo West

56

Bentleigh, Caulfield,
Oakleigh
Berwick

50

51
52
53

57
58
59

60

61
62
63

64

Broadmeadows
Bul.ieen, Box Hill,
Doncaster, Mitcham,
Richmond
Camberwell, Hawthorn,
Malvern, Melbourne,
Prahran, Richmond

Carrum
Clayrom,Dandenong
North, Oakleigh
Clayrom, Springvale

67
68

Cobwg
Coburg
Cobwg, Es.sendon,
Melbourne, Pascoe Vale
Cranboume
Cranboume

69

Cranboume

70

71
72
73

Dandenong, Dandenong
North, Springvale
Dromana
Evelyn
Frankston East

74

Geelong North

75

Geelong North

65
66

1541
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Murchison-Violet Town Rd (29.0km to 41.7km) - Widen and resheet
pavement
Ovens Hwy (46.4km to 46.9km) - Realign road
Taggerty-Thomton Rd (2.0km to 3.8km) - Widening and reconstruction
including realignment
Upper King River Rd (3.0km) - Replace collapsed bridge south of Cheshunt
Beechworth-Wodonga Rd (18.21an to 2O.8km) - Widening and realignment
Beechworth-Wodonga Rd (20.1km to 22.6km) - Formation and pavement
widening
Cudgewa-Tintaldra Rd (.Okm to 27.9km) - Strengthen existing pavement
Murray Valley Hwy (Sec 1)(46.5km to 46.71tm) - Major repairs to structure
over Mitta Mitta River
Ovens Hwy (66.8km to 68.5km) - Realign & widen west of Porepunlcah
Running Creek Rd (l.8km to 2.6km) - Widen and realign
Shelley-Walwa Forest Rd (.Okm to 15.8km) -Construct and seal
Osbomes Flat Rd (.Okm to 7.5km) - Widen and strengthen road
Bendigo-Redesdale Rd (Condon Street) (2.3km to 3.1km) - Duplication
Long Gully-White Hills Rd (4.1km to 5.3km) - Realignment and
widening works
Long Gully-White Hills Rd (2.7km to 3.4km) - Realignment and widening
Lucan Street-Weeroona Avenue - Rehabilitation
McIvor Hwy (153.0km to 153.5km) - Duplication
Midland Highway (Sec 3) (31.2.km to 33.8km) - Resheet
Midland Highway (Sec 3) (34.4km to 36.6km) - Resheet
Bendigo-St Amaud Rd (36.6km to 36.7kat) - Bridge replacement
Calder Hwy (Sec 2) (lSO.01em) - Upgrade intersection
Golden Square--Quarry Hill Rd (.lkm to .3km) - Road and
intersection alignment
Parker Street/Walker Street (.Okm to .9km) - Reconstruction/rehabilitation
of local road
North Road (3.1km to 3.1km) - Widen at Ormond rail crossing
Princes Highway East (37.1km to 37.1km) - Left turn lane at
Belgrave-Hallam Rd
Pascoe Vale Road-5unset Blvd - Intersection signalisation
Eastern Freeway Extension - Extension to Springvale Road and ramps
at Bulleen Road

0.454
0.000
0.000
0.202
0.016
0.001
0.150
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.592
0.050
0.036
0.014
0.015
0.000
0.038
0.142
0.001
0.207
0.029
0.204
0.000
0.020
0.551
0.000
35.852

South Eastern Arterial Road - DFIS - Installation of Dynamic
Freeway Information System

0.052

Nepean Hwy (32.5km) - Replace bridge
Springvale Road (37.5km to 37.5km) - Double right turns at Wellington Road

0.520
0.605

Springvale Road (39.8km to 39.8km) - Ped operated signals
near Wareham Street
Bell Street - At Nicholson St - Lengthen right turn lane from west to south
Hume Hwy - Urquhart St -Install right turn lane
Tullarnarine Freeway - Mt Alexander Rd to Bulla Rd (8.1km)4 traffic lanes in each direction
South Gippsland Freeway (39.0km to 39.0krn) - Reconstruction of exit
South Gippsland Fway (37.8km - Bridge widening - At Sth Gipps Hwy /
Westernport Hwy
Westemport Highway (4O.6km to 48.5km) - Duplication - Sth Gipps Fwy
to Cran-Fran Rd
Princes Highway (27.3km to 27.3km) - At Elonera Rd -Improve intersection

0.052

Momington Peninsula Fwy (57.4krn to 63.5km) - Provision of 2nd carriageway
Warburton Highway - Monbulk-Seville Rd Intersection
Dandenong Valley Highway (3.0km to 3.0km) - At Seaford/Ballarto
Rds intersection - RT lanes
Belmont-Corio Main Rd (7.9km to 7.9km) - Intersection works and new
traffic signals at Morgan St
Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Rd (14.0km to 35.0km) - Pavement widening
and seal

0.015
0.000
0.699
0.003
0.041
0.063
0.018
2.677
0.015
0.015
0.000
0.345
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76

Gippsland East

77
78
79
80

Gippsland
Gippsland
Gippsland
Gippsland

81
82
83

Gippsland East
Gippsiand East
Gippsland East

84
85

Gippsland East
Gippsland East

86

Gippsland East
Gippsland South
Gippsland South
Gippsland South
Gippsland South
Gippsland South

ff7

88
89
90
91

East
East
East
East

98
99

Gippsland South
Gippsland South,
Gippsland East
Gippsland South,
Gippsland East
Gippsland South,
Gippsland West
Gippsland South,
Gippsland West
Gippsland South,
MorweU
Gippsland West
Gippsland West

100

Gippsland West

101

Gippsland West

102
103
104

Gippsland West
Gippsland West
Gippsland West

105
106
107

Gisbome
Gisbome
Gisbome

108

Gisbome

109

Gisbome
Gisbome, Melton,
Tullamarine
Glen Waveriey
Hawthorn, Malvern

92

93
94
95

96
97

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

Hawthorn, Malvern,
Richmond
lvanhoe
Keilor
Malvern
Malvern and Oak1eigh
Malvern, Caulfield,
Oakleigh
Melbourne

Th~ay.ll~ayl995

Access between Paynesville and Raymond Island - New bridge,
replacing ferry
Benamb~estone Road (9.3km to 26.2km) - Prime and seal
Dargo High Plains Road (.Okm to 2.41an) -Construction of road
Dargo Road (9.lkm to 9.1km) - Replace Three Mile Creek Bridge
Mallacoota Road (11.1km to l1.lm) - At Coolwater Creek - Culvert
replacement
Marathon Road (1.6km to 5.Ikm) -Seal road
Omeo Hwy (31.0km to 7O.man) - Widening & realignment
Princes Highway East (283.1lan to 283.1 km) - Construct roundabout
at Omeo Highway
Princes Highway East (310.0lan to 311.0km) - East bound overtaking lane
Princes Highway East (397.0lan to 402.1 km) - Widen & resheet,. Newtons
Creek to Cabbage Tree
Princes Highway East, Stratford (229.5km) -Construction of roundabout
Alternative truck route, Maffra (.3km to I.Skm) - Road widening
Longford-Loch Sport Road (31.i'km to 39.0km) - Widen road
Maffra-Sale Road (lS.0lan to IS.8km) - Widen pavement & seal
Princes Highway East (l99.3km to 201.2km) - Pavement reconstruction
Princes Highway East (213.8km to 2l4.3km) - Widening of King
George V Avenue
South Gippsland Highway (250.0km to 260.0km) - Pavement resheet
Princes Highway East (170.0km to 3l0.0km) - West bound overtaking lanes

0.969

Princes Highway East (179.0lan to 301.7km) - East bound overtaking lanes

0.461

South Gippsland Hwy (84.81em to Iff7.0km) - West bound overtaking lanes

0.725

South Gippsland Hwy (SS.OIem to Iff7.0km) -Overtaking lanes east bound

1.068

Princes Highway East, Latrobe River at Rosedale (184.21cm to 187.3lan) -

0.467

Bridge widening
Back Beach Road (1.5km to 10.0km) - Widen & resheet
Bass Highway (llO.SIcm to 112.01cm) - North bound overtaking lane north
of Anderson Hill
Kooweerup-Longwarry Road (6.4km to 9.7km) - Reconstruction btn
Longwarry and Modella
Phillip Island Road (121.0lan to 121.6km) - Cathodic protection of
Phillip Island bridge
Phillip Island Road (18.8km to 20.4km) - Pavement reconstruction
Tarwin Lower Road (6.3km to 10.9km) - Reconstruct road
Bass Highway (94.2km to 95.5lan) - Southbound overtaking lane
north of Grantville
Calder Highway (69.01cm to 70.5km) - Traffic management improvements
CarIsruhe-<:entraI Road and Kyneton-5pringhill Road - Rehabilitation
Joe Young Drive (4.31cm to 8.1km) -at Mt Alexander - Upgrade
pavement and seal
Kyneton-Trentham Road (Mollison Street), Kyneton -Campaspe RiverBridge replacement
Lancefield-Woodend Road (16.6km to 18.4km) -Intersection improvements
Calder Highway - Diggers Rest to Gisbome, 4-lane divided facility with
limited access
High Street Road - At Warrigal Road -Intersection Improvements
South Eastern Arterial Road - Grade separations at Burke, Toorak and
Tooroonga roads
Yarra Gardiners Bike Link - Construct bridge link

0.453
0.052
0.050
0.001
0.133
0.686
0.045
0.359
0.045

0.256
0.005
0.005
0.000
0.121
0.024
0.001
0.470

0.001
0.441
0.432
0.051
0.154
0.000
0.032
0.000
0.000
0.121
0.000
0.000
3.573
0.020
7.653
1.000

Bell Street - At Waterdale Road -InstaU right turn lane and signal
phase east to north
Sunshine Avenue - Duplication
South Eastern Arterlal- High to Warrigal Rds - Widening to 61anes
South Eastern Arterial Road - Widening overpass to 6 lanes
Princes Highway - 5-lane treatment at Koomang Road

0.000

Footscray Road - At Dudley Street -Install pedestrian and bicylists signals

0.031

1.122
0.819
1.768
0.012
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120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
14<>
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168

Melbourne
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Tullamarine Freeway Widening - Remington Rd on-ramp Construction of freeway ramp
Melbourne, Richmond
Eastern Hwy (Aiexandra Pde) - Widening & rehabilitation and traffic
management works
Melton
Melton Hwy - At Leakes Road - Provision of right turn lanes on MeUon Hwy
Melton
Melton Hwy - Gourleys Road - Provision of right turn lanes on
Melton Highway
Mildura
Buronga~dura 5th Rd (5.0km to 6.0km) - Widen and reconstruction
Mildura
Calder Highway 6 (534.1km to 535.7km) - Intersection improvement
Mildura
Calder Highway (Sec 6) (546.9km to 549.4km) - Duplication
Mildura
Sunraysia Highway (377.3km to 379.5km) - Widening of narrow sections
Mildura, Ripon, Swan Hill Sunraysia Highway (165.0km to 243.0km) - Resheet rough sections
Mitcham
SpringvaJe Road (25.0Jcm to 30.4km) - Indented bus and parking bays
Murray Valley
Cobram South Rd (2.9Jcm to 4.4km) - Pavement reconstruction
Murray Valley
Cobram South Rd (l.8km to 7.1km) - Pavement strengthening
Murray Valley
Glenrowan-Myrtleford Rd (5.5km to 9.7km) - Widen and reconstruct
Murray Valley
Glenrowan-Myrtleford Rd (13.0km to 19.Bkm) - Widen & resheet from
Oxley to Milawa
Murray Valley
Katamatite-5hepparton Rd (21.5kIn to 22.Bkm) - Pavement strengthening
and resheeting
Murray Valley
Ovens Hwy (16.9km to 19.7km) - Widening and resheet
Murray Valley
Up River Rd (.Okm to 4.0km) - Road rehabilitation
Murray Valley
Wahgunyah-Wangaratta Rd (21.4km to 22.4km) - Widening and resheet
Murray Valley
Wahgunyah-Wangaratta Rd (9.6km to 17.9km) - Reconstruction
and widening
Murray Valley
Wangaratta-Yarrawonga Rd (22.3kIn to 22.9bn) - Timber bridge replacement
Narracan
Bloomfield Road (1.4km to 10.3km) - Pavement reconstruction
Narracan
Brandy Creek Road (intersection of Victoria & Albert streets) - Traffic signals
Narracan
Thompson's Road and Sullivans Track (2.6km to 3.3km) - Reconstruction
Narracan
Walhalla Tourist Road (6.3km) - Replacement of Thompson River bridge
Pakenham
Princes Highway (52.0km to 52.0kIn) - Left turn lane at Starling Road
Polwarth
Cape Otway Rd (29.2km to 3O.3km) - Pavement widening
Polwarth
Cobden-Stoneyford Road (.Okm to 2.2km) - Widen and reconstruct
with some realignment
Polwarth
Cobden-South Ecklin Road (.Okm to 1l.2km) - Rehabilitation
Polwarth
Cobden-Terang Rd (.Okm to 1B.7km) - Pavement widening
Polwarth
Great Ocean Rd (178.0km to 181.0km) - Reconstruction from
Browns Ck to Sk.enes Ck
Polwarth
Great Ocean Road (116.1krn to 119.8km) - Reconstruction
Polwarth
Great Ocean Road (211.1krn to 211.3km) - Bridge replacement
Polwarth
Hamilton Hwy (66.0km to 68.2km) - Realignment and bridge replacement
Polwarth
Otway Lighthouse Road (2.0krn to 13.0km) - Reconstruction and extension
of sealed pavement
Polwarth
Princes Highway West (104.5km to 106.5krn) - Rehabilitation and widening
of existing carriageway
Polwarth
Princes Highway West (149.0km to 1SO.0krn) - Reconstruction of
failed pavements
Polwarth
Princes Highway West (Sec 2) (143.0km to 144.3km) - Eastbound
overtaking lane
Polwarth
Princes Hwy West - (Sec 2) (131.2km to 131.6km) - Bridge replacement
over Birregurra Ck
Polwarth
Princes Hwy West (Sec 2) (129.0km to 130.5km) -Overtaking lane bm
Winchelsea and Colac
Portland
Casterton--Dartmoor Road - Timber bridge replacement
Portland
Glenelg Hwy (220.0km to 221.2km) - Construction of new bridge
and approaches
Portland
Henty Highway (114.0km to 116.0km) - Pavement reconstruction
Portland
Portland-Nelson Road, bridge at Nelson - Upgrade bridge
Preston
AIbert Street (plenty Valley Hwy) - Bm Summerhill St and Tyler St Intersection improvements
Ripon
Ballarat-Maryborough Rd (32.6km to 36.4km) - Reconstruction
between Dunach and 8rusachi's Hill
Ripon
Delacombe Way (ll.lkm to 17.6km) -Initial prime and seal-2.2 km in total
Ripon
Lexton-Ararat Road (5.Bkm to 10.5km) - Road reconstruction
Ripon
5unraysia Highway (201.3km to 204.Bkm) - Road realignment at Redbank
Ripon, Wimmera
Moyston~reat Western Road (.Okm to 1.7km) - Widen and realign road

1543

0.620
3.111
0.020
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.094
0.013
0.340
0.137
0.000
0.125
0.225
0.000
0.162
0.694
0.000
0.185
0.160
0.101
0.056
0.001
0.141
0.740
0.020
0.304
0.010
0.020
0.934
0.316
1.964
0.148
1.705
0.602
0.755
0.000
0.082
0.027
0.028
0.031
0.263
0.328
0.031
0.015
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.037
0.094
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169

Rodney

170
171
172

Rodney
Rodney
Seymour

173

Seymour

174
175
176

Seymour
Seymour
Seymour

177
178
119

Seymour
Seymour
Seymour

180

Shepparton

181
182

Shepparton
Shepparton

183

Shepparton

184
185
186
187

Shepparton
Shepparton
South Barwon
South Barwon

188

South Barwon

189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198

199

Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill

200
201

Swan Hill
Swan Hill

202

205

Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Swan Hill
Wantima, Knox

206

Wantima, Knox

2t17

211
212
213

Warmambool
Warrnambool
WarrnambooI
Warmambool
WarmambooI
Warmambool
Werribee

214
215
216

Williamstown
Wimmera
Wimmera

217

Wimmera

203
204

208
209
210
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Bannah-5hepparton Rd (43.lkrn to 44.6krn) - Pavement widening and
strengthening
Midland Hwy Sec 2 (69.71an to 19.81cm) - Major patching. east of Corop
Midland Hwy (Sec 4) (83.0km to 83Slan) - Major patch in Stanhope
Goulbum Valley Hwy (Sec 2) (lO.81cm to ll.3km) - At Upper Goulburn
Road -Improve intersection
Goulbum Valley Hwy (Sec 2) (21SIcm to 23.4km) -King Parrot Crk
to DairyCrk
Melba Hwy (77.1km to 18.3km) -Construct overtaking lanes
Melba Hwy (91.1km to 93.2km) - Widening, resheeting and realignment
Murrindindi Rd (3.4.km to 5.3km) - Road realignment and
reconstruction over Cavanagh's Hill
WaIlan-WhittJesea Rd (4.0km to 8.1km) - Realignment and widening
WaUan-whittJesea Rd (8.1km to 10.3km) - Realign road east of Upper Plenty
Wallis Street (.01an to Skm) - Between High Street and Goulbum
Valley Highway - Upgrade road
Bannah-Shepparton Rd (54.3krn to 55.SIan) - Pavement strengthening,
widening and resheeting
Bymeside-Kyabram Rd (15.9km to 17.4krn) -widening and rehabilitation
Dookie-5hepparton Rd (12.4km to 14.4km) - Pavement widening and
resheeting
Midland Hwy (28.8km to 3O.51cm) - Realignment of road and
replacement of bridge
Midland Hwy (Sec 4) (101.5km to 108Skm) - Reconstruction of road
Midland Hwy (Sec 4) (121.0km to 121Skm) - Duplication of highway
Devon Rd (1.7km to 2.9km) - Widen and realign
Princes Hwy West (Sec 1) (91.3km to 92.0km) - Eastbound overtaking
lane at Cape Otway Rd
Princes Hwy West (Sec 1) (88.7km to 9O.0km) - Westbound overtaking
lane at Waurn Ponds
Boort-Wycheproof Rd (29.9km to 32.9km) - Provide flood-free access
Calder Hwy (Sec 4) (332.8km to 339.6km) - Resheet Culgoa to Berriwillock
Calder Hwy (320.9km) - Replacement of deficient bridge
Chinkapook.......Qill1ingol1ah (.Okm to .6km) - Intersection improvement
Echuca-5eIpentine Road (127km to 27Skin) - Rehabilitation
French's Road (.Okm to 24.0krn) - Rehabilitation
Kerang-Koondrook Main Road (6.6km to 6.6km) - Replace deck of bridge
Miralie-Piangil Road (.Okm to ISkm) - Widen seal
Murray Valley Hwy (Sec 3) (110.6km to 112.6km) - Realignment
Murray Valley Hwy, (Sec 3) (123.7km to 1320km) - Resheet
Racecourse Road (2.61an) - Widening btn Borong Highway and
Sunraysia Highway
Sheephills Road (.Okm to 2.5km) - Road reconstruction
Sunraysia Highway (334.0km to 335.0km) - Birchip - Reconstruction
of highway
Swanwater North Road (6.0km to 8.0km) - Road reconstruction
Ultima/Nowie/Nyah West (.0 km to 22.0 km) - Upgrading road
Various roads in thf northern part of the Shire of Swan Hill
Burwood Highway (28.2km to 29.4km) - Third lane westbound Scoresby Rd to High Street Rd
Monash Highway (16.8km to 21.1km) - Jacksons Road to Stud Road Duplication
Ellerslie-Panmure Road (.Okm to 2.5km) - Road reconstruction
Great Ocean Road (314.8km to 315.2km) - Realignment
Hopkins Hwy (6.7km to 7.9km) - Realignment
Princes Highway (226.2.km to 228.3km) - Reconstruction of failed pavements
Timboon-NuUawarre Rd (7.2km to 9Skm) - Widening and realignment
Wamambool-Caramut Rd (l.7km to 1.7km) - Bridge widening
Derrimut Road rail crossing between Princes Hwy and Pentlowe Street New crossing
Francis Street-Francis St/Hyde St - Widen intersection
Copeman Road (.Olem to .8km) - Reconstruct and extend seal width
Diapur-Yanac Road and O'Reillys Road (6.0km to 11.4kIn) -Construct
and seal road
Dimboola-Rainbow Road (15.1km to 31.0kIn) - Widen existing seal

0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.616
1.400
0.004
0.224
0.000
0.156
0.114
0.000
0.118
1.477
0.003
0.000
0.031
0.014
0.020
0.066
0.005
0.656
0.009
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.038
0.736
0.061
0.026
0.000
0.031
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.063
0.377
0.010
0.105
0.111
0.375
0.423
0.097
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.353
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Wimmera
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Glenorchy-Ledcourt Road - Between Quarry and Greenhole Rd Construct and seal road
Henty Highway (242.0km to 244.4km) - Resheet rough pavements
Roses Gap Road (14.0km to 2O.6km) - Reconstruct and seal road
Roses Gap Road (20.61cm to 24.9km) - Reconstruct and seal road
StaweU-Warradnabeal Rd (60.7km) - Roundabout construction and
widening of approaches
Wimmera Highway (29S.7km to 296.0km) - Reconstruct pavement
Healesville-Kinglake Rd (32.4km to 32.7km) - New roundabouts and
traffic management, King1ake

0.000
0.016
0.000
0.419
0.100
0.041
0.000

99.2SS
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Mr Micallef - That is a lie.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Springvale is out of order.

The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Oelzoppo) took the chair
at 2.05 p.m. and read the prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
United Energy: sale
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - Will
the Premier confirm that the companies short-listed
to buy the United Energy power company are the
American-based Pacific Gas and Electric, the
French-owned Electricite de France, the consortium
led.bY th~ American-based Utilicorp, and finally the
Uruted Kingdom company, Scottish Power?
Mr KEN NETT (Premier) - Welcome back to the
Leader of the Opposition who has been away for the
past two weeks. No, I cannot confirm that. I am not
aware of the names of the final group, and even if I
did know them it would be inappropriate during the
bidding process for those names to be made
public - as you would understand if you had had
any commercial experience!

Vicnet
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - Will the
Premier inform the house of the benefits to all
Victorians of the government's Vicnet initiative?
Mr KENNETT (premier) - I thank the
honourable member for asking a relevant question.
As the community is aware we are now becoming a
lot more used to terminology such as 'Internet' and
'multimedia', which are both creeping up behind us
like a huge wave just waiting to break upon this
society.
~s is. now a big industry that is giving people in
VlCtona access to content such as information,
education - -

Mr MicaIlef - Can we have it in our electorate
offices?
Mr KENNETT - Your electorate office is closed.
half the time. Why would you want to tap into
anything?

Mr KENNETT - What we have done firstly is to
set up a multimedia task force made up not of a
group of bureaucrats but, importantly, about 30
people from the private sector. The task force has
three primary functions: the first is to advocate to
make sure that government both in this state and
throughout Australia understands the opportunities
and removes the barriers; the second is to encourage
growth, especially of the content industry; and the
~rd is to make sure that the government is actually
Involved wherever it can be in new equipment and
technology.
To that end, today I am happy to launch Vicnet,
which brings together for the community here as
well as overseas access to information about
Victoria. Surprisingly, 45 ()()() people, 15 000 of
whom are from overseas, flock into the system each
w~k. .vi~et is a very good way of positioning
Vlctona In terms of information not only for those
who are pursuing information for educational
reasons but also those who pursue it for business
reasons. Vicnet is part of the government's
commitment not only to be part of this multimedia
age but also to set up government in a way that it
can be a major player. That is an indication that
Vicnet will play a vital role.
In the next few months and over the next couple of
years multimedia forms will be used in the
application of many processes that are currently part
of government. It is already happening with the
State Film Centre and it will happen with the way
we collect a lot of fees and taxes from the
community. Infonnation kiosks will be set up
around the dty not only for Victorians and
Australians but also for people from overseas. It will
save the community a great deal of money and will
~a~e information a lot more accessible. Importantly,
It wlll help develop a new industry in this state in
which, through post-production, Victoria already
has the leading edge around Australia.

United Energy: sale
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the four overseas companies
short listed to purchase United Energy. In relation to
Electridte de France, which is wholly owned by the
French government, will the Premier explain the
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logic of transferring ownership of United Energy
from the people of Victoria to the people of France?
Mr KENNETr (premier) - The Leader of the
Opposition is once again showing his lack of
understanding of both the commercial world and
the policies established by the federal government,
which are also being pursued by the state
government.
Mr Batchelor - What do you think the fall-out
will be?
The SPEAKER - Order! Supplementary
questions are out of order.
Mr KENNETf -If it is anywhere near as great
as the fall-out from your tampering with the
electoral processes back in 1985 and the way in
which you misled the public, I have to say I would
imagine the public will not forget!
As I indicated to the Leader of the Opposition
before, I cannot confirm or deny which companies
are on the short list for this contract. That process is
proceeding and will be concluded in due course. As
I indicated today when asked the question by the
media, the Victorian government will continue to go
through the appropriate processes to ensure that
whoever wins control of United Energy - given
that the price is right - has the best background and
the best experience in providing and servicing
energy to the community at large at the best possible
price. We do not intend to let the Leader of the
Opposition undermine it as he treacherously
attempted to undermine the Tabcorp float.
What is tragic - Mr 8rumby - You're a cretin!
Mr KENNETr - No wonder you and your party
are going absolutely nowhere!
The SPEAKER - Order! Question time cannot
proceed with the barrage of interjections. I ask the
Leader of the Opposition to remain silent.
Mr KENNETI - The immaturity of the Leader
of the Opposition knows no bounds. Through the
Office of State Owned Enterprises the government
will continue to ensure that during this process
proper and correct principles and practices of
commercial tendering will continue to give
Victorians the best outcome possible. We will not, as
the Leader of the Opposition has done in the past
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through political opportunism, cost this community
another $135 million.

Health: national care standards
Mr ASHLEY (Bayswater) - Will the Minister for
Health advise the house of Victoria's response to the
commonwealth minister's suggestions yesterday
regarding measures to implement national health
care standards in the Australian public hospital
system?

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
commonwealth health minister, Carmen Lawrence,
announced yesterday that there would be funding
for the establishment of national health care
standards. The quote in today's Age implied that the
commonwealth minister suggested that some of the
state's public hospitals needed health care standards
monitored by the commonwealth. I welcome the
interest shown by Carmen Lawrence at long last in
the process of establishing and monitoring health
care standards. It is something that has been
prevalent in the rest of the world for a long time and
an area in which Victoria has given considerable
leadership over the past two years.
During that time this state has established
measurement of readmission rates and patient
satisfaction questionnaires. The Victorian
government has paid hospitals to seek accreditation
from the Australian Council of Health Care
Standards and it has set up a prestigious quality
committee to look at how we can establish and
maintain standards in Victoria and give leadership
across Australia. It is timely that the commonwealth
minister has made this announcement for funding
because it is one of the items health ministers will be
discussing in Melbourne next week when the
commonwealth and state ministers come together to
look at establishing national standards of health care
for our public hospitals.
The fact that the commonwealth is contributing only
a small amount of money - and belatedly - is
nonetheless a sign that it is moving in the right
direction. When that is compared with my
comments last time this house sat about the
545 million being spent over two years to cut the
number of people on public hospitals waiting lists as
opposed to treating them, one sees that $14.5 million
for the whole of Australia over three years is a small
amount. Nevertheless it is an important initiative
and Victoria welcomes it. Victoria is well ahead of
the other states in establishing health care standards,
and the Victorian government is pleased the
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commonwealth is now in a position to acknowledge
that and see that other states follow Victoria's lead.

Police: air wing
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - Will the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services confirm
that he intends to sell the rotor wing operations of
the police air wing to private contractors and, if so,
will the helicopters continue to be piloted by sworn
police officers?
Mr MeN AMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I see the honourable
member for Yan Yean has the afternoon edition of
the Herald Sun. It is somewhat comforting that the
opposition is not relying solely on the Sunday Age for
all its articles! As honourable members would know,
in the past 12 months the government has made
some changes to the operation of fixed wing
operations within the police air wing.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr MeNAMARA - No kidding! Do I take it that
you do not support the changes that we made to the
fixed wing operations?
Mr Haermeyer - I am talking about the ones
with the wings that go round and round.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! No doubt the house
appreciates the levity, but we will come back to
question time.
Mr McNAMARA - I have seen children
wearing the caps with the little propellers on top of
their heads. What the honourable member wants to
wear in his own time is his own business.

We have been looking at a range of effidencies
within the police department. I point out that we
have had some splendid statistics regarding a
reduction in the rate of crime in Victoria. We have
had a reduction in the rate of crime faster than that
of any other state in Australia, and Melbourne is
now the same - Mr HtJermeyer - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, I ask you to draw the attention of the
minister to the relevance of his answer. I asked the
minister about the proposed privatisation of the
police rotary wing helicopter operation. He is
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answering by talking about crime statistics, which
has nothing to do with the question asked.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not uphold the
point of order. I ask the minister to come back to the
question.
Mr MeNAMARA - I point out that the
government has improved the operational strength
of the Victoria Police Force. It has also improved
police powers to assist in their investigations. No
government anywhere in Australia has done more
to improve policing and increase public safety. The
opposition should be commending us rather than
nitpicking on a range of issues.
In dealing with aviation issues, we looked firstly at
fixed wing operations. We are currently reviewing
rotary wing operations. The fixed wing had some
400 hours operational use when the unit was run
entirely with police-owned planes operated by
police. We have found on investigation that 96 per
cent of the operation of the fixed wing was as a taxi
service, taking police and prisoners to various
locations. Since we have removed the fixed-wing
operation from the police department there has been
a huge saving to police, which can be transferred to
the operational budget. Last year the operational use
figure was roughly 80 hours compared with the
previous 400 hours. That saving has been transferred
to operational areas, which adds further to the safety
of the Victorian public.

Rotary wing operations have been reviewed by an
expert panel. A range of alternatives are coming
forward for future operation. One option would be
to do nothing, to leave it as it is with total police
operation. Another option would be to replace the
fleet in due course, which is ageing and in need of
replacement, and through a new budget allocation
purchase new aircraft and operate as a unit within
the police department. Another option would be to
look at having services supplied on a contract basis
by independent pilots but with police observers.
Another alternative would be to have a contractor
provide rotary wing services to the police
department, using police pilots and observers.
At the end of the day, the prime concern of the
government is the safety of the public to ensure we
have the best police service in Australia. l1lat is why
we are spending on policing 18.5 per cent more per
capita than the Australian average. That is why
Victoria has the lowest crime rates in Australia. If we
went back to the policies suggested by the
opposition, we would slash the police budget,
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reduce manpower and take away many police
powers. The Secretary of the Victoria Police
Association has said that if that occurred, if Labor
was elected in this state, it would turn back policing
200 years.
Mr Batchelor -On a point of order, the minister
is flouting the standing orders. He is debating - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is impossible for the
Chair to hear a point of order while there is so much
noise.
Mr Batchelor - The minister is flouting the
standing orders. He is clearly debating the question.
I ask you to bring him back to the question. If he
chooses not to answer the question, he should sit
down and be quiet.
The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order. The minister is debating the question. I ask
him to conclude his answer.
Mr McNAMARA - As all members of the house
should know but dearly the opposition does not
know, a range of options are available to us
regarding rotary wing operations. Our prime
concern is to ensure we best maintain the
operational effectiveness of the Victoria Police Force,
to ensure the greatest degree of public safety and to
take into consideration the best economies for the
state as a whole. That is one thing that over a decade
in government the now opposition never considered.
A report will be presented to me within very short
order. When I receive it, I will consider the options.
The honourable member for Yan Yean will be one of
the first people to be advised of the decision.

Immigration
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - My question is
directed to the Minister for Ethnic Affairs. In view of
recent comments made by the Premier of New South
Wales that immigration levels should be lowered for
economic and ecological reasons and that migrants
should be encouraged to settle outside Sydney, will
the Premier advise the house whether the Victorian
government concurs with the views put by Mr Carr?
Mr KENNElT (Minister for Ethnic Affairs) - I
very much regret the comments made by the newly
elected Premier of New South Wales, Mr Bob Carr,
on both immigration levels and the way in which he
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seeks to have further immigrants settled outside
Sydney in the backblocks of New South Wales.
Two important factors in our society today should
be remembered. It is one of the real strengths of

Melbourne that our ethnic communities make up
approximately 25 per cent of our population. There
are a number of people in this Parliament, as I am
sure there are in the New South Wales Parliament,
of ethnic origin, some of whom are first generation
settlers.
Australia, as we know, has a small population of
around 18.5 million people. It is not by any
standards a large population, given our land mass.
The growth of our population, particularly through
immigration, is something we very much support.
That is not always a popular view to take with
non-ethnic communities. The sort of comment
Mr Carr made two days ago can be easily
interpreted from a political point of view as
pandering to some of the extreme elements in our
commwtity and failing to W1derstand the
importance of leadership on an issue as sensitive as
this.
The second concept of placing new arrivals beyond
Sydney's metropolitan area for economic and
ecological reasons is fraught with danger for our
current communities and for the reputation it will
earn our society, particularly when it is considered
that one of the real strengths of Australia in the
1990s and as we go into the 21st century is that we
are fundamentally a harmonious, multicultural
society.
Parts of this state, for example, Footscray, Richmond
and Springvale - I am sure the same can be said of
New South Wales - have been quieter in the past.
Those communities have been not just reactivated
and supported by people of ethnic origin but
overwhelmingly supported by Australians here and
in New South Wales.
What makes this comment so disappointing is that
for a number of years a number of politicians have
made ethnic affairs a bipartisan issue. We have not
tried to divide the community. We have not tried to
gain cheap political points by doing so.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Springvale that he is interjecting out of
his place.
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Mr KENNElT - Only yesterday in the

Australian Financial Review - Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Springvale will be moving far more
than just around a bit if he continues in that vain. He
should remain silent.
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Finally, I believe Mr Carr's best option is to
recognise that he has made a mistake and to
apologise to the communities and get on with the
business of learning how to govern. If this is an
indication at the very early start of its four-year term
of what the New South Wales government is going
to be about, unfornmately the New South Wales
community and Australians will not get the
leadership from the New South Wales Premier that
they deserve.

Mr KENNETT - Only yesterday in the

Australian Financial Review the Premier of New South
Wales, in commenting on attracting new investment
to that state, said why he believed they would
continue to attract international businesses:
The strong technology base, lower costs, and unique
combination of ethnic and cultural diversity, including
Asian language skills and business links with the
region, were providing New South Wales with a
competitive edge.

One has to ask why, having made those comments
obviously the day before yesterday's appearance of
them in the Finlmcial Review, Mr Carr then saw fit to
come out with the most extraordinary comments he
has made to date in a way that is just not viable and
puts into place the not-in-my-backyard syndrome,
which we so often hear from weak politicians or
individuals who are not prepared to face their
responsibilities heading into the future.

It also sends out a very sad message from Australia's
biggest and most populous state to the rest of the
world. We are saying we are meant to be part of the
globe in 1995, and we certainly will be in the 21st
century, and yet we have political leaders who are
prepared to put short-term political popularity with
the largest sector of the community before real
leadership. As I said yesterday to our media when
asked, I was almost dumbfounded because I could
not believe a politician in the 1990s would make
such an absurd comment. It really is the Arthur
Tunstall comment of Australian politics this year. It
is a throwback to some of the worst parts of our
coming to grips with the very important
multicultural community that we have.
I can assure the people of Victoria of all
communities within this state that we do not agree
with the views of Mr Carr. We will try to repudiate
them whenever we can because I believe they are
most serious in tenns of the damage they will
potentially do in attracting overseas investment to
this country. As I have said before, we are
increasingly becoming a borderless society.

Learning assessment project
Mr SANDON (Carrum) - I ask the Minister for
Education what information the standardised
learning assessment project test will provide that is
not already available in schools, and what assistance
will be given to schools and students who perform
badly in the test.
Mr HA YW ARD (Minister for Education) - I am
very much obliged to the honourable member for
raising this matter. The learning assessment project
is a very important pro;ect indeed. I hope the
honourable member is not indicating that he or the
Labor Party oppose it, because it is clear that the vast
majority of parents are very much in favour of it.
The project will provide valuable diagnostic
information for teachers and parents. lbat
information will indicate areas where a student
needs further reinforcement. It will also indicate
areas where the student has strengths and where he
or she can perhaps move ahead even faster.
Under the Labor Party we had the disastrous
situation in Victoria where students were moving
out of primary school into secondary school with
inadequate levels of literacy and numeracy. lbat is a
terrible indictment of the Labor Party!
I can report to the house that the implementation of
the learning assessment project is going very well
indeed. It has the overwhelming support of teachers.
Mr Sandon - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
would like you to bring the minister back to the
question, which was Specific. I asked: what
additional resources will be provided to schools and
students who perform badly in the test? I ask you,
Sir, to bring him back to the point of the question?
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not uphold the
point of order at this stage. In my view the minister's
answer is relevant to the question.
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Mr HA YW ARD - I can report to the house that
the learning assessment project enjoys the support of
the overwhelming majority of teachers in this state,
who are putting the interests of students and their
own professionalism first. Despite a pathetic attempt
by the teacher unions - apparently joined by the
Labor Party - to boycott this excellent program, it is
now being implemented in 95 per cent of our
schools and is very successful.
Unlike the Labor Party, this government has
recognised very clearly the key importance of the
early years of schooling.
Mr Sandon -On a further point of order,
Mr Speaker, I wish to draw to your attention the fact
tha t the minister obviously failed clear thinking
when he went to school. The question I asked was
specific: what additional resources will he provide to
schools and students who perform badly in the test?
The minister has failed to deliver the answer. Does
that mean he is not providing any?
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Carrum has spent a lot of time in this
place and would know full well that the Chair
cannot direct a minister in giving an answer. All the
Chair can do is to ensure that the minister is
relevant. There is no point of order.
Mr HAYWARD - Unlike the pathetic mob
opposite - I beg your pardon, Mr Speaker - unlike
this irrelevant group opposite, who did so much
harm to education and to young people over a
decade, this government is very conscious of the
needs of primary schools and of the critical nature of
the early years of schooling. The government has a
whole range of programs in operation to assist and
support the early years of schooling. For example,
recently we conducted a very extensive conference
for the early years of schooling held at the Radisson
in Queens Road. 111at conference was attended by
approximately 1200 - Mr Sandon -On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
this is the third time I have raised this and for that I
apologise to you, but three times and you're out,
surely! I have tried to bring this minister back to the
question, but he is unwilling to do so. It is a disgrace
for all to see. Surely he must answer what additional
resources - The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard enough on
the point of order. The minister is now straying from
the question, and I ask him to come back to it.
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Mr HAYW ARD - With the greatest of respect,
Mr Speaker, I am not straying from the question; I

am speaking directly on the question. What I am
saying is totally relevant to the question. I just
started to talk about the early years of schooling, and
the question of resources is very relevant to that. The
Early Years of Schooling Conference, which I was
just referring to is - Mr Sandon - The point of order related to the
question I asked earlier.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is impossible for the
Chair to hear points of order when there is so much
background noise.
Mr Sandon - The question I asked related
specifically to the learning assessment project being
introduced in primary schools today. I asked the
minister what additional resources will be provided
to schools and pupils who fail the test. The question
did not relate to the range of issues affecting
education. My question was specific, and I ask you,
Mr Speaker, to direct the minister to answer it.
Mr HAYWARD - On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, I was referring directly to additional
assistance being provided to teachers and pupils in
their early years of schooling.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not uphold the
point of order.
Mr HAYWARD - The Early Years of Schooling
Conference held recently at the Radisson hotel was
attended by approximately 1200 teachers. Because
more teachers want to attend the conference next
year we will have two conferences on this topic.
TIlat is one area of professional development that is
addressing the needs of students identified by the
learning assessment project as having difficulties.
The reading recovery program is being resourced by
the government to make it more effective. Recent
evidence shows that the program is recognised
throughout the world as the most effective way of
assisting students. The literacy intervention program
is another effective program that is being resourced.

In addition to the profeSSional development of
teachers it has been clearly established that the most
effective way to assist students with their problems,
highlighted by the learning assessment project, is to
involve parents. The government is introducing a
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series of programs such as the parents assistance
program and the opening doors program to assist
parents and their children. I would like to go on for
half an hour because the government is doing so
much to assist young children with their schooling.
The government's record shows it has been
enormously successful. I am most grateful to the
honourable member for Camun for raising this
matter because I wanted the opportunity to tell the
house more about what the government has done,
but perhaps I had better yield to other honourable
members whom I know have questions to ask.
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with criticism from people who do not do their
homework. Government initiatives include the
intensive support program for young people who
are at risk in not completing their education - the
very thing highlighted by Brian Burdekin. It is
prOViding a fwlding boost for the
commonwealth-state supported accommodation
assistance program's services for homeless young
people by increasing the allocation from $9 million
to $16 million. It is expanding the adolescent
commwlity placement program that places
teenagers in short-term accommodation in their
communities while family crises are resolved.

Youth: homelessness
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - Will the Minister

responsible for Youth Affairs advise the house of the
initiatives being taken to assist homeless youth in
Victoria?
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister responsible for Youth
Affairs) - The house will be aware of a recent
report on the problems of homeless youth. The
Smith report was compiled in 1992-93, during the
early days of this government, and it is important
that the commwlity learn what the government has
done in this area.

The government has provided an additional
$16.7 million from the Community Support Fund to
fund counselling services for sexually abused
children, early parenting programs and financial
counselling. Adolescent protection teams and
intensive youth support services have also been
developed for youth at risk. Unfortunately, some
people involved in youth services prefer to make
political capital out of the problems of young
people. They should talk to the government about
its initiatives and work with it rather than creating
further problems for young people.

Learning assessment project
The government and the community have worked
together to redefine the policy directions of the
government on youth services. During its first term
in office the government has provided $35 million
for youth services, which, as I have explained on
previous occasions, is the highest amount allocated
for this purpose by any government in the history of
the state. We nOw have nine family reconciliation
services, six sexual assault services and three
intensive youth support services. With the help of
the Community Support Fund the government has
provided $8.8 million to assist youth in the following
ways: $5.1 million for training and employment
support; $1.9 million for preventative education; and
$1.8 million for housing access.

Or COG HILL (Werribee) - I refer the Minister
for Education to the learning assessment project test
being imposed on primary schoolchildren this
morning, which asks in respect of one practice
question:
Toby says, 'I'm too busy for frogs'.
Then Alistair says 'silly hole' because
he has dug a better hole.
he wants to make a joke.
he is annoyed with Toby.

Toby has not dug a good hole.
It is important for honourable members to realise

that the government is homing in on the problems of
the people who are at the bottom of the pile. The
Canberra bureaucrats who fly down to Melbourne
and criticise the government, as highlighted in the
media, do not have the facts. They hide in their
cocoon in Canberra and are isolated from the real
world. It is about time they heard the facts. The
Minister for Community Services has provided real
support. It is important that the people of Victoria
realise that the government is attacking the problem
and it is not just talking about it. 1 will not put up

I ask the minister: what is the correct answer?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Does the Minister for
Education want the question asked again?
Mr Hayward - Yes.
Or cOGHILL - I refer the Minister for
Education to the learning assessment project test
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Sexual discrimination

imposed on primary schoolchildren this morning,
which asks in respect of one practice question:
Toby says, 1'm too busy for frogs'.
TIlen Alistair says 'silly hole' because

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
1.

TIle government of Victoria has been provided
with a large body of United States research
concerning the risks of homosexual behaviour for
public health and child safety;

2.

That research indicates that homosexual behaviour
generates disproportionately high levels of serious
diseases, creates a significant risk of transmission
of serious diseases, such as hepatitis A and B, from
homosexuals to the general community, and poses
special risks in occupations such as food handling,
child care, and medical care;

3.

That research also indicates that homosexuals
are about 18 times more lilcely to involve minors in
their sexual practices than heterosexuals are, and
that homosexual teachers commit almost half of all
molestation of school children in the United States;

4.

When the behaviour of a small section of the
community (less than 2 per cent) poses a
significant and disproportionately high risk to
public health and child safety, that section should
not receive privileged legal status and protection
for its behaviour under Victorian law.

he has dug a better hole.
he wants to make a joke.
he is annoyed with Toby.
Toby has not dug a good hole.

I ask the minister: what is the correct answer?
Mr Tanner - Mr Speaker, on a point of order, I
am surprised you are allowing this question. You
should be aware of the orders and the programs of
this house in relation to question time. The question
could only be construed as frivolous, but regardless
of whether it is, it is clearly asking for an expression
of an opinion by the minister.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Werribee is asking a question
concerning an exercise that was set for some
schoolchildren. He was quoting the actual question.
I do not believe the question is frivolous. The
Minister for Education.
Mr Tanner - Mr Speaker, on a further point of
order, the question specifically requests the
expression of an opinion by the minister.
The SPEAKER -.- Order! I do not uphold the
point of order. I call the minister.
Mr HA YW ARD (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member for Werribee should take a
reading recovery course himself. The learning
assessment project is very important. I do not
believe it deserves to be treated in the way the
honourable member for Werribee is treating it. This
program has the support of an overwhelming
number of teachers - 95 per cent of our schools are
implementing the project. The program is being
implemented in a proper, professional way and it
does not deserve to be treated in the way that the
honourable member for Werribee is treating it.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the honourable
members of the Legislative Assembly will not permit
the Equal Opportunity Act to be amended so as to
grant homosexuals privileged legal status and
protection under that act.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Perrin (266 signatures)

Melbourne: northern boundary
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria sheweth:
1.

That it is commonly assumed throughout the
community of Melbourne that the boundary
between the City of Melbourne and the City of
Brunswick is Brunswick Road, not Park Street.
Brunswick Road was in fact originally the
southern boundary of the City of Brunswick.

2.

That under amendment 224 to the Melbourne
Metropolitan P1anning Scheme, Park Street and the
Hooper Reserve are included in the urban
conservation area no. 2 of Royal Park, Parkville,

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:
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but this area is outside the City of Melbourne
administration.
3.

4.

5.

6.

That the Victorian streetscape and boulevard design
of Park Street gives this area close linlcs with the
adjoining areas of Royal Parade and The Avenue,
North Parkville. The petitioners believe that areas
of readily identifiable communities of interest and
similar physical characters should be recognised
and their retention regarded. as an important factor
in determining the physical alignment of
municipal boundaries.
That the petitioners believe the heritage of this area
would best be preserved. and enhanced. by its
inclusion in the City of Melbourne which is
responsible for other conservation areas adjacent
to Park Street and has substantial experience in
conservation planning.
That coordination of traffic management in this area
of special Significance is best managed. by a single
local government body, the City of Melbourne.
That the petitioners are of the opinion that the
priority accorded. the issues listed. above will be
further diminished. following the amalgamation of
the Brunswick and Coburg councils.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the government of
Victoria by act of Parliament or through the relevant
authority change the northern boundary of the City of
Melbourne CoW\cil to incorporate Park Street and the
Hooper Reserve into Parkville and the City of
Melbourne.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Cole (244 signatures)
Laid on table.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITIEE
Alert Digest No. 6
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) presented Alert Digest
No. 6 of 1995 on:
Legal Aid Commission (Amendment) Bill
Planning and Environment (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill
Planning and Environment (Development
Contributions) Bill
Equal Opportunity Bill
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Infertility Treatment Bill
Consumer Credit (Victoria) Bill
Public Prosecutions (Amendment) Bill
Water Industry (Amendment) Bill
Children and Young Persons (Pre-Heanng
Conferences) Bill
Government Employee Housing Authority
(Amendment) Bill
Electricity Industry (Electricity Corporations)
Bill
Treasury Corporation of Victoria (Housing
Finance) Bill
t.nd (Miscellaneous) Bill
Grain Handling and Storage Bill
Water (Amendment) Bill
Health Services (Metropolitan Hospitals) Bill
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill
Public Transport Competition Bill
Road Safety (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill
Superannuation Acts (General Amendment) Bill
Melbourne and Olympic Parks (Amendment)
Bill
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Repeal) Bill
Plant Health and Plant Products Bill
together with appendix.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Benalla Water Board - Report tor the year ended. 30
September 1994, together with notification from the
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Minister for Natural Resources of the failure to submit
the annual report and the reasons therefor
Broadmeadows College of T AFE - Report for the year
1994
Box Hill College of T AFE - Report and Addendum for
the year 1994 (two papers)
Central Gippsland College of TAFE - Report for the
year 1994
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Doncaster and TempleStowe Planning Scheme No. 1.80

Essendon Planning Scheme - No. L56
Flinders Planning Scheme - Nos LI22, L133
Footscray Planning Scheme - No. L43
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme - No. R75
Part 2

Hastings Planning Scheme - No. L26
Hawthorn Planning Scheme - Nos l..29 Part 1, 1.32

East Gipps1and Community College of T AFE - Report
for the year 1994

Kilmore Planning Scheme - Nos L78, 1.82
Korumburra Planning Scheme - No. L44

Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 - Orders in
Council adding items to Schedule 2 - List of Taxa and
Communities of Flora and Fauna which are threatened
Frankston College of TAFE - Report for the year 1994

Maffra Planning Scheme - No. 1.27
Malvern Planning Scheme - Nos L34, L37, L38
Moorabbin Planning Scheme - No. US
Moreland Planning Scheme - No. 1.2

Gordon Technical College - Report for the year 1994

Nunawading Planning Scheme - No. L80

Holmesglen College of TAFE - Report for the year
1994

Oxley Planning Scheme - No. L9

John Batman College of TAFE - Report for the year
1994

Port Melbourne Planning Scheme - No. L23

Phillip Island Planning Scheme - No. L51

Prahran Planning Scheme - No. L61

Medical Board of Victoria - Report for the year 1993-94

Ringwood Planning Scheme - No. 1.32 Part 1

Melbourne College of Textiles - Report for the year
1994

Sherbrooke Planning Scheme - Nos L84, L85

Moorabbin College of T AFE - Report for the year 1994
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 - Response of the
Minister for Conservation and Environment on action
taken with respect to the recommendations made by
the Environment and Natural Resources Committee
Report on the Environmental Impact of
Commonwealth Activities and Places in Victoria
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
Bacchus Marsh Planning Scheme -

No. U6

Berwick Planning Scheme - No. 1.80
Buninyong Planning Scheme - Nos LSO, LS3
Cranboume Planning Scheme -Nos Ll13, Ll41,
L145
Dandenong Planning Scheme - No. L36

Rosedale Planning Scheme - No. US

South Melbourne Planning Scheme - Nos L99,
LlOO
Springvale Planning Scheme - No. L87

Warmambool Planning Scheme - Amalgamation
Amendment
Whittlesea Planning Scheme -Nos LIl, L84 Part 1
Yarrawonga Planning Scheme - No. U4
Rural Finance Act 1988 - Direction by the Treasurer to
the Rural Finance Corporation to establish, operate and
administer a scheme of assistance for persons carrying
on farming or operating a small business where the
farming or small business operation is affected by
drought conditions
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Alpine Resorts Act 1983 -S.R. No. 52
Australian Grand Prix Act 1994 - S.R. No. 54
Road Safety Act 1986 - S.R. No. 53

APPROPRIA TION MESSAGES
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Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 -S.R. No. 50
Supreme Court Act 1986 - S.R. No. 51

and further appropriation for:
Consumer Credit (Victoria) Bill

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 Minister's exception certificate in relation to
Statutory Rule No. 50
Minister's exemption certificate in relation to
Statutory Rule No. 52
Sunraysia College of TAFE - Report tor the year 1994
Victorian Institute ot Marine Sciences - Report for the
year 1993
William Angliss College - Report for the year 1994
Wodonga College of TAPE - Report for the year 1994

The following proclamations fixing operative dates
were laid upon the Table by the Clerk pursuant to
an Order of the House dated 27 October 1992:
Employee Relations (Amendment) Act 1994 - Sections
4,5,6,7, 8,9, 10,11, 13 and 14 and Schedules 1 and 2 on
9 May 1995 (Gazette No. GIB, 11 May 1995)
Judicial Remuneration Tribunal Act 1995 - Sections 18
and 23 on 18 May 1995 (Gazette No. G19, 18 May 1995).

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Message read recommending appropriations for:
Children and Young Persons (Pre-hearing
Conferences) Bill
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill
Government Employee Housing AuthOrity
(Amendment) Bill
Gr~in

Handling and Storage Bill

He~lth

Services (Metropolitan Hospitals) Bill

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS)
BILL and PLANNING AND
ENVIRONMENT (DEVELOPMENT
CONTRIBUTIONS) BILL
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - By leave, I move:
That this house authorises and requires Mr Speaker to
permit the second reading and subsequent stages of the
Planning and Environment (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill and the Planning and Environment
(Development Contributions) Bill to be moved and
debated concurrently.

Motion agreed to.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That, pursuant to sessional order no. 6(3), the orders of
the day, government business, relating to the following
bills be considered and completed by 4.30 p.m. on
Friday, 26 May 1995:
Melbourne and Olympic Paries (Amendment) Bill
Gaming Acts (Amendment) Bill
Legal Aid Commission (Amendment) Bill
Consumer Credit (Victoria) Bill
Electricity Industry (Electricity Corporations) Bill
Public Prosecutions (Amendment) Bill
Planning and Environment (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill

Land (Miscellaneous) Bill

Planning and Environment (Development
Contributions) Bill

Public Transport Competition Bill

Equal Opportunity Bill

Superannuation Acts (General Amendment) Bill

Trade Measurement Bill
Trade Measurement (Administration) Bill

Treasury Corporation of Victori~ (Housing
Finance) Bill
Water Industry (Amendment) Bill

Children and Young Persons (pre-hearing
Conferences) Bill
Government Employee Housing Authority
(Amendment) Bill

BUSINESS FRANCHISE (TOBACCO) (AMENDMENT) BILL
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The SPEAKER - Order! The acting Deputy
Leader of the Opposition.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - Mr Speaker,
thank you for the promotion, which I hope is dearly
recorded in Hansard!

There are two things I shall briefly say about this
motion. Firstly, I acknowledge the cooperation of the
government in preparing Parliament for this motion
in one aspect. Honourable members will notice that
the National Parks (Yarra Ranges and Other
Amendments) Bill was included on the green sheet
before us, the daily program. It has been agreed that
the bill will be debated next week.

The opposition places on record the fact that it is
upset by this predicted, foreseen and foreshadowed
log jam of proposed legislation with which
Parliament is now confronted. As I said, according
to the government business program, the house will
be expected to deal with about 13 bills this week and
about 17 bills next week. I will not prolong this
debate, but the opposition does not support the
government's business program.
Motion agreed to.

BUSINESS FRANCHISE (TOBACCO)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reJlding

I place on the record the opposition's appreciation of
the government's agreeing to that course because all
too often at this point in the parliamentary session
we are prepared to criticise the government's
handling of parliamentary procedures. I point out
that a request was placed before the government to
accommodate the opposition and it was agreed to.
However, in terms of bouquets, that is as far as we
can go in expressing our thanks to the government
today.
The opposition opposes several other aspects and
implications of the motion. I will not enter into a
lengthy debate in expressing opposition to the
motion, and the opposition does not intend to call
for a division on the motion. However, I oppose the
motion because in the final two weeks of this
sessional period there is now before the house the
log jam of bills predicted by the opposition during
debate on government business motions throughout
this session
A nwnber of weeks ago only three bills were before
the house. This week the house will deal with about
13 bills and next week, the final week of the
parliamentary session, the house will have to deal
with about 17 bills. Despite an additional sitting day
being available this week, the house will not have
time to adequately and thoroughly debate the
weighty matters on the parliamentary agenda.
This week a number of Significant bills requiring
substantial debate will be dealt with by the house.
Unfortunately, insufficient time will be available for
proper debate on those bills. It will require very
skilful management of the house and its business by
the government and the opposition to ensure
adequate opportunities become available to debate
the proposed legislative agenda.

Mr STOCKDALE (TreilSurer) introduced a bill to
amend the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974
and for other purposes.
Read first time.

MELBOURNE AND OLYMPIC PARKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendment circulated on motion of
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) pursuant to sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 3 May; motion of
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing).
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - The
opposition does not oppose the bill, the main
purpose of which is to merge the National Tennis
Centre Trust and Olympic Park Management into
one statutory corporation to be called the Melbourne
and Olympic Parks Trust. To facilitate this merger,
the principal act - the National Tennis Centre Act
1985 - will become the Melbourne and Olympic
Parks Act 1985.
Following the passage of this bill, two trust funds
will be formed -that is, the existing National
Tennis Centre Fund and the newly created Olympic
Park Fund. The name Flinders Park will be changed
to Melbourne Park. I regret that the name is to be
changed from the National Tennis Centre; I am sure
the Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing will be
aware that the name Flinders Park is widely known
nationally and, because it is the venue for the
Australian Open, internationally. I will be surprised
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if the public responds quickly to the name change.
The government will find that the tennis centre will
continue to be known as Flinders Park or the
National Tennis Centre for some time.
The bill proposes to amend the Melbourne Cricket
Ground acts of 1933 and 1984. The amendments deal
with term limits for the trustees of the MCG, and
new arrangements for the appointment of deputies
for the trustees are also proposed. This provision
also allows for greater administrative control over
the use of the MCG floodlights and traffic
management. It also provides greater penalties for
breaches of the regulations. With the proposed
increases in the number of night cricket and football
matches to be staged at the MCG, greater control of
floodlights and better traffic management is
welcomed and will be very much in the interests of
nearby residents and users of the MCG.
The principal reason stated by the minister in his
second-reading speech for the proposed merger is to
ensure modem jOint administration of those sports
and entertainment assets. On reflection, that could
probably have been equally well achieved had the
government consulted with the affected groups
instead of informing them of its intention. As we
know, this govenunent is not into consultation.
However, it appears the minister's principal
concerns relate to parking and traffic problems and
the administrative problems in having two bodies
for the management of those two neighbouring
venues.
The opposition is concerned about a number of
aspects of the bill and I ask the minister to take my
comments on board. The opposition is not
convinced that the government has established to
the satisfaction of the various organisations affected
that the changes will overcome the deficiencies
identified by the minister in his second-reading
speech or that the changes are really necessary.
A number of the organisations and individuals to
whom I have spoken when preparing this response
to the bill expressed satisfaction with the current
arrangements. They do not understand the
motivation behind the government's reforms. I ask
the minister to explain why the reforms are
necessary and how the proposed management
structure will overcome the deficiencies and
difficulties he has identified in his second-reading
speech.

The opposition also asks the minister to assure the
house that the motive behind the bill is not an
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attempt to dear the decks prior to the
implementation of the govenunent's City Link
plans. This scenario has actually been put to me and
to other members of the opposition from a number
of sources. None of the Olympic Park user groups
was consulted on any aspect of the bill; they were
told it was happening! From discussions with the
users of the National Tennis Centre my impression
is that they, too, were advised rather than consulted
about the proposed changes. So there is some
suspicion that the government is attempting to
remove any opponents to its plans for City Link and
to replace them with people sympathetic to the
govenunent's proposals.
Clearly these are serious issues and concern is
shared by groups who access these important
facilities. The fears of these groups should be allayed
by an unambiguous statement from the minister. On
a number of occasions my colleague the honourable
member for Thomastown has expressed the
opposition's concern about the City Link project and
its potential to affect areas such as Olympic Park, the
Royal Botanic Gardens and Kings Domain. In fact, a
few weeks ago, in debate on the Royal Botanic
Gardens and Victorian Conservation Trust
(Amendment) Bill, the honourable member for
Thomastown sought assurances from the Minister
for Natural Resources that the government would
not allow any part of the botanic gardens to be used
as part of a cut-and-cover construction for the
Domain tunnel. He also asked that none of that area
be used as a construction site.
At that time the minister was unable to give the
assurances the honourable member was seeking.
This afternoon I seek similar assurances about
Olympic Park and its surrounding areas. I ask the
minister to give an unequivocal assurance that no
part of Olympic Park will be affected by the City
Link project and that it is not the government's
intention to put in place a quiescent trust that will
smooth the way for construction activities in that
area. We know the government does not value
Melbourne' 5 parks; if parkland gets in the way of
any sort of development we have seen what
happens - we have seen what has happened in the
Albert Park saga. I would be upset if that were to be
replicated at Olympic Park.
With many of the actions by the government there
has been a decided lack of frankness with and
fairness to the people involved. We hope that will
not happen with Olympic Park. It is essential that
the groups using the park are immediately advised
that they have nothing to fear with their venue in
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light of the government's proposals for City Link. It
is important for Athletics Victoria, which is involved
in training many of its members for the Olympics
next year and of course for the Olympics in 2000. It
is just as important for the Melbourne greyhound
club and the soccer club to know where they stand.
We hope Olympic Park will remain intact, because it
has become very much a part of Melbourne's sports
culture. Certain parts of it need to be upgraded and
some major maintenance is required, and it is hoped
that will occur soon, but I am sure the minister
knows that construction work in that area could
cause serious disruption to all the users of Olympic
Park. For that reason the government must come
clean and advise the various clubs of its intentions.
We are not entirely satisfied that the arrangements
for the establishment and management of funds for
the two organisations will actually work to the
benefit of both sporting facilities. The minister's
second-reading speech states and proposed section
17A confinns that although it is intended that
moneys, fees and other income from one fund will
be expended only for the benefit of that facility, it is
possible for the minister and the trust to detennine a
transfer of funds. We would like the minister to
outline in what circumstances such a transfer of
funds would be appropriate. A majority of trustees
could against the will of a minority of members of
the trust determine to transfer funds raised by one of
the facilities to the other facility. That would
effectively create a cross-subsidisation and would be
contrary to the spirit of the bill.
The opposition is also concerned that the new trust
will not represent all the relevant organisations
involved in the different facilities. The proposed
composition of the new trust is 12 members, 9 of
whom are to be appointed by the minister with 2
representing the Lawn Tennis Association of
Australia and 1 person to be nominated by the
Victorian Tennis Association. The opposition
believes the trustees of the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, who currently have 3 members on the
National Tennis Centre Trust, the Melbourne City
Council, which currently has 1 on the National
Tennis Centre Trust, and a member of the Olympic
Park Management or the users of Olympic Park
should be afforded some sort of representation on
the new trust. We ask the minister to have regard to
this pool of experience and expertise when he makes
his nominations. However, some sort of statutory
guarantee could have been given in the bill to some
of those organisations, in particular, to the MCG
trustees.
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Proposed section 11 provides for the resignation and
removal of members of the trust. The usual reasons
are prOVided for but the bill actually leaves out two
reasons that are normally included, both of which
were certainly included in the previous acts
covering the National Tennis Centre Trust and the
Olympic Park Management Committee. The first
reason that has been omitted is conviction on an
indictable offence or an offence which if committed
in Victoria would have been an indictable offence.
The second reason is a trust member being declared
bankrupt. The minister may think that he retains the
usual discretionary right of removal and that he
would act in any of the circumstances I have
outlined, but that is all the more reason why those
grounds for removal should be included in the
traditional manner. In other words, the discretion
should not lie with the minister.
Their inclusion is all the more relevant with a trust
because a special fiduciary relationship exists
between the trustees and the beneficiaries, and in
this case the beneficiaries are the people of Victoria
on whose behalf the assets are held and on whose
behalf the moneys raised by the two funds will be
expended. Such a relationship demands the highest
standards. The Victorian public expects to be
protected against breaches of these relationships and
they have a right to demand the highest level of
probity.
One aspect of the bill received some media interest,
and the opposition shared the concerns of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, which
in a recent Alert Digest stated. that it had written to
the minister seeking an amendment to the sections
dealing with the remuneration of members of the
trust who are also members of the Legislative
Council or Legislative Assembly. We understand the
minister has responded and his reply is actually
contained in the Alert Digest tabled a few minutes
ago in the house. The minister said that it was a
drafting mistake and in relation to payment of
members of Parliament that none of the current
trustees, including members of Parliament, receive
payment for their services as trustees, nor will they
do so in the future. The opposition welcomes that
assurance from the minister.
A number of other minor amendments relate to the
establishment of the trust, and the opposition notes
that many of the features of the fonner National
Tennis Centre Act have been retained. The new trust
will continue to engage the Lawn Tennis Association
of Australia to manage the National Tennis Centre,
and I understand that most of the provisions relating
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to the appointment of the tennis centre manager
remain largely unaltered.
The trust will now be required to furnish the
minister with a business plan each year in
accordance with proposed new section 16F whereas
previously only an annual report was required.
Presumably this additional requirement is intended
to increase the focus on the strategic management
and administration of these assets. The opposition
supports that move.
The bill also proposes a number of amendments to
the Melbourne Cricket Ground acts of 1933 and
1984. The amendments primarily relate to the
appointment of deputy trustees and the fixing of
four-year terms for future trustee appointments.
They also provide for stronger penalties and greater
ministerial control over the use of the floodlights
and of the parking arrangements at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground.
The provisions allowing for deputies to be
appointed in cases where trustees are not available
to undertake their duties are certainly acceptable to
the opposition and that is also the case with respect
to matters involving the floodlights and traffic
management and parking.
Previously 10 days of cricket between 1 November
and 31 March the following year was guaranteed.
That was done without requiring the approval of the
minister, and the opposition understands that that
guarantee will now be removed.
On the face of it this bill appears to be a simple
matter of streamlining administration arrangements
between two neighbouring venues. However, when
one considers the fears that have been expressed
regarding the implications for Olympic Park,
particularly if the government's proposals for the
City Link include that area, the bill may not be as
simple as it appears and we will have to deal with
that at another time. Nevertheless, I am sure the
minister is mindful of his responsibilities to the
sporting groups who use Olympic Park. I know he
would agree that they deserve to be dealt with in an
up-front way. I ask the minister to respond to the
matters I have raised about Olympic Park,
particularly those regarding the government's
intentions for City Link and any impact that project
may have on the area.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I take the
liberty of welcoming to the public gallery the fonner
member for Mildura, Mr Milton Whiting.
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Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - The fonner
member for Mildura was a great supporter of the
Vinelander and it is a pleasure to see him here. It is a
pity that that train no longer travels between
Melbourne and Mildura.
I join the debate on this bill because of the same
concerns as those expressed by the honourable
member for Dandenong North about the
implications for Olympic Park when the City Link
project begins construction in that general area. It
might be sufficient to say that the opposition has
concerns; however, those concerns relating to the
construction and interference of the road project are
exacerbated by the fact that through this bill the
government is seeking to change the management
structures of the National Tennis Centre and
Olympic Park. The government is seeking to get rid
of the current managers and the opposition believes
that that is so the government can get its way when
the controversial issues and decisions relating to the
City Link project are brought before the new
management structure and regime.
I am particularly concerned about a number of
clauses that I will mention briefly. Clause 8 refers to
the constitution and the establishment of the new
trust. Proposed new part 2 deals with the
establishment of the trust and the powers it will
have. Proposed new section 5(2)(d) states that the
trust:
may acquire, hold and dispose of real and personal
property.

Proposed new section 6(4) refers to the powers and
functions of the trust and provides, among the
powers of the trust, that it:
... must comply with the directions of the Minister in
carrying out its functions under this Act.

In case those powers are not specific enough a
further section provides that, without limiting any of
the powers, the trust has special powers subject to
the consent of the minister to grant leases for the
whole or any part of the National Tennis Centre or
Olympic Park.
The trust is also allowed to grant licences or pennits
for the use or development of the whole or any part
of the National Tennis Centre or Olympic Park-If
any of those powers and functions are not broad
enough, the trust can also enter into leases in any
other cases. When that is viewed against the
composition of the new trust and when you realise
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that 9 of its 12 members will be appointed by the
minister, you begin to see the scenario that is
causing the opposition real and genuine concerns
about the implications of this bill when construction
of the City link pro;ect commences. The second oval
at Olympic Park, the greyhound racing track, is right
in the eye of the road engineers - they see it sitting
there in the way of a tunnel under the Yarra River.
The opposition knows the City Link project will be
made up of a number of different and discrete
sections, some of which will be tunnels produced by
the cut-and-cover method and some of which will be
tunnels constructed by drilling or boring a structure
under the ground in a method similar to mining. It is
important to understand that the method of
construction for the City Link project across the
Yarra River adjacent to Olympic Park will be the
cut-and-cover method. It is the northern side of the
Yarra River - adjacent to Olympic Park no. 2
ground, the greyhound racing track - or even
where that greyhound racing track is currently
situated that is of greatest concern. The opposition
seeks an assurance from the minister that no part of
Olympic Park will be used to form part of the
cut-and-cover twu\el of the City Link project across
the Yarra River. It seeks an assurance also that none
of the park's area will be used as a construction site.
Even if the engineers can align the cut-and-cover
tunnel sufficiently such that it does not go through
the middle of the greyhound racing track, we would
like an assurance that none of the sunounds of
Olympic Park will fall within the construction zone.
Even if the surrounds do not fall within the area
affected by the cavity for the cut and cover, we
would like an assurance that the grounds do not
become part of the ancillary construction zone.

If the minister can give those two assurances, we
seek a third assurance regarding how Olympic Park
fits in with the new Melbourne and Olympic Parks
Trust and the government's City Link project. That
reassurance concerns how the people of Melbourne
will access Olympic Park. When the cut-and-cover
tunnel across the Yarra is under construction, it is
likely that people will not be able to use Batman
Avenue. Previous commitments given by the
Minister for Roads and Ports that none of the botanic
gardens will be used for cut-and-cover purposes
mean that when building the cut-and-cover tunnel
across the Yarra much of the necessary building and
construction activity for that part of the City Link
project will necessarily have to take place on the
northern side of the Yarra River. I fear that during
that stage of construction Batman Avenue will not
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be available for people to use to get to and from their
normal business.
Batman Avenue provides access not only to
Olympic Park and the indoor Melbourne Sports and
Entertainment Centre; it is a major route for people
travelling through that inner part of the city. If that
route is shut off, not only will there be huge
problems caused by traffic diversion along Swan
Street; also Swan Street will then effectively be the
only point of access to and from the Olympic Park
complex. Under those circumstances, it can be seen
that a strong management team for the management
of Olympic Park and the National Tennis Centre
must be in place to look after the best interests of the
people currently using that road.

In the circumstance where, before many decisions
have been widely known or have been relayed to the
incumbent management, before such issues have
been relayed to the customers and patrons of
Olympic Park and before this is known in the public
at large, the government has decided to get rid of the
incumbent management and put in place a
structure, 75 per cent of whose membership shall be
appointed by the minister, we are fearful those who
replace the incumbent management will look after
the interests of the minister rather than having the
interests of the venue at heart.
In that context we seek an additional assurance from
the minister that those appointed will be able to
stand up to the government if pressured to apply
their powers to sell land, enter into leases and
provide the land for other purposes. We want to
know that the people appointed will be of sufficient
standing and stature to be able to stand up and say
no to the government in those circumstances. We
want an assurance from the government that, in
designing the City link project and in the
construction of the cut-and-cover tunnel, it will not
impose burdens on the new management structure
of Olympic Park that will work against the best
interests of the patrons who use the park.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I thank the honourable members for
Dandenong North and Thornastown for their
contributions to the debate. From an opposition
point of view, they no doubt raise some valid
matters. I may deal with them quietly as we go
along.
The honourable member for Thomastown made an
interesting point about the creation of a new trust for
the Melbourne and Olympic parks. He said that
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under the legislation nine members will be
appointed by the Governor in Council on the
recommendation of the minister; in other words,
75 per cent of members will be appointed by the
minister.
I remind the honourable member for Thomastown
that Wlder the previous act brought in by the
government of which he was a member, more than
75 per cent of members were appointed by the
minister at any rate. The minister could appoint five
members from anywhere; three members from the
Melbourne Cricket Ground trust; three members
from the Olympic Park Committee of Management;
and one member from the Melbourne City Council.
He could have chosen whoever he liked, choosing
not someone whose name had been put forward by
those bodies but persons of the minister's choosing. I
do not know what the honourable member is on
about; after all, it has been happening since the
trust--
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The honourable member for Dandenong North
suggested there had been no consultation on this
legislation. I can assure honourable members there
has been. Both the Minister for Conservation and
Environment and I have spoken with all bodies
concerned. On several occasions I have spoken with
those concerned. There is a need for change in the
area. Olympic Park, tired and in need of a
pick-me-up, and the magnificent National Tennis
Centre across the road are both owned by the same
body, the people of Victoria; the government of
Victoria is administrating them on their behalf.
The primary reason the change is needed is so that
the two adjoining sporting precincts are not
competing with each other. The new trust will adopt
a business-like approach to the whole wellbeing of
the precinct and the one guiding trust will ensure
that Victoria's sporting assets in this area will be
advantaged. It is well known that some individuals
are already members of both trusts. There is no
secret about that at all.

Mr Batchelor - It goes to intent.
Mr REYNOLDS - The intent was always there.
The honourable member for Thomastown has a
devious mind. I do not mean to be cruel or unjust to
him, but to think that any such thing would pass
through the minds of members of the government is
beyond my comprehension.
The honourable members for Thomastown and
Dandenong North spoke of finances being confused.
They should believe me that the provisions of the act
are written such that they will not be confused.
Separate books must be kept. I remind them that the
coalition when in opposition - I was opposition
spokesman most of the time the centre was being
built - in no way suggested the National Tennis
Centre, or Melbourne Park as it will be known, was
anything but a great asset to Melbourne's sporting
community and facilities.
On getting to government on 3 October 1992 we
inherited a debt of over $140 million for that asset
and the commitment by the previous government to
provide to the National Tennis Centre finances of
$12 million a year for 12 years. We inherited not only
a debt of $140 million but also a further payout of
$144 million, of which $24 million had already been
expended. When it comes to financial problems, let
the opposition be reminded of the debt that was
passed. on to the coalition government on coming to
office.

The honourable member for Dandenong North
suggested the government was just trying to clear
the decks for the City Link pro;ect, and she asked me
to assure the house that no sporting facilities in
Olympic Park will be affected by the project. I
cannot prOvide any assurance about that because the
final bids concerning City Link are not on the table.
Until then we have no idea what will happen in that
area.
The honourable member also said the government
has no love for parks and cited Albert Park as an
example. I refer the honourable member to the
photograph of Albert Park on the front page of
today's Age. She should know now that the
government has a great love for parks. Albert Park is
another of Melbourne's tired, neglected parks that
has been undergoing Significant rejuvenation. All
the comments of people who have seen the park
since the road was opened yesterday have been
praiseworthy on every facet.
Despite all the promises of a former Premier,

Mr Cain, to restore Melbourne's parklands when the
National Tennis Centre was built, nothing happened
under his control. Despite all the mighty promises of
the former Labor government, nothing was done.
However, under this government the parklands will
be restored.
The honourable member also referred to the
admission of indictable offences by individuals as a
reason for the removal of that member from the
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trust. It appears that the provisions regarding the
removal of a member by the Governor in Council
leave this matter WlSpecified, so any of these matters
may be taken into consideration as reasons for the
removal of a member of the trust. Although the
offences are not included they are not precluded. I
undertake to examine the issue while the bill is
between here and another place so that we can
ensure that the honourable member's concerns are
met.

never the intention to pay members of Parliament
who are trustees, if there are to be trustees, who are
also members of Parliament. I apologise for any
inconvenience this may have caused members of
this house or the other place.

The honourable member for Thomastown referred
to traffic problems that may result when the City
Link project is being constructed and their effect on
the access to and egress from Olympic Park. There is
no doubt that some traffic management plans will be
put in place when the City Link project is being
built. However, I can assure the honourable member
that more traffic management plans will be put in
place during those works than were put in place
when the National Tennis Centre was built.

Report adopted.

The former labor government, of which the
honourable member was part, did nothing about the
horrendous traffic problems in that area. This
government has considerably improved the flow of
traffic aroW\d the tennis centre. The government is
aware of possible traffic problems but will not know
what they are Until the Melbourne City Link
AuthOrity decides on the final bids as to where the
project might be and where the road will come out
of the groW\d. It would be irresponsible of me to
provide any assurance about that project at this
stage.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 9 to 28 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendment.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

GAMING ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 3 May; motion of
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport,. Recreation
and Racing).
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - I move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof the words 'this bill be
withdrawn and redrafted to include provisions
which-

(a) impose penalties on gaming operators if they fail to
stop problem gamblers from gambling;
(b) restrict a person from controlling a number of hotels

Motion agreed to.

in order to control hundreds if not thousands of

Read second time.

gaming machines which is detrimental to the
proper development of gambling in the state; and
(c)

Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 7 agreed to.
Clause 8
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I move:
Clause 8, page 10, line 3, omit "a Minister" and insert "a
member of the Legislative Council or the Legislative
Assembly".

This was an oversight, an error for which I take full
responsibility and do not blame anybody else. It was

introduce education campaigns for young people
and the community on the hazards of problem
gambling.

The Gaming Acts (Amendment) Bill seeks to make
amendments to gaming legislation in this state,
namely, the Casino Control Act 1991, the Casino
(Management Agreement) Act 1993, the Gaming
Machine Control Act 1991, the Club Keno Act 1993,
the Gaming and Betting Act 1994 and the Lotteries
Gaming and Betting Act 1966. Many of the
amendments are minor. I shall confine my remarks
to those that are significant.
Clause 5 provides for an application by a licensed
bingo employee for a casino special employee's
licence to be expedited.
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Bingo has suffered perhaps more than any other
form of gambling as a result of the introduction of
poker machines and the opening of Crown Casino.
Many sporting and charitable organisations have
lost a valuable source of fundraising. Over the past
12 months many people who worked in this area
have found that they are no longer required and
they have sought to transfer their employment to
clubs that have gaming machines or to the casino.
Given that they have already undergone probity
checks, the opposition believes temporary licences
should be granted to them until full probity checks
are completed and a permanent licence is issued.
Processing of applications for licences can take from
four to eight weeks, so this provision will speed up
the licensing process and will prove to be of least
inconvenience to the people concerned, who are
anxious to transfer to a similar job. The opposition
supports the amendment.
Clause 6 provides that in the event of an offence in a
specified category being committed the relevant
director can suspend the licence of a venue opera tor,
a special employee or a technician. The provision
applies to offences that may incur prison sentences
of three months or more. The opposition
understands from the briefing that until the person
comes to trial he may still be employed in some
other sections of the organisation's activities - for
instance, in catering or administrative work. The
opposition welcomes the provision because it will
ensure that the probity of the gaming industry is
kept at a high standard.
Clause 11 amends section 8 of the Gaming Machine
Control Act to extend the purposes for which
display permits may be issued for gaming machines
to take in trade exhibitions and television and
theatrical purposes. With the development of
gaming machines and technology in Victoria during
the past five years one hopes we will be able to sell
that technology overseas and to other states, some of
which were well ahead of Victoria in the
manufacture of gaming machines. The opposition
recognises that from time to time gaming machines
may be required as props in theatrical and television
productions. I note that one of the quiz shows
features three or four gaming machines as part of its
format. That is probably covered by legislation in
another state.
Clause 13 gives the Director of Gaming power to
suspend a venue operator's licence if the operator or
an associated person is charged with an offence in
one of the Specified categories as set out in the
Casino Control Act, the Gaming Machine Control
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Act, the Gaming and Betting Act and the Lotteries
Gaming and Betting Act, or offences against
regulations made under any of those acts or offences
arising out of or in connection with the management
or operation of an approved venue, as well as
offences involving fraud or dishonesty punishable
on conviction in the case of an individual by three
months imprisonment or more, or, in the case of a
body corporate, a fine of 100 penalty units or more.
The opposition supports the provision. We believe
venue operators should be required to conduct their
operations appropriately. However, I point out that
during the opposition's briefing by an adviser to the
Minister for Gaming we asked whether the
operators of the casino were subject to the same
stringent requirements imposed on venue operators.
The opposition has still not received a response to
that question. I hope the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing will comment on that in his
response. We believe it would be unfair if the
operators of the casino were treated differently from
the operators of venues, clubs or hotels where
gaming machines are located. The opposition
strongly believes the same standards of probity must
apply to the operators of Crown Casino as apply to
venue operators.
Clause 16 allows bingo operators to apply for a
special employee's or technician's licence to be
expedited. Assuming the necessary probity checks
have been carried out and those checks are of the
same standard as required for a bingo operator's
licence, licences should be issued. We understand
the requirements are similar, and consequently we
support the amendment.
Clause 17 will make licensed technicians and
gaming operators responsible for the proper
installation of gaming equipment at an approved
venue and for ensuring that equipment connected to
the central monitoring system operates in
accordance with technical requirements. It means
that licensed technicians and the two gaming
operators, Tattersalls and Tabcorp, will be held
liable if they fail to take reasonable steps to ensure
gaming machines operate properly. We understand
the Director of Gaming, through a system of checks
that includes a technical compliance audit and an
early warning system, will assure himself of the
integrity of all gaming equipment. That sounds
great, but we would like some details of the audit
and the early warning system. We hope this is not
just another way for the government to cut costs at
the expense of the two operators but is a genuine
attempt to improve the gaming industry.
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The amendment will mean that all commencement
and restart procedures for the operation of electronic
gaming machines will be the responsibility of the
two operators and that fewer inspectors will be
provided by the Victorian Gaming Commission. I
am always suspicious when the government talks
about fewer inspectors for an industry handling so
much cash. I suggest the government should
monitor this matter closely to ensure that regular
checks are made and that the utmost accountability
is maintained. Approximately 20 inspectors are
employed by the Victorian Gaming Commission to
cover the whole state. I question whether that is
adequate given that 25 inspectors are employed at
Crown Casino.
Part 4 contains amendments to vary taxation on
Club Keno. Of all the new gaming opportunities that
have been introduced into Victoria over the past five
years, this one has been the least successful. I am
pleased that the government has recognised this and
is increasing the return to players from 75 per cent to
82.5 per cent. The government's share will be
reduced and the share to the venue operator will be
slightly increased.
We are not told in the second-reading speech or in
the bill what will be the exact share to the venue
operator. We would like to know this and a number
of the clubs that we have consulted about Club Keno
would also very much like to know by how much
their share will be increased. It appears that many
clubs have been operating Club Keno at a loss to
their organisations. They are anxious to know if the
measures in this bill will make their investment in
Club Keno worthwhile.
I made inquires at one of my own local clubs. I was
told that the initial cost of installing Club Keno was
$34 000 plus an additional cost of $120 a week. With
the lack of interest in this particular form of
gambling at the present time dubs expect that it will
be several years before they can recover their initial
outlay. It may be that the gambling market is
already saturated and that one more option in the
form of Club Keno is one option too many.
Clause 24 of the bill provides for all betting
equipment to be approved by the authority. TItis
will include approved betting competitions like
Sportsbook. As Sportsbook betting has the capacity
to increase its turnover dramatically, particularly
during major events like next year's Olympic Games
and the 2000 Olympics, we certainly believe this is a
worthwhile measure. The opposition is pleased that
clause 25 requires that a member of the police force,
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to be nominated by the chief commissioner, is now
to be a member of the authority.
In the main, as I indicated at the beginning of my
comments, opposition members do not oppose the
bill. We believe the provisions of the bill are sensible
and will strengthen the integrity of gaming in this
state. The reasoned amendment was moved because
of a number of glaring omissions that should have
been included in the legislation.

For example, the bill fails to make explicit prOvision
for a community representative to replace the
Reverend Andrew Oddy, who was a representative
for many years. Reverend Oddy did not just
represent the churches, he was also able to represent
the general community as a person with no
pecuniary interest in gaming machines. The
opposition notes for the record its appreciation of
Reverend Oddy's services. We believe he was a very
appropriate representative and certainly a very
dedicated member of the authority.
I point out that a more serious omission has
occuned. The bill fails to deal with the new
circumstances that have arisen where one person
can gain control of a number of hotels, thereby
controlling hundreds if not thousands of gaming
machines. We believe this is a detriment to the
proper development of gaming in this state.
The opposition is concerned that the bill does not go
far enough in seeking to deal with the problem of
monopolisation of gaming machines and the
propensity of such monopolisation to attract
criminal elements to the industry.
When the legislation was originally introduced there
was broad support for strict limits being set on how
many gaming machines a particular venue would be
entitled to have. Since the passage of the original
legislation further improvements have been
introduced to ensure that, for example, operators
could not open two venues within a very short
distance of each other so that they would effectively
become one venue. lbat would have overcome the
spirit of the limitations.
It is clear that the existing measures are not adequate
because owners with a number of hotels operating
across a region can effectively control thousands of
gaming machines. The bill should have addressed
this issue and the government must act quickly to
deal with this matter.
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The bill also fails to introduce education campaigns,
particularly for young people, on the hazards of
problem gambling. We thought a campaign similar
to the Transport Accident Commission campaign or
the Quit campaign for tobacco products could have
been run on the dangers of compulsive gambling.
I point out that last week we saw a copy of a draft
document prepared for the education ministry that
would have encouraged young people to gamble
rather than deterring them from doing so. The
campaign should warn that very few people really
win, whether it is gambling on horses, gambling
machines or gaming at the casino. We have not yet
been advised who authorised the booklet - I
certainly hope it was not the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing - but I understand that the
Minister for Education has given an assurance that it
will not be used in schoo1s.
The need for a government-sponsored education
campaign for problem gambling is becoming more
and more evident each year. Current figures put the
number of problem gamblers in this state at around
40 000.

The bill also fails to deal with the fact that while
revenue to help with problem gambling is flowing
into the Community Support Fund at the rate of
apprOximately $1 million per week, only $4.1 million
over a three-year period has been allocated to
groups that deal with problem gamblers. As yet no
funds have been allocated directly to any of the
major charitable groups such as the Salvation Anny,
St Vincent de Paul, the Brotherhood of St Laurence
or the Wesley Central Mission, and very often it is
those groups that pick up the pieces and support
people with compulsive gambling habits.
We recently read the sad story of a woman who set
fire to her house and lost her life in the process. She
had been unable to talk to her family about her
compulsive gambling problem. She was about to be
evicted from her house so she took her own life in
absolute despair.
The opposition does not believe it is being alarmist
about these problems. The simple fact is that there
has been a sudden explOSion in the number of
gambling products available to the public. The
installation of gaming machines, the opening of the
casino as well as the expansion of other wagering
facilities such as Sportsbook has certainly increased
the gambling options for people in this state. This
represents not only a challenge to the racing
industry and others to continually refine and
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develop the services they prOVide, but also a
challenge to the Victorian community and to the
state government to ensure that the recreational
enjoyment that most of us obtain from an occasional
flutter at the races - the minister and I have been
known to have an occasional flutter at the races participation in a Tattslotto syndicate, or the
occasional evening with friends at a hotel or other
gambling venue does not herald an increase in
uncontrollable compulsive gambling problems.
Nevertheless, I do not believe the government is
facing up to these problems. The churches, welfare
groups and the community generally have awaited
the government's response to the growing gambling
problem for some time, but it does not seem to be
prepared to address the matter. This problem will
require the commitment of considerable resources
and a willingness on the part of the government to
undertake measures that will ensure gaming venues
and the industry itself play their part in helping the
victims of compulsive gambling.
The bill could have included a range of measures
that would have signalled the beginning of this
process. Unfortunately, that has not happened.
Resources are desperately required for an education
campaign aimed at informing the community, and
particularly young people, about the problems of
compulsive gambling. Obviously the image of
gambling presented by the industry is, of necessity,
a very positive one. Patrons are shown in all sorts of
glamorous settings, winning large prizes and
generally having an absolutely wonderful time. As
we who live in the real world know, the reverse is
usually the case.
A product warning on machines would not be
overly useful. The number of people who have
problems because of gambling is not comparable
with the number who have problems because of
smoking but, as has been done with the Quit
campaign, which has promoted a range of powerful
advertisements warning people of the dangers of
smoking, so, too, the various groups who provide
welfare services could work with the government to
promote campaigns stressing the problems of
compulsive gambling and the services available to
the people who suffer because of gambling.
The government could argue that there are too few
public resources for such a campaign, but its record
in dealing with compulsive gambling and the use of
the Community Support Fund is quite abysmal. The
fund was established to ensure that a fixed
percentage of the revenue collected through gaming
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machines in hotels is returned to community
programs in the arts, sport, tourism and recreation
areas, but most importantly it was to support
families affected by compulsive gambling problems.

the Cain-Jolly government. Later, when things
became desperate and John Cain was finally forced
from office and replaced by Joan Kirner, there was
an explosion in gambling in Victoria.

Where has all the money - about $1 million a
week -from that fund gone? Programs such as Ski
Victoria and organisations such as the Victoria State
Opera are important, as are the sporting facilities
being provided at locations like Albert Park, but the
first priority of the Community Support Fund must
be the funding of programs to support people who
are addicted to gambling and its second priority
should be to support the agencies that provide
assistance for gambling addicts and their families.

I well remember debating gaming legislation in
1991. I well remember that when I raised the
question of problem gamblers and the hazards of
addictive gambling I was laughed at by the then
Attorney-General, Jim Kennan.

Some of the resources from the fund would go a
long way towards alleviating the massive pressures
put on welfare agencies as a result of the expansion
of gambling products in Victoria. The fund could
also contribute towards research into the extent of
compulsive gambling problems and how programs
ought to be targeted to ensure the optimum use of
available resources. At present there is an
acknowledged lack of adequate research in this very
important area. My suggestions about research
would be a worthwhile way of applying money
from the Community Support Fund, which could be
used to train venue operators and staff to detect and
assist compulsive gamblers. That type of training is
essential; often the first people to become aware of
gambling problems are not the victims or their
families or friends, but the staff at the venues
frequented by compulsive gamblers. I understand
the Queensland legislation imposes penalties on
operators if they fail to stop problem gamblers from
gambling. I suggest the minister should consider the
introduction of that type of legislation in Victoria.
The government must act quickly on this matter to
ensure that the apprOximately 40 000 Victorians who
already have an uncontrollable gambling habit
receive the maximum counselling and the best
available assistance before their lives and those of
their families are irreparably damaged.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) -One would hardly
think from the soporific terms in which the
honourable member for Dandenong North has
spoken that this is a matter of great urgency or that
it is important to the opposition. Indeed, in the
course of her speech the honourable member for
Dandenong North failed to acknowledge the
reality that the increased number of gambling
venues in this state was forced on it by economic
imperatives resulting from the mismanagement of

Mrs Wil80n - Why do you think we started the
Community Support Fund?
Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Dandenong North was one of those who laughed at
me. She participated in her government's decision to
increase the number of gambling venues in this state
and to introduce gaming machines. If ever there
were a factor designed to precipitate a massive
explosion in problem gambling it was the
introduction of gaming machines. Not this
government but the forrnerLabor govenunent
introduced gaming machines, but it did not
introduce safeguards.
Mrs Wilson - Nonsense!
Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Dandenong North interjects, but she has moved a
reasoned amendment that refers to restricting a
person from controlling a number of hotels and to
introducing education campaigns for young people
and the community on the hazards of problem
gambling. If gambling has been a problem, it has
been a problem from the time the opposition was in
government. It had the opportunity to pass
legislation that could have dealt effectively with the
problems, but it failed to do so. It is cant and
hypocrisy for the opposition to move the reasoned
amendment now before the house.
The bill is not controversial. The honourable
member for Dandenong North said the opposition
would not oppose the legislation. It is peculiar that,
having said that, as the shadow minister she then
moved a reasoned amendment seeking that the bill
be withdrawn and redrafted. There seems to be a
gap in the logic. Knowing her willingness to have a
flutter on the races, I suspect her heart is not in it. It
is perhaps inappropriate to have the honourable
member move the reasoned amendment when her
heart cannot be in it, especially when her
government laughed at me and my predecessor
when we raised these issues as a problem for the
community.
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While in the United States of America some few
years ago at my own expense I visited a number of
American jurisdictions to examine how problem
gambling is dealt with there. I was stared at by
government officials who said, 'If you already have
a gambling problem, why introduce gaming
machines or a casino? You already have a high
propensity for gambling. You already have problem
gambling. Why introduce gaming machines or a
casino?'.
Not for any moral or ethical reasons but out of sheer
desperation to try to lower the budget deficit the
Labor government introduced this dramatic reform
to Victorian society. Victoria already had its
gambling, as the minister and the shadow minister
have both said. Most people in Victoria enjoyed their
flutter on the races, whether it was on the
Melbourne Cup or the Caulfield Cup. Most people
in Melbourne take Tattslotto tickets and regard that
as a normal activity.
But the introduction of gaming machines actually
changed the fabric of Victoria. Nobody had studied
the impact in modem times of this form of gambling
and the effects of the diversion of entertainment
funds away from some of the things that made
Melbourne unique, such as its restaurants, theatres
and cinemas, its football and its local community
activity. Nobody has yet been able to give a
definitive description of the impact this new type of
gambling has had on the state because the databases
had not been established. at the time the original
legislation was introduced.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Footscray is right, that is what the Comnllmity
Support Fund is for. But the previous government
did not undertake the work. The current
government is preparing the statistical analyses and
using the Community Support Fund to prepare the
databases on the current state of gambling so that
trends can be understood as they develop.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
should be embarrassed because it was her
government that acted wickedly and ineptly to
produce legislation that was hopelessly inadequate
for the purpose. Her reasoned amendment states:
... this bill be withdrawn and redrafted to include
provisions which (a) impose penalties on gaming
operators if they fail to stop problem gamblers from
gambling ...
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The government has introduced a measure that
allows people to declare themselves to be problem
gamblers and to require of a casino operator that
they not be permitted to gamble. The legislation sets
out the penalties and the processes that must be
undertaken when people make a declaration stating
that they understand the nature of their problem.
However, the honourable member for Dandenong
North is referring not only to people who have
identified themselves as problem gamblers but to
people whom other people have identified as
problem gamblers.
I ask whether the honourable member can suggest a
practical method whereby a gaming operator can
stop a problem gambler from gambling. Many older
people in the community enjoy playing the pokies. I
do not enjoy it, but many people who were happy in
the old days to catch a bus up to one of the clubs in
New South Wales, have lunch and play the
machines can now go around the corner to their
local pubs or clubs and spend all day playing
gaming machines. Many people go to venues day
after day or a couple of days every week. Are they
problem gamblers? I cannot answer that question; I
doubt the honourable member for Dandenong
North could answer it; I doubt that a psychologist
could. In fact, no-one other than those people or
their families could define the extent of their
gambling addiction.
The New Zealand government has studied problem
gamblers at some length and has concluded. that
2 per cent of the population at anyone time are
problem gamblers and that the problem could have
arisen for a whole range of reasons. It may be that
they have been going through difficult emotional
crises or that they have obsessive characters with a
propensity to addiction. The analysis showed. that
many people pass through that phase but few
people remain problem gamblers throughout their
lives.
This is a vexing and difficult problem. No
jurisdiction in the world has been able to come to

grips with the identification of the problem gambler.
The honourable member for Dandenong North has
decided. that it is up to the gaming operator to
identify the problem gambler. I do not believe that
will work. Paragraph (b) of the honourable
member's reasoned. amendment states:
restrict a person from controlling a number of hotels in
order to control hundreds if not thousands of gaming
machines which is detrimental to the proper
development of gambling in the state;
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The honourable member for Dandenong North was
a member of the Labor Party policy committee that
helped to prepare the original legislation. I wonder
why she did not deal with the matter at that time
rather than having it become a sudden and dramatic
issue now. It was not done at the time because of her
negligence and the negligence of her minister. The
pub industry has gone through difficult times and
special management skills have been required to run
hotels efficiently and properly. Our inner city
neighbourhoods and provincial towns such as
Bendigo and Ballarat have suffered a diminution of
pubs. Society is changing and the propensity of
people to drink at home or in restaurants means that
fewer people are drinking in hotels. That has
required special management skills from
organisations such as Pubco and Aushotel, which
own and operate large chains of hotels not only in
Victoria but throughout Australia.
The number of machines remains restricted to 105.
At this stage it does not appear there is a major
problem with criminal elements moving in to
control large numbers of machines. It appears that
one operator who owns a large number of venues
and, through management contracts, probably has
interests in other venues may have accrued a
significant market share. In that case it is open to the
government, through Tabcorp and Tattersalls, to
ensure that that power cannot be increased. They
can either give more machines to his competitors or
refuse to give him further machines. It is a matter of
market power between Tabcorp, Tattersalls and the
gaming operator. One can hardly describe Tabcorp
and Tattersalls as organisations that do not have
Significant market power.
I find it strange that the honourable member has
failed to note that one of the problems with the
principal act is that the structure that was put in
place by her government has guaranteed an effective
oligopoly with two operators having enormous
market strength. We talked to pub and club owners
in country areas and the honourable member for
Benambra has frequently spoken of the problem that
pub owners in his area have with Tabcorp and
Tattersalls, both of which can pick and choose who
they provide machines to. Whether it is in Bendigo,
Ballarat or Fitzroy, there are lots of small pubs and
clubs that have been badly treated by Tabcorp and
Tattersalls.
The honourable member for Dandenong North did
not choose to comment on the inequity of having
two operators; she spoke about the other end of the
problem. I find it very strange that when she was
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part of the policy committee dealing with these
matters she failed to deal with it. She is laughing and
joking at the table, and that is typical of the
honourable member for Dandenong North. She was
sent in to do this job, but of course her heart cannot
be in it. I doubt she has even written this motion or
believes in it at all. Paragraph (c) of her motion
provides that the bill should:
introduce education campaigns for young people and
the community on the hazards of problem gambling.

That is very important. One can understand the
attitude of the previous government when one
understands that the controversial gambling kit
currently featuring in the press was authorised or
initiated with the approval of the previous Minister
for Sport and Recreation - a Labor Party minister
for racing. It is the former government that
introduced casino and gaming legislation and it is
the former government that had a minister who
encouraged the production of a kit to teach children
to gamble. The kit does not warn them of the
dangers of gambling and does not indicate that in
most gambling activities they are likely to suffer a
loss because the odds almost inevitably favour the
house. The former minister authorised the
production of a kit to encourage children to gamble.
If the Labor Party had been returned to power in
1992 - God forbid - one can imagine what the
depth of the gambling problem in this state would
be now.
This government has ensured that gambling revenue

in this state has been put to good use. We came to
power recognising there was a problem. The Labor
Party had introduced gaming machines into the
state, but there was nothing we could do to stop that
because too much money had been spent. Casino
legislation had been passed and we are now in the
process of establishing a pennanent casino. This
government recognised that problem and, to its
credit, it wrestled with the moral and ethical issues
related to the use of gambling funds and decided to
embark on the ambitious Agenda 21 program.
What is that program achieving for this state? There
is to be a new museum. At least those people losing
money in gambling know that their children and
grandchildren will be able to take advantage of a
magnificent new learning environment prOviding
the best technology and the best historical
collections in the state.
The Agenda 21 program will fund the exhibition
centre which will be a terrific establishment on the
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bank of the Yarra River. It will be the largest
exhibition centre in this country. When one thinks of
the history of exhibitions in Melbourne - the
original Exhibition Building having been built for
the Great Exhibition in the 19th century - it is
fitting that the best exhibition venue in Australia be
right here in Melbourne in the centre of the city, in
the entertainment and hotel precinct. What better
use can there be for gaming funds?
The program will also fund a new and refurbished
State library. The detrimental effects of gaming
cannot be denied, but the funds flowing to
government from that revenue source are being
used to build a new State Library. Let us not forget
in this day and age that today during question time
the Premier referred to the launch of ViOlet, which is
an exceptionally good project for Victoria.
Mr Reynolds interjected.
Mr PERTON - As a matter of fact, people have
asked me that question. ViOlet is a joint venture of
the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and the
State Library of Victoria and it is funded by
gambling moneys from the Community Support
Fund. It will give Victorians access to the world of
the Internet and to information sources which can
provide magnificent educational and
communication capacities. Victorians will be able to
communicate bye-mail at almost zero marginal
costs regardless of whether they are posting London,
Kazahkstan, South America or their next suburb. It
will allow Victorians to access computer data bases
around the world.
Gambling is an undesirable source of funds for
government, but this government has taken a
responsible attitude and has used those funds for the
benefit of the community. I see the honourable
member for Coburg entering the house. I
understand that, like me, he too will be taking
advantage of ViOlet to better conduct his
communications with his constituents. I must pass
on to him that one of his constituents sent me an
e-mail this mOrning. Someone from West Coburg
wants to join the Labor Party, so I will flick that
message across to the honourable member for
Coburg and let him take advantage of that. I will
e-mail it to the honourable member for Coburg.
Let us look at the other ways this government has
used gaming money. It has allocated $4.1 million to
a problem gambling services strategy. That is exactly
what paragraph (c) of the reasoned amendment is

aimed at achieving.
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Mrs Wil80n interjected.
Mr PERTON - I am surprised the honourable
member for Oandenong North has heard of the
strategy because she did not mention it in her
speech. I suppose she hoped to deceive, because that
is so much the way of the Labor Party. There is also
to be a research program conducted by the Victorian
Casino and Gaming Authority. I have not had a full
briefing on that yet, but I will shortly and I look
forward to being able to tell the house about the
policy findings and the achievements of that
program.
The minister has just announced $116000 for the
third survey on community gambling patterns to
examine the effects of electronic gaming machines
on minor gambling. That is a very important study
because for many people the game of bingo or their
other amusements are very important to them. It is
essential for the community to understand precisely
what impact gaming machines have had on that sort
of gambling.
There are to be surveys of gaming venues, and this
government is committed to establishing the data
base that should have been established before
gaming machines and casinos were introduced to
the state. It is cant and hypocrisy on the part of the
Labor Party to suggest that this government should
be undertaking this activity when it is this
government that initiated it. It was the government
of the shadow minister that acted so negligently and
badly in preparing the legislation under which we
operate.

Mrs Wilson interjected.
Mr PERTON - The Labor Party produced an
extraordinary array of legislation under which
Workcare managed to lose $4 billion for Victoria.
The honourable member for Oandenong North talks
about the smart friends in the upper house. Let us
talk about a smart friend - her neighbouring former
member, Rob Jolly. Do we all remember him? It was
Rob Jolly who decided to permit the State Bank to
buy a merchant bank. What better gambling activity
can there be than buying your own merchant bank?
Unfortunately, he did not pay the same attention to
that gambling activity that he did to following the
trots. We all know that Rob Jolly was a trotting man.
I am sure he would not have let any of his horses go
into a race without adequate protection and
supervision, yet he let Tricontinental and the State
Bank lose billions of dollars, ultimately causing the
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sale of the State Bank to the commonwealth with
massive indemnities and massive losses to Victoria.
That is the record of the honourable member for
Oandenong North and her colleagues. Do
honourable members remember the Honourable Bob
Fordham? It would have been better if he had had a
flutter at the races instead of spending the state's
money on the Victorian Economic Development
Corporation or the Victorian Investment
Corporation. All those activities forced the state into
a position of massive debt, with a debt and
unfunded liability of around $52 billion.
Victoria hit crisis point in the last years of the Labor
government, the ultimate crisis being the election of
the Honourable Joan Kirner to the position of
Premier and the honourable member for Northcote
to the position of Treasurer. It was all a bit beyond
the honourable member for Northcote, but he tried
his best. He said, 'We have no dough. We have to
cut spending'. Cutting spending was beyond the
Labor Party. The honourable member for
Oandenong North and her colleagues would have
stopped that. The Labor Party could not reduce
spending and could not increase taxes because
unemployment had already hit around 11 per cent.
Victoria already had the highest taxes in Australia.
So what strategy did Labor hit on?
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Members of Parliament have to continue to monitor
the ways gaming acts work. We have to continue to
monitor the impact of organised crime on gaming
and gaming venues. The Gaming Acts
(Amendment) Bill is part of that process. It is a
refinement of legislation. It allows the suspension of
the casino special employee's licence where the
employee has been charged with certain offences. It
refines the legislation in a number of minor ways,
and that is the way it ought to be. Gaming
legislation has been developing around the world
for a long time. Procedures have been further
refined as time has gone on - for example,
procedures for dealing with the problems of
associates and criminal associates, proper licensing
of individuals, character checks and fingerprinting.
Las Vegas was regarded as a terrible example of
where crime had taken over gambling. When New
Jersey decided to take on the gaming industry in
Atlantic City, it tried to introduce legislation that
would ensure that economic advantages accrued to
New Jersey and that crime did not follow. It has
made a reasonable fist of keeping crime out of its
industry though there is still crime and there are still
attempts to break into the system, but certainly there
have not been the economic benefits one would have
expected. The casinos were introduced to help to
replace the slums of Atlantic City, but the slums
stayed.

Mrs Wilson interjected.
Mr PERTON - It is nice to hear that the
honourable member for Oandenong North is still
biting. Perhaps her cant and hypocrisy have come
back to bite her. The fact is that it was at that point
that the Labor Party decided to try to fix its budget
deficit and debt problems by changing the fabric of
Victorian and indeed Australian society by
introducing the electronic gaming machine and the
casino to Victoria.
I acknowledge that I enjoy a game of blackjack as
much as anyone else, but since 1990 I have
consistently warned against these forms of
gambling. The problems of addictive gambling are
serious. The problems of a community relying on
gambling funds to fund its budget are serious; that is
highly undesirable. But at least I belong to a
government that has decided that that form of
funding has to be applied to projects of great benefit
to the state: the Agenda 21 program, Vicnet,
addressing the problems of addictive gamblers and
producing proper databases to show the impact of
gambling on this society. The government has done
all these things.

As casino gambling has moved into Australia coming to Tasmania, Queensland, South Australia,
Western Australia, Victoria and then New South
Wales - we have seen a continuing refinement of
the legislation to deal with the problems of
organised crime and undesirable elements creeping
into the gaming industry. This legislation is about
continuing the refinement of the Victorian acts
concerning gaming machines, casinos, bingo and
Club Keno. As such, the legislation should be
supported. I put it to the house that the reasoned
amendment is cant and hypocrisy. The Labor Party
surely cannot have its heart in supporting the
amendment. It needs to work with the government
to ensure that what is a potentially destructive
industry is put to the best use of all Victorians.

Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - In concluding the debate I thank the
honourable members for Oandenong North and
Doncaster for their contributions on the Gaming
Acts (Amendment) Bill. I was delighted to hear the
honourable member for Dandenong North suggest
the bill will result in sensible benefits and strengthen
the integrity of the gambling industry. Then, in
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absolute contrast to that comment, the honourable
member moved a reasoned amendment. I find that
difficult to comprehend. The reasoned amendment,
if passed, would mean that the bill would be
withdrawn and redrafted; the benefits of the bill
would neither be debated nor come into effect until
some time in 1996. I find that totally incongruous
and completely at odds; the honourable member is
arguing with herself.
The reasoned amendment makes three proposals. It
proposes that the bill impose penalties on gaming
operators if they fail to stop problem gamblers from
gambling. I would hate to be the judge and jury on
that little case. I would hate to be the gaming
operator who had to tap someone on the shoulder
and say, 'Get out of here. You are a problem
gambler'. How can the gaming operator be the judge
and jury? Having said that, I agree with the
honourable member that we will increasingly have
problems with compulsive gamblers. So far
$4 143 000 has been allocated via the Community
Support Fund with more to come.
I sit on the ministerial council that distributes the
Community Support Fund. One of the difficulties is
being able to detect problem gamblers and those
who have a compulsion. Research from around the
world reveals the same problem. It is not unique to
Victoria. It is difficult to ascertain how many people
might fall into the category of problem gamblers.
The problem is also difficult to treat. I have spoken
with groups that deal in this field. They agree that
that is not easy. I assure the honourable member for
Dandenong North that the government is concerned
about the issue and is moving in the direction it
needs to move in to solve the problem.
Paragraph (b) of the reasoned amendment proposes
that the bill restrict a person from controlling a
number of hotels to thereby control more machines.
For instance, if a hotelier owned 6 hotels and they all
had machines, he could well have 630 machines in
his control. TIlat is a fact based on figures. There
may not be someone like that. I would not know
whether there was someone like that. The Minister
for Gaming is currently considering that issue.
I am aware of one person who might be listed in
such a category. I understand the owner of several
hotels has been advised by the gaming machine
operator that he will not be provided with any more
machines should he purchase another venue.
Having said that, however, there is no question of
that person having failed any probity tests or having
been associated in any multiple ownership
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arrangements that could lead to his failing any
probity tests. Therefore I ask whether there is
anything wrong with a person owning more than
one venue. I am sure the Minister for Gaming will
respond to this question at length during the debate
in the other place.
The honourable member for Dandenong North also
suggested in paragraph (c) of her reasoned
amendment that we should introduce education
campaigns for young people and the community on
the hazards of problem gambling. I agree that we
should be considering education campaigns on the
evils of gambling and its problems and hazards. The
government has already considered community
support funding for community services and the like.
I thank both honourable members for their
contributions to the debate. At the same time I query
the hypocrisy of the honourable member for
Dandenong North. After saying that the bill had
many benefits she moved a reasoned amendment
asking for the bill to be withdrawn. !bat just does
not add up.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 57
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
ElIiott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr (Tell~)
McArthur, Mr
McGiII, Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.

Madellan,Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs (Tell~)
PhiJIips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr l.W.
Spry, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner, Mr
Wade, Mrs
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McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr

Wells, Mr

Noes, 24
Andrianopoulos, Mr (Telltr)
Baker, Mr
Braclts, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Carli, Mr (Teller)
Coghill, Or
Cunningham, Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Haenneyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson,Mrs
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Another principal complaint is that in seeking to
restructure the Legal Aid Commission of Victoria
and to remove the management or direction of the
commission from interested parties the bill separates
the operation of legal aid from the legal community.
No-one favours interest groups capturing a vital
area that needs to operate independently, but there
should be a closer relationship between the legal
profession and the legal aid system than that set out
in the bill.

Motion agreed to.

The proposed legislation originated from reviews of
the Legal Aid Commission that have been under
way for the best part of five years. Those reviews
were started by the commission itself, which in 1990
initiated the corporate and business planning
process that reviewed its structure. Like many
organisations it sought to bring itself up to date by
revising its procedures and conducting more
efficiently the operations for which it is responsible.

R.ead second time.

In 1993 the Auditor-General produced a special

Amendment negatived.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

LEGAL AID COMMISSION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reJUiing
Debate resumed from 4 May; motion of
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General).
The SPEAKER. - Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made under
section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act, I am of the
opinion that the second reading of this bill is
required to be passed by an absolute majority of the
house.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - The Legal Aid
Commission (Amendment) Bill has significant
problems and the opposition will seek to amend it
during the committee stage. The bill gives too much
power to the executive, which is not an unusual
complaint about either legislation introduced by this
government or executive action taken by it,
particularly in the Attorney-General's portfolio,
where there has been executive interference and the
extension of executive power across a wide range of
legislation - for example, there is a proposal to
extend executive power over the legal profession.

report on the commission and the Valuer-General's
Office. It made a number of recommendations and
suggestions, including a number of internal
management recommendations. The Cooper report
followed in 1994. That was a different report.
Although it was similar to the Auditor-General's
report in relation to operational details, it was a
classic hatchet job. It was the type of report one
arranges to deliver a predetennined outcome.
Nothing is clearer than that. It is a disgracefully
worded report and a poor attempt at disguising a
political hatchet job in the guise of a management
review.
The review did not complete its brief of looking at

the most efficient way to deliver legal aid. It set out
to discredit and insult the Legal Aid Commission in
an attempt to justify the type of legislation that has
been introduced, involving the sacking of the
commission and its replacement with a new
organisation whose management will have a closer
relationship with the Attorney-General and the
Department of Justice.
It is unusual to find such a report reviewing an
operation as Significant and as sophisticated as the
Legal Aid Commission. The report contains 35
findings, 32 of which are very critical, and you could
not say the other findings are supportive; they are
neutrally worded and might be making suggestions.
Nevertheless, the critical findings were of the nature
of:
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... without dear goals ... impedes effective decision
making ... the LACV appears to be run more as a
collective than as a business ... beset with old-fashioned
attitudes ...

The report consists of strings of invective in
management language tenns. It is a poor effort and
it ought not to have been paid for by the
government. A political job can be done a lot more
cheaply than that. As I said, the report purports to
be a management review, but it was delivered
essentially as a political task.
One of the key components of the report was an
attack on the culture of the Legal Aid Commission.
It described the commission as more of a collective
than a business and held senior management
responsible. Page 15 of the report describes the Legal
Aid Commission as:
... characterised by entrenched conservatism, archaic
work practices, and at its extreme a directionless
reactive outlook that tends to stifle enthusiasm on the
part of the junior work force.

The report identifies the philosophy of the Legal Aid
Commission as being committed to its clients, and
committed to the needy and the disadvantaged in
the community. However, the report identifies that
culture as leading to a management style that results
in the commission being more of a collective than a
business. The next section of the report I shall refer
to includes some curious comments about non-profit
organisations as against business organisations the prejudice of the author comes through in those
comments. In referring to the Legal Aid
Commission, paragraph 3 on page 20 of the Cooper
report says:
In this respect it functions in more or less the same way

as most boards and committees of not-for-profit
organisations which comprise individuals representing
different interests. Members contribute according to
their experience and knowledge, always having in
mind, in the most positive sense, the interest of their
constituent bodies. They simply do not see themselves
as requited to constantly sit in judgment on
management, critically appraising management's
recommendations and decisions, as a commercial
board would be expected to do.

The report has characterised the commission as a
non-profit organisation, an inefficient model where
the community in some form or another is
represented, and where the efficient model is
business and the way the commercial world goes
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about its decision making and management. I am
not sure that the practice of corporate management
versus public sector management across Victoria
and Australia would warrant the sorts of
generalisations that Mr Cooper makes in his report;
history does not bear that out. Nonetheless, it is an
illustrative example of how the author of this report
went about his business.

Of all Mr Cooper's criticism of the commission, it is
his attack on the staff that is the most virulent,
vitriolic and the least deserved, certainly of the staff
members I have met. On page 26 of the report there
is a complaint about the way consultation is carried
out and the role of the director. Under the heading
'Industrial Relations Matters' the report says:
Endless and inclusive consultation creates an
atmosphere where management is impotent and staff
must either learn to love the bureaucratic climate,
suffer in silence or move on.

The next paragraph comments on the Director of
Legal Aid. Mr Cooper says:
Undoubtedly he is respected by the profession and the
staff, but that he is a staff consultation man through
and through, caught in the committee web. It is not
difficult to sense the feeling on his part that decisive
action is often called for but becomes submerged in
consultation, committees and reports.

The final attack on the commission that furthers this
characterisation of public sector incompetence, of
waiting for this wonderful private sector
management that will cure everything, was the
accusation - and it was the only instance of the
report identifying that indecision was not a key
characteristic of the activities of the commission was the accusation that the board, on the
recommendation of the Director of Legal Aid,
feathered the nests of the senior staff by accelerating
the offer of generous employment contracts during
the time of review. It is this notion of feathering
nests; of self-interest; of incompetence; of public
sector inertia; of bureaucracy; of consultation and
too many committees that was the character of this
report.
I must admit there is some substance in the report. I
looked at the names of the authors and noted there
were some people on the report's team of authors
who obviously looked into the organisation in detail
and examined how things might improve. Once you
get into the body of the report you find some
reasonable analysis and recommendations on the
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mechanics and the operation of the internal
management of the Legal Aid Commission.
By and large, the specific recommendations that
dealt with the detailed operations of the Legal Aid
Commission were accepted in the most part and
were being actively implemented by the Legal Aid
Commission in the lead-up to the implementation
and the introduction of this legislation. As I said, the
substance of the report is useful, but its real purpose
is to provide the rationale, the excuse, and the public
justification for the dismissal of the Legal Aid
Commission and its replacement by Victoria Legal
Aid. I know that members of the government will
complain that I ought not make those sorts of
statements given the membership of the
commonwealth Attorney-General on a review
committee.
I note in the introduction of the Cooper report that
the steering committee, which did not look like it
steered at all, offered valuable guidance based on
the considerable experience of its members.
However, it made no attempt to direct the course of
the review.
The author of the review report claims that the
direction of the review was entirely his
responsibility, given the brief with which he was
supplied. It was an unworthy process which led to
the review of such an important organisation, which
plays a substantial role in our community.
The scale of the Legal Aid Commission is quite
impressive. Its annual expenditure is about
$76 million. Its income is comprised of 55 per cent
from commonwealth sources and 45 per cent from
state sources. It is a large commonwealth-state
operation. In its last available annual report the
Legal Aid Commission reported that it approved
33 SOO applications for legal aid. Therefore, it affects
the lives of many Victorians. It processed more than
65 000 telephone requests for information. The
commission is responsible for nearly 100 000
interactions with the Victorian community in a full
year. The commission warranted a systematic,
logical and neutrally conducted review rather than
the hatchet job to which it was subjected.
According to the bill the main features of the
restructure concern the commission's new board, its
structure and its activities. I shall deal with those
matters in the order in which they appear in the bill.
The first feature of change is a name change: the
Legal Aid Commission will become Victoria Legal
Aid. I have been asked whether this is a desirable or
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necessary change given our move towards national
uniformity and creating an environment in which it
is easy for citizens to move to another state and still
be subjected to the same sorts of laws and
conditions. The legal aid body of every state is called
the Legal Aid Commission. Why change the name in
Victoria? The author of the Cooper report suggests
that 'commission' sounds a little mid-Victorian,
old-fashioned or out of date. I would have thought
he might have canvassed that matter more widely
before expressing his opinion because it implies that
organisations such as the Victorian Financial
Institutions Commission, the Audit Commission or
the Equal Opportunity Commission may be
mid-Victorian.
If this government has done nothing else, it has tried
to create an impression in financial management
circles that it is improving its international
reputation, that it is selling everything that moves,
and that it is doing everything to maintain a New
York-style banking image. The name change is a
little odd. The implication that the author of the
report did not like the name of the commission is
inappropriate and is not grounded in logic.

The new board structure includes five directors: a
chairperson nominated by the Victorian
Attorney-General after consultation with the federal
Attorney-General; a managing director nominated
by the Victorian Attorney-General after consultation
with the federal Attorney-General; two directors
nominated by the federal Attorney-General; and one
director nominated by the state Attorney-General.
The reduction in the number of directors from 11 or
12 to 5 is interesting. The government is talking
about its new approach to the size of corporations,
yet during question time today the Premier talked
about Vicnet having 30 directors! I have read some
literature about this subject. The most efficient
committee is one with between five and seven
members. I do not have a complaint about the size of
the proposed body.
The commonwealth government will have a
substantially enhanced input in the operations of the
new body. Consistent with the federal Sackville
committee report and the visionary federal justice
statement released by the Prime Minister last week
in which he said that the federal government's role
in legal aid should be enhanced, the commonwealth
will be the major supplier of funds to the new body.
The commonwealth government should be involved
and its reputation will be enhanced through its role
with Victoria Legal Aid.
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There are curious aspects to the structure and
composition of the board. For instance, there are no
selection criteria other than that the Governor in
COWlcil will appoint someone after nominations are
received and due consultation has ensued. Given the
nature of the Cooper report, which mercilessly dealt
with the senior management and, by implication, the
directors of the Legal Aid Commission, one would
have thought the bill would have described the
requisite character or the types of representation,
skills, knowledge, expertise or experience of persons
required on the board. There appears to be a lack of
consistency.
It is surprising that it has been left as open as a
description of a process rather than the necessary
qualifications for membership of the board,
particularly given the detailed analyses that have
been carried out over the years by the three review
processes that I referred to. Those reviews examined
the legal and management aspects in some detail.
All the literature in the review says this is a
management exercise of some challenge. Many legal
questions arise and are dealt with via a range of
mechanisms. Were we to follow that line of review
and criticism, consistency would have it that the
ability to deal with those aspects would have been
foremost in the minds of those who drafted the bill,
but there is no representation of interests in the
structure of the board.
That illustrates a dramatic contrast between the
present Legal Aid Commission and the proposed
Victoria Legal Aid. As I said in my opening remarks,
the trend in legislation followed by the former
government and this government has been to
separate the interest groups and those who may
have a passion about the direction of a public
enterprise and its management.
I endorse that broad direction, but there should be a
way of effectively and efficiently interacting with
those interests. They should not be ignored
altogether. The bill intends the community
consultative committee to be a means of interacting
with those interest groups, but it is an inadequate
and substandard way of doing so. This is a key area
of the bill and it will be the subject of amendments I
shall move during the committee stage.
Proposed section 12K deals with the structure and
role of the community consultative committee, and I
point out in passing that that sort of terminology of
committees has been aroWld a long time. It soWlds a
bit non-profit-sectorish, public-sectorish or
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community-sectorish. If we were seeking to improve
on mid-Victorian type identification terminology we
should use a description that is a bit more up-beat or
private-sectorish such as 'client liaison'.
A consultative arrangement was envisaged by
Mr Cooper in his review as some sort of substitute
or compensation for not having the main players on
the board, and it is interesting that that has not been
taken up by the government. The community
consultative committee proposal envisages a
membership of a minimum of two, and the only two
interests for which the bill guarantees representation
on the committee are the community legal centres
and the staff. If the committee represented a genuine
attempt to interact with the main interest groups,
use them as a soWlding board and take advantage of
their interest, involvement and expertise it would
pick up the main players, especially those who were
part of the board of the Legal Aid Commission. It
would pick up on the Victorian Council of Social
Service-type representation that one might think
would be broadly in touch with the disadvantaged,
the needy, the consumers of legal aid services, as
well as the other main legal bodies - the Law
Institute of Victoria and the Bar COWlcil. We are
open to suggestion, but I should have thought those
who would have had the most to offer in both
informed advice and a relationship with the field in
which Victoria Legal Aid will operate would have
been the bodies I have referred to.
I wonder what the Law Institute has done to the
government to warrant the vindictive treatment it
has copped. I wonder what has gone wrong with
their relationship. It is interesting that part of this
bill, the Law Aid project, which I am sure we all
support, invites the Law Institute and the Bar
Council to form a charitable trust. They can be
trusted with a scheme such as that but they cannot
be trusted to advise us on legal aid. They used to be
part of the board but now they do not get a guernsey
on the consultative committee. That is unworthy
treatment of a network that has enormous expertise
and experience in this community.
Another major weakness of the bill is that the
committee is able to advise only when a matter is
referred to it by the board. It speaks only when it is
spoken to. It can speak only when it is given an
express invitation. I know it is difficult for the
government to learn - and there is no evidence in
any other legislation I have seen that the
government has actually picked up the principle but consultation is a tw~way street, and in order to
establish a reasonable and valid relationship with
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bodies from whom one is inviting advice one should
open the channels of communication and enable
advice to be proffered unsolicited. Even the Cooper
report, despite its hatchet job on the Legal Aid
Commission, suggested that an advisory committee
should be able to initiate advice. The opposition will
move amendments covering the role of the
community consultative committee. Its structure is
clearly inadequate and the bill should be revised
before it goes any further.
Proposed section 12M has aroused much interest
and concern in the networks in which legal aid
operates. I have called this the 'get yourself a dog
but want to bark, too' clause because it gives the
Attorney-General power to direct the board of
Victoria Legal Aid and to force it to comply with
directions from her about the powers, functions,
policies, priorities, guidelines and funding activities
of that legal aid body. The Attorney-General is
saying, 'We will have this new, high-powered,
busin~s-oriented board that has been taken away
from interest groups and will have a competent
management team, but we will continue to control it
and order it about. We will compromise its
independence and we will say that with a couple of
minor safeguards such as consultation with the
federal Attorney-General and the tabling of
directions or instructions in this house the board will
be the subject of explicit and mandatory direction
from the Attorney-General'.
This is another one of those trust-me clauses. It says
the government will insist on an unprecedented
level of executive power. That power does not exist
in any comparable Legal Aid Commission
legislation around the country, so Victoria is creating
a precedent and a new standard in this area.
Victorians are again being asked to accede to this
extension of executive power and this new, higher
level on the basis of trust no untoward or
unreasonable directions or instructions will be given
that might compromise the intent of the measure.
It is extraordinary that the powers and functions are
all subject to direction from the Attorney-General.
What could come about from the use of this power?
We know there is a limitation, which is that the bill
will not affect the granting of legal aid to a particular
person, but nothing is said about the ability to affect
the granting of legal aid to a class of persons or a
class of litigation. The power could enable the
Attorney-General to force decisions regarding
funding for projects her department may not want
to fund.
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It is a similar experience to that which I have had on
the board of Vichealth where the Minister for Health
sends over a series of annual funding obligations she
has and says, 'Off you go, Vichealth can handle that
now'. I have heard of examples where groups have
sought funding from the Department of Justice or
the Attorney-General and the suggestion has come
back that it be referred to the Legal Aid Commission.
Mrs W~de -Absolutely, they are legal aid
applications.
Mr MILDENHALL - I wonder whether the
legal aid body will have an option as to whether
those applications will be funded or whether it will
just be done by ministerial fiat.

Mrs Wade -Give us some examples. Alphaline?
Mr MILDENHALL - Alphaline is an example.
Well, should the Legal Aid Commission have an
option as to whether it is funded or not?
Mrs W~de -Should it? You tell me.

Mr MILDENHALL -If we were setting up a
body and had decided that it would be a statutory
corporation with high-powered, paid executives to
nul the place but who would not have discretion on
certain issues, I would have thought we might be
able to instruct the new body not to assist public
interest groups such as the Northland Secondary
College and Save Albert Park-type groups. Those
groups are the thorns in the government's side.
With this power the government could force
funding decisions on the Legal Aid Commission
which could affect the quality of legal representation
in certain classes of activity. It could limit the
remuneration prOVided to certain areas and could
affect the ability of the commission to provide
lawyers to assist and represent the needy and
disadvantaged in this community.
Another difficulty one often encounters in this
portfolio area is the role of the government as
against the powers of the body subject to this type of
legislation. There are some real potential conflicts of
purpose and interest to deal with here. One basic
problem is that the government is the most prolific
litigant in this state and it is also often the defendant.
It has a very real interest, both political and
financial, in the way legal aid is dished out. It has a
real political investment in what occurs within this
body.
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There should be a reasonable, respectable,
acceptable and conventional distance between the
government and the commission to remove the
direct possibility of interference for political and
other governmental purposes. However, the
government is setting up the independent board. It
has the dog but it wants to bark too. The
government will intervene at strategic times to
defend its own interests, whether they be political,
bureaucratic or whatever. It is dearly an area where
there should be greater constraints and limitations
on the government's power. The Attorney~eneral
should not have the power to act in such an
untrammelled way.
The bill has some positive aspects. Provisions
relating to the tabling of instructions and directions
of consulting or interacting with the federal
government at least mean that the subterfuge that
has often been part of the operations of the office of
this Attorney-General will become more
transparent. The transparency of those directions is a
step forward that is welcomed by the opposition.
There should be greater safeguards, and the
opposition will be moving amendments during the
committee stage to achieve that.
It is desirable for the mixed model of delivering legal
aid to be maintained so that we do not go in the
direction suggested by the Cooper report - that is,
we are not moving wholesale over to the private
sector. The advantages of a mixed system of
Significant public and private delivery systems is to
be retained. Some of the advantages of that is the
exposure of the systems to each other, the
benchmarks and their professional interaction. There
is some imputed rivalry to keep each sector on its
toes, and that is a positive.
The move away from the approach of a wholesale
solicitor of choice is another positive. 'That approach
was another major feature of the Cooper report that
I am glad has not been picked up.
Clause 10 is an ominous provision dealing with
consultation with the Department of Justice on
persolUlel matters. That would send shivers dQwn
the spine of someone such as Ann Collins, who was
brave enough to display to the public what was
going on in the Department of Justice and the
Attorney-General's office. Personnel matters will
now be dealt with in consultation with the
Department of Justice. I am sure that is ominous for
some people.
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The Law Aid scheme is obviously a positive move. It
is consistent with schemes operating in Western
Australia and South Australia and is supported by
recent federal reports. It is interesting that the Law
Institute can be trusted to run that scheme but it
cannot have a representative on a consultative
committee on legal aid - it is not able to be trusted
to that extent.
It has been suggested. that the seed funding of
$1 million may not be sufficient. I note that it is
similar to the South Australian and Western
Australian examples, although we are talking about
a more substantial operation here. I suggest to the
Attorney-General that the adequacy of that figure be
constantly monitored. to ensure that the scheme can
be up and running in a robust form without being
hampered by a lack of financial resources from day
one.
It is interesting to note that the theme of the need for
a review and the theme that came through the
Auditor-General's report and discussions in and
around those networks concerned. questions of
whether we are getting value for money, whether
there is adequate financial management and
whether the Legal Aid Commission is as productive
as it should be. That was the launching pad for
review reports, comment and presumably the
legislation.

Despite the legislation not having come into play,
we have a shandy administration. Legally and
formally the Legal Aid Commission is still in place,
with an interim committee implementing many of
the recommendations of the review reports. The
minister was able to say in the second-reading
speech that the commission's financial management
has dramatically improved. The last annual report
mentioned substantial improvements in
performance and productivity, for example,
improvements in the number of cases covered.
If financial management was the key rationale for
the changes, one wonders whether the Cooper
report, with its political agenda, and all the other
work was necessary to achieve this result. Surely it
has been shown that with adequate changes in
management direction such things can be achieved
without the wholesale attack on and overturning of
management systems that has been orchestrated by
bringing the legislation into play.

There are aspects of the bill we obviously support.
Smaller boards are generally more efficient than
larger ones. It is sometimes far more efficient to
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separate clearly financial management and oversight
from interaction with interest groups. Such aspects
of the structure are supported.
The Law Aid Scheme is supported, but there are
some significant weaknesses in the structure of the
community consultative committee. It is not a fair
dinkum attempt to interact in the field with the
sources of information, advice and expertise that
would enable this body to work more efficiently.
The extension of executive power and the structure
of powers as outlined in clause 12M are clearly
unwarranted and, particularly given the recent
history of this portfolio and the logical structure of
what we are trying to achieve, there ought to be
greater safeguards. I foreshadow that we will move
specific amendments in committee to address those
two issues.
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) -It is my pleasure
to jOin debate on the Legal Aid Commission
(Amendment) Bill. By way of general comment, the
legal profession in Victoria has much to be proud of
regarding the operation of legal aid in this state.
I have not researched my contribution to the extent
of going back to the origins of the 1978 legislation.
Much of that was to do with the concern of the
profession in Victoria that there were people within
our community who were deserving of legal aid but
who for various reasons were unable to obtain it,
people who had appropriate causes that needed to
be pursued but who for whatever reason were not
able to do so. lllat was one of the basic factors that
influenced the legal profession to set about taking an
active part in establishing the legal aid system.
Another factor of historical relevance is that in the
bygone year of 1978 legal practice in Victoria was
enormously different from today. The Legal Aid
Commission Act 1978 predates the passage of the
Accident Compensation Act 1985 and the Transport
Accident Act 1986. Such legislation, for a variety of
reasons, served to curtail significantly common-law
rights available to members of our community.

Back in 1978 when the original act was passed,
rights existed in the form we had known until the
passage of the legislation in 1985 and 1986. lllat in
turn meant that many people wished to explore the
prospect of being able to pursue their rights, in the
civil jurisdiction particularly, but were precluded
from doing so for the reasons I have referred to.
Completely apart from restrictions on access to civil
litigation, problems were faced by those who had
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difficulties to contend with in the criminal law area.
There were those in our community who were in
need of assistance but who could not afford their
own representation. They would have gone to a
solicitor and in turn been referred to a barrister but
ultimately were found wanting in the sense of being
able to fund their own representation. For such
reasons the legal aid system was born in this state.

In 1978 there was another factor of great relevance to
this debate. In those days the Solicitors Guarantee
Fund provided major support to legal aid in
Victoria. Moneys arising from the investment that
gave rise to that fund were substantially greater in
real dollar terms than today.
Over the years changes to the way legal practices are
run and other influences that have led to the
withdrawal of moneys available through the
Solicitors Guarantee Fund to assist in providing
legal aid have meant that funds have progressively
lessened. It has become necessary for government to
be directly involved. Accordingly, there has been a
greater need on the part of those involved in the
ongoing operation of the legal aid scheme in this
state to depend on and obtain government support.
During my 20-0dd year practice in Sale I ran many
civil actions on behalf of people who were either
injured in a huge variety of circumstances or who
had particular issues they wanted to pursue in the
civil jurisdiction. I often encountered the sorts of
problems this legislation contemplates. The
Victorian legal profession should quite rightly be
proud of the fact that since time immemorial,
completely apart from the formal legal aid scheme, it
has operated a de facto legal aid scheme. I recall in
my own practice that many people living in smaller
communities went to their local solicitor or medical
practitioner for advice on a whole range of affairs
concerning their daily existence and often no charge
was levied on them, or if a charge was levied it was
on a basis appropriate to their means. I recall the
many stories that were rife when I jOined the
practice in Sale concerning the tough times when
legal fees were paid by way of a bag of spuds. Many
people just did not have the capacity to meet the
sorts of financial obligations a fee for service would
normally attract.
Although it is all very well and necessary that we
debate this legislation, I make it dear that part of the
proud history and tradition of the legal profession in
Victoria has been its capadty to consider those in
need in our community and to offer services without
any finandal return. In years gone by many
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proceedings - and some were of some moment in all jurisdictions have been conducted by my firm

in circumstances where individuals had suffered
serious injury in the workplace and it was pointless
to say to the person that moneys were required to
fund the case. The firm took on those cases at its
own risk. That system has operated for a long time. I
recognise that despite those schemes and variations
on them coming before the public eye over the past
few years the fact is that the profession has done
much to look after the disadvantaged in our
communities.
The bill seeks to make two critical amendments to
the Legal Aid Commission Act. Those amendments
are summarised in clause 1, where the purposes of
the bill are recited as being, firstly, to replace the
commission with a statutory corporation to be
known as Victoria Legal Aid and to make
consequential amendments to other acts and,
secondly, to facilitate the implementation of a civil
litigation assistance scheme to be known as the Law
Aid scheme.
The whole thrust of the first amendment is to deliver
a more effective and efficient provision of services to
people in need. It is important to put into context the
extent of the funding requirements of legal aid in
Victoria. We are now dealing with a budget of
$72 million. The commonwealth provides 55 per
cent and the Victorian government the remaining
45 per cent. The government's 45 per cent
contribution is supplied through the guarantee fund
contribution and is supplemented by moneys that
come from state revenue. I stand to be corrected on
this, but as I understand it the direct contribution by
the Victorian government last year was of the order
of $26 million. I advise the house of that fact not only
in relating it to matters pertinent to the bill but also
in addressing some of the comments made by the
shadow Attorney-General. Whether he likes it or
not, when the people of Victoria are contributing
$26 million or amounts of that dimension to legal aid
it is only reasonable that they should have
accountability through the Office of the
Attorney-General to ensure that those moneys are
being spent in appropriate fashion.
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was critical in some respects of the manner in which
it was carried out.
Second, to improve the delivery of legal aid the staff
and management of the commission had to improve
the way they were going about the discharge of their
responsibilities. That point was also touched on by
the shadow Attorney-General. He asked why, if that
was so, there was a need to make the wholesale
changes provided for in the bill. The fact is that
when one analyses those improvements, allowing
for the quite proper attribution that was given to the
staff and management of the Legal Aid Commission
for improving their performance, one finds that
there was still room for considerable improvement.
The next aspect of the government's approach to this
issue was that it commissioned a review, the
purpose of which is detailed in the report. The
review was undertaken under the hand of Mr Don
Cooper from Sly and Weigall. The shadow
Attorney-General was critical of Mr Cooper's
performance in that he questioned whether
Mr Cooper was his own man in making his report
and whether the report carried out some sort of
imperative of the government's -that is, whether
the outcome was designed before the report was
written. I can assure the shadow Attorney-General
that Don Cooper would not stand aside for
anybody. He is a very able fellow in his own right. I
am certain that when he set about the purpose for
which the review was designed he would have done
so on the basis of considering the whole issue on its
merits. I believe the report he ultimately produced is
indicative of just that. His report stands on its merits.
The opposition cannot have it both ways. It cannot,
on the one hand, criticise the government for
ostensibly influencing Mr Cooper on the outcomes
delivered in the report and, on the other hand, be
disturbed about the context of that report in which
he is critical of the operation of the commission and
its people. Mr Cooper took this issue straight down
the middle and came up with a series of
recommendations. With this bill the government has
sought to implement the essence of those
recommendations. No-one should be concerned
about the way Mr Cooper went about his role.

Each year the state has been faced with a rise in the

contribution required from the government coffers.
1hat has given rise to a course of action adopted by
the government to address what are perceived to be
problems in the operation of legal aid in Victoria.
First, the Auditor-General produced a report in 1993,
and in the course of that report he commented on
the operation of the legal aid scheme in Victoria and

Mr Mildenhall - He went straight for the
jugular.
Mr RYAN - I have no doubt Don Cooper
handled the issue on its merits. As so often is the
case with reviews of this nature, your own views
often determine whether you agree or disagree with
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the outcome, but the fact is that the outcome set out
by Don Cooper is indicative of the way the Legal
Aid Commission of Victoria was running its affairs.
I again emphasise that in the discharge of his duties
Don Cooper would not be persuaded by anybody
from doing what he thought was righllf the report
had reached the opposite conclusion I am sure the
opposition would have criticised it as being weak
and said its recommendations were lacking. The
report stands up to scrutiny and Mr Cooper should
be commended. I regret that some of the comments
made in the report are so tough, but I am certain that
Mr Cooper thought they were justified - and I for
one stand by him.
The report was completed in November 1994 and
tabled in the house on 8 December 1994. Mr Cooper
recommended a nwnber of refonns that are referred
to in the second-reading speech. In general those
reforms relate to the culture, management and
structure of the commission; the maintenance of a
government-funded agency for the organisation and
distribution of legal assistance; the replacement of
the 11 representative commissioners by as-member
board of management; the replacement of the
position of Director of Legal Aid by a new chief
executive officer; representation of the interest
groups currently represented by some of the
commissioners, as well as other interest groups, on a
new advisory board; and wide reforms to the
internal management and procedures of the
commission.
In January this year an interim committee on legal
aid was formed to plan the form and extent of the
changes encapsulated in the bill. The interim
committee was also involved in some of the internal
management issues Mr Cooper referred to in his
report.

Clause 6 establishes Victoria Legal Aid and provides
for anew, professional five-member board of
directors that will include a chairperson and a
managing director. The opposition is critical of the
government and says it will remove interest groups
from the operation of the legal aid system. The
concepts proposed in the bill and those spoken of by
the honourable member for Footscray are not
mutually exclusive. In the course of reviewing
various bodies and organisations since October 1992
the government has removed interest groups
associated with the former Labor government
because it found on examination, just as Mr Cooper
found, that the direct involvement of interest groups
sometimes led to the improper discharge of an
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organisation's operations. Although the structure of
this organisation may be different from that
contemplated by the opposition, that does not mean
that the recommendations of Mr Cooper and the
proper selection of those who will comprise the
board of directors are mutually exclusive.
The primary function of the new board is to provide
direction for Victoria Legal Aid and to ensure that
the best value is obtained for legal aid funding. The
bill establishes a community consultative committee,
and the opposition is critical of its composition.
There is nothing to say that various interest groups
about whom the opposition is concerned cannot be
part of the committee and have an input. I
appreciate that the bill provides that the committee
will deal with matters referred to it by the board, but
I am sure that in the practical operation of the new
entity the board will be only too happy to receive
ideas and proposals from the committee. I am sure
the board will appreciate receiving advice and input
from the committee.
Proposed section 12M inserted by clause 6 has
excited much interest and comment from the
opposition. The provision allows the
Attorney-General to give directions to the board.
There is no validity in the comments made by the
opposition. Proposed section 12M(1) provides that
the Attorney-General, after consultation with the
Attorney-General of the commonwealth, may give
the board written directions. So the
Attorney-General must consult with the
commonwealth before giving directions to the
board. That is the first hurdle she must pass. I
appreciate that the wording of the provision refers
to consultation as opposed to obtaining permission,
but that is nevertheless the course the
Attorney-General is required to follow.
The next relevant issue is set out in proposed section
12M(2), which refers to a direction under subsection
(1) not relating to the grant of legal aid to any
specific person. So the Attorney-General is required
not to give directions to the board regarding the
funding or grant of legal aid to an individual in the
community. The Attorney-General cannot get
involved in the day-to-day operation of the board.
Proposed section 12M(5) states that the
Attorney-General must cause a copy of any direction
given under the section to be tabled in each house
within 10 sitting days of the house after notice of
direction is given. Again, she is obliged to state
publicly the reasons for any direction she may give
to the board. I do not believe there is cause for
concern.
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The newly structured entity will function efficiently.
I commend the Attorney-General for introducing
these provisions because they will bring about
much-needed reform in the delivery of legal aid and
achieve the important result of returning ownership
of legal aid to the people in need.
I shall not refer in detail to the second principal aim
of the bill, the establishment of Law Aid, because the
provisions are set out clearly in the bill and the
second-reading speech. The legal profession should
be complimented on the way it has assisted people
in need. This provision will assist people involved in
civil litigation in circumstances where lack of
funding may have prevented them from proceeding.
The Law Institute of Victoria and the Victorian Bar
Council should be complimented. I know many
people have assisted in the drafting of the legislation
and naming people involved is fraught with danger,
but I have discussed this matter at some length with
Peter Galbally, QC, and I commend him for his
assistance.
As I said, I very much applaud the legal profession
for the contribution it will make. In time to come,
through the operation of Law Aid, I am sure it will
operate for the betterment of many people in our
community.
In conclusion, I commend the bill to the house. With
the passage of years it will be legislation that will
serve us as a community admirably. First and
foremost, it will ensure the all-important purpose of
making certain that the people in our community
who are in need of legal assistance in our court
system have the best access to justice. Surely, that is
the fundamental aim behind legal aid at large.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I shall refer
briefly to some of the matters raised by the
honourable members for Footscray and Gippsland
South. I thank them both for their contributions to
the debate. To a large extent the honourable member
for Gippsland South has answered a number of
criticisms made by the honourable member for
Footscray. I would not want to retrace those points,
but I will refer to a few matters of importance.
The honourable member for Footscray talked about
the bill being based on a report by Mr Don Cooper,
which he described as a political hatchet job. The
honourable member for Gippsland South has dealt
with the point clearly. He said that Mr Don Cooper,
the former managing partner of Sly and Weigall,
would not stand aside for anyone - I think they
were the words he used. I have not tested that. There
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is no question but that Mr Don Cooper was asked to
make a report on his own terms and that he had
absolutely no directions whatsoever from me as to
the outcome that was expected.
I was interested to note that the honourable member
for Footscray appeared to be representing the Law
Institute and the Bar Council. I have to say that he is
a quick learner. In the relatively short time he has
been the shadow Attorney-General it is
extraordinary how he has become an honorary
member of the legal profession and sees it as his
duty to represent its interests in this place. I suggest
to him that it is the wider community interest that he
should be taking into account.
As to the representation of the Law Institute and the
Bar Council, there may well be members of those
organisations on the consultative committee. I do
not believe it is necessary to mandate that they
should have representatives that they can appoint to
the consultative committee. It is likely that they will
be represented on that committee. However, as
honourable members would know, we are
reforming the legal profession. It may be that other
professional bodies will spring up; we would not
wish to specify that these bodies will always be on
the consultative committee in the future.
With the Law Aid scheme the honourable member
for Footscray seemed to think that $1 million was
not very much money, but $1 million is quite a large
amount of money to me and to the Department of
Justice. The honourable member for Footscray seems
to have got into the way of thinking in multi-dollar
amounts, which is perhaps in keeping with some of
the members of the legal profession. Although I will
be carefully monitoring the fund, I do not see any
need for future funding because this is additional
money that was not previously available for legal
assistance. It is an additional amount of $1 million
and for the present that is the way it is.
By way of finale, the honourable member for
Footscray swirled around in a somewhat
magnificent circle with his argument. He said that
there was nothing wrong with the Legal Aid
Commission; that yes, the Auditor-General had
produced a report that found there were some
problems and that as a response to that there had
been better management - in fact, there had been a
dramatic turnaround - and, with the Cooper report
there had been an even further improvement. He
asked therefore, why we need this bill.
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The answer to that is fairly obvious. There has been
a dramatic improvement. A couple of years ago
when we first came to government the Legal Aid
Commission was cutting back dramatically on the
number of people it was assisting. Over the last
period since the Auditor-General's report, the
commission has dramatically increased its services
so that it is now once again providing assistance to a
similar number of people. It appears to believe that
even without the bill more people can be assisted.
That is not to say that further dramatic improvement
cannot be achieved with the changes foreshadowed
in the bill.
The honourable member for Footscray had a few
problems with the power to give directions in
proposed section 12M because the plot he would
like to allege would have to be a plot between the
Keating and Kennett governments. These directions
are given after consultation with the commonwealth
Attorney-General. To get into his usual allegations
of interfering with appropriate independence, he
would have to claim interference by me in cahoots
with Michael Lavarch. He skated around that quite
neatly, but there are safeguards in the section that
require directions to be tabled in Parliament, and the
public can judge whether those directions are
appropriate.
The honourable member for Footscray said in a
somewhat sinister way that he heard that I was
thinking of giving some directions. I would like to
be quite up front about the two areas where I have
considered making directions. I am concerned that
the Alphaline service provided to young people mostly young men - who get into trouble with the
police was provided by a vohmteer service
operating out of the Fitzroy Legal Service. It has
been discontinued because funds were no longer
available from youth affairs. I have approached the
Legal Aid Commission with a view to continuing
that service. I have to say the commission has been
very lukewarm in its response. I mayor may not
give a direction about that, but if I were to give a
direction that that service should continue with an
expenditure of about $20 000 per year, I would be
quite happy to table that direction in Parliament and
stand up and be counted.
Similarly, the other area I am interested in is the
poor provision of legal aid to women, particularly
women in domestic violence situations. I may well
give some directions to the Legal Aid Commission
that it is to give some priority to providing legal
services to women in domestic violence situations.

Again, if I should happen to do that I would be
happy to stand up and be counted.
In conclusion, the honourable member for

Gippsland South spoke of the excellent work that
has been done by the legal profession both within
and outside the Legal Aid Commission in providing
legal services to those who would otherwise have no
access to such services. I also acknowledge that
work. I am very well aware that members of the
legal profession often go well beyond what they are
paid for in providing legal services to members of
the community who otherwise would not be able to
afford them.
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 5 agreed to.
Clause 6
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I move:
1.

Clause 6, page 19,1ines 1-2, omit "referred to the
committee by the board" and insert "connected
with the provision of legal aid".

2.

Clause 6, page 19, line 4, omit "2" and insert "6".

3.

Clause 6, page 19, line 10, omit "staff -" and insert"staff; and

(c) one shall be a person nominated by the Law
Institute of Victoria; and
(d) one shall be a person nominated by the
Victorian Bar Council; and
(e)

two shall be persons nominated by the Victorian
Council of Social Service - ".

4.

Clause 6, page 19, line 15, omit "or the staff of VLA"
and insert ", the staff of VLA, the Law Institute of
Victoria, the Victorian Bar Council or the Victorian
Council of Social Service".

5.

Clause 6, page 19, lines 24-25, omit "or the staff of
VLA" and insert ", the staff ofVLA, the Law
Institute of Victoria, the Victorian Bar Council or
the Victorian Council of Social Service".
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6.

Clause 6, page 20, line 15, after "with" insert "VLA
and with the agreement of".

7.

Clause 6, page 20, lines 1&-19, omit "or exercise of the

powers".
8.

Clause 6, page 20, lines 24-25, omit "to any specific
person" and insert "or have the effect of
proscribing or discontinuing legal aid to any
specific person or class of person or to any specific
case or class of case".

The first five amendments essentially relate to the
structure and functions of the community
consultative committee. Amendments 6, 7 and 8
relate to powers under proposed new section 12M.
Amendments 1 to 5 would establish a more valid,
efficient and reasonable approach to the operations
of the community consultative committee by the
board of Victoria Legal Aid. The bill provides that
the community consultative committee shall consist
of a minimum of two members and allows that
committee only to respond to matters referred to it
by the board rather than to initiate advice on any
matters before the board. In other words, it cannot
initiate the giving of advice. The Cooper report
suggested. there should be two-way communication
with the community consultative committee - that
the committee should have the ability to initiate
advice and raise with the board matters of concern
regarding legal advice. Even Mr Cooper recognised.
that but, unfortunately, the government does not
recognise that consultation is a two-way street. Just
as the government refers matters for consultation, it
should also receive advice from expert sources on
ma tters considered to be of significance.
Amendments 3, 4 and 5 seek to allow a minimum of
six rather than two bodies to be represented on the
community consultative committee. At the moment
the only as-of-right membership is for the
community legal centres and their staff. The
opposition believes a body such as the VLA would
not be complete without the opportunity for a wider
range of opinion to be offered..
In her response to the second-reading debate the
Attorney--General said the bodies I have
suggested. - the Law Institute of Victoria, the
Victorian Bar Council and the Victorian Council of
Social Service - may well be offered positions on
the committee. On something as critical as the
structure of this body, our intentions should be
made clear in the bill.

My amendments nos 6, 7 and 8 relate to the powers
of the minister to direct the board. The opposition
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pointed out in the second-reading debate that its
second key concern was that the powers of the
Attomey--General to direct the board were not
~ubject to safeguards and were too broad. They
mclude the power to give directions concerning the
powers of Victoria Legal Aid as well as its functions,
policies, priorities and guidelines and require only
consultation with the federal Attorney-General. The
amendments suggest there should be agreement
with the federal Attorney--General and consultation
with the board of Victoria Legal Aid to ensure that
there is at least a discussion before the directions are
given.
Amendment no. 8 seeks to limit the destination of
the direction. Proposed section 12M provides that a
direction must not relate to the granting of legal aid
to ~~ s~fic person. We seek to broaden that by
oDUtting to any specific person' and inserting 'or
~ve the effect of prescribing or discontinuing legal
aId t? .any specific person or class of person or to any
speafic case or class of case'. That would prevent the
sort of situation I referred to earlier where the
Att~rney-General may direct that public interest
bod!es or groups not receive legal aid or that they be
subject to some sort of instruction that has that
effect. The amendment is designed to prevent the
use of the powers in a discriminatory way that
would prevent access to legal aid for either a specific
person or class of person or a case or class of case. It
still allows the Attomey--General to direct on broad
guidelines, policy, functions or funding, but
speci~cally excl~ding a person or class of person is
certainly undesrrable. That is part of the trust-me
argument put by the government that the opposition
canvassed during the second-reading debate.
In summary, the first five amendments deal with
broadening the community consultative committee
and allowing it to have two-way communication
with the board, and the final three amendments seek
t~ co~tain the powers of the minister to give
drrections and to provide a greater level of
safeguard and qualification to the broad and direct
powers of the minister.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - Amendments
1 to. 5~ Which. I had not had the opportunity of seeing
until munedlately prior to the shadow
Attorney-General's commencing his comments on
them, relate to the suggestion that the community
consultative committee should be able to initiate
matters as well as deal with matters referred to it by
the board of Victoria Legal Aid. The honourable
member suggested that his proposals are in
accordance with the recommendations made by
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Mr Don Cooper. I point out that that is not entirely
correct.
Mr Cooper made recommendations that are slightly
different from the proposals in the amendments. He
suggested that the committee should advise the
board on a series of issues such as priorities for
delivery of legal services, guidelines for the
assessment of means and merit, franchising and
tendering, continuing education and specialist
panels and any other matter referred by the board of
management that the minister directed or it created
on its own initiative. As I understand it, when the
department put forward the recommendations for
the bill its view was that it would be most desirable
if the committee spent its time looking at matters
which were of concern to the board and would be
relevant to the considerations of the board on a
specific matter rather than ranging freely over
anything that might possibly come into its members'
minds in relation to the provision of legal services.
That is not a matter I was concerned about when I
considered the propositions put forward in the bill.

I am not prepared to accept the amendments.
However, if there is a problem in the long term and
the consultative committee believes it is unable to
get its point of view across, it will be free to raise
those issues with me. If there appears to be a real
problem I shall look at the need for any future
amendment. I do not anticipate that there will be a
problem. H we have practical people on both the
board of management of Victoria Legal Aid and the
consultative committee and if the consultative
committee sees an issue that needs to be considered
by it, I expect the board will have no difficulty in
referring that issue to the committee.
We want to see a practical administration of a legal
aid scheme with an input from the people on the
consultative committee and from the members of the
board. I expect that this bill will have that result. If it
does not have that result, it can be revisited, and the
shadow Attorney-General should feel free to raise
the matter with me at any future time if it appears to
be a problem.
The amendments also propose that there should be
guaranteed seats on the consultative committee for
the Law Institute, the Bar Council and the Victorian
Council of Social Service. I do not believe that is
necessary. All those organisations will be considered
for a seat on the consultative committee. It is not
limited to two members. It must have two members
but I expect there will be significantly more
members than that, and all those organisations will
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be considered for membership. I do not believe they
should have guaranteed seats. In due course other
professional organisations may well spring up as a
result of our reforms to the legal profession and they
may be equally entitled to consideration for a seat on
the committee. Again, although I am prepared to
undertake to consider people put forward by those
organisations, I do not believe this Parliament
should guarantee them a seat where there may be
equally competent and qualified people from other
organisations who should be considered.
The final series of amendments, amendments 6 to 8,
are related to the ability of the Victorian
Attorney-General to give directions as to the
performance functions or exercise of the powers of
Victoria Legal Aid or policies, priorities or
guidelines of Victoria Legal Aid. Again, the shadow
Attorney-General has a miserable attitude to this
and appears to fear the worst. I suggest his concerns
are based on his experiences of life in the Labor
Party which, of course, do not apply to a coalition
government. I believe the powers to direct are
subject to sufficient safeguards.
As I said earlier, the Victorian Attorney-General is
required to consult with the commonwealth
Attorney-General prior to making any such
direction. I do not believe it is necessary and think it
would be cumbersome to require the agreement of
the commonwealth Attorney-General to any such
direction. In fact, the commonwealth
Attorney-General is happy with the provisions in
the bill.
If a direction has the effect of refusing aid to a
particular person - I do not believe that is likely,
but I suppose if there is a direction that there should
be priority in one area it may eventually result in
legal aid not being available in some other
area - that is a matter one assumes will be patently
obvious to the opposition. The direction will have to
be tabled in this Parliament and the opposition will
no doubt draw the attention of the community to
such direction and its implications. It will be a
matter for the community to decide whether the
direction was appropriate.

This bill provides for accountability to the
community who, as taxpayers, are contributing to a
very large amount of money expended on legal aid.
To date we have really had no accountability to the
community on the expenditure of that very large
amount of money, and this bill will enable the
community to judge whether the money is being
well spent. The government does not accept any of
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the amendments put forward by the shadow
Attorney-General.

Amendments 2 to 8 negatived; clause agreed to;
clauses 7 to 12 agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN - Order! The eight
amendments moved by the honourable member for
Footscray will be tested on amendment no. 1.

The CHAIRMAN - Order! I remind honourable
members as we proceed to the third reading of the
bill that an absolute majority is required.

Committee divided on omission (members in
favour vote no):

Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.

Ayes, 59
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude, Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
Mt<;iII, Mrs
Mt<;rath, Mr w.o.
McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr

McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr (Tellc-)
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr LW.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer, Mr (Tell")
Wade, Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 22
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Carli, Mr (Tell")
CoghiU, Or
Cunningham, Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney, Mr
Marple, Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Tellc-)
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Thomson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Dr
Wilson, Mrs

Amendment 1 negatived.

Third reading

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That this bill be now read a third time.

As there are no voices for the noes and more than
45 members here present and voting, I declare the
third reading carried by an absolute majority of the
house.

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Pused remaining stages.

APPROPRIATION (INTERIM 1995-96)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 May; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - The autumn
economic statement has sought to cover up the true
state of the finances of the Public Transport
Corporation. In the autumn economic statement the
government was attempting to hide information
about cuts to the public transport system that,
according to its own previous estimates, could
amount to as much as $100 million. The government
had planned to cut $24 million in the first half of the
new financial year, but these cuts have not been
detailed in the autumn economic statement. We
need to go back to the statement by the Minister for
Public Transport on 6 January 1993, when the
minister outlined cuts totalling - -

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The level of
conversation is far too high. I ask the house to
remain silent.
Mr BATCHELOR - The minister outlined cuts
to the budget of the Public Transport Corporation
totalling $245 million to be achieved by December
1995, including cuts of some $24 million for the first
half of the 1995-96 financial year. In addition to the
$24 million, the government would have to cut
another $85 million if it were to reduce the subsidy
to the Public Transport Corporation to the target the
government set itself on 6 January 1993. The target
set was some $258 million for the PTe's
appropriated deficit, which was to be achieved by
December this year.

At this stage I seek to have a table incorporated into
Hansard. Mr Speaker, I have raised this matter with
you.
Leave gr.utted; table as follows:
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Mr BATCHELOR - The autumn economic
statement is a document of deception and attempts
to conceal the real facts about what is going on in
public transport. It is clear that in trying to conceal
these facts the Minister for Public Transport has
done a number of things. Firstly, he has failed in his
attempt to make the savings in the public transport
system he promised in detail in January 1993.
Secondly, he has decided to push ahead in secret
with cuts to public transport this year which,
according to his 1993 plan, could be as great as
$100 million.
Thirdly, the minister has changed the way the
statement measures the PTC's budget items so as to
make it difficult to compare figures from year to
year. Fourthly, he has shifted budget items from the
responsibility of the PTC to the Department of
Transport to make it look as if the PTC's budget
savings have been met when in fact they have not.
The reality is that the public transport budget is
likely to be a combination of all those factors. It has
been clearly demonstrated that the minister has
bungled the transport budget once again, just as he
has bungled the delivery of transport services to the
travelling public.
No mistake stands out larger than the minister's
mismanagement of the automatic ticketing system,
which is already costing the taxpayers of Victoria
tens of millions of dollars. The automatic ticketing
debacle is costing $25 million a year in fare evasion,
which is equivalent to $500 000 each working week.
In addition, $15 million has been paid out in
wmecessary redundancy packages to conductors
who are still needed in the system. The government
has also spent $1.5 million to train and equip almost
500 new conductors to fill the positions of those who
have been given redundancy packages. About
$40 million a year in foregone budget savings has
not been able to be introduced because of the failure
of the automatic ticketing system.
The Treasurer's autumn statement remains silent on
the emerging scandal associated with the bungled
attempt of the Minister for Public Transport to
introduce an automatic ticketing system to
Melbourne's public transport network. This scandal
has the potential to cost Victoria millions of dollars.
It has the potential to damage Victoria's
international reputation to be able to conduct a fair
and honest process for the tendering of government
businesses and services and could see Victoria miss
the historic opportunity to introduce a world,lass
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and technologically advanced automatic ticketing
system for our public transport system.

On 2 March this year I raised in Parliament the
doubtful future of the automatic ticketing system
proposed for the PTc. The response from the
minister at the time was a deafening silence, and my
prediction was proven accurate. After raising this
matter in Parliament, Department of Transport and
PTC officials turned white with fear that their
shameful secret was starting to come out. They spent
their time trying to find ways and means of
preventing the infonnation from becoming public.
They spent their time trying to save their political
and bureaucratic skins.
In a rather dramatic manner, the Premier took the

initiative on behalf of those bureaucrats. On
18 March at a liberal Party convention he
announced that the successful tenderer for
Melbourne's automatic ticketing system, Onelink
was effectively placed on notice that it faced the
prospect of having its contract cancelled. He said
this was due to its failure to deliver - Mr Leigh -On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
have been watching the honourable member for
Thomastown for some time. My understanding is
that honourable members are not allowed to read
their speeches in the house. If you look closely you
will see that the honourable member has a typed
speech, not notes, in front of him. Therefore, I
suggest that you, Sir, should ensure that the
honourable member does not read his speech but
delivers his contribution in the appropriate manner
required of every other honourable member.
Mr BATCHELOR - On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, I have prepared a series of notes to
assist me in making my contribution tonight. I will
refer to those notes and will also be quoting from
other documents. I believe I am absolutely within
the standing orders.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Thomastown assures the Chair that he is
not reading a written typescript but is using notes to
assist him. He is in order.
Mr BATCHELOR - The Premier made an
extraordinary announcement at a Uberal Party
convention. He indicated that the Onelink
consortium was on the brink of having its contract
cancelled because it could not stick to the terms of its
contract or keep within the agreed time lines. The
Premier said Onelink would be given two or three
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weeks and if matters were not resolved within that
time it could lose the contract.
That deadline of early April 1995 given by the
Premier has long since passed. The failure by
Onelink and the minister to keep to the announced
deadlines is a recurring theme of this whole tragic
debacle. One must ask: what has happened since the
Premier's announcement of 18 March this year? The
initial response of the Minister for Public Transport
was to try to pretend that there would be no
penalties to the government if the contract with
Onelink were cancelled. However, one member of
the Onelink consortium, a company known as ERG,
through the intervention of the Australian Stock
Exchange, clearly indicated that it had contractual
protection in the case of a contract cancellation.
Much publicity was given to one piece of advice
from ERG to the Australian Stock Exchange in Perth.
The company secretary of ERG, Mr Peter Harley, in
his letter to the Australian Stock Exchange, states:
In response to your specific requests, those remedies

include a right to recover damages:
... for any matter arising out of the project ...
limited to the total of ... any ... costs, losses,
expenses or damages reasonably incurred by OLT
(other than loss of profit) ...; and
an additional amount of $20 million by way of loss
of profit

Those provisions are in ERG's contract. It is quite
dear from that letter that the company has
contractual protection. However, the next day the
minister obtained some legal advice which
deliberately tried to confuse the issue about lawful
terminations. This matter and the advice from the
minister was immediately referred to by ERG. It was
refuted by that company in a letter sent to the Perth
office of the Australian Stock Exchange and to the
minister's legal advisers. In a letter to the legal finn,
which was then acting on behalf of the PTC, Corrs
Chambers Westgarth, the company secretary of
ERG, Mr Peter Harley, clearly refuted and rejected
that legal adVice. Again I quote from his letter dated
23 March 1995:
The announcement we made to the Australian Stock
Exchange yesterday ('Announcement') did not claim
that lawful termination gives a right to claim damages.
We do not consider the announcement to be misleading.
We do not intend to make any further comment to the
Australian Stock Exchange at this time.
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Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR - You read the previous
letter, but it is Significant that you omitted to read
this letter. It is clear from the letters provided to the
Australian Stock Exchange that the contract ERG
Australia Ltd had was biased in its favour and that it
faced the real prospect of receiving substantial
compensation if it was broken.

Since the Premier's announcement the Department
of Transport has had lawyers poring over the
contract between Onelink and the corporation. I am
told that the lawyers were shocked at the way the
contract was entered into, the detail of the contract,
the way the government was locked into the
automatic ticketing system and the difficulty the
corporation would have in cancelling the contract,
even though the Onelink consortium was not able to
deliver the goods. Onelink holds the whip hand in
these negotiations and it is using that advantage for
its benefit. That is the reason why the Premier's
deadline of two or three weeks given on 18 March
has long passed.
I am told that the government's legal advice,
involving as many as three Queen's Counsel,
supports the proposition I am putting to the house.
The real question is how Victorian taxpayers became
exposed to so much financial risk. The only way we
can answer the questions is to look a t the tendering
process adopted for the automatic ticketing contact.
We need to compare what really went on with what
has been declared publicly. We need to know what
went on behind the scenes to understand why the
detail has not been made public.
The contract for the design, supply, installation,
testing, commission and maintenance of the
automatic ticket system was issued on 1 March 1983
and is contract no. 92/044. The first sentence of the
contract documentation states:
The Public Transport Corporation of Victoria seeks,
through the medium of this tender document, to obtain

a proven, reliable automatic fare collection system that
will allow the integration of the full spectrum of city
and urban transit networks operating a range of trams,
trains and buses owned and operated by both
government and private operators, under a single ticket
revenue collection management system.

It is clear that the primary requirement of this
threshold question was for a proven and reliable
system - that was crucial to the tender
specifications. That requirement was completely
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ignored in awarding the contract to the Onelink
consortium. The contract signed by Onelink bears
little or no relationship to that requirement or to a
number of other requirements set out in the tender
document. The tender document is extremely
detailed, contains hundreds of pages and is more
than 4 centimetres thick. The detailed tender
specifications upon which the three consortia were
required to tender not only required proven and
reliable technology but set out a strict timetable for
the introduction of all aspects of the ticketing
system. The specifications were set out in schedule
G of the tender document and the consortia were
required to tender on the basis of those timelines
and to factor into their bids the cost of meeting those
timelines.
The tender specifications stipulated a period of 122
weeks from the calling of tenders in March 1993 to
the full introduction of the system in 1995. The
Specified timetable also identified a number of
stages and timelines for the completion of each
stage. For example, it envisaged that it would
require an evaluation period of about eight weeks to
consider the bids, and after the evaluation period
was completed it envisaged that the Public
Transport Corporation would require four weeks for
tender negotiations, after which the contract would
be Signed. The alarm bells should have started
ringing at that stage, because it took closer to nine
months - an extraordinary unexplained delay that
deserves closer attention. While those negotiations
were under way the government and Onelink were
experiencing significant difficulties.
It means that if the government had followed the
requirements of the tender documentation and given
the extended dosing time for tenders of 10 May
1993, by early August 1993 the contract should have
been signed, sealed and perhaps even delivered.
Certainly the requirements of the contract should
have been signed and sealed, but that did not
happen.

At each stage warning bells should have been
ringing loud and clear warning the government of
the prospective doom and problems it was facing. It
was not a problem that it was unaware of because it
was warned. The government through the minister,
through the Premier, through the top officials in the
Department of Transport and the Public Transport
Corporation all received warnings prior to the
signing of the contract, prior to even the
announcement of the preferred tender that the
Onelink consortium was unlikely to be able to live
up to its ability to deliver a proven and reliable
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ticketing system which would be fully integrated
into our public transport system.
It is interesting to note that during this extended
period of negotiation between the announcement of
Onelink as the preferred tender and the signing of
the contract, Onelink was trying to obtain additional
time. It needed additional time to fast-track the
development of its new system. It did not have a
system that could meet the tender specifications so it
deliberately set out to extend those contract
negotiations to provide it with sufficient time.

Onelink was unable to achieve the development of
its product even though it had an additional eight
months beyond what was properly planned. As I
said, the inability of Onelink to deliver was not a
revelation to the government. It knew that there
were problems and it failed to act upon them. The
government was told by industry experts. It was
also told by a committee consisting of members of its
backbench who examined the equipment provided
by the three tenderers at a display setting
established at a PTC building. That backbench
committee advised the Minister for Public Transport
that it was its considered opinion that it did not
think the Onelink consortium would be able to meet
the tender specifications in tenns of the technology
required and the time lines for its introduction.
When you look at how the PTC organised its bid
you find that it employed a consultant to assist it in
evaluating the tender. The consultant was a person
by the name of Peter Hodder, who had previously
worked for the New South Wales Liberal
government OIl the installation of validating
machines on the Sydney buses. It might come as no
surprise to the members of this Parliament to hear
that the successful tenderer in that New South Wales
contract for the installation of validating machines in
their bus system was none other than ERG.
Mr Hodder, as we learned through documents we
recently obtained under freedom of information,
was clearly central to the evaluation role. An
evaluation committee was set up with seven teams
that were required to carry out certain hmctions.
One of those teams was the equipment and
ergonomic evaluation team, whose members were
required to carry out its task according to a
determined scope statement. The statement required
the team to assess each of the tenderers proposed
automatic fare collection equipment in terms of
compliance with the specifications and system
objective; proven performance; cost; and reliability,
among a number of other requirements. In
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particular, the team was required to pay attention to
suitability, performance parameters, demonstration
equipment assessment, and, more importantly, the
manufacturer's prior experience.
We want to know what the results of those tender
evaluation processes are, in particular, those that
addressed the question of proven performance and
the reliability of the equipment supplied by the
tenderers. It is clear that we are only beginning to
scratch the surface of this problem, this scandal that
will develop, and that more information will come
out about this scandal within the public transport
system.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) -It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to speak on the interim appropriation
bill. In 1992 when the coalition came to government
it was faced with the enormous problem of
rebuilding the finances of the state. We had a state
debt approaching $70 billion and a current account
deficit approaching $3 billion. In 1982, when the
Liberal Party last lost government, the state debt
was $11 billion. So in a matter of 10 years the state
debt went from $11 billion to $70 billion. To revisit
that fact once again: it took 150 years to build up a
state debt of $11 billion, but just 10 years of
Cain-Kimer governments to build up a debt of an
additional $59 billion.

The previous government did not have any idea of
financial management. Its answer to everything was,
'Who cares,let's just get another loan'. Nonetheless,
you would think under a new opposition leader the
opposition would start to get things right and look
at its financial planning. But no, it still cannot.
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estimated to cost about $1.5 billion, and the finance
cost of this would be around $130 to $150 million that is without one cent going to planning,
operational or construction costs. In other words, the
entire 3-cent levy would be swallowed up in finance
costs for the City link project
Projects such as the duplication of Wellington Road
in my electorate, which has been an ongoing
problem since 1988 and something the residents of
Wantima, Knox and Waverley have fought hard for,
have been funded solely by this 3-cent levy. If the
Labor Party were elected at the next election and
that project was not finished, would the duplication
of that particular road come to a screaming halt for
the Labor Party to fulfil its transport policy
commitments?
A constituent said to me that the ALP may have it
wrong with its transport policy. He suggested a
typographical error may have been made and that it
may not have been a 3-cent-a-litre fuel levy but a
3O-<:ent-a-litre levy. One must wonder about two
other positions of the ALP - the first being to stop
the grand prix and the second being to legalise
marijuana. One would have thought it could get the
third one about transport right. Instead, another
policy has been botched.
The people of Wantima can see Wellington Road
being built with their 3-cent-a-litre levy. After eight
years of frustration, it would be a game government
which tried to stop those works in the future!
The Kennett government governs for all; it does not
have a whiteboard policy. Speaking of whiteboard
policies, one needs only look at the current federal
budget. In particular, I refer to the article written by
Terry McCrann in the Herald Sun of 10 May 1995only a few days after the introduction of the budget.

For example, one only has to look at the opposition's
present transport policy: it is a shambles. The ALP
claimed that the 3-cent fuel levy will pay for such
things as the Domain tunnel; the resurfacing work
down at Spencer Street; the Western bypass; and the
extra lane on the South Eastern Freeway. I am quite
surprised that the opposition does not encourage
paying federal taxes or wiping out the federal
government deficit if it can stretch this 3-cent fuel
levy far enough.

The federal government has claimed to have
brought down a surplus on the current account, but
it has actually sold off Qantas, the Commonwealth
Bank, airports and the Australian National Line. In a
real classic borrowed from the Cain-Kirner
government, it will sell off and then lease back its
government car fleet. It will sell public assets to fund
the current account deficit. The sale of public assets
will be used to pay wages.

The 3-cent levy raises around about $150 million
per year, of which one-third goes to the country and
two-thirds goes to city roads. Therefore, there is
about $100 million for the building of city projects.
One of those projects, the City Link project, is

The federal government should be doing as has the
Kennett government - that is, to retire debt through
the sale of public assets and achieve a long-term
reduction in the current account. Terry McCrann
states:
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In short, at the end of the day, Ra1ph Willis fails the
Copperfield test His smoke is blown away, his mirrors
shattered - and we can see the deficit in all its 'glory'.
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a position to reduce taxes and it needs to continue
tight financial management of its expenditure.
The autumn statement brings some good news

'The budget does not tackle Australia's core problems to
enable us to sustain growth in a tough, competitive
global marketplace.
Beyond the fiscal deception. the government has failed
to initiate the reforms needed.

In other words, the federal government has taken
the easy way out by selling public assets to fund its
current account deficit.
In an article in the Herald Sun of the same date, Niki
Savva claims that the $718 million current account
surplus has been brought about by the sale of public
assets. She states that the current account deficit
would more likely be $5 billion. She also says the
current account is running at 6 per cent of gross
domestic product or a massive $27 billion, which is
exactly the same as nine years ago when the Prime
Minister said Australia was heading towards
becoming a banana republic.

I also question aspects of the funding for health in
the federal government's budget. I find it difficult to
believe that the government will spend $45 million
to have federal bureaucrats compile waiting lists
rather than using that money in Victoria to treat
patients. It intends to pay bureaucrats $45 million to
treat not one patient. If Victoria had that $45 million
we could treat an extra 8000 hospital patients.
When the Victorian Treasurer brought down his first
budget in 1992 he predicted that the current account
deficit would be back in surplus by 1996. There is
proof in this autumn statement that a current
account surplus will be reached at the end of this
financial year - an extraordinary job!
The autumn statement is a positive step, but more
needs to be done. On the day the Treasurer
introduced his autumn economic statement he
warned that Victoria's debt ratio was still double
that of states with AAA credit ratings, such as New
South Wales. Were Victoria to have the same budget
sector debt and interest rates as New South Wales it
would save $1000 million on interest payments per
year. The pressure is still there to further reduce our
debt.
It must be remembered that Victoria has the highest
per capita government debt and its interest bill is
higher than that of any other state. Victoria is not in

about expenditure. An extra $11 million will be
spent on health and community services. For the
first time acute care hospitals will be funded for
growth in demand. An additional $9.4 million will
be allocated to child protection services and an extra
$12.6 million each full year will go towards the
maintenance of teaching efforts by T AFE colleges.
As a member of the Outer-East TAFE College
Council, I welcome that initiative.
The people of Wantima and Knox will be
particularly glad to see an additional $120 million
allocated to capital works for new schools. The 1994
autumn economic statement allocated $4.6 million to
be spent on stage 1 construction of a new campus at
Rowville Secondary College. The present campus is
bursting with students and it is likely that its student
numbers will total about 2000 by the year 2000. At
the moment, the college grounds are clogged with
portable classrooms. One primary school in my
electorate has 807 students while one in the
electorate of the honourable member for Knox has
more than 800; that number is expected to increase
rapidly in the next year. That will add further
pressures to the secondary school.
The good. news in the 1995 autumn economic
statement is that an additional $3 million is being
made available for stage 2 construction works at
Rowville Secondary College. The construction of
stage 1 which commenced recently will continue
and planning for stage 2 construction can now
commence. When construction of stage 1 has been
completed, stage 2 construction will commence.
That is a confidence boost to the parents of students
at that college.
The recurrent expenditure for education in the
economic statement has been criticised. An article in
the Herald Sun of 14 May discloses that Victorian
public primary schools have a better pupil-teacher
ratio than most of their private counterparts. It states:
And the ratios in Victorian public schools compared
favourably with other states, according to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics.

That is extraordinary when one considers the level
of criticism of the economic statement:
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The average number of students per teacher in state
primary schools in Victoria was 18.3 - the Australian
average for public schools.

I was amused by some of the comments made by
Ms Mary Bluett, President of the Victorian
Secondary Teachers Association, with whom I was
involved in debate a couple of years ago. According
to that Herald Sun article she claims that:
It would be better to compare Victoria with Victoria
than with other states, because you would then get a
clearer picture of what is actually happening.

A couple of years ago Mary Bluett was in favour of
comparing Victoria with other states; now that the
state is achieving the average teacher-pupil ratio, she
claims Victoria should be compared with Victoria.
The news is just as good in secondary schools, where
the pupil-teacher ratio is 12. When combined with
the Catholic school figures the average becomes 13.9.
When I speak to members of the community as I
travel throughout the schools and retirement
villages in my electorate, one word comes to the fore
of my mind to describe the statement - responsible.
We have been able to remove the Cain-Kirner deficit
tax of $100, as promised by the Treasurer when that
tax was introduced. He said it would be removed as
soon as the current account was in surplus. 1 quote
Hansard of 13 November 1992 when the Treasurer
described the Cain-Kirner levy as being:
... imposed as a direct contribution to overcoming the
budget deficit inherited from the previous government.
It is not envisaged that it will be totally open ended,
although the government is not in a position to put a
finite time on the duration of the tax.

It is great news that the tax will finally be lifted.

Unfortunately ALP members in my area do not
seem to understand that, because they had the
impression a couple of years ago that it was to be a
one-off tax despite the Treasurer making the point
that the government could not commit itself to a
finite time. According to a report in the Knox News
local ALP members are running around accusing us
of keeping it on longer than we promised, but the
Hansard record shows otherwise.
Business and commerce have also applauded the
May budget. To see that one only has to look at the
way the employment figures are going. They show
that employers now have the confidence to start
employing people. The April 1995 figures show that
Victoria's unemployment rate fell for the 18th
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consecutive month. The seasonally adjusted
unemployment rate was 8.9 per cent, the lowest
since March 1991. That is an extraordinary feat. In
the past 12 months Victoria recorded the strongest
employment growth in the nation, with 90 700 new
jobs being created. Full-time employment rose by
55 900. That is great news, especially for the
long-term unemployed. The latest ANZ job
advertisement survey shows that Victoria recorded
26 per cent more job advertisements than in March
1994 and the March 1995 DEET skilled vacancy
survey reported an increase of 46 per cent in the
number of skilled vacancies advertised over the past
year. The last figure that is worth noting is from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics survey of job
vacancies, which recorded a 20 per cent increase
over the period February 1994 to February 1995.
The economic statement is good news and we, along
with the constituents of Wantirna and Knox,
congratulate the Treasurer on bringing down a
responsible May budget. It is something we can
build on, especially as a cornerstone for our
children. The economic statement was also
welcomed by Moody's Investor Services, which has
upgraded Victoria's credit rating from AA3 to AA2.
A press release of 16 May comments that Moody's
clearly indicated that the government was taking the
responsible decisions to reform the state's public
sector and restore the financial health of Victoria.
The state held a AAA credit rating until Moody's
removed it in June 1990 and downgraded it four
notches before the Labor government was removed
in October 1992. Victoria has now earned two
upgrades by Moody's, and we need to continue
pushing to regain our AAA credit rating to ensure
that our interest costs are reduced.
Victoria is obviously now in a much stronger
financial position than in 1992, and we are indebted
to the Premier and the Treasurer for bringing down
another responsible autumn statement. We look
forward to more sound financial management over
the coming years.
Ms GARBUlT (Bundoora) - I shall address
some comments to the Premier's view that the
economic statement is for our children's future.
What does the statement say about our children's
future? It says their future is gloomy indeed. It
confirms that the attacks on children's services that
have occurred under the government will be
maintained, because a second round of attacks is
being carried out by the government's local
government commissioners. The end result is that
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opportunities for our children are being severely
limited by government policies.
Our children will have fewer education
opportunities in our schools and lower quality
preschools that fewer children are able to attend.
Less support from the maternal and child health
services will be available for families and children.
The government has made the minimum possible
child-care provisions it thinks it can get away with.
The child-care industry is being threatened with
self-regulation. Foster care services are at breaking
point. Residential units for young people are being
closed in preparation for a new system that is
supposed to be put in place but many have had to be
reopened to meet emergency situations.

Child support services have been cut by $7.5 million
at a time when there is a vast increase in demand.
Early intervention services for children with
developmental delay are inadequate and under
further pressure from demand. Intellectual disability
services have been cut to the bone and parents
struggling with children with intellectual disabilities
have less access to residential and respite services.
Our children's future is gloomy indeed under this
government and as a direct result of its priorities.
Very little in this economic statement is clear. I
looked for detail in program areas affecting children
and community services but the figures are fuzzy.
However, what the statement does reveal clearly is
the priorities of this government. It points out who is
or is not supported by the government. It shows the
winners and the losers. One thing is for certain: the
government's expenditure has not decreased. There
has been a vast increase in taxes and charges and the
recession is behind us, and that has put this
economic statement in the black and made it look
good, but what is apparent is that there have been
no cuts in expenditure except in areas that are of low
priority to the government.
The government is more interested in supporting
consultants, in renovating its offices and in giving a
blank cheque to the grand prix organisers than in
prOviding support for children's services. Services
such as preschools know that the government does
not support them. They are losers. The government
has cut 20 per cent of the preschool budget,
$11.5 million, in the past calendar year. Under this
economic statement a further SS million will be cut
from that service. That is what the government
thinks of preschool services. There will be a second
round of cuts, this time by government-appointed
commissioners. Knox is an example of that, and it is
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interesting that the last speaker, the honourable
member for Wantima, spoke about services in Knox
because the preschool services there are suffering a
second round of cuts. It is as though the government
is saying that it did not get Knox in the first round of
cuts so it will have another go. One way or another
the people of Knox are going to pay. The people of
Knox are protesting vigorously about the second
round of cuts being delivered through the
commissioners, who annoWlced that preschool fees
were increasing because they needed to find savings
of more than $2.50 000 in preschool services.
That is very interesting because in the first round of
cuts the Minister for Community Services said in
this house, 'Just do what Knox did. Look at Knox'.
He told us all to look at what had been done in Knox
because it managed to reduce its preschool services.
He did not say it had had to dose a whole pile of
preschools, but he did point out that the rate of
increase in fees was not as great as it had been in
other areas, where it was enormous. However, now
the fees are going up.
Mr Baker - If you could get in.
Ms GARBUTT -If you couldn't you just sat at
home and watched 1V or went straight to primary
school without that year of preschool. Knox escaped
in that first year, but the commissioners will get it
this year. Parents are protesting vigorously about
the lack of consultation, and when they were
belatedly consulted they fOWld that their proposals
were not considered. The parents put out a press
release rejecting the proposed changes and
expressing disappointment at the outcome of the
meeting saying that the fees were to be increased as
well as the responsibilities of committee members.
The main emphasis of the commissioners'
suggestion was not to save any money but to
transfer the cost to the parents of preschoolers. The
commissioners had already decided on the changes
without having considered the response of the
preschool community. The only changes that
appeared to be considered by the commissioners
involved increased fees or added responsibility for
committee members.
Mr Baker -Slug the battlers.
Ms GARBUIT - That is right, really slug them.
It would be interesting to know what the Minister
for Community Services says now about preschool
services in Knox. I put to the minister what the
parents of the preschoolers in Knox want: they want
the proposed changes be put on hold Wltil such time
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as they have had an opportunity to examine all the
alternatives. Those parents will not sit back and
accept more cuts to preschool services, more
children missing out on preschool and another
round of cuts to children's services.
Let us look at what is happening to maternal and
child health services. The government introduced
the Healthy Futures program which, because of
funding, limited the number of visits by mothers to
maternal and child health centres to 10 and a few
extras for special needs. It introduced a number of
significant changes to what had been an excellent
service used by generations of Victorian women and
babies. The changes limited access, and instead of
letting the mother decide when the baby needs to
go - the visits are now decided by a scientific
expert somewhere else. Babies with special needs
are now identified rather than a comprehensive
service being available to all. The previOUS system
was non-stigmatising - you did not have to have a
special problem to go and it recognised that at times
all parents with young children need extra support.
The government has changed the emphasis from
family support to a child health surveillance service.
Maternal and child health services are again facing a
round of taxes through the government-appointed
conunissioners. Again Knox is leading the way in
fighting what will be an enormous attack on their
very successful maternal and child health service.
The Knox maternal and child health service
group - the Save Our Children's Services
committee - is appealing for the proposed cuts not
proceed. They say:
Our concern is in reference to children's services and
the children who use the service now and in the future.

They know what the impact of this economic
statement will be on our children, and they are
concerned about it. 1hat is why they are writing to
people asking for support in resisting the cuts. The
Knox conunissioners are proposing to cut $250 000,
25 per cent, from the budget of maternal and child
health services. The group is saying that the
commissioners once again talked about consultation
but did not organise any serious form of
consultation and again made no conuriitment to
even considering the concerns raised by the group.
A letter to the Leader of the Opposition, whom the
group has asked for assistance, says:
We do not fear change.
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These are not people who have their heads in the
sand and do not want anything to change ever:
We are willing to accept change with the following
provisos:
We have to be participants in the formulation of any
review.
We have to participate in the review process.
We wish to ensure change embraces the existing service.
We want to ensure the best service is provided in the
long term.

They are reasonable and sensible demands from
parents who are concerned about vital services to
families. I wish to draw those reasonable demands
from concerned parents in Knox to the attention of
the minister. Once again the excellent services
provided by Knox under the previous government
have been cut and slashed in two rounds of attaclcs
by this government.
The City of Banyule is also attacking maternal and
child health services. The commissioners have
closed two centres and are opening two services in
chemist shops. The maternal and child health nurse
is prOviding services in chemist shops. That is
putting the service back years and years, and it
raises some very serious issues. In whose interests
are these services being operated: the family or the
chemist? We all know the ratepayer pays, but who
benefits?
Chemist shops are inappropriate for that service,
which is about family health and the health of
children and babies. Chemist shops are designed for
profit and are commercial environments selling
many products designed for children and babies.
The nurse should be giving advice based only on the
professional assessment of health and family needs.
The mother and the nurse are put in an environment
intended for selling products for profit It is an
inappropriate location for a service for mothers and
babies.
Child care is certainly not a priority for this
government. It is a priority for many parents and
families, but those people are the losers under this
government. This government's record in child care
is appalling. It bailed out of state-owned nurseries as
soon as it possibly could and no longer paid any
subsidy. TItis government spent two years taking
away places under the national child-care strategy.
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Victoria lost nearly 6000 child-<are places in two
years while the minister pushed away and refused
offers from the federal government. Now we see that
the Kennett government commissioners around
Victoria in Port Phillip, Boroondara and Knox are
again busy off-loading services. There are headlines
in the local papers such as 'Parents slam child-care
move' and letters to the editor headed 'Maintain
city's child-care services' that criticise moves to
off-load child-care services and push them onto
parents. That is the priority this government gives to
child care.
Foster care and residential care serVices are for
abused children and young people. They are for
children who cannot live at home because of the risk
of abuse, actual abuse or for other reasons. What has
happened to foster and residential care under the
government? Residential units have been closed by
the government in a deliberate shift to foster care.
That has placed foster care under enormous
pressure. There has been a vast increase in demand
because of the introduction of the mandatory
reporting of child abuse coupled with the closure of
residential care. 'This has put many more disturbed.
children, children with challenging behaviour and
large sibling groups into the hands of the foster care
system, which is not in a position to meet those
demands.
Recent studies by groups such as the Children's
Welfare Association of Victoria (CWAV) and
various welfare agencies reveal the impact of this
policy on foster care programs. The association
conducted a survey on the demand for foster care
and released a summary of its findings. The survey
was undertaken in September and October 1994, and
16 of the 24 foster care agencies, or 66 per cent,
within the CWAV network participated. The survey
concludes that there has been an average increase in
demand for foster care of 37 per cent; that demand
was often not able to be met; and that the increase in
demand was not accompanied by an increase in
available care givers and was accompanied by an
increase in protective notifications and
inexperienced protective workers. A constant source
of complaints made to me is that protective workers
are young and inexperienced and do not understand
the problems of families experiencing crises and
difficulties.
The survey also concludes that there has been a
decrease in other support services. The closures and
cuts to services I have referred to make that clear. It
is said that there is an overloading of the system
within the crisis components of foster care services
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and that everything else, such as respite care and
voluntary planned respite, has been forced out.
Unforttmately, the survey also contains the tragic
comment that one agency has begun to see some
unserviced families return to reception care six
weeks after unsuccessfully requesting respite care.
That means the family identified that it had a
problem and was reaching a crisis point and went to
foster care and asked, 'Will you help us? Will you
give us some respite foster care before we hit the
child?'. Foster care had to say, 'We cannot help you.
We are overburdened. We have no planned respite
care available'. The family was turned away and six
weeks later was back with the Department of Health
and Community Services in tow saying, 'Now we
have hit the child and must have emergency foster
care'. That is the story. That is what this reveals.
Children are left at risk because no services are
available. The risk is realised; the child is abused;
and then the family gets some crisis care. It is
absolutely disgraceful.
Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the honourable
member for Doncaster that he is grossly disorderly
in interjecting from out of his place. If he continues I
will take action against him.
Ms GARBurr - A more detailed survey by the
Western Welfare Coalition, a group of seven welfare
agencies, reveals the appalling extent of the
breakdown in welfare and foster care services in the
western suburbs. It reveals what is just hinted at in a
general way in the CW AV survey. It reveals that
children are being moved from one care service to
another. It gives the example of a 13-year-old girl
who had been in the care system for 10 days and had
had seven moves. Every night or second night she
was moved to a different agency or home. That
amounts to system abuse. There may have been
abuse in the family first, but the system is abusing
that child further.
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACIlNG SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! The honourable member for Doncaster is out
of his place. I ask him to cease interjecting.
Ms GARBUTI' - The survey talks of multiple
placements, inappropriate placements and
placement breakdowns found in the study and
describes that as system abuse. Inappropriate
placements may include situations where children
are placed kilometres out of their region or with
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families inappropriate to their needs. A placement
breakdown is when the foster family is unable to
cope with the challenging behaviour of the child and
the child has to be shifted. again.

Many had been removed from hazardous homes by
state child protection authorities. However, this proved
to be a first step towards homelessness rather than
towards safety.

This survey condemns the government's policy of
closing facility-based services before alternatives
were in place for the children who had been using
those services. The study says that some facilities
had to be reopened almost immediately and refers to
specific units in the western suburbs having to be
reopened the next day. It talks of welfare agency
staff being pressured to accept inappropriate
placements or create a bed where no vacancies exist.
It gives the example of staff being told by Health
and Community Services that the child will go to a
motel if not found a bed.

These children typically have been in the care of the
state, spent some time on the streets, lived in squats,
used a youth refuge and left school early. So the
system of foster care agencies, welfare agencies and
residential units for our children is one step along
the way to homelessness.

Such blaclcmailing efforts were used against
agencies that were already overloaded and unable to
help. The Department of Health and Community
Services was desperate to find beds for children,
regardless of whether they were appropriate,
whether placements broke down or whether it was
the second, third or seventh placement for a child.
The study spoke of children and adolescents
becoming harder to place and increased waiting
times for the placement of children.
Mr McArthur interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Monbulk is out of his place.
I ask him to cease interjecting across the table.
Ma GARBun' - Thank you, Mr Acting
Speaker. The study shows clearly the link between a
lack of government services and the end result of
homelessness. I quote from the report:
1bere are questions regarding how reasonable and
appropriate home-based services are able to meet some
of these children's I adolescents' needs. The question
raised here is where do these children I adolescents go if
there are not enough residential services to use as an
emergency? One consequence appears to be that
15-18-year-old males are being 'lost' from the system
(that is, becoming homeless!!!).

The system is failing these children. They are ending
up on the streets. It is interesting that a report on a
study into youth homelessness that was released
yesterday identifies just that path. Page 25 says of
young homeless people who had been interviewed:

The government cut $7.5 million from that system
two years ago, just at the time when mandatory
reporting was introduced and there was a 52 per
cent increase in the number of child abuse reports
coming through the system. While the system was
trying to cope with the increase in reports it had its
resources removed. Residential units were closed
and foster care services were overburdened. The
result we are now seeing is that children are moving
through the system into homelessness. It is an
absolute disgrace and an indictment of the policies
of the government.
I want to mention one more children's service that is
under severe threat from the government. This
completes the picture of an attack on children's
services and confirms the gloomy future for our
children presented by the economic statemenl I
refer the house to the early intervention services for
children with developmental delay. For a variety of
reasons there has been a 20 to 30 per cent increase in
the number of children registered to attend those
services. More people are recognising the outcomes
of the service and are seeking that service for their
children. Advances in medical technology have
produced a greater survival rate for babies with
severe or multiple disabilities. There are a whole
range of reasons why there has been a 20 to 30 per
cent increase in the number of people wishing to use
the service.
The government's response has been Simply to try to
cut the cake differently without recognising that
there is not enough money in the system and that it
is facing increased demand. Many people who have
told me of their problems have said the services for
families are now at crisis point. I shall quote from a
letter:
Many families are not receiving services, or are having
less service than is clearly warranted when needs are
assessed. Other families are enduring considerable
hardships to access services, such as travelling long
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distances, all of which reduces their capacity to cope
and keep their family together.

The letter also says that many of the agencies are
facing serious financial difficulties and their
continuing viability is uncertain.
We have a picture right across Victoria of a range of
children services under attack. I have not mentioned
schools because my colleague the shadow Minister
for Education has outlined in great detail the effect
of cuts to education. We can add that to the picture
of what is happening to maternal and child health
services, preschools, child care, early intervention
services, foster care, residential care and welfare
services for children and young people - they have
all been cut. If it has not been in the first round of
government cuts, the local commissioners are out to
get them in the second round of cuts.
What does this statement say about our children's
future. It says that under this government children
are the big losers. Children are not a priority. The
government is quite willing to allocate money to its
mates on the gravy train, but there are certainly no
children on the gravy train. They are not a priority.
Mr McArthur - They are getting new schools.
Ms GARBUlT - But they haven't got teachers
in them to teach. It is a terrible attack on children's
services. The attacks will continue in another guise
or in another direction, but it is obvious to all that
children's services are being reduced under this
government
Mr HY AMS (Dromana) - I am very glad to have
this opportunity to add my support to the
Appropriation (Interim 1995-96) Bill. The Treasurer's
autumn economic statement represents yet another
Significant step by Victoria on its long road back to
full economic health. If it was not certain at the time
of the last budget it is certainly clear now that this
state has pulled back from what was potentially a
genuine and serious financial crisis.

The context of that statement should never be
forgotten and the context of this government's
economic performance is always relevant. The
coalition government took office in October 1992
when the current account deficit was around
$2.2 billion and getting worse. We inherited about
$70 billion worth of debt and unfunded liabilities as
measured by the independent Commission of Audit.
We also inherited governmental and managerial
nightmares from a Labor government that lacked
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the intellect to understand the problems and lacked
the know-how, the skills and the will to solve those
problems.
On almost any reasonable measurement, by the end
of 1992 Victoria was in an appalling mess and it was
getting rapidly worse by the day. It is in that context
that we should look at this autumn economic
statement because at one level this statement is
greeted by Victorians with a huge sigh of relief. It is
a relief to know that the Victorian government is no
longer governing this state under emergency-type
conditions. It is good to know that as we steadily
prise the state out of the mud pile in which it was
stuck by the former Labor government we can
gradually begin to consider the many other needs
that a state government has, other than just survival.
In case anyone feels any doubt as to whether
Victoria really is on the road to recovery there are
plenty of signs in this statement to show that the
sound management of Victoria's finances over the
past two and a half years has begun to produce very
real and good results.

The most important result heralded by this
statement is the fact that for the first time for many
years the state's finances are in a position of surplus.
The Treasurer has anticipated a budget surplus in
the vicinity of $46 million after taking into account a
current account surplus of $800 million and a capital
deficit of around $754 million. Although those
figures roll easily off the tongue they should not go
past without some serious consideration. A current
account surplus of $800 million compared with a
$2.2 billion deficit is a huge turnaround - in fact, it
is in excess of $3 billion. We must bear in mind the
limited capacity a state government has to raise
revenues and the tremendous demands on it to
provide quality services. This is a fantastic feat by a
government in only two and a half years.

In addition to the $46 million budget surplus and
current account surplus, which the Treasurer now
believes to be a sustainable current account surplus,
the second main headline of this economic statement
is the abolition of the state deficit levy. That is good
news for all Victorians. The state deficit levy was
introduced as a Cain-Kimer tax to help in
emergency conditions as a blatant revenue-raising
exercise. It was always proposed to be in place until
the state was put back in a position of sustainable
surplus, which we now believe it to be. It was never
intended to be a once-off tax as the opposition
pretended it to be. I am sure that point will be
reinforced in debate when the appropriate
legislation is introduced later this week.
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The third main headline of the economic statement
is that no new taxes have been intrcxiuced at a time
when other governments around Australia,
including the federal government, are raising taxes.
The Victorian government is not raising new taxes
nor increasing existing ones. I suggest that is a good
sign for the population at large, the business sector
and all supporters of this government as a reminder
that we are on the right track.
The fourth main headline of this economic statement
is that the government has allocated in excess of
$500 million for much-needed major capital works,
which include a huge roadworks program, and
$124 million for new and improved schools and
other education facilities. The economic statement
allocates some $80 million for health and corrummity
service projects, including money for the
Metropolitan Hospitals Planning Board.
The ACTING SPEAKER -Order! The time
appointed under sessional orders for me to interrupt
the business of the house has now arrived.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr MACLELLAN
(Minister for Planning).
Mr HYAMS - Other worthwhile capital items in
this budget include the implementation of the
recommendations of the Metropolitan Hospitals
Planning Board, the establishment of a new forensic
unit at Bundoora, the relocation of the chemical
storage facility from Coode Island to Point Lillias
and the demolition of those awful Gas and Fuel
towers in Flinders Street. The economic statement
includes worthwhile capital spending on projects
such as the Arts Centre, the National Gallery of
Victoria, the botanic gardens in the city and at
Cranboume and the Melbourne and Werribee zoos.
That is all good news, too.
A number of very important spending initiatives on
the current account should not be passed over
without mention. Some $120 million is allocated for
health and community services. For the first time
funds are allocated to acute care hospitals to cater
for both the normal growth in demand and the
increased growth resulting from people dropping
private health insurance cover and becoming more
dependent on the public sector. Some $9.4 million is
allocated to the child protection service, which
results from the promise made and the legislation
intrcxiuced by the government on the mandatory
reporting of child abuse. It is a wonderful project. As
I represent the electorate of Dromana in which
Daniel Valerio lived I can only recommend to the
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house that funds be allocated to this project. They
will be directed towards incredibly worthwhile
measures for people who are desperately in need of
genuine assistance.
Funding is also made available for educational
facilities and TAFE colleges. I will return to that
subject later. A one-off payment has made been
made to municipal libraries. These are very good
spending initiatives by a parsimonious Treasurer
carefully carrying out his responsibilities.
Although I have been talking about the good news, I
regret to say that I must also mention the bad news,
because this is merely chapter 1 of a long book.
Victoria is on a long path back from disaster.
Victoria was left a legacy of huge debt and
unfunded liabilities. Although the Minister for
Finance has done a tremendous job in reducing
some of the unfunded liabilities in superannuation,
Victoria still has a huge and disproportionate debt. It
is ridiculous for any institution, including a
government, to take money from its annual
recurrent budget to pay superannuants from years
earlier. If you want comparisons, if you say such
needs cannot be foreseen, if you say that is not
irresponsible, look at Queensland. Its former
government was laughed at by many others in
Australia. Yet it funded the superannuation of all
government employees. Annual payments to
retirees - to people long retired and those newly
retired - are paid out of separate investment funds
that were set aside for that specific purpose. The
recurrent expenditure of that government is spent
on the purposes for which it is intended: to provide
health, education, law and order and other services
the government is supposed to deliver.
This government must continue to focus on
improvements in infrastructure. It is necessary for
Victoria to embark on projects to rehabilitate the
state's infrastructure, which was run down so badly
in the Labor years. One of the hidden costs of Labor,
one of the less easily quantifiable costs, was its
failure to spend on the maintenance and capital
improvement of state assets, such as schools,
hospitals, roads and so on. Every householder, every
private business and every individual in the state
with any responsibility at all knows that if you fail to
maintain your capital items year by year by
spending money on them, the need to do so
accumulates; it does not disappear. After the Labor
years the coalition inherited rundown capital items.
Hence we hear the Minister for Education talk. about
the black holes he inherited in education. He refers
to the money that should have been spent on
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maintenance to restore the department's assets.
Unfortunately much of the capital improvements
required could be financed only by the sale of other
assets.

A feature of the May economic statement and the
previous statements is the fact that this government
continues to emphasise that Victoria's recovery will
come only from a healthy and robust economy. It
will come from a strong private sector. It will come
from confidence in the private sector, a confidence
that engenders a wish to invest and that investment,
in turn, will create employment. Therefore we see no
extra or new taxes on the private sector. We are
fortunate to see a reduction from 2S per cent to
10 per cent in the Workcover surcharge on
employers. That is a tremendous improvement and
a definite sign to the business sector that this
government has its best interests in mind and
intends to keep its promises.

I refer to another item in this economic statement
which is hidden away in the more distant pages but
which I consider to be very important. The Treasurer
has allocated S80 million for capital expenditure on
new technology. It will be spent by the public sector
to improve and increase efficiency in the delivery of
government services. Although in that context
$80 million is peanuts, at least it represents a very
Significant start. Most importantly, it is an
acknowledgment by the government that to
improve its performance it must not only work
harder, it must also work smarter. When allocating
funds for this new technology, the Treasurer has
very wisely demanded that those spending the
$80 million demonstrate their ability to service the
capital and provide a substantial return that
outweighs the benefits that could be gained in other
areas where the government could use those
moneys. This is a terrific initiative. There is no doubt
that the Victorian government's technology and its
computer base were seriously neglected throughout
the 19805. They must be brought rapidly into the
21st century. 11ti.s initiative demonstrates that the
government understands the need to perform in a
modem, professional and highly efficient way.
An S80 million government technology allocation is
relatively small. I said it was peanuts because I am
intimately aware of a budget for a major European
bank of $1 billion a year for capital investment and
recurrent spending on computer technology,
communications technology and modern scientific
development. Similar allocations on research and
development are repeated throughout the world in
major institutions that want to be among the best in
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the 21st century. H the Victorian government wants
to do that, it must focus on this embryonic program
of S80 million, run with it and do all it can with it
because it is an area that offers huge potential.
While referring to money well spent on the capital
side, I notice that the government will rationalise
office accommodation, something the Leader of the
Opposition, the shadow Treasurer, said was a waste
of money. He said the government was keen to
spend money on itself, ministers and the public
service. What a disgraceful argument. It can already
be demonstrated that the return from rationalisation
and consolidation of government accommodation
far outweighs the amount spent on revamping
ministerial offices. It will provide a regular return in
perpetuity .
I am proud to support the autumn economic
statement, as are my colleagues. Not only do
newspaper editorials unanimously endorse the
statement, but independent organisations such as
Moody's Investors Service endorse the statement. I
refer to a statement issued by Moody's on 15 May
this year that endorses the government's actions and
refers to Moody's decision to upgrade Victoria's
credit rating. It is an important statement and an
imprimatur on the Treasurer's work. It states:
As reasons for its action, Moody's pointed to the
continued improvement in the state's budget. The
current account first returned to surplus in the 1993-94
fiscal year, and this trend has been confirmed by the
most recent forecast for the current year, which shows a •
somewhat wider current surplus. Although some of
this improvement, including a dropping interest
expenditure, can be attributed to cyclical factors, most
of the change in the budget outlook is due to structural
changes aimed at the rationalisation of public services.
The savings obtained should be sustainable, in part
because of sharply lower payroll costs: employment in
the general government sector has fallen from 195 000
to 154 000 in less than three years.

The state's liabilities now appear to be under control,
and in some respects have begun to decline. Net debt is
still rising in absolute terms, but at a slow enough rate
that the ratio of net debt to GSP has fallen slightly.
Moreover, if the Kennett government is able to adhere
to the budget targets outlined in its medium-term
forward estimates, a further sizeable reduction in the
ratio is likely. Privatisation of state assets, which the
government is pledged to carry out on a large scale,
would accelerate this process. The state's unfunded
liabilities have been reduced by several billion dollars
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in the past two years as a result of payroll reductions
and the redesign of benefits.

I shall not read any further from the statement;
suffice to say it is a worthy endorsement of not just
the autumn economic statement but the economic
measures being taken by the government. We
should all be pleased by the progress evidenced by
Moody's comments and upgrading.
We are getting to the end of the first chapter, but the
real highlight of the statement, in my view, is that it
embodies integrity and credibility in financial
management. It is the first time for many years that
the state has seen genuine, honest financial
management as well as honest reporting. The
accounts are clear and intelligible and demonstrate
accountability of a kind that we have not seen in
Victoria's finances since the early 1980s. The fonner
Labor government's budgets were nothing short of
financial fantasies. They were full of tricks,
gimmicks and ideas such as SWitching capital
budget moneys into recurrent accounts. The Labor
government paid salaries and ongoing day-to-day
expenditures out of capital accounts. All the time it
covered up such trickery with smoke and mirrors I shall refer to the integrity of the federal budget
later.
People want to know where they stand, and this
government has never shied away from giving
people the bad news as well as the good news. TIUs
statement is no different from previous economic
statements in that it tells people where they stand,
how serious a position we are in and how difficult
the path ahead will be. I refer to the Treasurer's
speech of 2 May in which he states:
But Victoria's future is not yet secure. We still have
Australia's highest per capita government debt; our
interest bill is still higher than other states'; our level of
investment is still just adequate; and we are not yet able
to afford a sustainable reduction in our taxes, which are
still the highest in Australia.

The Leader of the Opposition, in replying to the
Treasurer, spent half his speech crowing that
Victoria is the highest taxed state in the nation, as if,
like a clever detective, he had discovered that at the
back of the Treasurer's statement. It is up the front,
and is fully acknowledged for all to see. Not only do
the people of Victoria know where they stand, but
the business sector knows where it stands, and that
is essential because business needs to plan ahead in
a stable and predictable environment. In Victoria
business is encouraged. It should not be constantly
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threatened by government actions that are
unpredictable, irrational and nearly always harmful
to it. The Treasurer's statement and particularly the
government's action in reducing Workcover
contributions continue the positive stance taken
towards the business sector.
On the question of integrity, I am glad to see specific
acknowledgment that the implementation of
whole-of-government reporting is on track. The
government is adamant about the introduction of
accrual accounting, a concept most members of the
opposition would not understand because it means
you can read and translate the accounts better. It
means that government and management will know
how much the assets cost, the amounts required to
be allocated to capital spending and, through that,
the real cost of running the state on an annual basis.
I know the opposition is not keen on the
introduction of this system, but the government is
keen to introduce transparency in financial
statements. The government is well on the way to
implementing an upgraded accounting system that
will achieve that. I am proud of the integrity of the
autumn statement. Although it contains bad news it
also gives us the good news. We know where we
stand: the statement is honest and straightforward
and has the integrity we must have.

I digress to congratulate the government on a pro;ect
dear to my heart as the member for Dromana. The
government has confirmed the spending of
$4.5 million on a TAFE college at Rosebud,
$1.2 million of which will be available this financial
year. The MOmington Peninsula desperately needs
that capital expenditure and this expanded TAFE
college. With proportionally few children and few
people aged between 18 and SO the population of
Dromana is on average older than the population of
any other Victorian electorate.
After attending the very good primary and
secondary schools on the peninsula, our young
people must go to Frankston or Melbourne for their
tertiary education. And although some do, many do
not. Sadly, many young people leave the peninsula,
some of them permanently; and the lack of a natural
supply of employees makes it hard to attract
commerce and industry to the region. I am
heartened by the government's decision to service
the youth of the peninsula by building a TAFE
college, which will offer courses relevant to
commerce and industry in the region and further
afield and which will therefore encourage young
people to stay on the peninsula permanently.
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I am proud of this economic statement. It contains
good news and clearly demonstrates that the
government is on the right track. I am sure the
people of Victoria understand what the government
is doing. I am sure they feel a sense of pride in
having contributed to and supported a government
that has been prepared to undertake the sorts of
economic and financial measures it has undertaken
to date. The autumn statement is yet another good
step along the long road to a restored economy in
Victoria.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - The honourable
member for Dromana is a classic dry in more ways
than one, but I am sure there was some substance to
his speech. I kept hearing the word 'integrity'. You
do not have to be an intellectual giant to understand
the ramifications of a lack of integrity for the people
we represent as members of Parliament.
The honourable member talked about how
wonderful it is that Moody's has given us a AA2
rating, as though it were the be all and end all. He
was like a kid with a new toy, a Treasurer with a
new gimmick or a Premier with a new statement.
But what has it all meant to the people of Victoria
over the past two years? We are now the highest
taxed state in Australia! So much for our AA2 rating
and the benefits it supposedly provides for ordinary
people.

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! The honourable members for Benambra and
Altona will cease interjecting.
Mr MICALLEF - He has had an injection of
something. I am a bit worried about him.
Mr A. F. Plowman interjected.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member for Benambra will cease
interjecting.
Mr MICALLEF - I think he sleeps with the pigs,
but I am not sure.
Mr A. F. Plowman -On a point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, not only do I not understand
that comment but I totally reject it and ask that it be
withdrawn.
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The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. The honourable member for Springvale will
be heard in silence.
Mr MICALLEF -If he is offended, I withdraw. I
feel sorry for the pigs anyway. The word 'integrity'
was misused. If the economic statement had
integrity, it would have some benefits for ordinary
voters. I do not see any benefits in it, apart from the
sudden withdrawal of the so-called poll tax, which
should not have been imposed in the first place. So
much for integrity! The statement is not good news
for Victorians.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - If I were the honourable
member for Mordialloc I would not laugh. It may
cost him his seat. The statement talks about no new
taxes and $500 million in capital works. Where are
the capital works? What about the $1800 each
Victorian has been slugged? Let government
members go out and tell the Victorian people there
will be no new taxes. The economic statement is a
gimmick. Government members talk about integrity,
but they do not know what the word means.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - Yes, he certainly does. In
question time today the Premier said my electorate
office is closed for 50 per cent of the day. I took
offence at that statement because my office is open
from 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m., five days a week - and I
am often there on weekends. The honourable
member for Mordialloc knows how I service my
electorate. I am always on call, and he knows it. I
took offence at the Premier's comment - firstly,
because it is untrue, and, secondly, because the
office needs to be open to handle the problems that
arise daily because of the cuts in government
services. It was insulting to me, insulting to my staff
and insulting to the electors of Springvale. Even
though the Premier has been responsible for cutting
back my staff so that it makes it more difficult for me
to service my electorate, I will try with some
integrity to explain to my constituents the
dichotomy that the Premier has put forward. It is an
absolute disgrace that we are not able to service our
electorates effectively in a climate where the
govenunent is cutting back goods and services,
when the government is increasing taxes and when
the government is slugging the ordinary taxpayer in
this state.
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The economic statement is a great disappointment to
the Victorian community; it delivers nothing. It has
been given a very good media coverage even by the
so-called enemies of this government. If I hear the
Premier talking about the Sunday Age it is because it
has given the government a pat on the back all the
way through. TItis gimmick is an absolute disgrace.
Unless the Sunday Age pats the Premier on the back
and praises him for every utterance he makes, he
condemns it. The Sunday Age is certainly no friend of
the tabor movement; it is more anti-Labor than
pro-tabor and it certainly is not anti-government.
The Premier's attacking of the media is absolutely
disgraceful; it is certainly a red herring.
Again, with this economic statement we have a
further range of cuts to education, health, and
community services after the cuts that have been
taking place over the past two years. We are getting
more of the same and the only way this will stop is
to get rid of this government because time is
running out.
The govemmenfs financial statement has an impact
on the living standards of all Victorians. Some day
government members will understand the difference
between AAA ratings and the quality of life of
ordinary people. There is a difference. Some of us
approach it from the quality of life aspect even
though we may have a debt that looks very
formidable, but the next generation can pick up the
tab as long as we are able to service that debt.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MICALLEF - That is the difference between
the opposition and the government. The opposition
does not mind providing goods and service facilities
for the next generation proViding they have some
stake in paying for those goods and services that are
provided. There is a very real difference in
approach. This is not a government that has the
interests of ordinary people or the interests of
families at heart. It certainly made a move in the
right direction in taking away the poll tax. However,
as I said before, it unnecessarily slugged ordinary
Victorians who are paying off their homes an extra
$100 a year. It will not get away with that because
the people will remember that at the next election.

Mr Leigh - Will you win?
Mr MICALLEF - We certainly will. As I said,
those ratepayers and voters had to pay $1800. The
honourable member asks the rhetorical question,
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'Will you win?' We will win and the government
will lose. It will be a loser!
Mr Perton - What did the Age poll say today?
The AcnNG SPEAKER (Mr Jasper> - Order!
The honourable member for Doncaster is out of

order!
Mr MICALLEF - You do not listen to the Age,
you listen to the Premier! The Premier says that the
Age prints a lot of nonsense. For once the Premier is
right, the Age prints a lot of nonsense.

Given that this government and Treasurer when in
opposition opposed moderate increases in taxes and
charges by the previous government in its attempt to
deal with the debt and get the economy in a far
better position, and given the current increases that
have taken place, the Minister for Natural Resources
should not laugh. He ought to be ashamed of
himself for putting a tax on the necessities of life his sewerage tax.

Honourable members interjecting.
The AcnNG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable members for Mordialloc and Doncaster
are continually interjecting out of their places. H they
wish to make any comment they should make it in
their places, and they will be addressed at the time. I
shall hear no more from the two honourable
members. The honourable member for Springvale,
without assistance.
Mr MlCALLEF - Thank you Mr Acting Speaker,
I can understand why they have never gone further

than the backbench.

Honourable members interjecting.
The AcnNG SPEAKER - Order! I advise the
honourable member for Doncaster that interjections
made from out of his place will not be accepted.
Mr MICALLEF -If he grumbles once more, I'll
throw a glass of water over him, I tell you!
The AcnNG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Springvale is to address the
Chair.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - Go on, I dare you!
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Mr Perton - You're out of control.
Mr MICALLEF - I will try to ignore that
infantile disorder that calls himself a member of
Parliament. Victorian families are the highest taxed,
and they pay the highest charges in the history of
this state. The political constituency I represent and
the honourable member for Mordialloc partially
represents has a majority of members who have
certain characteristics, and if you - Mr Leigh - They all look like you!
Mr MICALLEF - I find that a f.. king insult!
TheACI1NG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member for Springvale will withdraw
the remark.
Mr MICALLEF - I am not going to be insulted
by that sort of shit! You get rid of him! Get him out
of here!

The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Springvale - Mr MICALLEF - I took offence at that! I took a
lot of offence! Get him to withdraw it!
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! I ask the
honourable member for Springvale to withdraw,
and I ask the honourable member for Doncaster to
then withdraw his comment.
Mr Perton - I didn't say - The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Springvale is to withdraw
the comment he made.
An Honourable Member - He has done that!

The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! Thank you,
the comment has been withdrawn.
Mr Leigh - What comments are we talking
about?
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Springvale is to address the
Chair.
Mr MICALLEF - We have a high proportion of
new arrivals in my electorate and the honourable
member for Mordialloc insultingly said they all look
like me. I take offence at that comment. I ask you to
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make him withdraw the comment. I find it very
offensive. It is offensive to me, it is offensive to the
constituents I represent and it is typical of the racism
that is on the government side. I am insulted by that,
and I ask you to make him withdraw it.
Mr Leigh - Can I, as a - -

The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! Is it a point of
order?
Mr Leigh - As the son of a migrant - -

The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! Is the
honourable member raising a point of order?
Mr Leigh - As a point of order, I am happy to
withdraw. However, I ask him to withdraw his
racist remarks to me.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! I ask the
honourable member for Mordialloc to withdraw the
comments he made earlier. If he wishes to take
offence at other comments he can call for the
withdrawal of those comments.
Mr Leigh - It is a bit difficult to withdraw racist
remarks when one has not made any. I said, and I
quote, 'They all look like him'. lbat is not a racist
remark. I simply made a comment about the
honourable member for Springvale. I am happy to
withdraw it. Can I say I withdraw, but also ask the
honourable member for Springvale - The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! Just
withdraw the comment you made.
Mr Leigh - I have said that I withdraw. I ask the
honourable member for Springvale to withdraw. I
certainly take offence at the honourable member for
Springvale making what I consider racist remarks to
me.
Mr Andrianopoulos - Which remark was that?
Mr Leigh - You heard what he said! He called
me a racist and all that sort of nonsense. As the son
of a migrant I object to that remark. The honourable
member for wherever he is from these days should
know that I asked the honourable member for
Springvale to withdraw the comments because they
are not true, and he knows that as well as I do.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! I ask the
honourable member for Springvale to withdraw so
that he can then proceed with his contribution.
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Mr MICALLEF - You have put me in a very
difficult situation, Mr Acting Speaker. I will
withdraw, but I was asked by the honourable
member for Mordialloc to repeat the statements he
made that I found offensive. I repeated them, and he
accused me of being racist I withdraw on that basis.
If they are the rules of this place, so be it. It is
absolutely ridiculous that someone who makes
racist statements only because he is repeating them
for clarification's sake can be accused of being racist.
I find that rather absurd, but so be it.

The ACflNG SPEAKER -Order! The Chair
accepts the withdrawal.
Mr MICALLEF - As I said, my electorate of
Springvale has a high concentration of working-class
people and small businesses operating on narrow
margins. Many members are extremely dependent
on basic community services. During the next three
months a great deal of media attention will be given
to the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II.
Some 50 years on the people of Springvale, myself
included, want nothing more than to be treated
humanely by this government. We certainly do not
enjoy the luxuries of some of the better off members
of Parliament. Instead we are still in the front line,
appalled by the arrogance of the government as it
continues to increase taxes and basic charges. This
mini-budget still has us on a war footing.
My constituents share common problems. Their
children should be afforded the education and
employment opportunities that in many cases they
lack. They should be allowed to live in a community
of fairness and shared values - and those are
important principles. The necessary resources
should be made available to the aged, the ill and the
Wlwell. People should not have to beg for the right
to live lives of self·respect and dignity. I condemn
the economic statement because it is Wlprincipled
and because its provisions do little to help people
achieve the aims they realistically aspire to.
We all know about the attacks on education,
including the closure of more than 200 schools, the
cutbacks in resources, the attacks on teachers and
the current dispute about the learning assessment
project testing arrangements. Total chaos reigns in
the system; teachers are intimidated; and the
education climate is not conducive to good
education, good administration and good results.
The matter needs to be taken up by the govenunent
as a ma tter of urgency.
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The increases in the cost of gas, electricity and water,
which were once basic government utilities, are
being loaded onto the community. That is
disgraceful. The services are becoming more
expensive as they are being either privatised or
prepared for privatisation. The impact on those who
are unable to pay the increases will be dramatic.
I want to comment on ethnic affairs. I recently
attended the global diversity conference in New
South Wales, which was opened by the Prime
Minister. 1he keynote speaker was the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. The
conference put Australia on the map as regards
ethnic affairs and multiculturalism. In his opening
speech the Prime Minister said in effect that
although Australia did not put itself up as a model it
certainly had learnt a lot of lessons that could be
picked up by other nations, especially the way we
relate to others in our efforts to achieve racial
harmony. That is why I get so upset when a
government member acts in as infantile a way as the
honourable member for Mordialloc. I make no
apologies for my reaction.

After going to a conference attended by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations and
hundreds of international delegates and after seeing
so much that we can be proud of, I say on behalf of
the Victorian community that such an infantile
reaction by a member of Parliament is an insult. The
sad thing is that not one Victorian minister attended
the conference. It was disgraceful that there was not
one minister representing the state at a conference
celebrating the International Year of Tolerance. The
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Ethnic
Affairs attended for part of the time, but he was
called back on important parliamentary business. So
much for the priorities of this government.
What has this government done to promote racial
harmony? It has cut the resources of the Ethnic
Affairs Commission. It has done nothing to resolve
diSputes about racism; and it has been very quiet on
the issue of racism in sport. We have heard nothing
from the Premier, the Minister for Ethnic Affairsnot one Sign, not one gesture. We have seen the
Premier out on the steps of Parliament House at
various times inciting racial division; but whenever
he has had an opportunity as Minister for Ethnic
Affairs to do something to quell the tide of racism
that seems to be washing over our sporting fields, he
has done nothing. It is an absolute disgrace. We have
an international clown who in his official capacity
runs around making racist comments and jokes at
the expense of our indigenous people. What has this
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government said about his comments? Has it called
for his resignation? The answer is no. It has been
silent; it has acquiesced in almost classic tenns. Even
though he has made a half-hearted apology, it has
been a disgrace.
VVhathas the govenunentdone about eduUc affaus
issues? It has cut the powers of the Ethnic Affaus
Commission and cut back its operating grants. The
government has issued press releases saying that its
resources have been increased by 50 per cent. That
looks great on paper - but 50 per cent of what?
Anyone knows that 50 per cent of nothing does not
mean much. I suppose 50 per cent of $200 000 means
a little, so it is a little bit better than nothing! The
government's actions in promoting ethnic affairs
issues leave a lot to be desired. Today the Premier
took the high moral ground in support of
multiculturalism; but he has done very little to
promote racial harmony.

The next matter about which I shall comment is the
relocation of the Coode Island chemical storage
facilities. I have had some responsibility in that
matter. The Coode Island storage could cause a
disaster where it is now located and should be
shifted. This government and the previous
government made commitments. The Coode Island
chemical storage facilities have to go, but where will
they go and when will they go? That is the $64 000
question. The recent television show about the
rigged American quiz show reminded me of the
way the government has rigged this issue. The
government's approach has been haphazard. The
shifting of the Coode Island storage has bipartisan
support, but the tactics in shifting it do not have
such support. Unanimous support was evident for
shifting the chemical storage from Coode Island to
west Point Wilson. The Landy panel
recommendation was accepted by the community in
the western suburbs and by the community in
Geelong. It was accepted by the government and the
opposition of the day. The deal struck by the federal
government with the state government to locate the
East Coast Armaments Complex to west Point
Wilson effectively removed the option of relocating
the Coode Island storage there and created a
dilenunaforttusgovernment.
Point Ullias is a sensitive area, as pointed out by the
Landy panel report. TIle area contains
environmentally sensitive wetlands which are
irreplaceable in a world where environmental areas
are under threat and are quickly disappearing. We
must protect those areas that have Significant
environmental value because, according to a recent
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CSIRO study, 60 per cent of Australia's eastern and
south~astem wetlands have been lost. We have
little left to protect. Why not hang onto those
wetlands? Point Ullias has areas of native seagrass
and is an important breeding ground for fish.
Indigenous people regard the area with some
sensitivity.

On those grounds the environment effects statement
now being undertaken by the federal government
should include a serious examination of those issues.
The federal government would then have difficulty
in allowing this government to relocate the Coode
Island storage to Point Lillias. What happens when
the EES rejects Point Lillias? VVhat will we do? You
are the minister -what will we do?
Mr Gude - You have all the answers.
Mr MICALLEF - No; we simply open up the
debate again! It means the promise to relocate the
Coode Island storage will not be carried out by this
government. It is an absolute disgrace! The
government has deceived the community. I do not
believe it intended to shift the Crode Island - -

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr GUDE
(Minister for Industry and Employment).
Debate adjourned until next day.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Multiculturalism: Liberal Party policy
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS (Mill Park) - I direct
a matter to the attention of the Minister for Ethnic
Affaus. Much has been said in the past 24 hours by
the Premier regarding Australia's multicultural
society and particularly of the bipartisan approach
to a multicultural policy in Victoria. I have
expressed the view that for the past two decades our
multicultural policy has worked because it is
basically about tolerance, understanding, equality
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and respect for the diverse elements in our society.
We have not witnessed in Victoria or, indeed, in
Australia many of the problems that beset other
countries that do not have a multicultural approach.
The matter I wish to take up with the Premier
concerns determinations of the 120th State Council
of the liberal Party of Australia on 18 and 19 March
this year. Among the decisions taken at that council
was decision no. 57 on multiculturalism, which
states:
This state council believes that the concept of
multiculturalism as presently promoted in Australia is
being exploited politically and is also leading to a more

divisive society, and that policies designed to produce a
greater sense of Australian nationality need to be
developed by the Liberal Party.

To anyone, that clearly means there is a move afoot
within the Liberal Party to move away from a
multicultural policy. The state council motion was
promoted by the Frankston East branch of the
Liberal Party. One has to question what role the
member for Frankston East has played in moving
the motion. More importantly, one has to question
what the Premier, as the Minister for Ethnic Affairs,
will do to quash the motion and stop that movement
within the Liberal Party and to put the Liberal Party
rednecks who want to move away from
multicultural Victoria and Australia back in their
place.

Immunisation
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - The matter I
raise for the attention of the Minister for Health
concerns immunisation. In 1988 the former Labor
government set about an immunisation program in
primary schools and the federal government turned
over responsibility for immunisation to the states.
In 1990 the Health Act was amended so that

immunisation status certificates had to be he
produced upon enrolment at a primary school.
Section 144 of the act states:
(1) The parent or guardian of a child must give an
immunisation status certificate in respect of each
prescribed infectious disease to the person in
charge of each primary school that the child
attends before the child first attends that school.
Penalty: 5 penalty units.
(2)

A person in charge of a primary school must not
refuse a child admission to the school only because
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an immunisation status certificate has not been
produced in respect of that child.

In Australia less than 50 per cent of all children are
being immunised. Victoria has a better record but
the number of children being immunised is far
lower than the number needed to prevent an
epidemic of, for example, whooping cough. In the
1980s England allowed its immunisation program to
fall to 50 or 60 per cent of children, with the result
that hundreds of young people had to be
hospitalised and many died from whooping cough. I
am concerned that Victoria is no. 28 on the DECD
immunisation list.

The minister should improve the situation in our
education system with regard to status certificates.
Status cards should be enforced in primary schools,
but, as I understand it, that is not being done. There
seems to be some misconception about how the
system is to operate. It seems that unless we can get
the immunisation rate up to 70, 80 or 90 per cent we
may face an epidemic this year or next ye~r of .
pertussis, diphtheria or some of the other infectious
diseases that may affect our children. Even measles
immunisation is not done to anywhere near the
same level. TIli.s is of great concern to the
community and I ask the minister to act promptly.

Rail: Spotswood residents
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Public Transport rail
movements in the South Kingsville-Spotswood area
adjacent to Hick and Stephenson streets, Spotswood.
The matter predominantly centres around the
proximity of rail lines to houses and resid~tial
development in the area. It also has to do With ~e
safety of pedestrians when crossing from one Side of
the residential area to the other to get to shops,
schools, child<are fadlities and community centres.

They are the two major issues that have come to a
head because the National Rail Corporation (NRe)
is providing a standard gauge rai1line from the .
South Dynon railway yards to North Geelong. It IS. a
duplicated standard gauge rail line, and I support It.
In putting in the new line the NRC undert~k
extensive consultation with local commuruties about
noise, problems associated with extra movements
and so on. I meet regularly with those residents and
have visited the sites to ensure that the extra trains
the NRC will run between Melbourne and Adelaide
will have minimal impact on the Spotswood and
South Kingsville community.
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I ask the Minister for Public Transport to address the
responsibility of the Public Transport Corporation to
conduct similar consultation on its freight use on
that line. In particular, 1 raise matters pertaining to
two residents, Veronica Nicholl of 2 Hick Street,
Spotswood, and June Wilson of 39 Stephenson
Street, Spotswood. One of those residents is
concerned about pedestrian crossings, safety,
fencing and access from one side of the area to the
other. The other resident is concerned about the
proximity of her house to the rail line, which is
elevated. From the back of her yard you can clearly
see the significant visual intrusion of the rail line, as
well as hear the trains. 1 ask the minister to ensure
that the PTC carries out a similar consultation
process to the one carried out by the NRe.
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What progress has the minister made with his
representations to the federal government,
particularly through RASAC? When will the federal
Minister for Primary Industries and Energy meet his
responsibilities and assist country Victorians who
are in desperate and difficult circumstances? The
federal government must recognise the drought
conditions experienced by Victorian farmers. It must
match the funds being made available provided by
the state government and provide for extended
assistance to primary producers through interest
subsidies, Austudy and, where applicable, social
security benefits. Primary producers should be
encouraged to apply for assistance, and 1 hope the
minister will provide the house with updated
information and give the farmers a sympathetic ear.

Mr McArthur - Do you want the line closed?

Learning assessment project

Mr BRACKS - No, I do not. 1 ask the minister to
indicate to relevant PTC staff members that they
should visit the area and carry out their own
investigation of safety and noise. They should deal
with issues such as the tragic fatality that occurred
because of the lack of footpath access to proper rail
crossings. The coroner's report suggests some
improvements.

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - My
remarks to the Minister for Education concern the
fact that the minister has allowed the Directorate of
School Education to misuse 51 million of taxpayers'
money to promote the learning assessment pro;ect.
We are all very much aware of the fact that although
the government seems to find large amounts of
money for promoting itself when it is in political
difficulties, it cannot find enough money for
important educational programs to assist children
with learning difficulties.

Drought: relief
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I raise with the
Minister for Agriculture a matter 1 raised during the
adjournment debate earlier this session. I refer to the
drought conditions continuing to prevail in country
Victoria. Honourable members will be aware that
there has been substantial rain across much of
country Victoria which would make many people,
particularly those in metropolitan Melbourne,
believe the drought has now finished and that there
has been a major turnaround for primary producers
in country Victoria.

Although there has been rain across much of
country Victoria and growth has taken place, most
of us from country electorates know that the
drought is not finished and that many farmers will
be in difficult circumstances for many months to
come. When he visited country Victoria last week
the Premier announced that the government would
provide an additional SI million to assist primary
producers in difficult circumstances because of the
drought. That raises the amount of money provided
by the state government to more than $30 million.
Will the minister explain how that money will be
provided to country people in drought-declared and
non-drought-declared areas?

To put it into perspective, the amount of money
used to promote the learning assessment project is
half the overall cost of the project. The project is
expected to cost 52 million and the government has
spent 51 million on promoting it to the public. That
is nearly twice as much money as the government
spends-Mr McArthur - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
I refer you to the notice paper, and specifically to
general business, notices of motion, no. 19 standing
in the name of the honourable member for
Dandenong. It is quite an extensive notice of motion
in which he lists, among other things, advertising
programs in a whole range of government
departments. I suggest the issue he raises tonight
anticipates that debate.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member raised a point of order on the rule of
anticipation. It will be a long time before that motion
sees the light of day; I do not uphold the point of
order.
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Mr PANDAZOPOULOS -It is usual for
government members to indulge in time wasting
because they do not like hearing the truth. The
government spent twice as much on this promotion
as it spends in total on the weekly newspaper to
schools, parents and the education community, and
that publication has already covered the learning
as~mentpr~l

Mr Gude interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - Why don't you be
quiet and go drink another bottle of Scotch! It is not
enough for the government to promote the learning
a~ment pr~ through Victorian School News, it
has to promote it through four publications, through
the Board of Studies, through newspaper
supplements, four-page inserts in the Herald Sun, the
Age and the Leader newspapers as well as radio
advertisements on 3AW, glossy public relations
booklets and the learning a~ment project hotline.

Even in today's Department of Education
supplement in the Herald Sun there is another story
promoting the LAP. The government tells us this
project is supposed to be supported by parents. Why
would a government want to spend $1 million
promoting a project that is supported by parents?
This is clearly an wmecessary and outrageous waste
of taxpayers' money.

T AC: postage and courier services
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - I refer the Treasurer to a
practice of employees of the Transport Accident
Commission - namely, the use of T AC envelopes
and postage stamps to mail various bits of
information. In particular I refer to information
circulated. widely by the Democratic Cat Council of
Victoria. It is apparent that a person employed by
the TAC is using TAC envelopes and postage
stamps to mail pamphlets throughout the state.
One item of particular concern is that it was alleged
to me that in November the cat council used TAC
courier services to ferry its propaganda and
pamphlets throughout the state. Although a lot of
people would see this as a bit of a laugh because a
postage stamp costs only 45 cents, courier services
are much more expensive and nobody knows how
far this has gone. The fact is that if the TAC is paying
for postage and courier services throughout Victoria
for this organisation, that means the TAC is picking
up the tab and subsidising a non-government
organisation. I believe it is inappropriate for the
TAC to pay for the postage and courier services
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used by this organisation, particularly when such
vague and misleading notions are in the pamphlet.

The pamphlet appears to contain the minutes of a
meeting, mentioning the moving and seconding of
motions. There is no doubt that the pamphlet is
propaganda. I do not know anything about the
organisation; I do not particularly want to know
anything about it. What I am concerned about is that
it is using government money to distribute its
pamphlet.
I ask the Treasurer to investigate the matter. The
pamphlet has a person's name and address to which
documents may be returned. I do not know whether
that person is employed. by the TAC, but if this is
happening at the TAC it could possibly be occurring
elsewhere. I ask the Treasurer to investigate the
matter and advise me as soon as possible.

We stall Road: upgrading
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I ask the
Treasurer to raise with the Minister for Roads and
Ports in another place the Springvale bypass and the
upgrading of Westall Road, which would linlc the
two ends of the bypass that have been completed.
The first stage of the bypass was opened by Simon
Crean, the federal minister, and the then Victorian
Minister for Transport, Peter Spyker; it was federally
hmded, of course. It is a beautiful bit of road and it
has increased through traffic on Westall Road
significantly. The second stage of the bypass was
opened last year by the Minister for Roads and Ports
and Simon Crean; again it was federally hmded.

The completion of that section of the bypass has
certainly made a hedc of a difference to traffic flow
in the area. As somebody who lives off Westall
Road, I have seen Westall Road becoming very busy.
On a good day it can cut 8 to 10 minutes of travel
time for traffic going from Oandenong Road to the
Frankston freeway. It is important that the
upgrading of Westall Road be completed. Not only
does the road need to be improved and updated to
improve traffic flow, this is also a safety issue
because two lanes of the road converge into one and
traffic banks up for several blocks, with drivers
becoming impatient and having to do a bit of
dangerous manoeuvring.
The second aspect is that people who live on the side
streets, especially those who live on the Oakleigh
side ofWestall Road, including me, have to
negotiate the traffic frequently and are finding it
difficult to get from those streets into Westall Road.
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The govenunent needs to take stock of its priorities.
I know it is a Labor seat, so I suggest that if
the improvements do not - -
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rights to have made that decision and to ensure that
that sort of decision is not made in the future.

Nillumbik: Pretty Hill
The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Residential Tenancies Tribunal: decision
Mr PHILUPS (Eltham) - I raise for the attention
of the Attorney-General and in her absence the
Treasurer a letter I received from a local estate agent
outlining his concerns about a tenant who is leasing
a property and about the Residential Tenancies
Tribunal.
The tenant has a history of late payment. A nasty
incident occurred: when the agent asked for
outstanding rent to be paid to his office the tenant
claimed that he had pushed $310 in cash Wlder the
door. However, the next morning when the agent
opened the door he fOWld no cash. As a result the
agent took the tenant to the Residential Tenancies
Tribunal. A number of factors about the tribunal's
determination are of grave concern to the estate
agent. They are: firstly, the acceptance by the
tribunal of the prod uction by the tenant of a bank
statement showing only that a withdrawal was
made as evidence of delivery of a sum of money to
the office, a sum which appears nowhere in that
statement; secondly, the acceptance by the tribunal
of the unsupported word of a tenant with a history
of late payment against the word of a long-serving
employee in the business with an unblemished
record; thirdly, the establishment by the tribwW of a
precedent giving any tenant the right to claim that
he or she pushed money Wlder a door and that that
word is the only evidence required to support the
claim; fourthly, the motivation of the tribunal in
finding in favour of a tenant in circumstances which
we believe would not be acceptable to any court in
the land and then advising the agent that he should
get in touch with his insurance company for possible
reimbursement; and fifthly, that the findings of the
tribunal mean that the agent is now liable to pay his
principal the amoWlt of the loss.
The estate agent is concerned because the tenant
claimed that he had pushed the rent in cash Wlder
the door. When no rent was foWld Wlder the door
and payment was again sought the tenant said he
had already paid, and when the agent took the
tenant to the tribunal it made a decision which
appears to the estate agent's mind to be astoWlding.
I ask that the matter be taken up with the
Attorney-General to see if the tribwlal was within its

Mr HAERMEYER. (Yan Yean) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Local Government a
matter concerning an area of land in the Kangaroo
GroWld area known as Pretty Hill. Some 85 hectares
of land was purchased for a tip in 1990 by the Shire
of Eltham. At the time the issue became rather
controversial and an independent panel ultimately
ruled that it was unsuitable for that purpose. Last
year the Shire of Eltham decided that the land would
be made available for public open space. The
decision was widely welcomed by the local
community because it was vehemently opposed to a
tip being established on the site. U honourable
members know the Kangaroo Ground-Panton
Hill-Wattle Glen area they will know it is a unique
bushland setting, and that is why many residents
have chosen to settle there. The area has been
described locally as the lungs of Melbourne.
The people of Eltham have always supported their
cOWlcil providing a Significant area of bushland and
public open space to maintain the unique flavour of
the area. Last week the unelected commissioners of
the Shire of Nillumbik decided to subdivide the area
into 11 allotments, with little or no consultation with
the local community. It has been delivered as a fait
accompli. The commissioners are not elected; they
have no mandate to carry out this decision. It is a
wrong decision and it is against the wishes of local
residents.
I ask that the Minister for Local Government prevent
the sale of the land and instruct the Shire of
Nillurnbik not to sell it until either elected
cOWlcillors can rule on the matter or a referendum
or a reasonable poll of public opinion is held to
determine the wishes of the people who actually live
in the municipality and will continue to live there in
the future, rather than the commissioners, who will
eventually leave the area, never to be seen again.
The land belongs to the people of the Shire of
Nillumbik and they should be consulted about the
decision.

Sandringham courthouse
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services the current use of the Sandringham
courthouse. In 1988 the Labor government when
contesting the seat of Sandringham at the state
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election said that a new $3 million courthouse would
be built on the fonner Sandringham police station
and courthouse site. If members of the opposition
were to travel there they would realise that was a
promise that the former government did not keep.
At the back of the police station site is the
Sandringham courthouse which, as a result of the
reorganisation of the court system, is vacant. The
local youth officer from the City of Bayside is
interested in making use of this building for 6 or
12 months at an appropriate rental to conduct his
activities of assisting local youth. The local police
have been temporarily relocated to Hampton and a
decision is pending as to the future use of the
Sandringham police station site.
The local police undertake excellent work. They are
in the process of considering an application from the
Black Rock life Saving Club regarding the Start
program. The Black Rock Yacht Club also
undertakes excellent youth work in the area.
The use of the courthouse would not be an issue if
the Labor Party had kept its promise after the 1988
state election to set up a $3 million police station
complex. The local youth officer believes he can
make excellent use of the old courthouse to help
young people in the area.

Responses
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member for Mill Park incorrectly misrepresent the
motion to Parliament but also he deliberately did not
refer to the supporting document.
Let us for a moment look at the abuse and misuse of
the ethnic community in our society and in
particular the Labor Party's role in branch stacking
in recent times. That has to be the greatest abuse of
people of ethnic origin who have no real command
of the English language. It was not only an abuse of
the ethnic community but it was orchestrated
through the office of the Leader of the Opposition by
an employee, Mr Tayfun Eren, whom Labor
members of this house insisted should be removed
from office because of the way he had abused the
ethnic community. Today we read in the press that
not only does the Labor Party condone the abuse
and misuse of those in our community who do not
have a command of English but also that Mr Tayfun
Eren has been rewarded - if it is a reward - with
preselection for the upper house seat of Doutta Galla.
So, Mr Mill Park, don't come into this Parliament
and try in any way to raise an issue of abuse when,
firstly, your facts are wrong, and secondly, the
motion and the terms of the underlying statement
were aimed directly at the performance of your
party, especially when as recently as today the
person who was responsible - Mr Micallef interjected.

Mr KENNElT (premier) - The honourable
member for Mill Park raised an issue that he said
was decided at the last liberal Party state council
when a decision was made on a motion that he
referred to the house. The tragedy about the
honourable member for Mill Park is that like the rest
of his party he does no research on the matters he
raises. The issue was not debated at the state council
in any way. It was a motion on the books that did
not proceed.

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Springvale to remain silent.

Mr Andrianopoulos - Why didn't you get up
and condemn them?

Mr KENNETI -If we have failed, why have we
twice as many members as you have? You have not
only failed collectively but, as the honourable
member for Mill Park, you have failed individually,
and that is even worse because you don't do the
work. When my colleague the honourable member
for Warrandyte and I get out to ethnic communities,
as we do all the time, it is highly noticeable that
these days the Labor Party is hardly ever
represented. The shadow Minister for Ethnic Affairs
is almost invariably never there. You don't care.

Mr KENNElT - It is little wonder that even
your discredited leader has dumped you on the back
bench when you haven't even got the initiative to
get your facts right! The reality is that if the
honourable member had wanted to refer tOnight to
the supporting comments attached to the undebated
motion, he would have noticed that -and it was
highlighted - multiculturalism has been tainted in
recent times by Labor Party ethnic branch stacking.
That was the motion. Not only did the honourable

Mr KENNETI - We are not concerned at all
about who sits opposite us. All we know is that
whoever sits opposite, whether individually or
collectively assessed, is doomed by the people of
Victoria.

Mr Andrianopoulos - Your party has failed!

Mr Haermeyer interjected.
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Mr KENNETr -Come in, Helicopter! Say that
again!

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Yan Yean and other members of the
opposition to remain silent.
Mr KENNETr - The ethnic communities are
well represented on this side. They are represented
by the Premier and Mr Honeywood, who over many
years have built up a reputation - Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr KENNETr - What's the bet? Come on, what
is it? The honourable member for Springvale wants
to have a side bet with me. What is it? 1hat you win
the next election? How much do you want on it?
Come on!
Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair is rapidly
running out of patience with the honourable
member for Springvale. The Chair has been more
than tolerant. I ask the honourable member for
Springvale to remain silent.
Mr KENNETr - The honourable member for
Springvale has become a legend in his own beard! I
can only say that, except for branch stacking and
abusing the ethnic communities in terms of
non-representation, members of the Labor Party
have absolutely turned their backs on 25 per cent of
the population. As you, Mr Speaker, and other
honourable members 1cnow, some members of the
Labor Party appear irregularly, although I have yet
to see the Leader of the Opposition consistently
present and I do know that on only two or three
occasions the member for Springvale has been
present. However, the honourable member for Mill
Park is an absolute nonentity, not only with ethnic
communities but in our own Par~~~:nent. 1hat is
why you have come as close to the front bench as
you are now!
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to be taken seriously. None of you works. You have
no policies, and now, as a result of the decision
made by your preselection committee, you are
actually rewarding the person who most abused
those of our community of ethnic origin who have
least command of the English language! You sacked
him from the office of the Leader of the Opposition
and you rewarded him by having him come into this
house.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr KENNETr - The new member for
Williamstown, who should have been a female
member but affirmative action went out the door,
says he has every right to be a member of
Parliament. Of course he does and we can't wait to
see him here. What he represents is the way in
which the Labor Party continues to abuse those in
our community without a command of English.
Bring them in one after the other - -

Honourable membos interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the honourable
member for Williamstown not to push his luck too
far.
Mr Bracks interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Williamstown interjects once again, I
will name him!
Mr KENNETr - We are very proud of our
record over many years of consistent representation
of ethnic communities in trying to ensure they are
part of a harmonious Victoria.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETr - The Leader of the Opposition is
saying, 'Name them'. The only thing we can be sure
of-Mr Brumby - You are a hypocrite! Name them!

Representations about multicu1turalism and higher
levels of immigration, although not necessarily
popular, are clearly on the record. I can only suggest
that before the honourable member for Mill Park
tries to impress his colleagues and before he stands
up again on the adjournment debate he does a
minimum amoWlt of work and gets his facts right.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition used an Wlparliamentary expression and
I ask him to withdraw.
Mr Brumby - I withdraw.

You are representative of the Labor Party in Victoria
at the moment: you just do not want to do the work

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER. - Order! The honourable
member for Mordialloc should remain silent when a
member withdraws an unparliamentary comment
and complies with a request of the Chair. I suggest
the honourable member retire from the chamber or
move back to his seat
Mr KENNE1T - The government's position has
been clearly established over a long period of

service. We are consistent The Leader of the
Opposition should check up on the activities of the
honourable member for Bundoora because the word
is out: you are gone and she is in - it is only a
matter of time.
MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - The honourable member for Murray
Valley referred to drought assistance for farmers. He
was right in his analysis that a further $4 million
package announced last week by the Premier on a
visit to western Victoria will bring the total package
to $30 million.
Farmers in the declared defined area of drought that is, the area running from Bendigo to Echuca
through to Warracknabeal and Swan Hill-who
meet the criteria will be eligible for interest subsidies
of 30 per cent on working capital and existing debt.
Those outside the defined area who also meet the
criteria will be eligible for a 25 per cent interest
subsidy on their working capital and existing debt to
a maximum of $60 000. As an example, a farmer
who borrowed $SO 000 of new working capital and
had an existing debt of $100 000, if subsidised to the
30 per cent level, will be eligible for assistance of
$5600, bearing in mind that the interest rate is 12 per
cent and that the Rural Finance Corporation has
announced a Lowering of its prime interest rate. If
the federal government comes to the party,
assistance to the individual farmer in the
circumstances I described will be approximately
$18000, which will be of enormous benefit to
fanners affected by drought.
The honourable member inquired about the part
being played by the federal government. The Rural
Adjustment Scheme Advisory Committee that
advises the federal Minister for Primary Industries
and Energy has given a favourable response in
indicating support for Victoria's application for
drought assistance. If there is an armouncement
from the federal government it will most likely be
made at the Labor Party's state conference to be held
in Bendigo over the weekend. It will give the
conference a focus that it would not ordinarily have.
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Approximately 200 fanners have applied to the
Rural Finance Corporation for assistance. The
corporation has considered 90 applications and
almost every one has been approved, so those
farmers will receive interest subsidy support. The
program will run for some time, but I urge farmers
who meet the eligibility criteria to put in their
applications so they can receive a response as
quickly as possible. The package put together by the
Victorian government is positive and supportive. If
the federal government does not jOin with the
Victorian government in doing its part it will be
damned forever for not supporting the Victorian
farming community.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - The honourable
member for Frankston referred to the immunisation
of schoolchildren, and I shall direct that to the
attention of the Minister for Education.

The honourable member for Williamstown referred
to the proximity of railway lines to houses and what
he regarded as unsatisfactory arrangements for
railway crossings. I shall refer that matter to the
Minister for Public Transport.
The honourable member for Oandenong referred the
Minister for Education to the promotion of the
learning assessment project. I shall refer that matter
to the minister.
The honourable member for Knox referred to the
apparent misuse of Transport Accident Commission
stationery and stamps.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - The honourable member for
Yan Yean interjects and raises some interesting
points. I was not aware that cats could vote, let alone
fonn a democratic organisation. Clearly that matter
appears to involve some misuse of the resources of
the TAC and I shall have it investigated by the
commission.
The honourable member for Springvale referred to
the Springvale bypass and the upgrading of Westall
Road. I am advised that the matter originated
during the period of office of the previous Laber
government, which undertook to carry out
upgrading works but never included them in any of
its capital works programs. TIlis is further evidence
of the neglect of road projects by the former
government and the commonwealth government. I
am advised that in 1982 the commonwealth
government raised $1.3 billion from taxes and other
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imposts on motorists and spent approximately
62 per cent of that on roads. In 1995 it raised
$9.7 billion, of which $820 million or 8.45 per cent
was spent on roads. It is scarcely surprising that the
development of road infrastructure has declined in
recent times as a result of commonwealth policies.

On the other hand, the Victorian government has
not only reactivated investment in public
infrastructure by upgrading its capital works
program, it has also introduced the Better Roads
levy. Despite having been controversial when first
introduced, the levy now has wide acceptance
because all the money raised is going into
redeveloping Victorian roads, not only in
metropolitan Melbourne, as the honourable member
suggests, but across the state in a whole host of
areas. The government is developing the most
urgent priorities right across the state. I am not in a
position to know the current ranking of that project
but I will raise the matter with the Minister for
Roads and Ports in another place, who will no doubt
respond directly to the honourable member.
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The honourable member for Eltham referred the
Attorney-General to the Residential Tenancies
Tribunal and the case of a tenant with a history of
late rent payments. I shall refer that matter to the
Attorney-General.
The honourable member for Yan Yean referred to
85 hectares of land at I<angaroo Ground. I shall raise
that matter with the Minister for Local Government
in another place.

The honourable member for Sandringham referred
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to
the Sandringham courthouse and police station
complex. I shall refer the matter to the minister.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 11.45 p.m.

